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Abstract

Predicting protein function and structure from sequence is one important challenge for
computational biology. For nearly three decades, most state-of-the-art approaches that
took up on this challenge combined machine learning and evolutionary information (EI)
condensed in multiple-sequence alignments (MSA). Despite improvements in machine
learning algorithms and the way sequences in the MSA were leveraged, some major lim-
itations inherent to EI remained. This dissertation aims at bypassing these limitations
by introducing, applying, and evaluating various representation learning techniques to
protein sequences. On a high-level, representation learning aims at learning meaning-
ful vector representations (embeddings) directly from large, potentially unlabeled data
without any human intervention. Those embeddings allow us to transfer the knowledge
acquired by the model to any other task. Towards this end, I will use the LSTM-based
language model ELMo in Chapter 2 to showcase how concepts from natural language
processing (NLP) can be adapted to protein sequences. By treating single amino acids
as words and protein sequences as sentences, we could show that our model, dubbed
SeqVec, learnt meaningful representations for protein sequences using solely unlabeled
data. Crucially, all protein language models (pLMS) introduced in this dissertation rely
solely on single protein sequence as input when generating embeddings. This bypasses
the necessity of gathering evolutionary information (EI) explicitly by searching protein
sequence databases for related proteins. Despite relying only on single protein sequences,
our method goPredSim (Chapter 3) exemplifies the predictive power of the proposed
representations, where we used embeddings derived from SeqVec to predict a protein’s
function as defined by Gene Ontology (GO) terms. In a work not described in more detail
in this thesis, we improve over SeqVec by training and evaluating different Transformers
on large, unlabeled sets of protein sequences. With the resulting ProtTrans models, we
were among the first to show that embeddings derived from pLMs carry enough infor-
mation to outperform complex models relying on explicit EI condensed in MSAs. The
predictive power as well as the general applicability of ProtTrans embeddings is exem-
plified in Chapter 4, where we use embeddings from our best performing ProtTrans
model (ProtT5) for Variant Effect Score Prediction without Alignments (VESPA). In a
next step, we show how contrastive learning can refine embeddings from ProtT5 towards
capturing the hierarchical classification of protein 3D structures in Class, Architecture,
Topology and Homologous superfamily as defined by CATH (ProtTucker, Chapter 5).
Taken together, this dissertation introduces concepts that allow to learn representa-
tions from large unlabeled databases which rival established EI-based methods in their
predictive performance while relying only on single protein sequences.
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1. Introduction

How do we make real world observations such as images, text, speech, or protein se-
quences machine-readable? - The answer to this question has changed considerably over
the last decades, especially, since machine learning (ML) is increasingly leveraged in all
areas of life over the last years. Among the most well-known are (nearly) self-driving cars
that require real-time perception of their environment in order to react adequately to,
e.g., pedestrians, other vehicles, or changing weather conditions. For this to work at an
acceptable level, i.e., at equal or lower risk of accidents than human drivers, real world
observations such as camera images or sensor data need to be made machine-readable at
high levels of accuracy and at low computational cost to allow (nearly) real time actions.
Approaching this goal relied crucially on hardware advancements. At the same time the
way of reading and processing observations changed at least as fundamentally as the
underlying hardware. One of the most prominent examples for this is a specific type of
neural network architecture called Transformers [1] which allows to process a variety of
input types. Despite being introduced in natural language processing (NLP), it not only
revolutionized how we make text machine-readable [2] but also, inter alia, paved the
way for highly accurate protein 3-dimensional (3D) structure predictions by AlphaFold
2 [3] (AF2), one of the biggest breakthroughs in computational biology (CB) [4]. Key
to the inter-disciplinary applicability of the Transformer architecture is its flexibility on
the expected input format which enables the network to directly process a variety of
real world observations without the need for human intervention. Pairing this flexibility
with clever tricks leveraging the vast amounts of unlabeled data allowed to learn data
representations directly from raw data. Thanks to high-throughput sequencing tech-
nology, experimentally measuring a protein sequence is, by now, relatively cheap and
fast, as opposed to measuring its 3D structure. As a result, the most common data
modality available for proteins today is unlabeled raw data in the form of a consecutive
string of their constituent parts, the AAs. In turn, this also means that we do not know
anything about the vast majority of today’s proteins but their sequence. This effect is
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1. Introduction

P R T E I N 
S E Q W E N C E
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How to make protein sequences
machine-readable?

Figure 1.1.: A high-level overview of the main question that this thesis addresses: How
can we make protein sequences machine-readable? We use different rep-
resentations as input to machine learning devices and use their predictive
performance as a proxy to answer this question. Additionally, we propose
new representations learnt directly from large unlabeled protein sequence
databases.

called sequence-structure gap, or more generally, sequence-annotation-gap [5]. In-silico
approaches try to bridge this gap by training ML devices on the small set of proteins
that have some experimental annotation (labeled data). Afterwards, the trained devices
are deployed to make predictions for the huge amount of proteins without annotation
(unlabeled data). However, this limits most of today’s ML approaches to the rather
small subset of labeled data. How much information a ML device can deduce from those
small but labeled sets depends crucially on the way how its input is represented, i.e., the
more informative the input, the less data is required by the model to learn something
useful from it. This raises the general question on how to optimally represent protein
sequences when using in-silico approaches, and, in this context, how to make best use
of the constantly growing but unlabeled protein sequence databases [6, 7]. A simple
overview of this problem is given in Figure 1.1. In order to provide some answers to this
question, I will adapt strategies from NLP to learn representations for protein sequences
and rank them by their predictive performance. In the following, I will first provide
some information on the biological background followed by an overview on how previ-
ous, non-ML-based solutions processed real world observations in general and protein
sequences in particular. Next, I will introduce how the proposed ML-based approaches
make protein sequences machine-readable using exclusively unlabeled data. Throughout
the dissertation, the proposed protein sequence representations are put into perspective
of existing approaches by using predictive performance of those representations as acid
test. .
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1.1. Biological Background

1.1. Biological Background

Proteins form complex 3-dimensional (3D) macromolecules that are absolutely essential
for any living organism due to their key role in nearly any cellular function. Despite
their intertwined 3D appearance, proteins are composed of single amino acids (AA) that
are sequentially arranged via covalent bonds. To compose this chain, 20 different AA
types are available, each with unique bio-chemical and bio-physical properties defined by
their corresponding side-chains. The specific arrangement of the AAs is determined by
an organism’s genetic blueprint that can be selectively activated based on environment
factors [8]. The order of AAs and the resulting interactions between them determine
the structure of a protein which in turn determines its function [9]. This can lead to
residue-pairs being in close structural proximity while being far apart in sequence space.
Figuratively speaking, one can imagine proteins as magnetic beads on a string where
each bead resembles an AA with slightly different size, shape, polarity, electric charge,
and hydrophobicity depending on the AA type. The specific arrangement of beads and
the interactions between them define the resulting 3D structure. It has to be noted,
that this simplification ignores many factors that complicate the physics underlying the
folding process. For example, each amino acid consists of multiple atoms which allow
for different interactions such as disulfid bridges or hydrogen bonds, and the folding is
influenced by environment, e.g. the pH-value, in which it takes place. On top of this,
and as usual in biology, there are (relatively rare) exceptions to this general rule as some
proteins rely on other proteins, so-called chaperons, to adopt their final 3D fold [10].
Despite these exceptions, it is generally accepted that for the vast majority of proteins,
the sequential order of AAs determines the 3D structure of a protein that in turn defines
its function. This means that all information about a protein’s 3D structure or function
is encoded in its sequence [9]. In the following, I will give a brief overview of the different
tasks that were used to evaluate different protein sequence representation. To cover a
broad spectrum of the different aspects of a protein, I do not only differentiate tasks
related to the structure or function of a protein but I further distinguish tasks either
related to a global property of a protein (protein-level; e.g., subcellular localization) or
to individual residues (residue-level; e.g., secondary structure).
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1. Introduction

1.1.1. Residue-level Structure: Secondary Structure

For most proteins, the sequential arrangement of AAs defines a protein’s 3D structure.
While long-range contacts between residues far apart in sequence space are crucially im-
portant for protein folding, local structural elements defined by hydrogen-bonds within
their local sequence neighborhood usually drive this folding in the first place [11]. This
so-called secondary structure can be expressed in multiple ways but commonly each
residue in a protein gets assigned to one of the three following secondary structure
states: helix, (beta-) strand or loop/irregular/other [12]. Helices, for example, form lo-
cal patterns reminiscent of spiral staircases. Historically, secondary structure was used
as a simplification to bypass the complexity of the 3D structure prediction problem while
still providing some information on the structural arrangement of proteins [13–16]. Since
high-quality 3D structure predictions are only a few mouse clicks away thanks to AF2,
the use-cases for such a task diminished. Still, it remains one of the most well-defined and
best-researched problems in CB, making it a robust benchmark for comparing different
protein sequence representations (Chapter 2 and 4). From a machine-learning perspec-
tive, secondary structure prediction is a residue-level classification task, i.e., each residue
in a protein gets classified into one of the three secondary structure types. Here, I used
different protein sequence representations as input to different ML devices. Their pre-
dictive performance served as proxy for assessing to which extent they made protein
sequences readily machine-readable. More specifically, I used the accuracy for correctly
predicting secondary structure in either three- or eight-states as defined by DSSP [12]
on an established dataset [16] to compare different representation types.

1.1.2. Protein-level Structure: CATH

The increasing amount of available experimental 3D structures raised the question of
how to best organize this data to simplify human- and machine-readability. Towards
this end, CATH [17, 18], introduced a hierarchical classification of protein 3D struc-
tures in Class, Architecture, Topology and Homologous superfamily. From the most
coarse-grained Class-level where proteins only share their overall secondary structure
composition, proteins are sub-divided based on increasing overlap in secondary struc-
ture up to the most fine-grained homologous superfamily-level where proteins are se-
quence similar. Such subdivision is essential to find evolutionary relationship among
apparently unrelated proteins. It also crucially helped in quantifying that the space of
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1.1. Biological Background

possible protein 3D structures appears to be a lot smaller than the space of possible
protein sequences, i.e., many proteins adopt a similar 3D structure despite having vastly
diverged protein sequences [19]. This is especially true for proteins involved in essen-
tial cell functions that are shared among large fractions of the tree of life. Therefore,
assigning a new protein to a CATH class does not only allow to view it against the
background of the currently known structural landscape but also to derive functional
hypotheses. The latter is streamlined by so-called functional families or FunFams [20]
which add another, even more fine-grained, classification layer to CATH’s homologous
superfamilies based on the function of a protein. However, even ColabFold [21] which
provides important speed-ups to AF2 remains too slow to be applied to large protein
databases with billions of sequences [6, 7]. Therefore, we investigate in this disserta-
tion new ways to predict CATH classes from novel protein representations which are
tailored towards capturing the CATH hierarchy (Chapter 5). Looking at the problem
purely from a machine-learning perspective, we try to tackle a hierarchical multi-class
classification problem that tries to predict thousands of highly imbalanced homologous
superfamilies in CATH.

1.1.3. Protein-level Function: Subcellular Localization

Each prokaryotic or eukaryotic cell contains compartments, so-called organelles which
allow it to provide different environmental conditions for performing highly specialized
functions. For example, the genetic blueprint, the desoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), is
stored and read in the nucleus but the final proteins are assembled in the ribosomes.
Depending on a protein’s role in the cellular machinery, it gets transported to its des-
tination, a specific organelle or subcellular localization. In many cases this is conducted
by “zip-codes” that are part of a protein sequence, so-called signal peptides, which get
cleaved off after successful transport. This information offers an important starting point
for unravelling the role of a protein in the complex cellular machinery which makes it
a long-standing [22, 23], yet unsolved prediction problem in CB [24–27]. I will use sub-
cellular localization as a proxy to assess to which extent the proposed representations
capture protein function (Chapter 2 and [28]). Some proteins are located in multiple sub-
cellular localizations and amongst those a subset adopts different functions depending on
the organelle they are currently in (so-called moonlighting proteins [29]). However, to-
day’s available annotations are mostly limited to one subcellular localization per protein,
presumably because those special cases are relatively rare. Hence, I treat subcellular lo-
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1. Introduction

calization prediction as a protein-level classification task, i.e., each protein gets classified
into one of the 11 compartments defined elsewhere [30]. Again, the accuracy of different
protein sequence representations used as input to the same ML device serves as a proxy
for estimating the extent to which they make proteins machine-readable.

1.1.4. Protein-level Function: Gene Ontology

The Gene Ontology (GO) [31] makes protein function human- and machine-readable
by mapping it to a structured and controlled vocabulary. Only such standardization
efforts make experimental annotations of protein function comparable and enable uni-
fied computational processing. GO takes the fuzzy meaning of function into account
by separating it into three hierarchies: On the molecular level, a the function of a
protein is described by the Molecular Function Ontology (MFO) which is put into the
larger context of the cellular process it is part of as well as the subcellular localization
it functions in by the Biological Process Ontology (BPO) and the Cellular Component
Ontology (CCO), respectively. Each of the ontologies is organized as directed acyclic
graphs (DAG) with each node representing a functional annotation. To take account
for the diverse spectrum of functions that a single protein can perform, each protein
can be annotated to multiple functions of varying resolution, i.e., varying depth in the
DAG, depending on the reported evidence. However, most proteins have incomplete GO
annotations as there is no automated way to experimentally test for the vast spectrum
of potential protein functions. This makes the prediction of a protein’s GO term(s) a
challenging yet relevant problem that was tackled from its introduction in the 2000s
[32–34] to today [35–37]. From a ML perspective, the prediction of GO terms can be
viewed as a multi-class and multi-label problem as each protein can be assigned to mul-
tiple functions. Further, each protein can have varying annotation specificity depending
on the experimental setup which results in varying annotation depths within the hier-
archy. This makes not only the prediction of the terms highly complicated but also the
evaluation thereof as it depends on the specific use-case whether it is preferable to have
more accurate but less specific GO term predictions or less accurate but potentially more
fine-grained predictions. This complicates the comparison of GO prediction approaches
which is why we followed the evaluation of the Critical Assessment of protein Function
Annotation algorithms (CAFA) [38], an international collaboration that compares com-
putational methods predicting GO terms (Chapter 3). By reproducing the conditions of
this competition, we have a direct and unbiased comparison not only between our own
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1.1. Biological Background

GO predictors based on the proposed representations but also to other methods that
participated in the last round of CAFA.

1.1.5. Residue-level Function: Conservation

Protein sequence is much less conserved compared to protein structure [39]. Conse-
quently, many proteins with vastly different sequences exist that still adopt the same 3D
structure and hence perform the same or very similar function. Despite this variability,
not all positions or residues in a protein are equally likely to change as some are central
to maintain the function of a protein (so-called hot-spots) or structure, e.g., stabilizing
long-range interactions, limiting their mutational variability [40]. This is also reflected
by surface residues of a protein being on average less conserved compared to those at the
core as surface residues are spatially less constrained. Correspondingly, highly conserved
residues on a protein surface correlate with binding sites while conserved core motifs can
be used to deduce evolutionary relationship of highly diverged proteins [41]. As there is
no direct way to measure a residue’s conservation experimentally, most approaches rely
on proxies derived from, inter alia, the variability of a residue’s position in MSAs [42],
the distance in an evolutionary tree, its structure or all of those combined [43]. Looking
at this problem purely from a ML perspective, the task is to classify each residue in a
protein into variable or conserved residues and, depending on the definition, classes in
between. Here, we used the conservation definition introduced by ConSurf [43] which
classifies each residue in a protein into a class ranging from one (highly variable) to nine
(highly conserved). The performance on this multi-class prediction problem was used
to benchmark the predictive performance of various protein sequence representations
(Chapter 4).

1.1.6. Residue-level Function: Variant effect

As protein structure and function is determined by the precise arrangement of AAs,
any change thereof might break the delicate biophysical equilibrium that leads to this
specific structure and allows to perform a certain function. Such single amino acid
variants (SAVs) are involved in many diseases so understanding their impact plays a
pivotal role in precision medicine [44]. On top, estimating the impact of SAVs is im-
portant when ranking mutants for efficient protein engineering. However, exploring the
mutational landscape of a protein by experimental means is extremely expensive and

7



1. Introduction

time-consuming, making a large-scale application nearly impossible. The bottleneck
here is the huge search space: every wild-type protein of length L can be mutated to L
* 19 (19 possible other AAs) mutants. Additionally, the experimental assay would not
only have to mirror in-vivo conditions but it would also have to capture all functions
a protein performs. As a consequence, so-called Deep Mutational Scanning (DMS) ex-
periments which mutate each AA in a protein to any other AA are only available for
very few, relatively short proteins and usually measure only a single protein function
[45]. Still, those data points are extremely valuable as they allow to benchmark to which
extent SAV effect predictors can estimate the subtle differences between different SAVs.
More commonly available are binary labels that distinguish effect from neutral mutants,
irrespective of any nuances that different SAVs might have on protein function. Despite
their more coarse-grained information, the relative abundance of samples with binary
labels compared to DMS data, makes binary effect data a commonly used dataset for
training SAV effect predictors. From a ML perspective, this is a residue-level classifica-
tion task where each mutant is classified as whether or not it breaks a protein’s function
(neutral vs effect). Here, I compare the predictive performance of different protein se-
quence representations on capturing the disruptive effect of SAVs by using them as input
for training binary classifiers (Chapter 4). We further evaluate the trained models on
their ability to capture the nuances of different SAVs by evaluating on existing DMS
data.

1.2. How to Represent Data? - The Traditional Way:
Handcrafted Features

One of the first and most simple approaches to make protein sequences and their con-
stituent parts, AAs, machine-readable is called one-hot encoding. This encoding assigns
to each of the 20 standard AAs a numerical vector of 20 elements, consisting only of
“0“ and a single “1“. The position of the single one differs between each of the 20 AAs,
allowing for unambiguous mapping between the character representation of each AA to
its corresponding numerical vector. When being applied to each residue in a protein
sequence of length L, the human-readable, character representation is converted to a
machine-readable, numerical matrix of shape L x 20. However, such a representation
omits any bio-chemical or bio-physical knowledge about AAs. In the past, this lack
of information was tackled by expanding the one-hot encoding vectors by handcrafted
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1.3. Leveraging Existing Data by Statistical Means Improves Representations.

chemical properties for each AA encoded as numerical values. For example, nearly 100
different hydrophobicity scales were developed by domain experts over the last 60 years
[46]. While those scales have a good correlation, they give slightly different results on
the exact ranking of AAs as hydrophobicity can be measured in multiple ways leading
to different experimental setups [47]. Generally speaking, handcrafted features are in-
herently bound by what we can realistically measure in experiments making it nearly
impossible to unambiguously capture properties such as hydrophobicity that depend on
their environment.

Similarly, hand-crafted features dominated how data is represented in other fields. For
example, in computer vision (CV) the processing of images was dominated by hand-
crafted rules designed by domain experts such as the Sobel filter [48]. This filter creates
a new representation by convolving two 3x3 filters over a given image, i.e., one filter
is designed to detect horizontal edges while another filter is designed to detect vertical
edges. While this is very similar to modern convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
[49], the weights of the Sobel filter were chosen manually instead of trained from data,
as handcrafted features are always bound by what we can express with algorithms at
this time. Still, both approaches, the Sobel filter and handcrafted features for AAs,
allowed machines to process certain types of real world observations, opening the door
to automated processing. However, the main drawback of handcrafted features remains:
They crucially miss the global picture of the underlying data, i.e., hydrophobicity scales
and Sobel filters are limited to local properties, ignoring global context such as the
complex interaction between multiple residues within the 3D structure of a protein or
how to relate single edges to more complex concepts such as houses.

1.3. Leveraging Existing Data by Statistical Means Improves
Representations.

With more and more data being available, researchers started to compare the (constantly
increasing number of) available samples by statistical means. One of the key advantages
of such approaches is that they allow to relate new samples against the background of
existing, potentially annotated samples. For example, statistical analyses in the form
of sequence alignments were crucial for the development of substitution matrices such
as BLOcks SUbstitution Matrix (BLOSUM) [50] which estimates the log odds ratio
of observing a certain SAV in a protein sequence. The values in these matrices were
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1. Introduction

estimated from substitutions observed in local alignments between pairs of protein se-
quences. Despite being developed 30 years ago, BLOSUM is still being used by today’s
sequence search tools such as MMSeqs2 [51] to score the significance of alignments. A
more sensitive but also much slower approach for searching for evolutionary related se-
quences is to translate an MSA to hidden-markov models (HMMs, [52]) and compare it
to other HMMs as done by, e.g., HHBlits [53]. It is important to note that such statistical
analysis did not supersede handcrafted features completely as the latter can be derived
from the former. For example, some of the aforementioned hydrophobicity scales were
derived from analysing a residue’s average solvent accessible surface area from a pool
of proteins with resolved 3D structures [54]. In a different line of work, combining the
two approaches, sequence alignments and the comparison of protein 3D structures, al-
lowed to unravel complex sequence-structure relationships such as the homology-derived
secondary structure of proteins (HSSP)-curve [55, 56], which estimates the structural
agreement of two proteins only from their sequence alignment even if the sequence iden-
tity is as low as 20%. None of these developments would have been possible without
statistically relating single sequences against the background of large protein sequences
database.

Summarizing the evolutionary information (EI) of related proteins in the form of MSAs
gave rise to the arguably most influential way of making protein sequences machine-
readable for machine-learning (ML) [13]. However, while the performance of nearly all
modern predictors in CB, including AF2, rely crucially on EI summarized in MSAs the
way those methods leverage this information differed over the years. Early approaches
mostly relied on evolutionary profiles such as position-specific-scoring-matrices (PSSMs)
[57] which capture the (log-)likelihood of observing a certain AA at a certain position
in a protein. High values indicate that an AA occurs more often at a certain position
than expected. This usually points towards conserved residues that are important to
maintain a protein family’s function. Similar to one-hot encoding, PSSMs are matrices
of shape L x 20 with L being the length of a protein. Evolutionary profiles paved the
way for high-quality prediction of protein features that are mostly encoded in the local
sequence neighborhood, e.g., secondary structure [13, 15].

The problem of evolutionary profiles is that higher-order dependencies involving mul-
tiple residues, potentially well-separated in sequence- but close in structure-space are
lost when converting a MSA to, e.g., PSSMs. This is problematic as residues close in
3D structure carry crucial information on co-evolving residues, i.e., a protein can only
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maintain its function upon mutation if another residue, usually spatially close to the first
mutant, changes such that it accommodates or compensates for the first mutation [58].
Such co-evolving residues have been among the most informative signals for inferring
a the structure of a protein as the entanglement in 3D directly affects the mutational
landscape of a protein sequence. Given a sufficient number of evolutionary related pro-
teins summarized as MSA, Pott’s models [59] can estimate such evolutionary coupling
scores (ECs) [60]. Paired with advances in ML, most importantly the introduction of
CNNs, EC-based methods outperformed approaches building on evolutionary profiles in
predicting protein 3D structures [61, 62]. As ECs provide coupling scores between all
pairs of residues as well as all pairs of AA mutants, the resulting representation has a
shape of L x L x 21 x 21 with L being again a protein’s length, and 21 being the number
of standard AAs plus a special gap character indicating deletions. So each cell in this
4D-tensor provides a score for observing a specific combination of AAs (21 x 21) for a
specific pair of residues (L x L) in a given protein family. This way of representing pro-
teins was also successfully applied to predict protein-protein-interactions (PPIs) which
undergo similar evolutionary pressure as they have to maintain their interaction even
upon mutations of the interaction interface [63]. However, in this case the co-evolving
residues which compensate each others mutations are part of two different proteins.
Further studies showed how this protein representation, i.e., ECs, can also be used to
estimate the effect of SAVs [64] and the prediction of binding residues [65]. Despite
this success, ECs required extremely large and sufficiently diverse MSAs to have enough
statistical power to provide a signal clean enough to be useful [58]. Paired with the high
computational demand required to compute ECs from MSAs, this limited the large-scale
applicability of ECs as general-purpose representation of protein sequences.

ECs highlight how all statistical/evolutionary approaches are to varying degrees double-
edged swords: their predictive power depends on the amount of diverse, yet evolutionary
related sequences, one can find. This usually requires searching large protein sequence
databases. Part of the success of methods in the recent CASP was that they expanded
the search for related sequences to large metagenomic protein sequences databases with
billions of proteins [6, 7]. While this increases performance, it also increases runtime
for each new query. In turn, this also means that all EI-based approaches suffer from
low representational power if no or only a few related proteins can be found in today’s
databases [66]. But most importantly, even if a sufficient number of related sequences can
be collected for a protein of interest, certain use-cases such as the effect scoring of SAVs,
benefit from protein-specific representations instead of family-averages over MSAs. One
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of the most recent and most prominent examples highlighting this problem was AF2,
which provides extremely accurate protein 3D structure predictions but is mostly blind
to SAVs in the input as the input MSA will be nearly identical for wild-type and mutant
[67]. Speaking more generally, all statistical methods are limited to a) what we can easily
measure, b) our current understanding of the underlying problem in general and c) to
what extent we can formalize or extract this knowledge by computational means. As
nature itself only requires single protein sequences for folding a protein to its functional
3D state, all information necessary to predict protein properties should be encoded in
a single protein sequence [9]. This raises the question of whether there are alternative
ways of processing proteins such that information is directly extracted only from single
protein sequences, dropping the necessity to search for related proteins in databases.

1.4. Let Data Speak for Itself. - Learning Representations
from Unlabeled Data

Together with the advent of big data, hardware solutions like graphical processing units
(GPUs) or tensor processing units (TPUs) were either adapted (GPUs) or developed
(TPUs) to allow for efficient processing of large amounts of data via neural networks.
This development gave rise to a whole new field that sat off to find new ways to make
real world observations machine-readable, i.e., representation learning. In contrast to
previous approaches that relied on domain experts to design features or apply statistical
means, these new representations are learnt directly from raw data without any human
intervention. Roughly a decade ago, the field of CV was the first to replace handcrafted
features by fully end-to-end learnt representations, i.e., raw pixels were used as input
to let the network decide itself how to optimally weight each feature when making a
certain prediction [68]. This development allowed predictions at an unprecedented level
of accuracy without the necessity to manually design filter kernels such as the Sobel fil-
ter. Instead of manually designing new filters, ML experts now rather try to understand
the inner workings of the neural networks they had trained to improve the performance
and efficiency of the models’ architecture [69, 70]. Such end-to-end trained solutions
had not been possible before as a variety of developments had to synergize with each
other: a) large amounts of labeled data had to be collected (e.g., imagenet for CV [68]),
b) the necessary hardware had to be adapted (GPUs) or developed (TPUs) and c) new
neural network architectures had to be developed to either fit the underlying data type
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(e.g., grid-like architecture of CNNs for images) or to provide enough flexibility to ex-
tract relevant information irrespective of the domain/problem, e.g., Transformers [1].
Only the clever combination of those allowed recent solutions to improve over hand-
crafted/statistical features that were optimized over decades. Of course, this is not a
purely sequential development where new representations always supersede existing ap-
proaches but there are also solutions that combine existing representations and novel
ways to extract information from it. For example, the highly accurate protein 3D struc-
ture prediction of AF2 still crucially relies on explicit EI in the form of MSAs as input.
However, instead of manually extracting features from it using handcrafted or statistical
approaches, AF2 was trained end-to-end, i.e., a special type of Transformer learnt how
to weight and combine the different sequences in the MSA input. An overview of the
different ways to make protein sequences machine-readable is given in Figure 1.2.

1.4.1. How to Leverage Unlabeled Data?

Despite this success, most approaches still required labeled samples which posed a prob-
lem for scaling this approach up and for transferring the concept to domains with less
labeled data compared to CV. This led to the emergence of a new sub-field within rep-
resentation learning called self-supervised learning that tapped into the vast gold mine
of unlabeled data. Arguably, this trend mainly emerged from NLP where labeled data
is more scarce compared to CV, which hindered the large-scale application of repre-
sentation learning to textual data. Instead of relying on labeled data, self-supervised
learning solely relies on the signal inherent to sequential data itself thereby removing any
reliance on labeled data. One of the first approaches to harness the sequential structure
of textual data was word2vec [71] which introduced two basic concepts: a) similar to
a cloze test, train a feed-forward neural network (FNN) on re-constructing the center
word given all other words within a certain window-size (CBOW) or b) vice-versa train a
FNN on reconstructing the surrounding words given only a center word within a window
of words (skip-gram).

While the predictions themselves were only of limited use, the network had to learn
certain patterns within the sequential data to do well in the tasks. Based on the context
a word appears in and its co-occurrence with other words, the network learnt common-
alities between words, and to a certain extent, semantic and syntactic similarity. The
knowledge acquired during this so-called pre-training phase could later be transferred
to any other application by removing the final classification layer and instead extracting
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Figure 1.2.: Overview of different ways to make protein sequences machine-readable.
Panel A depicts how domain experts manually create features. Those
handcrafted features such as various hydrophobicity scales can be used to
encode amino acid letters as numerical values capturing certain protein
properties. This gets extended by Panel B with domain experts creating
algorithms to search through large sequence databases to find evolution-
ary related proteins by statistical means. Those related sequences are
summarized in a multiple-sequence alignment (MSA) from which various
numerical representation can be computed, i.e., position-specific scoring
matrices (PSSMs), hidden-markov-models (HMMs) or evolutionary cou-
pling scores (ECs). In this work, I introduced and evaluated novel ways of
representing protein sequences as numerical vectors by learning represen-
tations directly from unlabeled sequence data (Panel C). While there is a
certain chronological order from established (Panel A) to novel (Panel C)
representations, this is no strict trend as statistical means were deployed
to derive new handcrafted features. However, more importantly there is a
decrease in human intervention from handcrafted features to learnt repre-
sentations which reduces the risk of introducing human bias.
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the intermediate vector representation output by the hidden layer(s) for a given input
(called embeddings). Those embeddings can now serve as input for any other application
centered around automated processing of textual data. For this reason, despite being
more complex and much larger, today’s equivalents of word2vec are called foundation
models as they form the bedrock for many modern predictors that build on top of em-
beddings. On a more general level, training a model on one task and transferring the
thereby acquired knowledge to another task is called transfer learning. As word2vec-like
approaches do not rely on any domain-specific concepts or assumptions such as grammar
but solely on the signal inherent to the structure of sequential data, they can readily
be applied to other domains working with such types of data. The sequential nature of
protein sequences lend itself to be applied to methods such as word2vec as showcased
by ProtVec [72]. The authors of ProtVec trained a word2vec architecture on around
500k protein sequences taken from SwissProt [73]. However, in contrast to most lan-
guages, protein sequences are one long consecutive string of characters without clear
word boundaries that are required by word2vec-like approaches. The ProtVec authors
bypassed this problem by simply splitting each protein into 3-mers (three consecutive
AAs) and training the model on reconstructing the surrounding 3-mers given the center
3-mer in windows of size 25. While the final output of ProtVec is only of limited use,
the model is forced to learn co-occurring patterns that relate to higher-level concepts
ranging from bio-chemical and bio-physical properties of AAs over structural and func-
tional aspects to the evolutionary relationship of proteins [72]. In the case of ProtVec,
this information was extracted by translating each 3-mer in a protein sequences to em-
beddings of length 100. Those vectors were used to classify, inter alia, protein families
and disordered proteins.

The basic idea of learning general concepts directly from the wealth of information arising
from gigantic amounts of unlabeled data and later transferring the acquired knowledge
to other tasks with a limited set of labeled data might appear straightforward today but
the techniques arising from it did not only revolutionize NLP but also many other fields
such as CB. The importance of this revolution probably is best reflected by the fact that
essentially all applications working with text, e.g., automated translations [74], speech-
to-text conversion, question-answering [75] or document retrieval [76], are powered today
by models invented in the course of this revolution.

Still, all word2vec-like approaches [77, 78] have one major drawback: They inevitably
return the same embedding for the same word, irrespective of the context it appears
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in which is why they are considered to be un-contextualized, i.e., they can not capture
the ambiguity inherent to many words. For example, word2vec-like approaches always
provide the same embedding for the word tiger, irrespective of whether the context
clearly refers to a toy made of paper, or a threatening animal. Consequently, ProtVec
can not render residues or 3-mers depend on neighboring residues making it impossible
to capture the complexity of proteins where the role of each residue depends on its
surrounding residues in sequence and structure space.

1.4.2. Context is Key - The Rise of Language Models

Language models (LMs) were introduced to overcome the limitations of uncontextualized
approaches by rendering embeddings dependent on their context. Among the first LMs
was a model called Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo [79]) which trained a
stack of long-short-term-memory cells (LSTMs [80]) on predicting the next word in a
sentence given all previous words of the same sentence (auto-regressive language model-
ing, ALM). LSTMs are a specific type of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) that allow to
process sequential data by applying a modified FNN not only to new input but also to its
own previous output. This message-passing allows the network to “memorize” previous
input and allows to process input of variable length as opposed to chunking sentences
into pre-defined windows of words as done by word2vec. Additionally, the conditioning
introduced by ALM enables the network to produce different embeddings for the same
word, i.e., to created contextualized embeddings. The sequential processing of LSTMs
also introduces an implicit positional bias allowing the network to learn concepts at
different resolutions, i.e., the network itself learns to weight local structures over global
concepts and how to best relate them. Similar to word2vec, repeating this pre-training
task on millions of sentences, forces the model to learn certain commonalities and sta-
tistical patterns solely from the sequential signal in the input, i.e., without any labeled
data. After this pre-training, transfer learning is again applied by generating embed-
dings from the hidden layers of the LSTM for a given input. This way, the knowledge
acquired during pre-training can be transferred to other tasks, potentially with little
labeled data. It was shown that the combination of self-supervision and transfer learn-
ing particularly helps problems with limited labeled data [75]. The authors assume that
embeddings often contain enough information about a domain so that simple regressions
suffice to reach high performance while avoiding overfitting thanks to the strong regular-
ization introduced by the limited number of free parameters of the regression [75]. The
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ELMo authors showcased the benefit of their proposed approach by comparing against
their uncontextualized counterparts on a variety of different tasks including question
answering and sentiment analysis.

Thanks to the sequential nature of both, natural language and protein sequences, we
could transfer the concept introduced by ELMo directly to protein sequences. Instead of
splitting proteins into 3-mers as done by word2vec, we treated each single AA as a word
and each protein sequence as a sentence. This had the advantage that we could extract
embeddings for each individual residue in a protein. Consequently, the optimization
task became predicting the next AA given all previous AAs in a protein sequence. This
allowed the resulting model, dubbed SeqVec [81], to leverage the information stored
in exponentially growing but unlabeled protein sequence databases (Chapter 2). For
SeqVec, we used 50M unlabeled protein sequences in UniRef50 [82], a version of UniProt
[83] clustered at 50% sequence identity. We evaluated the knowledge acquired during
pre-training, by generating embeddings from the hidden layers of SeqVec and using those
representations as input for various established CB tasks such as secondary structure
prediction or subcellular localization prediction. Each protein sequence of length L
results in a embedding of shape L x 1024 (with 1024 being a hyperparameter defined
by the user before pre-training), so each residue in a protein is represented by a 1024-
dimensional vector. We also showed that simple averaging (average pooling) over the
length-dimension of protein embeddings allows to project each protein to a fixed-size
vector (1024-d), irrespective of the length of a protein.

However, ALM as introduced by ELMo cannot capture true bi-directional context, i.e.,
predicting the next word given all previous words in a sentence usually requires either
processing left-to-right or right-to-left but no mix thereof as the model could otherwise
cheat rendering the optimization task trivial. ELMo tries to compensate for this by
independently processing the same sentence with two different stacks of LSTMs once
from left-to-right and once from right-to-left (see Figure 1.3 Panel 1). Some parameters
are shared between the two networks, i.e., the initial token representation and the final
softmax classification, but besides this, the two networks maintain an independent set of
parameters that are jointly optimized by summing the losses of the two directionalities.
While this produces two sets of embeddings, each capturing context in one direction,
it does not render the embeddings themself truly bi-directional as each of them only
has access to one direction. This makes it impossible to learn concepts that rely on
gathering information from both directions. Such a problem might be less severe for
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Figure 1.3.: Representation learning can be split into two major parts: the self-
supervised pre-training which requires only unlabeled sequential data and
its subsequent deployment for e.g. feature extraction. Panel A shows the
auto-regressive pre-training used for optimizing ELMo/SeqVec (Chapter
2): A charCNN is used to encode AA letters as numerical values and two
stacked bi-directional LSTMs are used to gather information from pre-
vious tokens. A final FNN predicts the next AA from all previous AAs
in a protein sequence (auto-regressive pre-training). Only after this pre-
training has finished, the acquired knowledge can be transferred to other
tasks via feature extraction (Panel B). Towards this end, the final clas-
sification layer used to predict the next AA, i.e., the FNN, gets removed
and instead the hidden states of the LSTM layer(s) are extracted. The
resulting numerical representations for each AA (per-residue embeddings)
can be concatenated and by averaging over the length-dimension (mean-
pooling), fixed-size representations can be derived irrespective a protein’s
length (per-protein embeddings).

natural language which is designed to be readable either left-to-right or right-to-left,
depending on the language. However, capturing context in both directions is essential to
capture the complexity arising from protein sequences folding to 3D macromolecules.

1.4.3. The Transformer Revolution

While LSTMs are able to capture the context of a word to a certain extent, they struggle
to capture long-range dependencies as the history of a token has to be remembered over
hundreds or thousands of steps. Similar to the children’s game “whisper game”, the more
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intermediate stages or tokens, the harder it becomes to maintain the original message. In
CB, long-range interactions between residue-pairs are of particular importance as protein
sequences naturally adopt a 3D-fold to perform their function. During folding, AAs far
apart in sequence space (hundreds of residues) can come into close structural proximity
making it essential for CB to have a network that can handle such dependencies easily.

This dual nature of proteins perfectly suited a novel branch of neural network archi-
tectures, Transformer [1] models. At their core, Transformers rely on the attention
mechanism [84] which was originally proposed to perform translation tasks. However,
in this first introduction, attention was used to connect the output of an encoder LSTM
that reads a source language to the input of a decoder LSTM that generates a translation
to a target language. Only later, the authors of the paper “Attention is all you need”
[1] showcased that removing the LSTMs and instead solely stacking multiple attention-
layers into an encoder-decoder architecture improves translation quality. However, this
original Transformer implementation did not benefit from unlabeled data but instead
learnt to translate from one language to another using labeled data. Still, this work
arguably was the starting point for a ML-revolution as it showcased the Transformer’s
flexibility regarding the expected input. As those models only require a set of input
“tokens” with variable length, the Transformer allowed for wide-spread application far
beyond processing of textual data, ranging from processing images in CV [85], over ge-
ometric data [86], to StarCraft units [87]. From a high level perspective, the attention
mechanism relates all pairs of tokens in a set of inputs by computing scores for each pair
of tokens. In this context, tokens are not limited to words or characters in a sentence
but can refer to, inter alia, (crops of) images, 3D coordinates of point clouds, or (sets
of) StarCraft units. Irrespective of the domain or input, the main goal of the attention
mechanism remains the same: For a given set of input tokens, learn to highlight the
salient information/feature that is required to solve a specific task. For example, during
translation this mechanism learns to highlight which words in the source language to
attend to while generating each word in the target language. To achieve this, the gen-
eral attention mechanism relies on three different abstract components: a set of query
vectors q, a set of key vectors k, and a set of value vectors v. From those, a weighted-sum
for each input token over all other input tokens is computed by “searching” each query
(e.g., a single word in the input sentence) against a “database” of keys (e.g., all words in
the input sentence) and using the resulting scores/weights to compute the weighted-sum
over all values (all words in a sentence). This results in a new vector for each input token
that now does not only hold information on the token itself but also all other tokens
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in the input. To allow the network to learn this weighting during training, q, k, and v
vectors are generated by multiplying the initial token vectors (e.g., word vectors) with
trainable weight matrices, WQ, WK, and WV, respectively. For the de-facto standard
attention, the scaled dot-product attention [1], the dot product between each query q and
all keys k is being computed. The resulting vectors are normalized by dividing by the
square root of the vector dimension of the keys to avoid exploding/vanishing gradients.
The soft-max function is applied to the normalized vectors to derive a weight for a given
q with respect to all keys k. Those weights are used to compute a weighted sum over all
values v to create a new vector for query q that now contains information on all other
input tokens. Using trainable weight matrices (WQ, WK, and WV) in this process allows
the network to learn the weighting of input tokens that is optimal for a given task. To
allow for parallel processing, the q, v, and k vectors are usually each concatenated to
matrices Q, K, and V. Depending on how queries, keys, and values are defined, one
can either compare all pairs of input tokens within one set (self-attention) or between
two sets (cross-attention). The latter lends itself for automated translation by basing
keys and values on a source language while basing queries on a target language. In the
original Transformer paper, both attention types were mixed by using an encoder with
self-attention to generate embeddings for a sentence in the source language which are
then interlaced with embeddings from the target language using cross-attention. Later
architectures relied mostly on either the encoder [2] or the decoder [88]. Cross-attention
can also be used to mix different modalities, e.g., using image embeddings as queries and
basing keys and values on associated text (e.g., image caption) allows interlacing those
two modalities in a single, shared embedding space [89]. In practice, multiple attention
layers are trained in parallel together with how to combine their information (multi-head
attention) to allow the network to focus on different aspects of the input. Additionally,
multiple layers of attentions are usually stacked to give the network sufficient power to
capture the complexity of the input by allowing to detect salient features on multiple
levels of granularity.

Besides this unprecedented flexibility on the expected input format, Transformers come
with various other advantages that made them indispensable for many fields including
representation learning: a) Compared to LSTMs which process their input sequentially,
Transformer’s self-attention processes input data inherently parallel, speeding up espe-
cially processing of long sequences; b) where LSTMs had to remember information over
many steps to detect long-range interactions, Transformers require only a single compu-
tational step to accomplish this (one query-key comparison) simplifying learning of such
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concepts; c) while LSTM-based language models could not generate truly bi-directional
embeddings, Transformer’s self-attention computes weighted-sums over all input tokens,
irrespective of their position. However, those advantages are not for free: The pairwise
comparison of all input tokens results in quadratic memory consumption for standard
Transformers. This does not only affect the size of the Transformer or the number of
samples that are processed simultaneously (batch size), but most importantly, this means
that the available GPU/TPU memory sets an upper limit for the maximum sequence
length to be processed. Also, the flexibility of a Transformer regarding its input intro-
duces new problems for processing sequential data: As self-attention is a set-operation
and thus order independent, an explicit positional encoding has to be added to a Trans-
former’s input. Otherwise, the Transformer could not relate words in a sentence to their
position, as it would only see a random collection of words instead of a grammatically
correct sentence. Towards this end, the authors of “Attention is all you need” proposed
to sum the input with a sine and cosine function of different frequencies.

1.4.4. The Transformer Landscape. - A Brief Overview

While the original Transformer still relied on an encoder-decoder architecture and used
labeled data for training, it paved the way for a variety of attention-based models that
use either the Transformer’s encoder or decoder or both to learn novel representations
directly from unlabeled data. This raised the question of how to best leverage unla-
beled data with those novel architectures. The authors of OpenAI’s GPT (Generative
Pre-trained Transformer) [88] showed that the generative nature of the Transformer’s
decoder designed for generating translated text, allowed for straightforward application
of ALM. Simply adding a causal masks to the input prevented the decoder from access-
ing information of future tokens and allowed pre-training of Transformer decoders on
unlabeled data. While this approach improved over LSTM-based LMs such as ELMo,
it did not solve the problem of generating truly bi-directional embeddings. Instead, the
authors of BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [2] pro-
posed a solution that solely relied on self-attention by stacking multiple Transformer
encoder layers. However, this idea clashed with the idea of ALM: How do we avoid that
the Transformer accesses information on the future tokens that we want to predict while
still providing bi-directional access? The authors of BERT proposed Masked Language
Modeling (MLM), which is inspired by the cloze test [90], to solve this problem. During
MLM, some fraction (usually 15%) of the input tokens is randomly corrupted, and the
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model is trained on re-constructing these corrupted tokens from the remaining, non-
corrupted context. This modification allowed the authors of BERT to outperform GPT
on a variety of NLP tasks, highlighting the benefit of bi-directional context. However,
it has to be noted that GPT trained via ALM has an advantage over MLM models with
respect to sample efficiency: While the MLM loss is only computed over the subset of
corrupted tokens, ALM-based methods compute their loss over all input tokens making
them more efficient during optimization.

Since the introduction of the MLM pre-training and architectures consisting solely of the
attention mechanism, modifications and improvements to those concepts are proposed
nearly on a monthly basis highlighting the transformative impact of those techniques.
BERT was the first bi-directional model in NLP which tried to reconstruct corrupted
tokens and is arguably the de-facto standard for transfer learning in NLP. While BERT
trained multiple attention layers without sharing parameters, Albert [91] reduced BERT’s
complexity by hard parameter sharing between its attention layers, i.e., a single atten-
tion layer is applied multiple times to its own output to save parameters. To still benefit
from the presumably advantage of larger architectures, the authors of Albert proposed
to increase the number of attention heads, thereby giving the single attention layer more
options to zoom into different features. Electra [92] took a different starting point and
aimed to improve the sample-efficiency of BERT. Electra tries to improve over this strat-
egy by training two different networks, a generator and a discriminator. The generator
(BERT) still reconstructs masked tokens, potentially leading to plausible alternatives,
while the discriminator (Electra) gets optimized to detect which tokens were masked.
This way, the loss is computed over all tokens instead of only the relatively small subset
of corrupted tokens. While BERT, Albert, and Electra only relied on the Transformer’s
encoder, the Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer (T5) [93] uses the original encoder-
decoder Transformer architecture proposed for sequence translation. In order to use this
architecture for self-supervised learning, the authors of T5 combined ideas of ALM and
MLM via teacher forcing, i.e., input and targets were fed to the model with inputs being
corrupted protein sequences fed to the encoder and targets being identical to inputs but
shifted to the right and fed to the decoder. Additionally, the authors of T5 proposed
to corrupt not only a single token but instead multiple consecutive tokens (span-based
corruption). Further, they proposed to replace the explicit positional encoding by an
trainable alternative that enables the model to learn the relative offset between tokens.
The rational behind the latter was that learnt positional encoding allowed the model
to potentially generalize to sequences longer than the ones seen during training. Taken
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together, these changes allowed T5 to reach state-of-the-art results in multiple NLP
benchmarks. However, by relying on an encoder-decoder architecture, T5 is even more
affected by the quadratic memory consumption, as not only all pairs of tokens input
to the encoder need to be related but also all tokens input to the decoder. This sets
an effective upper limit to the model size and to the maximum sequence length that
can be processed by the model. In contrast to this, TransformerXL [94] introduced
a memory that allows it to process sequences of arbitrary length. While the model
still needs to cut sequences into fragments, it allows for flow of information between
fragments by re-using hidden states of previous fragments. However, TransformerXL
captures only uni-directional context within one fragment as well as between fragments
(auto-regressive). In contrast to this, XLNet [95], which uses a similar memory mech-
anism to process sequences of arbitrary length, allows to gather bidirectional context
within one memory fragment.

We investigated how various Transformer models, i.e., BERT, Albert, Electra, T5, Trans-
formerXL and XLNet, can be trained on proteins by equating words in a sentence with
AAs in a protein sequence [28]. This way, we can readily apply ALM, MLM or T5’s span-
based reconstruction for pre-training on large, unlabeled protein sequence databases such
as the metagenomic database BFD with 2B protein sequences [6, 7]. With the resulting
models, dubbed ProtTrans, we were together with a team at Facebook Research [96]
among the first to show that embeddings generated from single protein sequences can
outperform established state-of-the-art methods relying on EI summarized as MSAs.
This does not only remove the computationally expensive database search needed to
generate MSAs but also allows for protein-specific predictions instead of family-averages
as inherently produced by EI-based methods. We showcased the advantages of the pro-
posed solution by training a variant-effect scoring prediction without alignments (Chap-
ter 4 - VESPA) and by developing a fast homology-detection beyond sequence similarity
(Chapter 5 - ProtTucker).

1.4.5. Zero-shot learning and Homology-based Inference

Together with the rise of contextualized language models which allow to project sequen-
tial data to meaningful vector representations (embeddings), zero-shot learning became
increasingly popular. In contrast to other learning concepts, zero-shot learning aims
at classifying samples from classes that were never observed during training or, more
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broadly speaking, to evaluate a model on a task it was not specifically trained on. Usu-
ally, some sort of encoder is trained to project data samples in an embedding space that
reflects similarity between samples. In a next step, zero-shot learning is applied by us-
ing the distance between embeddings to transfer annotations from a set of labeled data
points to a set of unlabeled data points. This way of annotation transfer allows to “pre-
dict” class labels that were never seen during training by solely relying on the encoder’s
capability to capture similarity. This concept is very similar to traditional homology-
based inference (HBI) in CB, where annotations are transferred from a set of labeled
proteins to unlabeled query proteins based on sequence similarity. In this dissertation, I
showed that per-protein embeddings derived from protein language models (pLMs) still
carry enough information to outperform established homology-based inference (HBI) for
annotation transfer (Chapter 3 - goPredSim). Instead of sequence similarity as used in
HBI, embedding-based annotation transfer (EAT) transfers annotations from a set of
labeled lookup proteins to a set of unlabeled query proteins based on smallest Euclidean
distance in embedding space.

1.4.6. Learning Representations from Contrasting Samples.

Along the same lines of representation learning which aims at learning novel represen-
tations of data, the sub-field of contrastive representation learning or short contrastive
learning also aims at learning new embedding spaces [97]. However, where represen-
tation learning usually learns new representations from data itself without making any
assumptions, contrastive learning usually depends on some notion of similarity between
data points. During training, contrastive learning uses this notion of similarity to shape
the new embedding space towards pushing apart samples that are considered dissimilar
while pulling together samples considered similar. One of the most common ways to
achieve this, is to pass triplets of samples to the network: an anchor sample, a sam-
ple that is considered to be similar to the anchor (positive), and vice versa a sample
that is considered dissimilar to the given anchor (negative). During training, the net-
work reduces the embedding distance between anchor and positive while increasing the
anchor-negative distance. From a high-level perspective, this resembles learning a clus-
tering in high-dimensional embedding space. Only recently, solutions were proposed
that make use of multiple positives and negatives for a given anchor [98]. This strategy
improves optimization by avoiding trivial triplets that are already classified correctly.
Similarly, hard negative mining aims at sampling negatives not at random but according
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to some notion of difficulty [99]. Both approaches, hard negative mining [99] as well as
sampling multiple negatives/positives [98], were shown to be crucial for performance as
they avoid sampling trivial triplets. Many applications of contrastive learning such as
signature verification [97] or face recognition [99] originated from CV, but the generality
of the idea to bias a newly learnt embedding space towards capturing selected properties
makes contrastive learning today also a popular choice in other fields. While there were
also approaches that tried to combine self-supervised- and contrastive learning [100, 101],
the resulting representations did not outperform embeddings from Transformers trained
via ALM or MLM when being solely applied on unlabeled data. However, contrastive
learning offers an interesting alternative for supervised use-cases that are hard to cover
by established methods such as classification [102]. For example, for face recognition, not
only the space of possible outputs explodes quickly for databases with millions of differ-
ent persons but there are also only very few samples (images of faces) available for each
class/person. In such cases, contrastive learning offers an alternative as it rather learns
to sort the underlying data and how to access it instead of providing class predictions.

In this dissertation, I applied contrastive learning on top of embeddings derived from
a pLM trained previously by us (ProtT5 [28]) to capture information from CATH -
Chapter 5). The resulting model, dubbed ProtTucker, was optimized on similarity notion
introduced by CATH, i.e., proteins with different CATH annotations were pushed apart
while proteins with the same CATH annotation were pulled together. By applying EAT
in the newly learnt embedding space, I was able to provide a fast and reliable prediction
method for CATH that outperformed even sophisticated HBI-methods. Especially, for
proteins with little sequence similarity, our proposed solutions improved over existing
approaches.

1.5. Outline of This Work

This dissertation aims at introducing, applying and evaluating various techniques from
representation learning to protein sequences. While existing solutions usually rely on
features designed by domain experts, representation learning aims at learning represen-
tations/embeddings directly from large, potentially unlabeled data without any human
intervention. Towards this end, I will use the LSTM-based language model ELMo in
Chapter 2 to showcase how NLP concepts can be adapted to protein sequences [81]. By
treating single AAs as words and protein sequences as sentences, I could show that our
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model, dubbed SeqVec, learnt meaningful representations for protein sequences using
solely unlabeled data. Despite relying only on single protein sequences, our method go-
PredSim [37] exemplifies the predictive power of the proposed representations as shown
in Chapter 3, where we used embeddings derived from SeqVec to predict the function
of a protein as defined by Gene Ontology (GO) terms. Similar to homology-based in-
ference (HBI), which transfers annotations from a labeled lookup set to an unlabeled
query set, our approach predicts GO terms via similarity search. However, instead of
defining similarity as sequence similarity, we use vector distance in embedding space for
embedding-based annotation transfer (EAT). In a work not described in more detail in
this thesis [28], we improved over SeqVec by training and evaluating different Trans-
former types on large, unlabeled sets of protein sequences [28]. The predictive power
as well as the general applicability of the resulting ProtTrans embeddings is exempli-
fied in Chapter 4, where we use embeddings from our best performing ProtTrans model
(ProtT5) for Variant Effect Score Prediction without Alignments (VESPA, [103]) [103],
i.e., we show how embeddings can be used to predict the effect of SAVs. Finally, we show
how contrastive learning can refine embeddings from ProtT5 towards capturing the hi-
erarchical classification of protein 3D structures in Class, Architecture, Topology and
Homologous superfamily as defined by CATH (ProtTucker,Chapter 5, [104]). Finally, a
brief summary of all results presented in this dissertation is given in Chapter 6.
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2.1. Preface

Until recently, most state-of-the-art approaches used evolutionary information (EI) con-
densed in multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) as input to machine learning (ML)
devices to predict functional or structural aspects of proteins [13, 15]. While those
approaches improved over time by employing more sophisticated machine learning al-
gorithms and the way they leveraged the sequences in the MSA [3, 105], some major
limitations inherent to EI remained. Besides the compute time which can be a limiting
factor for some applications, EI will remain less powerful for small families, e.g., for
proteins from the Dark Proteome [106] or disordered proteins which are hard to align.
Additionally, EI will remain less informative for some applications that require protein-
specific instead of family-averaged predictions, e.g., single amino acid variant (SAV)
effect prediction.

We introduced a novel way to represent single protein sequences as continuous vec-
tors (embeddings) by using the language model ELMo [79] taken from natural language
processing. By modeling protein sequences, ELMo effectively captured the biophysical
properties of the language of life from unlabeled big data (UniRef50 [82]). This provides
a single-sequence based alternative over EI to make protein sequence machine-readable.
We refer to these new embeddings as SeqVec (Sequence-to-Vector) and demonstrate their
effectiveness by training shallow convolutional neural networks (CNN) for two different
tasks. At the per-residue level, secondary structure (Q3=79%±1, Q8=68%±1) and re-
gions with intrinsic disorder (Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC) =0.59±0.03) were
predicted significantly better than through one-hot encoding or through word2vec-like
approaches [72] which do not capture sequence context in their embeddings. At the per-
protein level, subcellular localization was predicted in ten classes (Q10=68%±1) and
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membrane-bound were distinguished from water-soluble proteins (Q2=87%±1). Al-
though SeqVec embeddings generated the best predictions from single sequences, no
solution improved over the best existing method using EI (secondary structure [16]:
Q3=85%, Q8=74%; disorder [16]: MCC=0.66; subcellular localization [30]: Q10=78%;
Q2:Q2=92%). Nevertheless, our approach improved over some popular methods using
EI and for some proteins even beat the best. Thus, the proposed embeddings prove to
condense the underlying principles of protein sequences. Besides this proof-of-principle,
the important novelty is speed: where HHblits [53] needed on average about two minutes
to gather EI for a target protein, SeqVec created embeddings on average in 0.03s. As
this speed-up is independent of the size of growing sequence databases, SeqVec provides
a highly scalable approach for the analysis of big data in proteomics, i.e., microbiome
or metaproteome analysis.

Thanks to Konstantin Schütze (TUM), the method is not only available as GitHub repos-
itory but also as a pip-installable package: https://github.com/Rostlab/SeqVec . Addi-
tionally, embeddings and predictions thereof can be generated via the bio_embeddings
package [107].

Author contribution: I contributed to the conceptualisation, provided the language
model training data, performed all evaluations, created the original GitHub repository,
wrote the initial draft as well as the final, revised version of the manuscript. Ahmed
Elnaggar contributed to the conceptualisation and trained the language model. Christian
Dallago implemented the web server. All authors drafted the manuscript.

2.2. Journal Article: Heinzinger, Elnaggar et al., BMC
Bioinformatics (2019)

Reference: Heinzinger, M., Elnaggar, A., Wang, Y., Dallago, C., Nechaev, D., et al.
Modeling aspects of the language of life through transfer-learning protein sequences.
BMC bioinformatics, 20(1):1–17, 2019

Copyright Notice: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (https:

//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Abstract

Background: Predicting protein function and structure from sequence is one important challenge for computational
biology. For 26 years, most state-of-the-art approaches combined machine learning and evolutionary information.
However, for some applications retrieving related proteins is becoming too time-consuming. Additionally, evolutionary
information is less powerful for small families, e.g. for proteins from the Dark Proteome. Both these problems are
addressed by the new methodology introduced here.

Results: We introduced a novel way to represent protein sequences as continuous vectors (embeddings) by using
the language model ELMo taken from natural language processing. By modeling protein sequences, ELMo effectively
captured the biophysical properties of the language of life from unlabeled big data (UniRef50). We refer to these new
embeddings as SeqVec (Sequence-to-Vector) and demonstrate their effectiveness by training simple neural networks for
two different tasks. At the per-residue level, secondary structure (Q3 = 79% ± 1, Q8 = 68% ± 1) and regions with intrinsic
disorder (MCC = 0.59 ± 0.03) were predicted significantly better than through one-hot encoding or through Word2vec-
like approaches. At the per-protein level, subcellular localization was predicted in ten classes (Q10 = 68% ± 1) and
membrane-bound were distinguished from water-soluble proteins (Q2 = 87% ± 1). Although SeqVec embeddings
generated the best predictions from single sequences, no solution improved over the best existing method using
evolutionary information. Nevertheless, our approach improved over some popular methods using evolutionary
information and for some proteins even did beat the best. Thus, they prove to condense the underlying principles of
protein sequences. Overall, the important novelty is speed: where the lightning-fast HHblits needed on average about
two minutes to generate the evolutionary information for a target protein, SeqVec created embeddings on average in
0.03 s. As this speed-up is independent of the size of growing sequence databases, SeqVec provides a highly scalable
approach for the analysis of big data in proteomics, i.e. microbiome or metaproteome analysis.

Conclusion: Transfer-learning succeeded to extract information from unlabeled sequence databases relevant for
various protein prediction tasks. SeqVec modeled the language of life, namely the principles underlying protein
sequences better than any features suggested by textbooks and prediction methods. The exception is evolutionary
information, however, that information is not available on the level of a single sequence.
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Background
The combination of evolutionary information (from
Multiple Sequence Alignments – MSA) and Machine
Learning/Artificial Intelligence (standard feed-forward
artificial neural networks – ANN) completely changed
protein secondary structure prediction [1–3]. The con-
cept was quickly taken up [4–8] and predictions im-
proved even more with larger families increasing
evolutionary information through diversity [9, 10]. The
idea was applied to other tasks, including the prediction
of transmembrane regions [11–13], solvent accessibility
[14], residue flexibility (B-values) [15, 16], inter-residue
contacts [17] and protein disorder [15, 18–20]. Later,
automatic methods predicting aspects of protein func-
tion improved by combining evolutionary information
and machine learning, including predictions of subcellu-
lar localization (aka cellular compartment or CC in GO
[21, 22]), protein interaction sites [23–25], and the
effects of sequence variation upon function [26, 27]. Ar-
guably, the most important breakthrough for protein
structure prediction over the last decade was a more effi-
cient way of using evolutionary couplings [28–31].
Although evolutionary information has increasingly

improved prediction methods, it is also becoming in-
creasingly costly. As sequencing becomes cheaper, the
number of bio-sequence databases grow faster than
computing power. For instance, the number of UniProt
entries is now more than doubling every two years [32].
An all-against-all comparison executed to build up pro-
files of evolutionary information squares this number:
every two years the job increases 4-fold while computer
power grows less than 2-fold. Consequently, methods as
fast as PSI-BLAST [33] have to be replaced by faster so-
lutions such as HHblits [34]. Even its latest version
HHblits3 [35] still needs several minutes to search Uni-
Ref50 (subset of UniProt) for a single query protein. The
next step up in speed such as MMSeqs2 [36] appear to
cope with the challenge at the expense of increasing
hardware requirements while databases keep growing.
However, even these solutions might eventually lose the
battle against the speedup of sequencing. Analyzing data
sets involving millions of proteins, i.e. samples of the hu-
man gut microbiota or metagenomic samples, have
already become a major challenge [35]. Secondly, evolu-
tionary information is still missing for some proteins,
e.g. for proteins with substantial intrinsically disordered
regions [15, 37, 38], or the entire Dark Proteome [39] full
of proteins that are less-well studied but important for
function [40].
Here, we propose a novel embedding of protein se-

quences that replaces the explicit search for evolutionary
related proteins by an implicit transfer of biophysical in-
formation derived from large, unlabeled sequence data
(here UniRef50). We adopted a method that has been

revolutionizing Natural Language Processing (NLP),
namely the bi-directional language model ELMo (Em-
beddings from Language Models) [41]. In NLP, ELMo is
trained on unlabeled text-corpora such as Wikipedia to
predict the most probable next word in a sentence, given
all previous words in this sentence. By learning a prob-
ability distribution for sentences, these models autono-
mously develop a notion for syntax and semantics of
language. The trained vector representations (embed-
dings) are contextualized, i.e. the embeddings of a given
word depend on its context. This has the advantage that
two identical words can have different embeddings, de-
pending on the words surrounding them. In contrast to
previous non-contextualized approaches such as word2-
vec [42, 43], this allows to take the ambiguous meaning
of words into account.
We hypothesized that the ELMo concept could be ap-

plied to model protein sequences. Three main challenges
arose. (1) Proteins range from about 30 to 33,000 resi-
dues, a much larger range than for the average English
sentence extending over 15–30 words [44], and even
more extreme than notable literary exceptions such as
James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922) with almost 4000 words in
a sentence. Longer proteins require more GPU memory
and the underlying models (so-called LSTMs: Long
Short-Term Memory networks [45]) have only a limited
capability to remember long-range dependencies. (2)
Proteins mostly use 20 standard amino acids, 100,000
times less tokens than in the English language. Smaller
vocabularies might be problematic if protein sequences
encode a similar complexity as sentences. (3) We found
UniRef50 to contain almost ten times more tokens (9.5
billion amino acids) than the largest existing NLP corpus
(1 billion words). Simply put: Wikipedia is roughly ten
times larger than Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary and the entire UniProt is over ten times lar-
ger than Wikipedia. As a result, larger models might be
required to absorb the information in biological
databases.
We trained ELMo on UniRef50 and assessed the pre-

dictive power of the embeddings by application to tasks
on two levels: per-residue (word-level) and per-protein
(sentence-level). For the per-residue prediction task, we
predicted secondary structure and long intrinsic dis-
order. For the per-protein prediction task, we predicted
subcellular localization and trained a classifier distin-
guishing between membrane-bound and water-soluble
proteins. We used publicly available data sets from two
recent methods that achieved break-through perform-
ance through Deep Learning, namely NetSurfP-2.0 for
secondary structure [46] and DeepLoc for localization
[47]. We compared the performance of the SeqVec em-
beddings to state-of-the-art methods using evolutionary
information, and also to a popular embedding tool for
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protein sequences originating from the Word2vec ap-
proach, namely ProtVec [42]. Notably, while ProtVec
captures local information, it loses information on se-
quence ordering, and the resulting residue embeddings
are insensitive to their context (non-contextualized), i.e.
the same word results in the same embedding regardless
of the specific context.
Understanding a language typically implies to under-

stand most typical constructs convened in that language.
Modeling a language in a computer can have many
meanings, spanning from the automatic understanding
of the semantic of languages, to parsing some underlying
rules of a language (e.g. syntax). Arguably, proteins are
the most important machinery of life. Protein sequence
largely determines protein structure, which somehow
determines protein function [48]. Thus, the expression
of the language of life are essentially protein sequences.
Understanding those sequences implies to predict pro-
tein structure from sequence. Despite recent successes
[49, 50], this is still not possible for all proteins. How-
ever, the novel approach introduced here succeeds to
model protein sequences in the sense that it implicitly
extracts grammar-like principles (as embeddings) which
are much more successful in predicting aspects of pro-
tein structure and function than any of the biophysical
features previously used to condensate expert knowledge
of protein folding, or any other previously tried simple
encoding of protein sequences.

Results
Modeling protein sequences through SeqVec embeddings
SeqVec, our ELMo-based implementation, was trained
for three weeks on 5 Nvidia Titan GPUs with 12 GB
memory each. The model was trained until its perplexity
(uncertainty when predicting the next token) converged
at around 10.5 (Additional file 1: Figure S1). Training
and testing were not split due to technical limitations
(incl. CPU/GPU). ELMo was designed to reduce the risk
of overfitting by sharing weights between forward and
backward LSTMs and by using dropout. The model had
about 93M (mega/million) free parameters compared to
the 9.6G (giga/billion) tokens to predict leading to a ra-
tio of samples/free parameter below 1/100, the best our
group has ever experienced in a prediction task. Similar
approaches have shown that even todays largest models
(750M free parameters) are not able to overfit on a large
corpus (250M protein sequences) [51].

SeqVec embeddings appeared robust
When training ELMo on SWISS-PROT (0.5M se-
quences), we obtained less useful models, i.e. the subse-
quent prediction methods based on those embeddings
were less accurate. Training on UniRef50 (33M se-
quences) gave significantly better results in subsequent

supervised prediction tasks, and we observed similar re-
sults when using different hyperparameters. For in-
stance, increasing the number of LSTM layers in ELMo
(from two to four) gave a small, non-significant im-
provement. As the expansion of 2 to 4 layers roughly
doubled time for training and retrieving embeddings, we
decided to trade speed for insignificant improvement
and continued with the faster two-layer ELMo architec-
ture. Computational limitations hindered us from fully
completeing the modelling of UniRef90 (100 million se-
quences). Nevertheless, after four weeks of training, the
models neither appeared to be better nor significantly
worse than those for UniRef50. Users of the embeddings
need to be aware that every time a new ELMo model is
trained, the downstream supervised prediction method
needs to be retrained in the following sense. Assume we
transfer-learn UniRef50 through SeqVec1, then use
SeqVec1 to machine learn DeepSeqVec1 for a supervised
task (e.g. localization prediction). In a later iteration, we
redo the transfer learning with different hyperparameters
to obtain SeqVec2. For any given sequence, the embed-
dings of SeqVec2 will differ from those of SeqVec1, as a
result, passing embeddings derived from SeqVec2 to
DeepSeqVec1 will not provide meaningful predictions.

Per-residue performance high, not highest
NetSurfP-2.0 feeds HHblits or MMseqs2 profiles into
advanced combinations of Deep Learning architectures
[46] to predict secondary structure, reaching a three-
state per-residue accuracy Q3 of 82–85% (lower value:
small, partially non-redundant CASP12 set, upper value:
larger, more redundant TS115 and CB513 sets; Table 1,
Fig. 1; several contenders such as Spider3 and RaptorX
reach within three standard errors). All six methods de-
veloped by us fell short of reaching this mark, both
methods not using evolutionary information/profiles
(DeepSeqVec, DeepProtVec, DeepOneHot, DeepBLO-
SUM65), but also those that did use profiles (DeepProf,
DeepProf+SeqVec, Fig. 1a, Table 1). The logic in our
acronyms was as follows (Methods): “Prof” implied using
profiles (evolutionary information), SeqVec (Sequence-to-
Vector) described using pre-trained ELMo embeddings,
“Deep” before the method name suggested applying a sim-
ple deep learning method trained on particular prediction
tasks using SeqVec embeddings only (DeepSeqVec),
profiles without (DeepProf) or with embeddings (Deep-
Prof+SeqVec), or other simple encoding schema (ProtVec,
OneHot or sparse encoding, or BLOSUM65). When com-
paring methods that use only single protein sequences as
input (DeepSeqVec, DeepProtVec, DeepOneHot, Deep-
BLOSUM65; all white in Table 1), the new method intro-
duced here, SeqVec outperformed others not using
profiles by three standard errors (P-value< 0.01; Q3: 5–10
percentage points, Q8: 5–13 percentage points, MCC:
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0.07–0.12, Table 1). Using a context-independent lan-
guage model derived from the Word2vec approach,
namely DeepProtVec was worse by 10 percentage points
(almost six standard errors). On the other hand, our im-
plementation of evolutionary information (DeepProf using
HHblits profiles) remained about 4–6 percentage points
below NetSurfP-2.0 (Q3 = 76–81%, Fig. 1, Table 1). De-
pending on the test set, using SeqVec embeddings instead

of evolutionary information (DeepSeqVec: Fig. 1a, Table
1) remained 2–3 percentage points below that mark
(Q3 = 73–79%, Fig. 1a, Table 1). Using both evolutionary
information and SeqVec embeddings (DeepProf+SeqVec)
improved over both, but still did not reach the top (Q3 =
77–82%). In fact, the ELMo embeddings alone (DeepSeq-
Vec) did not surpass any of the best methods using evolu-
tionary information tested on the same data set (Fig. 1a).

Table 1 Per-residue predictions: secondary structure and disorder

Data Prediction task Secondary structure Disorder

Method Q3 (%) Q8 (%) MCC FPR

CASP12 NetSurfP-2.0 (hhblits)a,b 82.4 71.1 0.604 0.011

NetSurfP-1.0a,b 70.9 – – –

Spider3a,b 79.1 – 0.582 0.026

RaptorXa,b 78.6 66.1 0.621 0.045

Jpred4a,b 76.0 – – –

DeepSeqVec 73.1 ± 1.3 61.2 ± 1.6 0.575 ± 0.075 0.026 ± 0.008

DeepProfb 76.4 ± 2.0 62.7 ± 2.2 0.506 ± 0.057 0.022 ± 0.009

DeepProf + SeqVecb 76.5 ± 1.5 64.1 ± 1.5 0.556 ± 0.080 0.022 ± 0.008

DeepProtVec 62.8 ± 1.7 50.5 ± 2.4 0.505 ± 0.064 0.016 ± 0.006

DeepOneHot 67.1 ± 1.6 54.2 ± 2.1 0.461 ± 0.064 0.012 ± 0.005

DeepBLOSUM65 67.0 ± 1.6 54.5 ± 2.0 0.465 ± 0.065 0.012 ± 0.005

TS115 NetSurfP-2.0 (hhblits)a,b 85.3 74.4 0.663 0.006

NetSurfP-1.0a,b 77.9 – – –

Spider3a,b 83.9 – 0.575 0.008

RaptorXa,b 82.2 71.6 0.567 0.027

Jpred4a,b 76.7 – – –

DeepSeqVec 79.1 ± 0.8 67.6 ± 1.0 0.591 ± 0.028 0.012 ± 0.001

DeepProfb 81.1 ± 0.6 68.3 ± 0.9 0.516 ± 0.028 0.012 ± 0.002

DeepProf + SeqVecb 82.4 ± 0.7 70.3 ± 1.0 0.585 ± 0.029 0.013 ± 0.003

DeepProtVec 66.0 ± 1.0 54.4 ± 1.3 0.470 ± 0.028 0.011 ± 0.002

DeepOneHot 70.1 ± 0.8 58.5 ± 1.1 0.476 ± 0.028 0.008 ± 0.001

Deep BLOSUM65 70.3 ± 0.8 58.1 ± 1.1 0.488 ± 0.029 0.007 ± 0.001

CB513 NetSurfP-2.0 (hhblits)a,b 85.3 72.0 – –

NetSurfP-1.0a,b 78.8 – – –

Spider3a,b 84.5 – – –

RaptorXa,b 82.7 70.6 – –

Jpred4a,b 77.9 – – –

DeepSeqVec 76.9 ± 0.5 62.5 ± 0.6 – –

DeepProfb 80.2 ± 0.4 64.9 ± 0.5 – –

DeepProf + SeqVecb 80.7 ± 0.5 66.0 ± 0.5 – –

DeepProtVec 63.5 ± 0.4 48.9 ± 0.5 – –

DeepOneHot 67.5 ± 0.4 52.9 ± 0.5 – –

DeepBLOSUM65 67.4 ± 0.4 53.0 ± 0.5 – –

Performance comparison for secondary structure (3- vs. 8-classes) and disorder prediction (binary) for the CASP12, TS115 and CB513 data sets. Accuracy (Q3, Q10)
is given in percentage. Results marked by a are taken from NetSurfP-2.0 [46]; the authors did not provide standard errors. Highest numerical values in each
column in bold letters. Methods DeepSeqVec, DeepProtVec, DeepOneHot and DeepBLOSUM65 use only information from single protein sequences. Methods
using evolutionary information (MSA profiles) are marked by b; these performed best throughout
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For the prediction of intrinsic disorder, we observed
the same: NetSurfP-2.0 performed best; our implementa-
tion of evolutionary information (DeepProf) performed
worse (Fig. 1b, Table 1). However, for this task the em-
beddings alone (DeepSeqVec) performed relatively well,
exceeding our in-house implementation of a model
using evolutionary information (DeepSeqVec MCC =
0.575–0.591 vs. DeepProf MCC = 0.506–0.516, Table 1).
The combination of evolutionary information and em-
beddings (DeepProf+SeqVec) improved over using evo-
lutionary information alone but did not improve over
the SeqVec embeddings for disorder. Compared to other
methods, the embeddings alone reached similar values
(Fig. 1b).

Per-protein performance close to best
For predicting subcellular localization (cellular compart-
ments) in ten classes, DeepLoc [47] is top with Q10 =
78% (Fig. 1c, Table 2). For simplicity, we only tested

methods not using evolutionary information/profiles for
this task. Our sequence-only embeddings model
DeepSeqVec-Loc reached second best performance to-
gether with iLoc-Euk [52] at Q10 = 68% (Fig. 1c, Table
2). Unlike the per-residue predictions, for this
application the SeqVec embeddings outperformed sev-
eral popular prediction methods that use evolutionary
information by up to 13 percentage points in Q10 (Table
2: DeepSeqVec-Loc vs. methods shown in grayed rows).
The gain of the context-dependent SeqVec model intro-
duced here over context-independent versions such as
ProtVec (from Word2vec) was even more pronounced
than for the per-residue prediction task (Q10 68 ± 1% vs.
42 ± 1%).
Performance for the classification into membrane-

bound and water-soluble proteins followed a similar
trend (Fig. 1d, Table 2): while DeepLoc still performed
best (Q2 = 92.3, MCC = 0.844), DeepSeqVec-Loc reached
just a few percentage points lower (Q2 = 86.8 ± 1.0,

Fig. 1 Performance comparisons. The predictive power of the ELMo-based SeqVec embeddings was assessed for per-residue (upper row) and
per-protein (lower row) prediction tasks. Methods using evolutionary information are highlighted by hashes above the bars. Approaches using
only the proposed SeqVec embeddings are highlighted by stars after the method name. Panel A used three different data sets (CASP12, TS115,
CB513) to compare three-state secondary structure prediction (y-axis: Q3; all DeepX developed here to test simple deep networks on top of the
encodings tested; DeepProf used evolutionary information). Panel B compared predictions of intrinsically disordered residues on two data sets
(CASP12, TS115; y-axis: MCC). Panel C compared per-protein predictions for subcellular localization between top methods (numbers for Q10 taken
from DeepLoc [47]) and embeddings based on single sequences (Word2vec-like ProtVec [42] and our ELMo-based SeqVec). Panel D: the same
data set was used to assess the predictive power of SeqVec for the classification of a protein into membrane-bound and water-soluble
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MCC = 0.725 ± 0.021; full confusion matrix Additional
file 1: Figure S2). In contrast to this, ProtVec, another
method using only single sequences, performed substan-
tially worse (Q2 = 77.6 ± 1.3, MCC = 0.531 ± 0.026).

Visualizing results
Lack of insight often triggers the misunderstanding that
machine learning methods are black box solutions bar-
ring understanding. In order to interpret the SeqVec
embeddings, we have projected the protein-embeddings
of the per-protein prediction data upon two dimensions
using t-SNE [53]. We performed this analysis once for
the raw embeddings (SeqVec, Fig. 2 upper row) and
once for the hidden layer representation of the per-
protein network (DeepSeqVec-Loc) after training (Fig. 2
lower row). All t-SNE representations in Fig. 2 were cre-
ated using 3000 iterations and the cosine distance as
metric. The two analyses differed only in that the per-
plexity was set to 20 for one (SeqVec) and 15 for the
other (DeepSeqVec-Loc). The t-SNE representations
were colored either according to their localization within
the cell (left column of Fig. 2) or according to whether
they are membrane-bound or water-soluble (right
column).
Despite never provided during training, the raw em-

beddings appeared to capture some signal for classifying
proteins by localization (Fig. 2, upper row, left column).
The most consistent signal was visible for extra-cellular
proteins. Proteins attached to the cell membrane or
located in the endoplasmic reticulum also formed well-
defined clusters. In contrast, the raw embeddings neither
captured a consistent signal for nuclear nor for

mitochondrial proteins. Through training, the network
improved the signal to reliably classify mitochondrial
and plastid proteins. However, proteins in the nucleus
and cell membrane continued to be poorly distinguished
via t-SNE.
Coloring the t-SNE representations for membrane-

bound or water-soluble proteins (Fig. 2, right column),
revealed that the raw embeddings already provided well-
defined clusters although never trained on membrane
prediction (Fig. 2, upper row). After training, the classifi-
cation was even better (Fig. 2, lower row).
Analogously, we used t-SNE projections to analyze Seq-

Vec embeddings on different levels of complexity inherent
to proteins (Fig. 3), ranging from the building blocks
(amino acids, Fig. 3a), to secondary structure defined pro-
tein classes (Fig. 3b), over functional features (Fig. 3c), and
onto the macroscopic level of the kingdoms of life and vi-
ruses (Fig. 3d; classifications in panels 3b-3d based on
SCOPe [54]). Similar to the results described in [51], our
projection of the embedding space confirmed that the
model successfully captured bio-chemical and bio-
physical properties on the most fine-grained level, i.e. the
20 standard amino acids (Fig. 3a). For example, aromatic
amino acids (W, F, Y) are well separated from aliphatic
amino acids (A, I, L, M, V) and small amino acids (A, C,
G, P, S, T) are well separated from large ones (F, H, R, W,
Y). The projection of the letter indicating an unknown
amino acid (X), clustered closest to the amino acids ala-
nine (A) and glycine (G) (data not shown). Possible expla-
nations for this could be that the two amino acids with
the smallest side chains might be least biased towards
other biochemical features like charge and that they are
the 2nd (A) and 4th (G) most frequent amino acids in our
training set (Additional file 1: Table S1). Rare (O, U) and
ambiguous amino acids (Z, B) were removed from the
projection as their clustering showed that the model could
not learn reasonable embeddings from the very small
number of samples.
High-level structural classes as defined in SCOPe

(Fig. 3b) were also captured by SeqVec embeddings. Al-
though the embeddings were only trained to predict the
next amino acid in a protein sequence, well separated
clusters emerged from those embeddings in structure
space. Especially, membrane proteins and small pro-
teins formed distinct clusters (note: protein length is
not explicitly encoded in SeqVec). Also, these results in-
dicated that the embeddings captured complex rela-
tionships between proteins which are not directly
observable from sequence similarity alone as SCOPe
was redundancy reduced at 40% sequence identity.
Therefore, the new embeddings could complement
sequence-based structural classification as it was shown
that the sequence similarity does not necessarily lead to
structural similarity [55].

Table 2 Per-protein predictions: localization and membrane/
globular

Method Localization Membrane/globular

Q10 (%) Gorodkin (MCC) Q2 MCC

LocTree2a,b 61 0.53

MultiLoc2a,b 56 0.49

CELLOa 55 0.45

WoLF PSORTa 57 0.48

YLoca 61 0.53

SherLoc2a,b 58 0.51

iLoc-Euka,b 68 0.64

DeepLoca,b 78 0.73 92.3 0.844

DeepSeqVec-Loc 68 ± 1 0.61 ± 0.01 86.8 ± 1.0 0.725 ± 0.021

DeepProtVec-Loc 42 ± 1 0.19 ± 0.01 77.6 ± 1.3 0.531 ± 0.026

Performance for per-protein prediction of subcellular localization and
classifying proteins into membrane-bound and water-soluble. Results marked
by a taken from DeepLoc [47]; the authors provided no standard errors. The
results reported for SeqVec and ProtVec were based on single protein
sequences, i.e. methods NOT using evolutionary information (neither during
training nor testing). All methods using evolutionary information are marked
by b; best in each set marked by bold numbers
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To further investigate the clusters emerging from the
SCOPe data set, we colored the same data set based on
protein functions (Fig. 3c) and kingdoms (Fig. 3d). This
analysis revealed that many of the small, distinct clusters
emerged based on protein functions. For instance, trans-
ferases and hydrolases formed many small clusters.
When increasing the level of abstraction by coloring the
proteins according to their kingdoms, we observed cer-
tain clusters to be dominated by e.g. eukaryotes. Com-
paring the different views captured in panels 3B-3D
revealed connections, e.g. that all-beta or small proteins
dominate in eukaryotes (compare blue and orange
islands in Fig. 3b with the same islands in Fig. 3d – col-
ored blue to mark eukaryotes).

CPU/GPU time used
Due to the sequential nature of LSTMs, the time re-
quired to embed a protein grows linearly with protein
length. Depending on the available main memory or
GPU memory, this process could be massively

parallelized. To optimally use available memory, batches
are typically based on tokens rather than on sentences.
In order to retrieve embeddings, we sorted proteins ac-
cording to their length and created batches of ≤15 K to-
kens that could still be handled by a single Nvidia
GeForce GTX1080 with 8GB VRAM. The processing of
a single protein took on average 0.027 s when applying
this batch-strategy to the NetSurfP-2.0 data set (average
protein length: 256 residues, i.e. shorter than proteins
for which 3D structure is not known). The batch with
the shortest proteins (on average 38 residues, corre-
sponding to 15% of the average protein length in the
whole data set) required about one tenth (0.003 s per
protein, i.e. 11% of that for whole set). The batch con-
taining the longest protein sequences in this data set
(1578 residues on average, corresponding to 610% of
average protein length in the whole data set), took about
six times more (1.5 s per protein, i.e. 556% of that for
whole set). When creating SeqVec for the DeepLoc set
(average length: 558 residues; as this set does not require

Fig. 2 t-SNE representations of SeqVec. Shown are t-SNE projections from embedded space onto a 2D representation; upper row: unsupervised
1024-dimensional “raw” ELMo-based SeqVec embeddings, averaged over all residues in a protein; lower row: supervised 32-dimensional ELMo-
based SeqVec embeddings, reduced via per-protein machine learning predictions (data: redundancy reduced set from DeepLoc). Proteins were
colored according to their localization (left column) or whether they are membrane-bound or water-soluble (right column). Left and right panel
would be identical except for the color, however, on the right we had to leave out some points due to lacking membrane/non-membrane
annotations. The upper row suggests that SeqVec embeddings capture aspects of proteins without ever seeing labels of localization or
membrane, i.e. without supervised training. After supervised training (lower row), this information is transferred to, and further distilled by
networks with simple architectures. After training, the power of SeqVeq embeddings to distinguish aspects of function and structure become
even more pronounced, sometimes drastically so, as suggested by the almost fully separable clusters in the lower right panel
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a 3D structure, it provides a more realistic view on the
distribution of protein lengths), the average processing
time for a single protein was 0.08 with a minimum of
0.006 for the batch containing the shortest sequences
(67 residues on average) and a maximum of 14.5 s (9860
residues on average). On a single Intel i7–6700 CPU
with 64GB RAM, processing time increased by roughly
50% to 0.41 s per protein, with a minimum and a max-
imum computation time of 0.06 and 15.3 s, respectively.
Compared to an average processing time of one hour for
1000 proteins when using evolutionary information dir-
ectly [46], this implied an average speed up of 120-fold
on a single GeForce GTX1080 and 9-fold on a single i7–
6700 when predicting structural features; the inference
time of DeepSeqVec for a single protein is on average
0.0028 s.

Discussion
Transfer-learning alone not top
The context-dependent transfer-learning model ELMo
[41] applied to proteins sequences (here dubbed SeqVec)
clearly succeeded to model the language of protein se-
quences much better than simple schema (e.g. one-hot
encoding), more advanced context-independent lan-
guage models such as ProtVec (based on Word2vec [42,
43]), more advanced distillations of text-book knowledge
(biophysical features used as input for prediction [2, 3]),
and also some family-independent information about
evolution as represented by the expertise condensed in
the BLOSSUM62 matrix. In this sense, our approach
worked. However, none of our SeqVec implementations
reached today’s best methods: NetSurfP-2.0 for second-
ary structure and protein disorder and DeepLoc for

Fig. 3 Modeling aspects of the language of life. 2D t-SNE projections of unsupervised SeqVec embeddings highlight different realities of proteins
and their constituent parts, amino acids. Panels B to D are based on the same data set (Structural Classification of Proteins – extended (SCOPe)
2.07, redundancy reduced at 40%). For these plots, only subsets of SCOPe containing proteins with the annotation of interest (enzymatic activity
C and kingdom D) may be displayed. Panel A: the embedding space confirms: the 20 standard amino acids are clustered according to their
biochemical and biophysical properties, i.e. hydrophobicity, charge or size. The unique role of Cysteine (C, mostly hydrophobic and polar) is
conserved. Panel B: SeqVec embeddings capture structural information as annotated in the main classes in SCOPe without ever having been
explicitly trained on structural features. Panel C: many small, local clusters share function as given by the main classes in the Enzyme Commission
Number (E.C.). Panel D: similarly, small, local clusters represent different kingdoms of life
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localization and membrane protein classification (Fig. 1,
Table 1, Table 2). Clearly, “just” using SeqVec embed-
dings to train subsequent prediction methods did not
suffice to crack the challenges. Due to computational
limitations, testing models trained on larger sequence
database, which may over-come this limitation, could
not be tested. What about more advanced transfer-
learning models, e.g. TransformerXL [56], or different
pre-training objectives which model bidirectional con-
texts, e.g. Bert [57] or XLNet [58]? We have some evi-
dence that transformer-based models might reach
further (Elnaggar et al. in preparation), with competing
groups already showing promising results [51]. Never-
theless, there is one major reality to remember: we
model single protein sequences. Such models might
learn the rules for “writing protein sequences” and still
miss the constraints imposed by the “survival of the fit-
test”, i.e. by evolutionary selection.
On the other hand, some of our solutions appeared

surprisingly competitive given the simplicity of the archi-
tectures. In particular, for the per-protein predictions,
for which SeqVec clearly outperformed the previously
popular ProtVec [42] approach and even commonly used
expert solutions (Fig. 1, Table 2: no method tested other
than the top-of-the-line DeepLoc reached higher numer-
ical values). For that comparison, we used the same data
sets but could not rigorously compare standard errors
(SE) that were unavailable for other methods. Estimating
standard errors for our methods suggested the differ-
ences to be statistically significant: > 7 SE throughout
(exception: DeepLoc (Q10 = 78) and iLoc-Euk(Q10 =
68)). The results for localization prediction implied that
frequently used methods using evolutionary information
(all marked with shaded boxes in Table 2) did not clearly
outperform our simple ELMo-based tool (DeepSeqVec-
Loc in Table 2). This was very different for the per-
residue prediction tasks: here almost all top methods
using evolutionary information numerically outper-
formed the simple model built on the ELMo embeddings
(DeepSeqVec in Fig. 1 and Table 1). However, all models
introduced in this work were deliberately designed to be
relatively simple to demonstrate the predictive power of
SeqVec. More sophisticated architectures building up on
SeqVec embeddings will likely outperform the ap-
proaches introduced here.
Combining SeqVec with evolutionary information for

per-residue predictions still did not reach the top (set
TS115: Q3(NetSurfP-2.0) = 85.3% vs. Q3(DeepProf +
SeqVec) = 82.4%, Table 1). This might suggest some
limit for the usefulness of the ELMo-based SeqVec em-
beddings. However, it might also point to the more ad-
vanced solutions realized by NetSurfP-2.0 which applies
two LSTMs of similar complexity as our entire system
(including ELMo) on top of their last step leading to 35

M (35 million) free parameters compared to about 244 K
for DeepProf + SeqVec. Twenty times more free param-
eters might explain some fraction of the success. Due to
limited GPU resources, we could not test how much.
Why did the ELMo-based approach improve more

(relative to competition) for per-protein than for per-
residue predictions? We can only speculate because
none of the possible explanations have held consistently
for all methods to which we have been applying ELMo
embeddings over the recent six months (data not
shown). For instance, the per-protein data sets were over
two orders of magnitude smaller than those for per-
residue predictions; simply because every protein
constitutes one sample in the first and protein length
samples for the second. SeqVec might have helped more
for the smaller data sets because the unlabeled data is
pre-processed so meaningful that less information needs
to be learned by the ANN during per-protein prediction.
This view was strongly supported by the t-SNE [53]
results (Fig. 2, Fig. 3): ELMo apparently had learned the
“grammar” of the language of life well enough to realize
a very rough clustering of structural classes, protein
function, localization and membrane/not. Another, yet
complementary, explanation for this trend could be that
the training of ELMo inherently provides a natural
way of summarizing information of proteins of vary-
ing length. Other approaches usually learn this
summarization step together with the actual predic-
tion tasks which gets increasingly difficult the smaller
the data set.
We picked four tasks as proof-of-principle for our

ELMo/SeqVec approach. These tasks were picked be-
cause recent breakthroughs had been reported (e.g.
NetSurfP-2.0 [46] and DeepLoc [47]) and those had
made data for training and testing publicly available. We
cannot imagine why our findings should not hold true
for other tasks of protein prediction and invite the com-
munity to apply the SeqVec embeddings for their tasks.
We assume the SeqVec embeddings to be more benefi-
cial for small than for large data sets. For instance, we
expect little or no gain in predicting inter-residue con-
tacts, and more in predicting protein binding sites.

Good and fast predictions without using evolutionary
information
Although our SeqVec embeddings were over five per-
centage points worse than the best method NetSurfP-2.0
(Table 1: TS115 Q3: 85.3 vs. 79.1), for some proteins
(12% in CB513) DeepSeqVec performed better (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S4). We expect those to be proteins
with small or incorrect alignments, however, due to the
fact that we did not have the alignments available used
by NetSurfP-2.0, we could not quite establish the validity
of this assumption (analyzing pre-computed alignments
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from ProteinNet [59] revealed no clear relation of the
type: more evolutionary information leads to better pre-
diction). However, the real strength of our solutions is
its speed: SeqVec predicted secondary structure and pro-
tein disorder over 100-times faster (on a single 8GB
GPU) than NetSurfP-2.0 when counting the time it
needs to retrieve the evolutionary information summa-
rized in alignment profiles although using the fastest
available alignment method, namely MMseqs2 [36]
which already can reach speed-up values of 100-times
over PSI-BLAST [33]. For those who do not have
enough resources for running MMSeqs2 and therefore
have to rely on PSI-BLAST, the speed-up of our predic-
tion becomes 10,000-fold. Even the 100-fold speed-up is
so substantial that for some applications, the speedup
might outweigh the reduction in performance. Embed-
ding based approaches such as SeqVec suggest a promis-
ing solution toward solving one of the biggest challenges
for computational biology: how to efficiently handle the
exponentially increasing number of sequences in protein
databases? Here, we showed that relevant information
from large unannotated biological databases can be
compressed into embeddings that condense and abstract
the underlying biophysical principles. These embeddings,
essentially the weights of a neural network, help as input
to many problems for which smaller sets of annotated
data are available (secondary structure, disorder,
localization). Although the compression step needed to
build the SeqVec model is very GPU-intensive, it can be
performed in a centralized way using large clusters. After
training, the model can be shipped and used on any
consumer hardware. Such solutions are ideal to support
researches without access to expensive cluster
infrastructure.

Modeling the language of life?
SeqVec, our pre-trained ELMo adaption, learned to
model a probability distribution over a protein sequence.
The sum over this probability distribution constituted a
very informative input vector for any machine learning
task trying to predict protein features. It also picked up
context-dependent protein motifs without explicitly
explaining what these motifs are relevant for. In con-
trast, context-independent tools such as ProtVec [42]
will always create the same vectors regardless of the resi-
dues surrounding this k-mer in a protein sequence.
Our hypothesis had been that the ELMo-based SeqVec

embeddings trained on large databases of un-annotated
protein sequences could extract a probabilistic model of
the language of life in the sense that the resulting system
will extract aspects relevant both for per-residue and
per-protein prediction tasks. All results presented here
have added independent evidence in full support of this
hypothesis. For instance, the three state per-residue

accuracy for secondary structure prediction improved by
over eight percentage points through ELMo (Table 1,
e.g. Q3: 79.1 vs. 70.3%), the per-residue MCC for protein
disorder prediction also increased substantially (Table 1,
e.g. MCC: 0.591 vs. 0.488). On the per-protein level, the
improvement over the previously popular tool extracting
“meaning” from proteins, ProtVec, was even more sub-
stantial (Table 1: e.g. Q10: 68% vs. 42%). We could dem-
onstrate this reality even more directly using the t-SNE
[53] results (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3): different levels of com-
plexity ranging from single amino acids, over some lo-
calizations, structural features, functions and the
classification of membrane/non-membrane had been im-
plicitly learned by SeqVec without training. Clearly, our
ELMo-driven implementation of transfer-learning fully
succeeded to model some aspects of the language of life
as proxied by protein sequences. How much more will
be possible? Time will tell.

Conclusion
We have shown that it is possible to capture and transfer
knowledge, e.g. biochemical or biophysical properties,
from a large unlabeled data set of protein sequences to
smaller, labelled data sets. In this first proof-of-principle,
our comparably simple models have already reached
promising performance for a variety of per-residue and
per-protein prediction tasks obtainable from only single
protein sequences as input, that is: without any direct
evolutionary information, i.e. without profiles from
multiple sequence alignments of protein families. This
reduces the dependence on the time-consuming and
computationally intensive calculation of protein profiles,
allowing the prediction of per-residue and per-protein
features of a whole proteome within less than an hour.
For instance, on a single GeForce GTX 1080, the cre-
ation of embeddings and predictions of secondary struc-
ture and subcellular localization for the whole human
proteome took about 32 min. Building more sophisti-
cated architectures on top of SeqVec might increase
sequence-based performance further.
Our new SeqVec embeddings may constitute an ideal

starting point for many different applications in particu-
lar when labelled data are limited. The embeddings
combined with evolutionary information might even
improve over the best available methods, i.e. enable
high-quality predictions. Alternatively, they might ease
high-throughput predictions of whole proteomes when
used as the only input feature. Alignment-free predic-
tions bring speed and improvements for proteins for
which alignments are not readily available or limited,
such as for intrinsically disordered proteins, for the Dark
Proteome, or for particular unique inventions of evolu-
tion. The trick was to tap into the potential of Deep
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Learning through transfer learning from large repositor-
ies of unlabeled data by modeling the language of life.

Methods
Data
UniRef50 training of SeqVec: We trained ELMo on
UniRef50 [32], a sequence redundancy-reduced subset of
the UniProt database clustered at 50% pairwise sequence
identity (PIDE). It contained 25 different letters (20
standard and 2 rare amino acids (U and O) plus 3
special cases describing either ambiguous (B, Z) or un-
known amino acids (X); Additional file 1: Table S1) from
33M proteins with 9,577,889,953 residues. In order to
train ELMo, each protein was treated as a sentence and
each amino acid was interpreted as a single word.
Visualization of embedding space: The current release

of the “Structural Classification Of Proteins” (SCOPe,
[54]) database (2.07) contains 14,323 proteins at a re-
dundancy level of 40%. Functions encoded by the En-
zyme Commission number (E.C., [60]) were retrieved via
the “Structure Integration with Function, Taxonomy and
Sequence” (SIFTS) mapping [61]. SIFTS allows, among
other things, a residue-level mapping between UniProt
and PDB entries and a mapping from PDB identifiers to
E.C.s. If no function annotation was available for a pro-
tein or if the same PDB identifier was assigned to mul-
tiple E.C.s, it was removed from Fig. 3c. Taxonomic
identifiers from UniProt were used to map proteins to
one of the 3 kingdoms of life or to viruses. Again, pro-
teins were removed if no such information was available.
The number of iterations for the t-SNE projections was
set again to 3000 and the perplexity was adjusted (per-
plexity = 5 for Fig. 3a and perplexity = 30 for Fig. 3b-d).
Per-residue level: secondary structure & intrinsic dis-

order (NetSurfP-2.0). To simplify comparability, we used
the data set published with a recent method seemingly
achieving the top performance of the day in secondary
structure prediction, namely NetSurfP-2.0 [46]. Perform-
ance values for the same data set exist also for other re-
cent methods such as Spider3 [62], RaptorX [63, 64] and
JPred4 [65]. The set contains 10,837 sequence-unique (at
25% PIDE) proteins of experimentally known 3D struc-
tures from the PDB [66] with a resolution of 2.5 Å (0.25
nm) or better, collected by the PISCES server [67]. DSSP
[68] assigned secondary structure and intrinsically
disordered residues are flagged (residues without atomic
coordinates, i.e. REMARK-465 in the PDB file). The ori-
ginal seven DSSP states (+ 1 for unknown) were mapped
upon three states using the common convention: [G,H,
I] → H (helix), [B,E] → E (strand), all others to O (other;
often misleadingly referred to as coil or loop). As the au-
thors of NetSurfP-2.0 did not include the raw protein se-
quences in their public data set, we used the SIFTS file
to obtain the original sequence. Only proteins with

identical length in SIFTS and NetSurfP-2.0 were used.
This filtering step removed 56 sequences from the train-
ing set and three from the test sets (see below: two from
CB513, one from CASP12 and none from TS115). We
randomly selected 536 (~ 5%) proteins for early stopping
(cross-training), leaving 10,256 proteins for training. All
published values referred to the following three test sets
(also referred to as validation set): TS115 [69]: 115 pro-
teins from high-quality structures (< 3 Å) released after
2015 (and at most 30% PIDE to any protein of known
structure in the PDB at the time); CB513 [70]: 513 non-
redundant sequences compiled 20 years ago (511 after
SIFTS mapping); CASP12 [71]: 21 proteins taken from
the CASP12 free-modelling targets (20 after SIFTS map-
ping; all 21 fulfilled a stricter criterion toward non-
redundancy than the two other sets; non-redundant with
respect to all 3D structures known until May 2018 and
all their relatives). Each of these sets covers different as-
pects of the secondary structure prediction problem:
CB513 and TS115 only use structures determined by X-
ray crystallography and apply similar cutoffs with respect
to redundancy (30%) and resolution (2.5–3.0 Å). While
these serve as a good proxy for a baseline performance,
CASP12 might better reflect the true generalization
capability for unseen proteins as it includes structures
determined via NMR and Cryo-EM. Also, the strict re-
dundancy reduction based on publication date reduces
the bias towards well studied families. Nevertheless, to-
ward our objective of establishing a proof-of-principle,
these sets sufficed. All test sets had fewer than 25% PIDE
to any protein used for training and cross-training
(ascertained by the NetSurfP-2.0 authors). To compare
methods using evolutionary information and those using
our new word embeddings, we took the HHblits profiles
published along with the NetSurfP-2.0 data set.
Per-protein level: subcellular localization & membrane

proteins (DeepLoc). Subcellular localization prediction
was trained and evaluated using the DeepLoc data set
[47] for which performance was measured for several
methods, namely: LocTree2 [72], MultiLoc2 [73], Sher-
Loc2 [74], CELLO [75], iLoc-Euk [52], WoLF PSORT
[76] and YLoc [77]. The data set contained proteins
from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot [78] (release: 2016_04) with
experimental annotation (code: ECO:0000269). The Dee-
pLoc authors mapped these annotations to ten classes,
removing all proteins with multiple annotations. All
these proteins were also classified into water-soluble or
membrane-bound (or as unknown if the annotation was
ambiguous). The resulting 13,858 proteins were clus-
tered through PSI-CD-HIT [79, 80] (version 4.0; at 30%
PIDE or Eval< 10− 6). Adding the requirement that the
alignment had to cover 80% of the shorter protein,
yielded 8464 clusters. This set was split into training and
testing by using the same proteins for testing as the
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authors of DeepLoc. The training set was randomly sub-
divided into 90% for training and 10% for determining
early stopping (cross-training set).

Embedding terminology and related work
One-hot encoding (also known as sparse encoding) as-
signs each word (referred to as token in NLP) in the vo-
cabulary an integer N used as the Nth component of a
vector with the dimension of the vocabulary size (num-
ber of different words). Each component is binary, i.e. ei-
ther 0 if the word is not present in a sentence/text or 1
if it is. This encoding drove the first application of ma-
chine learning that clearly improved over all other
methods in protein prediction [1–3]. TF-IDF represents
tokens as the product of “frequency of token in data set”
times “inverse frequency of token in document”.
Thereby, rare tokens become more relevant than com-
mon words such as “the” (so called stop words). This
concept resembles that of using k-mers for database
searches [33], clustering [81], motifs [82, 83], and predic-
tion methods [72, 76, 84–88]. Context-insensitive word
embeddings replaced expert features, such as TF-IDF, by
algorithms that extracted such knowledge automatically
from unlabeled corpus such as Wikipedia, by either pre-
dicting the neighboring words, given the center word
(skip-gram) or vice versa (CBOW). This became known
in Word2Vec [43] and showcased for computational
biology through ProtVec [43, 89]. ProtVec assumes that
every token or word consists of three consecutive resi-
dues (amino acid 3-mers). During training, each protein
sequence in SwissProt [78] is split into overlapping 3-
mers and the skip-gram version of word2vec is used to
predict adjacent 3-mers, given the 3-mer at the center.
After training, protein sequences can be split into
overlapping 3-mers which are mapped onto a 100-
dimensional latent space. More specialized implementa-
tions are mut2vec [90] learning mutations in cancer, and
phoscontext2vec [91] identifying phosphorylation sites.
Even though the performance of context-insensitive
approaches was pushed to its limits by adding sub-word
information (FastText [92]) or global statistics on word
co-occurance (GloVe [93]), their expressiveness
remained limited because the models inherently assigned
the same vector to the same word, regardless of its con-
text. Context-sensitive word embeddings started a new
wave of word embedding techniques for NLP in 2018:
the embedding renders the meaning of words and
phrases such as “paper tiger” dependent upon the con-
text, allowing to account for the ambiguous meanings of
words. Popular examples like ELMo [41] and Bert [57]
have achieved state-of-the-art results in several NLP
tasks. Both require substantial GPU computing power
and time to be trained from scratch. One of the main
differences between ELMo and Bert is their pre-training

objective: while auto-regressive models like ELMo pre-
dict the next word in a sentence given all previous
words, autoencoder-based models like Bert predict
masked-out words given all words which were not
masked out. However, in this work we focused on ELMo
as it allows processing of sequences of variable length.
The original ELMo model consists of a single, context-
insensitive CharCNN [94] over the characters in a word
and two layers of bidirectional LSTMs that introduce
the context information of surrounding words (Fig. 4).
The CharCNN transforms all characters within a single
word via an embedding layer into vector space and runs
multiple CNNs of varying window size (here: ranging
from 1 to 7) and number of filters (here: 32, 64, …,
1024). In order to obtain a fixed-dimensional vector for
each word, regardless of its length, the output of the
CNNs is max-pooled and concatenated. This feature is
crucial for NLP in order to be able to process words of
variable length. As our words consist only of single
amino acids, this layer learns an uncontextualized map-
ping of single amino acids onto a latent space. The first
bi-directional LSTM operates directly on the output of
the CharCNN, while the second LSTM layer takes the
output of the first LSTM as input. Due to their sequen-
tial nature, the LSTM layers render the embeddings
dependent on their context as their internal state always
depends on the previous hidden state. However, the
bidirectionality of the LSTMs would lead to information
leakage, rendering the training objective trivial, i.e. the
backward pass had already seen the word which needs
to be predicted in the forward pass. This problem is
solved by training the forward and the backward pass of
the LSTMs independently, i.e. the forward pass is condi-
tioned only on words to its left and vice versa. During
inference the internal states of both directions are
concatenated allowing the final embeddings to carry in-
formation from both sides of the context. As described
in the original ELMo publication, the weights of the for-
ward and the backward model are shared in order to re-
duce the memory overhead of the model and to combat
overfitting. Even though, the risk of overfitting is small
due to the high imbalance between number of trainable
parameters (93M) versus number of tokens (9.3B), drop-
out at a rate of 10% was used to reduce the risk of over-
fitting. This model is trained to predict the next amino
acid given all previous amino acids in a protein se-
quence. To the best of our knowledge, the context-
sensitive ELMo has not been adapted to protein
sequences, yet.

ELMo adaptation
In order to adapt ELMo [41] to protein sequences, we
used the standard ELMo configuration with the follow-
ing changes: (i) reduction to 28 tokens (20 standard and
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2 rare (U,O) amino acids + 3 special tokens describing
ambiguous (B,Z) or unknown (X) amino acids + 3 spe-
cial tokens for ELMo indicating padded elements (‘<
MASK>’) or the beginning (‘<S>’) or the end of a se-
quence (‘</S>’)), (ii) increase number of unroll steps to
100 to account for the increased length of protein se-
quences compared to sentences in natural languages,
(iii) decrease number of negative samples to 20, (iv) in-
crease token number to 9,577,889,953. After pre-training
the ELMo architecture (1 CharCNN, 2 LSTM-Layers,
see “Embedding terminology and related work” section
and Fig. 4 for more details) with our parameters on Uni-
Ref50, the embedding model takes a protein sequence of
arbitrary length and returns 3076 features for each resi-
due in the sequence. These 3076 features were derived
by concatenating the outputs of the three layers of
ELMo, each describing a token with a vector of length
1024. The LSTM layers were composed of the embed-
ding of the forward pass (first 512 dimensions) and the
backward pass (last 512 dimensions). In order to demon-
strate the general applicability of ELMo or SeqVec and
to allow for easy integration into existing models, we
neither fine-tuned the pre-trained model on a specific
prediction task, nor optimized the combination of the
three internal layers. Thus, researchers could just replace
(or concatenate) their current machine learning inputs
with our embeddings to boost their task-specific
performance. Furthermore, it will simplify the develop-
ment of custom models that fit other use-cases. For
simplicity, we summed the components of the three

1024-dimensional vectors to form a single 1024-
dimensional feature vector describing each residue in a
protein.

Using SeqVec for predicting protein features
On the per-residue level, the predictive power of the
new SeqVec embeddings was demonstrated by training a
small two-layer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
in PyTorch using a specific implementation [95] of the
ADAM optimizer [96], cross-entropy loss, a learning rate
of 0.001 and a batch size of 128 proteins. The first layer
(in analogy to the sequence-to-structure network of earl-
ier solutions [2, 3]) consisted of 32-filters each with a
sliding window-size of w = 7. The second layer (struc-
ture-to-structure [2, 3]) created the final predictions by
applying again a CNN (w = 7) over the output of the first
layer. These two layers were connected through a recti-
fied linear unit (ReLU) and a dropout layer [97] with a
dropout-rate of 25% (Fig. 5, left panel). This simple
architecture was trained independently on six different
types of input, resulting in different number of free pa-
rameters. (i) DeepProf (14,000 = 14 k free parameters):
Each residue was described by a vector of size 50 which
included a one-hot encoding (20 features), the profiles of
evolutionary information (20 features) from HHblits as
published previously [46], the state transition probabil-
ities of the Hidden-Markov-Model (7 features) and 3
features describing the local alignment diversity. (ii)
DeepSeqVec (232 k free parameters): Each protein se-
quence was represented by the output of SeqVec. The

Fig. 4 ELMo-based architecture adopted for SeqVec. First, an input sequence, e.g. “S E Q W E N C E” (shown at bottom row), is padded with
special tokens indicating the start (“<start>”) and the end (“<end>”) of the sentence (here: protein sequences). On the 2nd level (2nd row from
bottom), character convolutions (CharCNN, [94]) map each word (here: amino acid) onto a fixed-length latent space (here: 1024-dimensional)
without considering information from neighboring words. On the third level (3rd row from bottom), the output of the CharCNN-layer is used as
input by a bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM, [45]) which introduces context-specific information by processing the sentence (protein
sequence) sequentially. For simplicity, only the forward pass of the bi-directional LSTM-layer is shown (here: 512-dimensional). On the fourth level
(4th row from bottom), the second LSTM-layer operates directly on the output of the first LSTM-layer and tries to predict the next word given all
previous words in a sentence. The forward and backward pass are optimized independently during training in order to avoid information leakage
between the two directions. During inference, the hidden states of the forward and backward pass of each LSTM-layer are concatenated to a
1024-dimensional embedding vector summarizing information from the left and the right context
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resulting embedding described each residue as a 1024-
dimensional vector. (iii) DeepProf+SeqVec (244 k free
parameters): This model simply concatenated the input
vectors used in (i) and (ii). (iv) DeepProtVec (25 k free
parameters): Each sequence was split into overlapping 3-
mers each represented by a 100-dimensional ProtVec
[42]. (v) DeepOneHot (7 k free parameters): The 20
amino acids were encoded as one-hot vectors as de-
scribed above. Rare amino acids were mapped to vectors
with all components set to 0. Consequently, each protein
residue was encoded as a 20-dimensional one-hot vector.
(vi) DeepBLOSUM65 (8 k free parameters): Each protein
residue was encoded by its BLOSUM65 substitution
matrix [98]. In addition to the 20 standard amino acids,
BLOSUM65 also contains substitution scores for the
special cases B, Z (ambiguous) and X (unknown), result-
ing in a feature vector of length 23 for each residue.
On the per-protein level, a simple feed-forward neural

network was used to demonstrate the power of the new
embeddings. In order to ensure equal-sized input vectors
for all proteins, we averaged over the 1024-dimensional
embeddings of all residues in a given protein resulting in
a 1024-dimensional vector representing any protein in
the data set. ProtVec representations were derived the
same way, resulting in a 100-dimensional vector. These
vectors (either 100-or 1024 dimensional) were first com-
pressed to 32 features, then dropout with a dropout rate
of 25%, batch normalization [99] and a rectified linear
Unit (ReLU) were applied before the final prediction
(Fig. 5, right panel). In the following, we refer to the
models trained on the two different input types as (i)
DeepSeqVec-Loc (33 k free parameters): average over
SeqVec embedding of a protein as described above and

(ii) DeepProtVec-Loc (320 free parameters): average over
ProtVec embedding of a protein. We used the following
hyper-parameters: learning rate: 0.001, Adam optimizer
with cross-entropy loss, batch size: 64. The losses of the
individual tasks were summed before backpropagation.
Due to the relatively small number of free parameters in
our models, the training of all networks completed on a
single Nvidia GeForce GTX1080 within a few minutes
(11 s for DeepProtVec-Loc, 15 min for DeepSeqVec).

Evaluation measures
To simplify comparisons, we ported the evaluation mea-
sures from the publications we derived our data sets
from, i.e. those used to develop NetSurfP-2.0 [46] and
DeepLoc [47]. All numbers reported constituted averages
over all proteins in the final test sets. This work aimed
at a proof-of-principle that the SeqVec embedding con-
tain predictive information. In the absence of any claim
for state-of-the-art performance, we did not calculate
any significance values for the reported values.
Per-residue performance: Toward this end, we used

the standard three-state per-residue accuracy (Q3 = per-
centage correctly predicted in either helix, strand, other
[2]) along with its eight-state analog (Q8). Predictions of
intrinsic disorder were evaluated through the Matthew’s
correlation coefficient (MCC [100]) and the False-
Positive Rate (FPR) as those are more informative for
tasks with high class imbalance. For completeness, we
also provided the entire confusion matrices for both sec-
ondary structure prediction problems (Additional file 1:
Figure S2). Standard errors were calculated over the dis-
tribution of each performance measure for all proteins.

Fig. 5 Prediction tasks’ architectures. On the left the architecture of the model used for the per-residue level predictions (secondary structure and
disorder) is sketched, on the right that used for per-protein level predictions (localization and membrane/not membrane). The ‘X’, on the left,
indicates that different input features corresponded to a difference in the number of input channels, e.g. 1024 for SeqVec or 50 for profile-based
input. The letter ‘W’ refers to the window size of the corresponding convolutional layer (W = 7 implies a convolution of size 7 × 1)
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Per-protein performance: The predictions whether a
protein was membrane-bound or water-soluble were
evaluated by calculating the two-state per set accuracy
(Q2: percentage of proteins correctly predicted), and the
MCC. A generalized MCC using the Gorodkin measure
[101] for K (=10) categories as well as accuracy (Q10),
was used to evaluate localization predictions. Standard
errors were calculated using 1000 bootstrap samples,
each chosen randomly by selecting a sub-set of the pre-
dicted test set that had the same size (draw with
replacement).
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3. Embedding-based Annotation Transfer
(EAT) for GO prediction - goPredSim

3.1. Preface

The Gene Ontology (GO) [108] makes protein function human- and machine-readable by
mapping it to a structured and controlled vocabulary. In order to take the fuzzy meaning
of function into account, GO provides three hierarchies each looking at different aspects
of function: the Molecular Function Ontology (MFO) defines a protein’s function at the
molecular level, while the Biological Process Ontology (BPO) considers the larger context
or pathway a protein acts in and the Cellular Component Ontology (CCO) defines the
sub-cellular environment in which a protein functions in. Further, a protein can be
assigned to either of the ontologies or all of them at varying levels of specificity depending
on the experimental setup and its resolution. This also allows to catch a glimpse of the
complexity arising from trying to determine a protein’s function(s): There is no way to
measure the vast space of protein functions put forth by nature over millions of years
in an extensive way. Rather, there are single pieces of evidence that need to be put
together to get a comprehensive view on a protein’s function(s). On top, some protein’s
function(s) do not only crucially depend on their cellular environment, which might be
hard to replicate experimentally but they might even alter their function based on their
environment. This makes resolving a protein’s function(s) extremely time-consuming
and expensive and makes computational approaches attractive that try to bypass these
problems by predicting GO terms.

We used SeqVec embeddings (Chapter 2) to develop a new and simple method, dubbed
goPredSim, to predict GO terms from single protein sequences. Similar to homology-
based inference (HBI) which transfers annotations from a set of labeled proteins to
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3. Embedding-based Annotation Transfer (EAT) for GO prediction - goPredSim

a set of unlabeled proteins, we also transferred annotations but instead of relying on
sequence similarity, we used Euclidean distance between SeqVec embeddings to define
similarity. Crucially, this approach is not limited to the prediction of GO terms but as
generally applicable as HBI. To put the performance of this embedding-based annotation
transfer (EAT) into perspective of other methods, we replicated the conditions of the
third Critical Assessment of protein Function Annotation algorithms (CAFA3) which
assesses computational methods that predict GO terms.

According to the CAFA3 benchmark [38], goPredSim would have reached Fmax =
37±2%, 50±3%, and 57±2% for BPO, MFO, and CCO, respectively, making it com-
petitive to the top ten CAFA3 competitors if we had participated. This was sup-
ported by preliminary evaluations for CAFA4 presented at ISMB2020 [109]. That our
extremely simple and generally applicable approach remained competitive to sophis-
ticated machine learning approaches tailored for GO term prediction, highlights the
effectiveness of our proposed protein sequence representations. On top, in direct com-
parison, EAT clearly outperformed HBI, indicating that embeddings capture functional
similarity beyond sequence similarity. The method is available as GitHub repository
(https://github.com/Rostlab/goPredSim), as part of the PredictProtein web-server [110]
and under https://embed.protein.properties/ which relies on bio_embeddings [107].

Author contribution: I contributed to the original conceptualisation and provided
various embeddings. Maria Littmann implemented the method, and performed the
evaluation. Christian Dallago implemented the web server. Tobias Olenyi computed the
combination of sequence and embedding-based annotation transfer. All authors drafted
the manuscript.

3.2. Journal Article: Littmann, Heinzinger et al., Scientific
Reports (2021)

Reference: Littmann, M., Heinzinger, M., Dallago, C., Olenyi, T., and Rost, B.
Embeddings from deep learning transfer GO annotations beyond homology. Scientific
Reports, 11(1):2045–2322, 2021. doi:10.1038/s41598-020-80786-0
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Embeddings from deep learning 
transfer GO annotations 
beyond homology
Maria Littmann1,2,6*, Michael Heinzinger1,2,6, Christian Dallago1,2, Tobias Olenyi1 & 
Burkhard Rost1,3,4,5

Knowing protein function is crucial to advance molecular and medical biology, yet experimental 
function annotations through the Gene Ontology (GO) exist for fewer than 0.5% of all known 
proteins. Computational methods bridge this sequence-annotation gap typically through homology-
based annotation transfer by identifying sequence-similar proteins with known function or through 
prediction methods using evolutionary information. Here, we propose predicting GO terms through 
annotation transfer based on proximity of proteins in the SeqVec embedding rather than in sequence 
space. These embeddings originate from deep learned language models (LMs) for protein sequences 
(SeqVec) transferring the knowledge gained from predicting the next amino acid in 33 million protein 
sequences. Replicating the conditions of CAFA3, our method reaches an  Fmax of 37 ± 2%, 50 ± 3%, and 
57 ± 2% for BPO, MFO, and CCO, respectively. Numerically, this appears close to the top ten CAFA3 
methods. When restricting the annotation transfer to proteins with < 20% pairwise sequence identity 
to the query, performance drops  (Fmax BPO 33 ± 2%, MFO 43 ± 3%, CCO 53 ± 2%); this still outperforms 
naïve sequence-based transfer. Preliminary results from CAFA4 appear to confirm these findings. 
Overall, this new concept is likely to change the annotation of proteins, in particular for proteins from 
smaller families or proteins with intrinsically disordered regions.
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BERT  Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (particular deep learning language 

model)
BP(O)  Biological process (ontology) from GO
CAFA  Critical Assessment of Functional Annotation
CC(O)  Cellular component (ontology) from GO
ELMo  Embeddings from Language Models
GO  Gene ontology
GOA  Gene Ontology Annotation
k-NN  K-nearest neighbor
LK  Limited-knowledge
LM  Language model
LSTMs  Long-short-term-memory cells
M  Million
MF(O)  Molecular function (ontology) from GO
NK  No-knowledge
PIDE  Percentage pairwise sequence identity
RI  Reliability index
RMSD  Root-mean-square deviation
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GO captures cell function through hierarchical ontologies. All organisms rely on the correct func-
tioning of their cellular workhorses, namely their proteins involved in almost all roles, ranging from molecular 
functions (MF) such as chemical catalysis of enzymes to biological processes or pathways (BP), e.g., realized 
through signal transduction. Only the perfectly orchestrated interplay between proteins allows cells to perform 
more complex functions, e.g., the aerobic production of energy via the citric acid cycle requires the intercon-
nection of eight different enzymes with some of them being multi-enzyme  complexes1. The Gene Ontology 
(GO)2 thrives to capture this complexity and to standardize the vocabulary used to describe protein function in 
a human- and machine-readable manner. GO separates different aspects of function into three hierarchies: MFO 
(Molecular Function Ontology), BPO (biological process ontology), and CCO, i.e. the cellular component(s) or 
subcellular localization(s) in which the protein acts.

Computational methods bridge the sequence-annotation gap. As the experimental determina-
tion of complete GO numbers is challenging, the gap between the number of proteins with experimentally veri-
fied GO numbers and those with known sequence but unknown function (sequence-annotation gap) remains 
substantial. For instance,  UniRef1003  (UniProt3 clustered at 100% percentage pairwise sequence identity, PIDE) 
contains roughly 220  M (million) protein sequences of which fewer than 1  M have annotations verified by 
experts (Swiss-Prot3 evidence codes EXP, IDA, IPI, IMP, IGI, IEP, TAS, or IC).

Computational biology has been bridging the sequence-annotation gap for  decades4–11, based on two dif-
ferent concepts: (1) sequence similarity-based transfer (or homology-based inference) which copies the annota-
tion from one protein to another if that is sequence similar enough because proteins of similar sequence have 
similar  function12. In more formal terms: given a query Q of unknown and a template T of known function 
 (Ft): IF PIDE(Q,T) > threshold θ, transfer annotation  Ft to Q. (2) De-novo methods predict protein function 
through machine  learning5. If applicable, the first approach tends to out-perform the  second13–16 although it 
largely misses  discoveries17. The progress of computational methods has been monitored by CAFA (Critical 
Assessment of Functional Annotation)9,18,19, an international collaboration for advancing and assessing methods 
that bridge the sequence-annotation gap. CAFA takes place every 2–3 years with its fourth instance (CAFA4) 
currently being evaluated.

Here, we introduce a novel approach transferring annotations using the similarity of embeddings from lan-
guage models (LMs:  SeqVec20 and  ProtBert21) rather than the similarity of sequence. Using embedding space 
proximity has helped information retrieval in natural language processing (NLP)22–25. By learning to predict the 
next amino acid given the entire previous sequence on unlabeled data (only sequences without any phenotype/
label), e.g., SeqVec learned to extract features describing proteins useful as input to different tasks (transfer 
learning). Instead of transferring annotations from the labeled protein T with the highest percentage pairwise 
sequence identity (PIDE) to the query Q, we chose T as the protein with the smallest distance in embedding space 
 (DISTemb) to Q. This distance also proxied the reliability of the prediction serving as threshold above which hits 
are considered too distant to infer annotations. Instead of picking the top hit, annotations can be inferred from 
the k closest proteins where k has to be optimized. In addition, we evaluate the influence of the type of LM used 
 (SeqVec20 vs.  ProtBert21). Although the LMs were never trained on GO terms, we hypothesize LM embeddings to 
implicitly encode information relevant for the transfer of annotations, i.e., capturing aspects of protein function 
because embeddings have been shown to capture rudimentary features of protein structure and  function20,21,26,27.

Results and discussion
Simple embedding-based transfer almost as good as CAFA3 top-10. First, we predicted GO 
terms for all 3328 CAFA3 targets using the Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) data set GOA2017 (Methods), 
removed all entries identical to CAFA3 targets (PIDE = 100%; set: GOA2017-100) and transferred the annota-
tions of the closest hit (k = 1; closest by Euclidean distance) in this set to the query. When applying the NK 
evaluation mode (no-knowledge available for query, Methods/CAFA3), the embedding-transfer reached  Fmax 
scores (Eq. 3) of 37 ± 2% for BPO (precision: P = 39 ± 2%, recall: R = 36 ± 2%, Eqs. 1/2), F1 = 50 ± 3% for MFO 
(P = 54 ± 3%, R = 47 ± 3%), and F1 = 57 ± 2% for CCO (P = 61 ± 3%, R = 54 ± 3%; Table 1, Fig. 1, Fig. S1). Errors 
were estimated through the 95% confidence intervals (± 1.96 stderr). Replacing the Euclidean by cosine distance 
(more standard amongst those working with embeddings, e.g., in NLP) changed little (Table 1; for simplicity, 
we only used Euclidean from here on). In the sense that the database with annotations to transfer (GOA2017) 
had been available before the CAFA3 submission deadline (February 2017), our predictions were directly com-
parable to  CAFA319. This embedding-based annotation transfer clearly outperformed the two CAFA3 baselines 
(Fig. 1: the simple BLAST for sequence-based annotation transfer, and the Naïve method assigning GO terms 
statistically based on database frequencies, here GOA2017); it would have performed close to the top ten CAFA3 
competitors (in particular for BPO: Fig. 1) had the method competed at CAFA3. 

Performance did not change when replacing global average with maximum pooling (Table 1). While averaging 
over long proteins could lead to information loss in the resulting embeddings, we did not observe a correlation 
between performance and protein length (Fig. S2, Table S1). In order to obtain the embeddings, we processed 
query and lookup protein the same way. If those have similar function and similar length, their embeddings 
might have lost information in the same way. This loss might have “averaged out” to generate similar embeddings.

Including more neighbors (k > 1) only slightly affected  Fmax (Table S2; all  Fmax averages for k = 2 to k = 10 
remained within the 95% confidence interval of that for k = 1). When taking all predictions into account inde-
pendent of a threshold in prediction strength referred to as the reliability index (RI, Methods; i.e., even low 
confidence annotations are transferred), the number of predicted GO terms increased with higher k (Table S3). 
The average number of GO terms annotated per protein in GOA2017 already reached 37, 14, 9 for BPO, MFO, 
CCO, respectively. When including all predictions independent of their strength (RI) our method predicted more 
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terms for CCO and BPO than expected from this distribution even for k = 1. Only for MFO the average (11.7 
terms) predicted was slightly lower than expected for k = 1 (number of terms exploded for k > 1: Table S3). While 
precision dropped with adding terms, recall increased (Table S3). To avoid overprediction and given that k hardly 
affected  Fmax, we chose k = 1. This choice might not be best in practice: considering more than one hit (k > 1) might 
help when the closest hit only contains unspecific terms. However, such a distinction will be left to expert users.

When applying the LK evaluation mode (limited-knowledge, i.e., query already has some annotation about 
function, Methods/CAFA3), the embedding-based annotation transfer reached  Fmax scores of 49 ± 1%, 52 ± 2%, 

Table 1.  Performance for CAFA3 targets for simple GO annotation  transfers*. *Mean  Fmax values for GO 
term predictions using embeddings from two different language models (SeqVec or ProtBert) or sequence 
similarity (BLAST) for the data sets GOA2017-100 (2017), GOA2017X (2017), and GOA2020-100 (2020) used 
for annotation transfer (note: the notation ‘-100′ implies that any entry in the data set with PIDE = 100% to any 
CAFA3 protein had been removed). By default, embedding distance was assessed by Euclidean distance (Eq. 4; 
exception marked cosine), and per-residue embeddings were pooled by global average pooling (exception 
marked maximum pooling). All values were compiled for picking the single top hit (k = 1) and using the 
CAFA3 targets from the NK and full evaluation  mode19. For all simple annotation transfers (embedding- and 
sequence-based), performance was higher for the more recent data sets (GOA2020 vs. GOA2017). Error 
estimates are given as 95% confidence intervals.  Fmax values were computed using the CAFA3  tool18,19.

Data set Embeddings

Fmax

BPO MFO CCO

GOA2017

SeqVec 37 ± 2% 50 ± 3% 57 ± 2%

SeqVec (Cosine) 37 ± 2% 50 ± 3% 58 ± 2%

SeqVec (maximum pooling) 35 ± 2% 52 ± 3% 58 ± 2%

ProtBert 36 ± 2% 49 ± 3% 59 ± 2%

BLAST 26% 42% 46%

GOA2017X SeqVec 31 ± 2% 51 ± 3% 56 ± 2%

GOA2020

SeqVec 51 ± 2% 61 ± 3% 65 ± 2%

ProtBert 50 ± 2% 59 ± 2% 65 ± 2%

BLAST 31% 53% 58%

Figure 1.  Fmax for simplest embedding-based transfer (k = 1) and CAFA3 competitors. Using the data sets 
and conditions from CAFA3, we compared the  Fmax of the simplest implementation of the embedding-based 
annotation transfer, namely the greedy (k = 1) solution in which the transfer comes from exactly one closest 
database protein (dark bar) for the three ontologies (BPO, MFO, CCO) to the top ten methods that—in contrast 
to our method—did compete at CAFA3 and to two background approaches “BLAST” (homology-based 
inference) and “Naïve” (assignment of terms based on term frequency) (lighter bars). The result shown holds 
for the NK evaluation mode (no knowledge), i.e., only using proteins that were novel in the sense that they had 
no prior annotations. If we had developed our method before CAFA3, it would have almost reached the tenth 
place for MFO and CCO, and ranked even slightly better for BPO. Error bars (for our method) marked the 95% 
confidence intervals.
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and 58 ± 3% for BPO, MFO, and CCO, respectively (Fig. S3). Thus, the embedding-based annotation transfer 
reached higher values for proteins with prior annotations (LK evaluation mode) than for novel proteins without 
any annotations (NK evaluation mode; Table 1); the same was true for the CAFA3 top-10 for which the  Fmax 
scores increased even more than for our method for BPO and MFO, and less for CCO (Fig. 1, Fig. S3). In the 
LK mode, predictions are evaluated for proteins for which 1–2 GO ontologies had annotations while those for 
another ontology (or two) were added after the CAFA3  deadline9,19. While supervised training uses such labels; 
our approach did not since we had excluded all CAFA3 targets explicitly from the annotation transfer database 
(GOA2017). Thus, our method could not benefit from previous annotations, i.e., LK and NK should be identical. 
The observed differences were most likely explained by how  Fmax is computed. The higher  Fmax score, especially for 
BPO, might be explained by data set differences, e.g. LK average number of BPO annotations was 19 compared 
to 26 for NK. Other methods might have reached even higher by training on known annotations.

Embedding-based transfer successfully identified distant relatives. Embeddings condense infor-
mation learned from sequences; identical sequences produce identical embeddings: if PIDE(Q,T) = 100%, then 
 DISTemb(Q,T) = 0 (Eq. 4). We had assumed a simple relation: the more similar two sequences, the more similar 
their embeddings because the underlying LMs only use sequences as input. Nevertheless, we observed embed-
ding-based annotation transfer to outperform (higher  Fmax) sequence-based transfer (Table 1, Fig. 1). This sug-
gested embeddings to capture information beyond raw sequences. Explicitly calculating the correlation between 
sequence and embedding similarity for 431,224 sequence pairs from CAFA3/GOA2017-100, we observed a cor-
relation of ρ = 0.29 (Spearman’s correlation coefficient, p-value < 2.2e−16; Table 2). Thus, sequence and embed-
ding similarity correlated at an unexpectedly low level. However, our results demonstrated that embedding simi-
larity identified more distant relatives than sequence similarity (Figs. S1, S4).

In order to quantify how different embeddings for proteins Q and T can still share GO terms, we redundancy 
reduced the GOA2017 database used for annotation transfers at distance thresholds of decreasing PIDE with 
respect to the queries (in nine steps from 90 to 20%, Table S6). By construction, all proteins in GOA2017-100 
had PIDE < 100% to all CAFA3 queries (Q). If the pair (Q,T) with the most similar embedding was also similar 
in sequence, embedding-based would equal sequence-based transfer. At lower PIDE thresholds, e.g., PIDE < 20%, 
reliable annotation transfer through simple pairwise sequence alignment is no longer  possible14,29–32. Although 
embeddings-based transfer tended to be slightly less successful for pairs with lower PIDE (Fig. 2: bars decrease 
toward right), the drop appeared small; on top, at almost all PIDE values, embedding-transfer remained above 
BLAST, i.e., sequence-based transfer (Fig. 2: most bars higher than reddish line – error bars show 95% confi-
dence intervals). The exception was for MFO at PIDE < 30% and PIDE < 20% for which the  Fmax scores from 
sequence-based transfer (BLAST) were within the 95% confidence interval (Fig. 2). This clearly showed that 
our approach benefited from information available through embeddings but not through sequences, and that 
at least some protein pairs close in embedding and distant in sequence space might function alike. In order to 
correctly predict the next token, protein LMs have to learn complex correlations between residues as it is impos-
sible to remember the multitude of all possible amino acid combinations in hundreds of millions to billions of 
protein sequences. This forces models to abstract higher level features from sequences. For instance, secondary 
structure can directly be extracted from embeddings through linear  projection26. The LMs (SeqVec & ProtBert) 
might even have learned to find correlations between protein pairs diverged into the “midnight zone” sequence 
comparison in which sequence similarity becomes  random29,33. Those cases are especially difficult to detect by 
the most successful search methods such as  BLAST34 or  MMseqs235 relying on finding similar seeds missing at 
such diverged levels.

Ultimately, we failed to really explain why the abstracted level of sequences captured in embeddings out-
performed raw sequences. One attempt at addressing this question led to displaying cases for which one of the 
two worked better (Fig. S5). Looking in more detail at outliers (embeddings more similar than sequences), 
we observed that embedding-based inference tended to identify more reasonable hits in terms of lineage or 
structure. For instance, for the uncharacterized transporter YIL166C (UniProt identifier P40445) from Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast), the closest hit in SeqVec embedding space was the high-affinity nicotinic acid 
transporter (P53322) also from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Both proteins belong to the allantoate permease family 
while the most sequence-similar hit (with PIDE = 31%) was the gustatory and odorant receptor 22 (Q7PMG3) 
from the insect Anopheles gambiae belonging to the gustatory receptor family. Experimental 3D structures were 

Table 2.  Embedding and sequence similarity  correlated*. * PIDE percentage pairwise sequence identity, 
dSeqVec similarity in  SeqVec20 embeddings (Eq. 5); dProtBert similarity in  ProtBert21 embeddings (Eq. 5). All 
values represent Spearman’s correlation coefficients calculated for 434,001 sequence pairs. For all pairs, the 
significance was p-value < 2.2e−16, i.e., significant at the level of the precision of the software  R28. The similarity 
between sequence and embeddings correlated less than the two different types of embeddings, namely SeqVec 
and ProtBert with each other. In order to highlight the trivial symmetry of the matrix, only the upper diagonal 
was given.

PIDE dSeqVec dProtBert

PIDE 1 0.293 0.248

dSeqVec 1 0.576

dProtBert 1
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not available for any of the three proteins. However, comparative modeling using Swiss-Model36 revealed that 
both the target and the hit based on SeqVec were mapped to the same template (root-mean-square deviation 
(RMSD) = 0.3 Å) (Fig. S6a) while the hit based on sequence similarity was linked to a different structure (with 
RMSD = 16.8 Å) (Fig. S6b). Similarly, for the GDSL esterase/lipase At3g48460 (Q9STM6) from Arabidopsis thali-
ana, the closest hit in ProtBert embedding space was the GDSL esterase/lipase 2 (Q9SYF0) also from Arabidopsis 
thaliana while the most sequence-similar hit was the UDP-glucose 4-epimerase (Q564Q1) from Caenorhabditis 
elegans. The target and the embedding-based hit are both hydrolases belonging to the same CATH superfamily 
while the sequence-based hit is an isomerase and not annotated to any CATH superfamily. Comparative mod-
eling suggested similar structures for target and embedding hit (RMSD = 2.9 Å) (Fig. S6c) while the structure 
found for the sequence-based hit similarity was very different (RMSD = 26 Å) (Fig. S6d). This suggested embed-
dings to capture structural features better than just raw sequences. Homology-based inference depends on many 
parameters that can especially affect the resulting sequence alignment for distantly related proteins. Possibly, 
embeddings are more robust in identifying those more distant evolutionary relatives.

Embedding-based transfer benefited from non-experimental annotations. Unlike the data set 
made available by CAFA3, annotations in our GOA2017 data set were not limited to experimentally verified 
annotations. Instead, they included annotations inferred by computational biology, homology-based infer-
ence, or by “author statement evidence”, i.e., through information from publications. Using GOA2017X, the 
subset of GOA2017-100 containing only experimental terms, our method reached  Fmax = 31 ± 2% (P = 28 ± 2%, 
R = 34 ± 2%), 51 ± 3% (P = 53 ± 3%, R = 49 ± 3%), and 56 ± 2% (P = 55 ± 3%, R = 57 ± 3%) for BPO, MFO, and CCO, 
respectively. Compared to using GOA2017-100, the performance dropped significantly for BPO  (Fmax = 37 ± 2% 
for GOA2017-100, Table 1); it decreased slightly (within 95% confidence interval) for CCO  (Fmax = 57 ± 2% for 
GOA2017-100, Table 1); and it increased slightly (within 95% confidence interval) for MFO  (Fmax = 50 ± 3% for 
GOA2017-100, Table 1). Thus, less reliable annotations might still help, in particular for BPO. Annotations for 

Figure 2.  Embedding-based transfer succeeded for rather diverged proteins. After establishing the low 
correlation between embedding- and sequence-similarity, we tested how the level of percentage pairwise 
sequence identity (PIDE, x-axes) between the query (protein without known GO terms) and the transfer 
database (proteins with known GO terms, here subsets of GOA2017) affected the performance of the 
embedding-based transfer. Technically, we achieved this by removing proteins above a certain threshold in 
PIDE (decreasing toward right) from the transfer database. The y-axes showed the  Fmax score as compiled by 
 CAFA319. If embedding similarity and sequence identity correlated, our method would fall to the level of the 
reddish lines marked by BLAST. On the other hand, if the two were completely uncorrelated, the bars describing 
embedding-transfer would all have the same height (at least within the standard errors marked by the gray 
vertical lines at the upper end of each bar), i.e., embedding-based transfer would be completely independent of 
the sequence similarity between query and template (protein of known function). The observation that all bars 
tended to fall toward the right implied that embedding and sequence similarity correlated (although for CCO, 
 Fmax remained within the 95% confidence interval of  Fmax for GOA2017-100). The observation that our method 
remained mostly above the baseline predictions demonstrates that embeddings capture important orthogonal 
information. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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BPO may rely more on information available from publications that is not as easily quantifiable experimentally 
as annotations for MFO or CCO.

Many of the non-experimental annotations constituted sequence-based annotation transfers. Thus, non-
experimental annotations might have helped because they constituted an implicit merger of sequence and 
embedding transfer. Adding homologous proteins might “bridge” sequence and embedding space by populat-
ing embedding space using annotations transferred from sequence space. The weak correlation between both 
spaces supported this speculation because protein pairs with very similar sequences may differ in their embed-
dings and vice versa.

Improving annotations from 2017 to 2020 increased performance significantly. For CAFA3 
comparisons, we only used data available before the CAFA3 submission deadline. When running new que-
ries, annotations will be transferred from the latest GOA. We used GOA2020-100 (from 02/2020 removing 
the CAFA3 targets) to assess how the improvement of annotations from 2017 to 2020 influenced annotation 
transfer (Table 1). On GOA2020-100, SeqVec embedding-based transfer achieved  Fmax = 50 ± 2% (P = 50 ± 3%, 
R = 50 ± 3%), 60 ± 3% (P = 52 ± 3%, R = 71 ± 3%), and 65 ± 2% (P = 57 ± 3%, R = 75 ± 3%) for BPO, MFO, and CCO, 
respectively, for the NK evaluation mode (Table 1). This constituted a substantial increase over GOA2017-100 
(Table 1).

The large performance boost between GOA2017 and GOA2020 suggested the addition of many relevant GO 
annotations. However, for increasingly diverged pairs (Q,T), we observed a much larger drop in  Fmax than for 
GOA2017 (Fig. 2, Fig. S4). In the extreme, GOA2020-20 (PIDE(Q,T) < 20%) with  Fmax = 33 ± 2% (BPO), 44 ± 2% 
(MFO), and 54 ± 2% (CCO) fell to the same level as GOA2017-20 (Figs. 2, S4). These results suggested that many 
of the relevant GO annotations were added for proteins sequence-similar to those with existing annotations. Put 
differently, many helpful new experiments simply refined previous computational predictions.

Running BLAST against GOA2020-100 for sequence-based transfer (choosing the hit with the highest 
PIDE) showed that sequence-transfer also profited from improved annotations (difference in  Fmax values for 
BLAST in Table 1). However, while  Fmax scores for embedding-based transfer increased the most for BPO, those 
for sequence-based transfer increased most for MFO. Embedding-transfer still outperformed BLAST for the 
GOA2020-100 set (Fig. S4c).

Even when constraining annotation transfer to sequence-distant pairs, our method outperformed BLAST 
against GOA2020-100 in terms of  Fmax at least for BPO and for higher levels of PIDE in MFO/CCO (Fig. S4c). 
However, comparing the results for BLAST on the GOA2020-100 set with the performance of our method for 
subsets of very diverged sequences (e.g. PIDE < 40% for GOA2020-40) under-estimated the differences between 
sequence- and embedding-based transfer, because the two approaches transferred annotations from different 
data sets. For a more realistic comparison, we re-ran BLAST only considering hits below certain PIDE thresholds 
(for comparability we could not do this for CAFA3). As expected, performance for BLAST decreased with PIDE 
(Fig. S4 lighter bars), e.g., for PIDE < 20%,  Fmax fell to 8% for BPO, 10% for MFO, and 11% for CCO (Fig. S4c 
lighter bars) largely due to low coverage, i.e., most queries had no hit to transfer annotations from. At this level 
(and for the same set), the embedding-based transfer proposed here, still achieved values of 33 ± 2% (BPO), 
44 ± 2% (MFO), and 54 ± 2% (CCO). Thus, our method made reasonable predictions at levels of sequence identity 
for which homology-based inference (BLAST) failed completely.

Performance confirmed by new proteins. Our method and especially the threshold to transfer a GO 
term were “optimized” using the CAFA3 targets. Without any changes in the method, we tested a new data set 
of 298 proteins, GOA2020-new, with proteins for which experimental GO annotations have been added since 
the CAFA4 submission deadline (02/2020; Method). Using the thresholds optimized for CAFA3 targets (0.35 
for BPO, 0.28 for MFO, 0.29 for CCO, Fig. 3), our method reached  F1 = 50 ± 11%, 54 ± 5%, and 66 ± 8% for BPO, 
MFO, and CCO, respectively. For BPO and CCO, the performance was similar to that for the CAFA3 targets; for 
MFO it was slightly below but within the 95% CI (Table 1). For yet a different set, submitted for MFO to CAFA4, 
the first preliminary evaluation published during  ISMB202037, also suggested our approach to make it to the 
top-ten, in line with the post facto CAFA3 results presented here.

Embedding similarity influenced performance. Homology-based inference works best for pairs with 
high PIDE. Analogously, we assumed embedding-transfer to be best for pairs with high embedding similarity, 
i.e., low Euclidean distance (Eq. 4). We used this to define a reliability index (RI, Eq. 5). For the GOA2020-100 
set, the minimal RI was 0.24. The CAFA evaluation determined 0.35 for BPO, 0.28 for MFO, and 0.29 for CCO 
as thresholds leading to optimal performance as measured by  Fmax (Fig. 3 dashed grey lines marked these thresh-
olds). For all ontologies, precision and recall were almost constant for lower RIs (up to ~ 0.3). For higher RIs, 
precision increased, and recall decreased as expected (Fig. 3). While precision increased up to 82% for BPO, 91% 
for MFO, and 70% for CCO, it also fluctuated for high RIs (Fig. 3). This trend was probably caused by the low 
number of terms predicted at these RIs. For CCO, the RI essentially did not correlate with precision. This might 
point to a problem in assessing annotations for which the trivial Naïve method reached values of  Fmax ~ 55% 
outperforming most methods. Possibly, some prediction of the type “organelle” is all that is needed to achieve a 
high  Fmax in this ontology.

Similar performance for different embeddings. We compared embeddings derived from two dif-
ferent language models (LMs). So far, we used embeddings from  SeqVec20. Recently, ProtBert, a transformer-
based approach using a masked language model objective  (Bert38) instead of auto-regression and more protein 
sequences  (BFD39,40) during pre-training, was shown to improve secondary structure  prediction21. Replacing 
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SeqVec by ProtBert embeddings to transfer annotations, our approach achieved similar  Fmax scores (Table 1). In 
fact, the ProtBert  Fmax scores remained within the 95% confidence intervals of those for SeqVec (Table 1). Similar 
results were observed when using GOA2017-100 (Table 1).

On the one hand, the similar performance for both embeddings might indicate that both LMs extracted 
equally beneficial aspects of function, irrespective of the underlying architecture (LSTMs in SeqVec, transformer 
encoders in ProtBert) or training set (SeqVec used UniRef50 with ~ 33 M proteins, ProtBert used BFD with ~ 2.1B 
proteins). On the other hand, the similar  Fmax scores might also highlight that important information was lost 
when averaging over the entire protein to render fixed-size vectors. The similarity in  Fmax scores was less surpris-
ing given the high correlation between SeqVec and ProtBert embeddings (ρ = 0.58, p-value < 2.2e-16; Table 2). 
The two LMs correlated more with each other than either with PIDE (Table 2).

No gain from simple combination of embedding- and sequence-based transfer. All three 
approaches toward annotation transfer (embeddings from SeqVec or ProtBert, and sequence) had strengths; 
although performing worse on average, for some proteins sequence-transfer performed better. In fact, analyzing 
the pairs for which embedding-based transfer or sequence-based transfer outperformed the other method by at 
least four percentage points (|Fmax(BLAST)-Fmax(embeddings)|≥ 4) illustrated the expected cases for which PIDE 
was high and embedding similarity low, and vice versa, along with more surprising cases for which low PIDE 
still yielded better predictions than relatively high embedding RIs (Fig. S5). Overall, these results (Fig. S5) again 
underlined that LM embeddings abstract information from sequence that are relevant for comparisons and not 
captured by sequences alone. However, it also indicates that even protein pairs with low embedding similar-
ity can share similar GO terms. In fact, embedding similarity for SeqVec embeddings only weakly correlated 
with GO term similarity (Spearman rank coefficient ρ = 0.28, p-value < 2.2e−16), but proteins with identical GO 
annotations were on average more likely to be close than proteins with more different GO annotations (Fig. S7). 
The similarity of GO terms for two proteins was proxied through the Jaccard index (Eq. 7). More details are 
provided in the SOM.

To benefit from the cases where BLAST outperformed our approach, we tried simple combinations: firstly, we 
considered all terms predicted by embeddings from either SeqVec or ProtBert. Secondly, reliability scores were 
combined leading to higher reliability for terms predicted in both approaches than for terms only predicted by 
one. None of those two improved performance (Table S4, method SeqVec/ProtBert). Other simple combinations 
also failed so far (Table S4, method SeqVec/ProtBert/BLAST). Future work might improve performance through 
more advanced combinations.

Case study: embedding-based annotation transfer for three proteomes. Due to its simplicity 
and speed, embedding-based annotation transfer can easily be applied to novel proteins to shed light on their 
potential functionality. We applied our method to the proteomes of three different proteomes: human (20,370 
proteins from Swiss-Prot) as a well-researched proteome, the fungus Armillaria ostoyae (22,192 proteins, 0.01% 

Figure 3.  Precision and recall for different reliability indices (RIs). We defined a reliability index (RI) 
measuring the strength of a prediction (Eq. 5), i.e., for the embedding proximity. Precision (Eq. 1) and recall 
(Eq. 2) were almost constant for lower RIs (up to ~ 0.3) for all three ontologies (BPO, MFO, CCO). For higher 
RIs, precision increased while recall dropped. However, due to the low number of terms predicted at very 
high RIs (> 0.8), precision fluctuated and was not fully correlated with RI. Panel (a) shows precision and recall 
for BPO, panel (b) for MFO, and panel (c) for CCO. Dashed vertical lines marked the thresholds used by the 
CAFA3 tool to compute  Fmax: 0.35 for BPO, 0.28 for MFO, and 0.29 for CCO. At least for BPO and MFO higher 
RI values correlated with higher precision, i.e., users could use the RI to estimate how good the predictions are 
likely to be for their query, or to simply scan only those predictions more likely to be correct (e.g. RI > 0.8).
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of these in Swiss-Prot), as one of the oldest (2500 years) and largest (4*105 kg/spanning over 10  km2) living 
organisms known  today41, and SARS-CoV-2, the virus causing COVID-19 (14 proteins). At RI = 1.0, annota-
tions were inferred from proteins of this organism (“self-hits”). Using only experimentally verified annotations 
(lookup data set GOA2020X), revealed both how few proteins were directly annotated (self-hits) in these organ-
isms and how much of the sequence-annotation gap is gapped through embedding-based inference (Fig. 4: bars 
with darker orange, blue, green for BPO, CCO, and MFO respectively). In particular, for self-hits, i.e., proteins 
with 100% pairwise sequence identity (PIDE) to the protein with known annotation, it became obvious how few 
proteins in human have explicit experimental annotation (sum over all around 270), while through embedding-
based inference up to 80% of all human proteins could be annotated through proteins from other organisms 
(light bars in Fig. 4 give results for the entire GOA2020 which is dominated by annotations not directly verified 
by experiment). For the other two proteomes from the fungus (Armillaria ostoyae) and the coronavirus (SARS-
CoV-2), there were no inferences at this high level. On the other end of including all inferences as assessed 
through the data presented in all other figures and tables (i.e., at the default thresholds), for all three proteins 
most proteins could be annotated directly from experimentally verified annotations through embeddings (three 
left-most bars in Fig. 4 for BPO, CCO, and MFO). In fact, when including all GO annotations from GOA (lookup 
set GOA2020), almost all proteins in all three proteomes could be annotated (Fig. 4: lighter colored left-most 
bars close to fraction of 1, i.e., all proteins). For SARS-CoV-2, our method reached 100% coverage (prediction 
for all proteins) already at RI≥0.5 (Fig. 4c, lighter colors, middle bars) through well-studied, similar viruses such 
as the human SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV). RI = 0.5 represent roughly a precision and recall of 50% for all 
three ontologies (Fig. 3). For Armillaria ostoyae, almost no protein was annotated through self-hits even when 
using unverified annotations (Fig. 4b: no bar at RI = 1). At RI = 0.5, about 25% of the proteins were annotated.

Case study: embedding-based annotation transfer for SARS-CoV-2 proteome. Given the rel-
evance of SARS-CoV-2, we did not only apply our method to predict GO terms (BPO, MFO, and CCO) for 
all 14 SARS-CoV-2 proteins (taken from  UniProt3; all raw predictions were made available as additional files 
named predictions_$emb_$ont.txt replacing the variables $emb and $ont as follows: $emb = seqvec|protbert, 

Figure 4.  Fraction of proteomes with predicted GO terms. We applied our method to three proteomes 
(animal: Homo sapiens, fungus: Armillaria ostoyae, and virus: SARS-Cov-2) and monitored the fraction of 
proteins in each proteome for which our method predicted GO terms for different thresholds in embedding 
similarity (RI, Eq. 5). We show predictions for RI = 1.0 (“self-hits”), RI = 0.5 (with an expected precision/
recall = 0.5), and RI = 0.3 (CAFA3 thresholds). Darker colored bars indicate predictions using GOA2020X 
as lookup set (only experimentally verified GO annotations) and lighter colors indicate predictions using 
GOA2020 as lookup set (using all annotations in GOA). (a) The human proteome is well-studied (all 20,370 
proteins are in Swiss-Prot) and for most proteins, GO annotations are available, but those annotations are 
largely not experimentally verified (very small, dark-colored bars vs large, lighter-colored bars at RI = 1.0). (b) 
The proteome of the fungus Armillaria ostoyae appears more exceptional (0.01% of the 22,192 proteins were 
in Swiss-Prot); at RI ≥ 0.5, predictions could be made only for 25% of the proteins when also using unverified 
annotations and none of the proteins already had any GO annotations. (c) While annotations were unknown 
for most proteins of the novel virus SARS-CoV-2 (no coverage at RI = 1), many annotations could be transferred 
from the human SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and the bat coronavirus HKU3 (BtCoV) allowing GO term 
predictions for all proteins at reliability values ≥ 0.5.
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and $ont = bpo|mfo|cco), but also investigated the resulting annotations further. While the two replicase poly-
proteins pp1a and pp1ab can also be split further into up to 12 non-structural proteins resulting in 28  proteins42, 
we used the definition from UniProt identifying 14 different proteins.

Step 1: confirmation of known annotations. Out of the 42 predictions (14 proteins in 3 ontologies), 12 were 
based on annotation transfers using proteins from the human SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV), and 13 on proteins 
from the bat coronavirus HKU3 (BtCoV). CCO predictions appeared reasonable with predicted locations mainly 
associated with the virus (e.g., viral envelope, virion membrane) or the host (e.g., host cell Golgi apparatus, host 
cell membrane). Similarly, MFO predictions often matched well-known annotations, e.g., the replicase polypro-
teins 1a and 1ab were predicted to be involved in RNA-binding as confirmed by UniProt. In fact, annotations 
in BPO were known for 7 proteins (in total 40 GO terms), in MFO for 6 proteins (30 GO terms), and in CCO 
for 12 proteins (68 GO terms). Only three of these annotations were experimentally verified. With our method, 
we predicted 25 out of the 40 GO terms for BPO (63%), 14/30 for MFO (47%), and 59/68 for CCO (87%). Even 
more annotations were similar to the known GO annotations but were more or less specific (Table S5 summa-
rized all predicted and annotated GO leaf terms, the corresponding names can be found in the additional files 
predictions_$emb_$ont.txt).

Step 2: new predictions. Since the GO term predictions matched well-characterized proteins, predictions 
might provide insights into the function of proteins without or with fewer annotations. For example, function 
and structure of the non-structural protein 7b (Uniprot identifier P0DTD8) are not known except for a trans-
membrane region of which the existence was supported by the predicted CCO annotation “integral component of 
the membrane” and “host cell membrane”. This CCO annotation was also correctly predicted by the embedding-
based transfer from an Ashbya gossypii protein. Additionally, we predicted “transport of virus in host, cell to cell” 
for BPO and “proton transmembrane transporter activity” for MFO. This suggested non-structural protein 7b to 
play a role in transporting the virion through the membrane into the host cell. Visualizing the leaf term predic-
tions in the GO hierarchy could help to better understand very specific annotations. For the BPO annotation 
of the non-structural protein 7b, the tree revealed that this functionality constituted two major aspects: The 
interaction with the host and the actual transport to the host (Fig. S10). To visualize the predicted terms in the 
GO hierarchy, for example the tool  NaviGO43 can be used which can help to interpret the GO predictions given 
for the SARS-CoV-2 proteins here.

Comparing annotation transfers based on embeddings from SeqVec and from ProtBert showed that 16 of 
the 42 predictions agreed for the two different language models (LMs). For five predictions, one of the two LMs 
yielded more specific annotations, e.g., for the nucleoprotein (Uniprot identifier P0DTC9) which is involved in 
viral genome packaging and regulation of viral transcription and replication. For this protein, SeqVec embeddings 
found no meaningful result, while ProtBert embeddings predicted terms such as “RNA polymerase II preinitia-
tion complex” and “positive regulation of transcription by RNA polymerase II” fitting to the known function of 
the nucleoprotein. This example demonstrated how the combination of results from predictions using different 
LMs may refine GO term predictions.

Conclusions
We introduce a new concept for the prediction of GO terms, namely the annotation transfer based on similarity of 
embeddings obtained from deep learning language models (LMs). This approach conceptually replaces sequence 
information by complex embeddings that capture some non-local information beyond sequence similarity. The 
underlying LMs (SeqVec & ProtBert) are highly involved and complex, and their training is time-consuming 
and data intensive. Once that is done, those pre-trained LMs can be applied, their abstracted understanding of 
the language of life as captured by protein sequences can be transferred to yield an extremely simple, yet effective 
novel method for annotation transfer. This novel prediction method complements homology-based inference. 
Despite its simplicity, this new method outperformed by several margins of statistically significance homology-
based inference (“BLAST”) with  Fmax values of BPO + 11 ± 2%  (Fmax(embedding)-Fmax(sequence)), MFO + 8 ± 3%, 
and CCO + 11 ± 2% (Table 1, Fig. 1); it even might have reached the top ten, had it participated at CAFA3 (Fig. 1). 
Embedding-based transfer remained above the average for sequence-based transfer even for protein pairs with 
PIDE < 20% (Fig. 2), i.e., embedding similarity worked for proteins that diverged beyond the recognition in pair-
wise alignments (Figs. S2 & S3). Embedding-based transfer is also blazingly fast to compute, i.e., around 0.05 s 
per protein. The only time-consuming step is computing embeddings for all proteins in the lookup database 
which needs to be done only once; it took about 30 min for the entire human proteome. GO annotations added 
from 2017 to 2020 improved both sequence- and embedding-based annotation transfer significantly (Table 1). 
Another aspect of the simplicity is that, at least in the context of the CAFA3 evaluation, the choice of none of 
the two free parameters really mattered: embeddings from both LMs tested performed, on average, equally, and 
the number of best hits (k-nearest neighbors) did not matter much (Table S2). The power of this new concept 
is generated by the degree to which embeddings implicitly capture important information relevant for protein 
structure and function prediction. One reason for the success of our new concept was the limited correlation 
between embeddings and sequence (Table 2). Additionally, the abstraction of sequence information in embed-
dings appeared to make crucially meaningful information readily available (Fig. S6). This implies that embed-
dings have the potential to revolutionize the way sequence comparisons are carried out.

Methods
Generating embedding space. The embedding-based annotation transfer introduced here requires each 
protein to be represented by a fixed-length vector, i.e., a vector with the same dimension for a protein of 30 and 
another of 40,000 residues (maximal sequence length for ProtBert). To this end, we used  SeqVec20 to represent 
each protein in our data set by a fixed size embedding. SeqVec is based on  ELMo44 using a stack of  LSTMs45 for 
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auto-regressive pre-training46,47 i.e., predicting the next token (originally a word in a sentence, here an amino 
acid in a protein sequence), given all previous tokens. Two independent stacks of LSTMs process the sequence 
from both directions. During pre-training, the two directions are joined by summing their losses; concatenat-
ing the hidden states of both directions during inference lets supervised tasks capture bi-directional context. 
For SeqVec, three layers, i.e., one uncontextualized  CharCNN48 and two bi-directional LSTMs, were trained on 
each protein in UniRef50  (UniProt3 clustered at 50% PIDE resulting in ~ 33 M proteins). In order to increase 
regularization, the weights of the token representation (CharCNN) as well as the final Softmax layer were shared 
between the two LSTM directions, and a 10% dropout rate was applied. For SeqVec, the CharCNN as well as 
each LSTM has a hidden state of size 512, resulting in a total of 93 M free parameters. As only unlabeled data (no 
phenotypical data) was used (self-supervised training), the embeddings could not capture any explicit informa-
tion such as GO numbers. Thus, SeqVec does not need to be retrained for subsequent prediction tasks using the 
embeddings as input. The hidden states of the pre-trained model are used to extract features. Corresponding to 
its hidden state size, SeqVec outputs for each layer and each direction a 512-dimensional vector; in this work, 
only the forward and backward passes of the first LSTM layer were extracted and concatenated into a matrix 
of size L * 1024 for a protein with L residues. While the auto-regressive pre-training only allowed to gather 
contextual information from either direction, the concatenation of the representations allowed our approach to 
benefit from bi-directional context. A fixed-size representation was then derived by averaging over the length 
dimension, resulting in a vector of size 1024 for each protein (Fig. S11). This simple way of information pool-
ing (also called global average pooling) outperformed in many cases more sophisticated methods in  NLP49 and 
showed competitive performance in bioinformatics for some  tasks20,21,26. Based on experience from  NLP49,50, 
we also investigated the effect of using a different pooling strategy, i.e., maximum pooling, to derive fixed size 
representations from SeqVec embeddings.

To evaluate the effect of using different LMs to generate the embeddings, we also used a transformer-based LM 
trained on protein sequences (ProtBert-BFD21, here simply referred to as ProtBert). ProtBert is based on the LM 
 BERT38 (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from  Transformers51) which processes sequential data through 
the self-attention  mechanism52. Self-attention compares all tokens in a sequence to all others in parallel, thereby 
capturing long-range dependencies better than LSTMs. BERT also replaced ELMo’s auto-regressive objective 
by masked language modeling during pre-training, i.e., reconstructing corrupted tokens from the input, which 
enables to capture bi-directional context. ProtBert was trained with 30 attention layers, each having 16 attention 
heads with a hidden state size of 1024 resulting in a total of 420 M free parameters which were optimized on 
2.1B protein sequences (BFD)39,40 which is 70 times larger than UniRef50. The output of the last attention layer 
of ProtBert was used to derive a 1024-dimensional embedding for each residue. As for SeqVec, the resulting L * 
1024 matrix was pooled by averaging over protein length providing a fixed-size vector of dimension 1024 for each 
protein. Usually, BERT’s special CLS-token is used for sequence-classification  tasks38 as it is already optimized 
during pre-training on summarizing sequence information by predicting whether two sentences are consecutive 
in a document or not. In the absence of such a concept for proteins, this second loss was dropped from ProtBert’s 
pre-training rendering the CLS token without further fine-tuning on supervised tasks uninformative.

Embeddings derived from LMs change upon retraining the model with a different random seed, even using 
the same data and hyper-parameters. They are likely to change more substantially when switching the training 
data or tuning hyper-parameters. As retraining LMs is computationally (and environmentally) expensive, we 
leave assessing the impact of fine-tuning LMs to the future.

Generating the embeddings for all human proteins using both SeqVec and ProtBert allowed estimating the 
time required for the generation of the input to our new method. Using a single Nvidia GeForce GTX1080 with 
8 GB vRAM and dynamic batching (depending on the sequence length), this took, on average, about 0.05 s per 
 protein21.

Data set. To create a database for annotation transfer, we extracted protein sequences with annotated 
GO terms from the Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA)  database53–55 (containing 29,904,266 proteins from 
 UniProtKB3 in February 2020). In order to focus on proteins known to exist, we only extracted records from 
Swiss-Prot56. Proteins annotated only at the ontology roots, i.e. proteins limited to “GO:0003674” (molecular_
function), “GO:0008150” (biological_process), or “GO:0005575” (cellular_component) were considered mean-
ingless and were excluded. The final data set GOA2020 contained 295,558 proteins (with unique identifiers, IDs) 
described by 31,485 different GO terms. The GO term annotation for each protein includes all annotated terms 
and all their parent terms. Thereby, proteins are, on average, annotated by 37 terms in BPO, 14 in MFO, and 9 in 
CCO. Counting only leaves brought the averages to 3 in BPO, 2 in MFO, and 3 in CCO.

For comparison to methods that contributed to  CAFA319, we added another data set GOA2017 using the 
GOA version available at the submission deadline of CAFA3 (Jan 17, 2017). After processing (as for GOA2020), 
GOA2017 contained 307,287 proteins (unique IDs) described by 30,124 different GO terms. While we could 
not find a definite explanation for having fewer proteins in the newer database (GOA2020 295 K proteins vs. 
GOA2017 with 307 K), we assume that it originated from major changes in GO including the removal of obsolete 
and inaccurate annotations and the refactoring of  MFO2.

The above filters neither excluded GOA annotations inferred from phylogenetic evidence and author state-
ments nor those based on computational analysis. We constructed an additional data set, GOA2017X exclusively 
containing proteins annotated in Swiss-Prot as experimental (evidence codes EXP, IDA, IPI, IMP, IGI, IEP, TAS, 
or IC) following the CAFA3  definition19. We further excluded all entries with PIDE = 100% to any CAFA3 target 
bringing GOA2017X to 303,984 proteins with 28,677 different GO terms.
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Performance evaluation. The targets from the CAFA3  challenge19 were used to evaluate the performance 
of our new method. Of the 130,827 targets originally released for CAFA3, experimental GO annotations were 
obtained for 3328 proteins at the point of the final benchmark collection in November  201719. This set consisted 
of the following subsets with experimental annotations in each sub-hierarchy of GO: BPO 2145, MFO 1101, and 
CCO 1097 (more details about the data set are given in the original CAFA3  publication19).

We used an additional data set, dubbed GOA2020-new, containing proteins added to GOA after February 
2020, i.e., the point of accession for the GOA set used during the development of our method in preparation for 
CAFA4. This set consisted of 298 proteins with experimentally verified GO annotations and without any identical 
hits (i.e. 100% PIDE) in the lookup set GOA2020.

In order to expand the comparison of the transfer based on sequence- and embedding similarity, we also 
reduced the redundancy through applying CD-HIT and PSI-CD-HIT57 to the GOA2020 and GOA2017 sets 
against the evaluation set at thresholds θ of PIDE = 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30 and 20% (Table S6 in the Sup-
porting Online Material (SOM) for more details about these nine subsets).

We evaluated our method against two baseline methods used at CAFA3, namely Naïve and BLAST, as well as, 
against CAFA3′s top  ten19. We computed standard performance measures. True positives (TP) were GO terms 
predicted above a certain reliability (RI) threshold (Method below), false positives (FP) were GO terms predicted 
but not annotated, and false negatives (FN) were GO terms annotated but not predicted. Based on these three 
numbers, we calculated precision (Eq. 1), recall (Eq. 2), and F1 score (Eq. 3) as follows.

The  Fmax value denoted the maximum F1 score achievable for any threshold in reliability (RI, Eq. 5). This 
implies that the assessment fixes the optimal value rather than the method providing this value. Although this 
arguably over-estimates performance, it has evolved to a quasi-standard of CAFA; the publicly available CAFA 
Assessment  Tool18,19 calculated  Fmax for the CAFA3 targets in the same manner as for the official CAFA3 evalu-
ation. If not stated otherwise, we reported precision and recall values for the threshold leading to  Fmax.

CAFA3 assessed performance separately for two sets of proteins for all three ontologies: (i) proteins for which 
no experimental annotations were known beforehand (no-knowledge, NK evaluation mode) and (ii) proteins 
with some experimental annotations in one or two of the other ontologies (limited-knowledge, LK evaluation 
mode)9,19. We also considered these sets separately in our assessment. CAFA3 further distinguished between 
full and partial evaluation with full evaluation penalizing if no prediction was made for a certain protein, and 
partial evaluation restricting the assessment to the subset of proteins with  predictions19. Our method predicted 
for every protein; thus, we considered only the full evaluation. Also following CAFA3, symmetric 95% confi-
dence intervals were calculated as error estimates assuming a normal distribution and 10,000 bootstrap samples 
estimated mean and standard deviation.

Method: annotation transfer through embedding similarity. For a given query protein Q, GO 
terms were transferred from proteins with known GO terms (sets GOA2020 and GOA2017) through an approach 
similar to the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN)58. For the query Q and for all proteins in, e.g., GOA2020, 
the  SeqVec20 embeddings were computed. Based on the Euclidean distance between two embeddings n and m 
(Eq. 4), we extracted the k closest hits to the query from the database where k constituted a free parameter to 
optimize.

In contrast to standard k-NN algorithms, all annotations from all hits were transferred to the query instead 
of only the most frequent  one58. When multiple pairs reached the same distance, all were considered, i.e., for a 
given k, more than k proteins might be considered for the GO term prediction. The calculation of the pairwise 
Euclidean distances between queries and all database proteins and the subsequent nearest neighbor extraction 
was accomplished very efficiently. For instance, the nearest-neighbor search of 1000 query proteins against 
GOA20* with about 300,000 proteins took on average only about 0.005 s per query on a single i7-6700 CPU, i.e., 
less than two minutes for all human proteins.

Converting the Euclidean distance enabled to introduce a reliability index (RI) ranging from 0 (weak predic-
tion) to 1 (confident prediction) for each predicted GO term p as follows:

(1)P = precision =
TP

TP + FP

(2)R = recall =
TP

TP + FN

(3)F1 = 2 •
Precision • Recall

Precision+ Recall

(4)d(n,m) =

√√√√
1024∑

i=1

(ni −mi)
2

(5)RI(p) =
1

k

l
∑

i=1

0.5

0.5+ d(q, ni)
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with k as the overall number of hits/neighbors, l as the number of hits annotated with the GO term p and the 
distance d(q, ni) between query and hit being calculated according to Eq. (4).

Proteins represented by an embedding identical to the query protein (d = 0) led to RI = 1. Since the RI also 
takes into account, how many proteins l in a list of k hits are annotated with a certain term p (Eq. 5), predicted 
terms annotated to more proteins (larger l) have a higher RI than terms annotated to fewer proteins (smaller 
l). As this approach accounts for the agreement of the annotations between the k hits, it requires the RI to be 
normalized by the number of considered neighbors k, making it not directly comparable for predictions based 
on different values for k. On top, if different embeddings are used to identify close proteins, RI values are not 
directly comparable, because embeddings might be on different scales.

Instead of assessing embedding proximity through the Euclidean distance, the embedding field typically uses 
the cosine distance (Eq. 6):

Our initial assessment suggested cosine and Euclidean distance to perform alike, and we chose to use the 
metric more familiar to structural biologists, namely the Euclidean distance throughout this analysis.

GO term similarity. We measured the similarity between two sets of GO annotations A and B through the 
Jaccard index (Eq. 7) where |A ∩ B| is the number of GO terms present in both sets and |A ∪ B| is the number of 
GO terms present in at least one of the sets (duplicates are only counted once):

Correlation analysis. We analyzed the correlation between sequence identity and embedding similarity 
through the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient because our data was neither distributed normally, nor were 
the two measures for similarity measures linear. In contrast to, e.g. Pearson correlation, Spearman does not 
assume a normal distribution and detects monotonic instead of linear  relations59,60.

Availability. GO term predictions using embedding similarity for a certain protein sequence can be per-
formed through our publicly available webserver: https ://embed .prote in.prope rties /. The source code along with 
all embeddings for GOA2020 and GOA2017, and the CAFA3 targets are also available on GitHub: https ://githu 
b.com/Rostl ab/goPre dSim (more details in the repository). In addition to reproducing the results, the source 
code also allows calculating embedding similarity using cosine distance.

Data availability
The source code and the embedding sets for target proteins and lookup databases are publicly available as a 
GitHub repository. GO term predictions for the SARS-CoV-2 proteins are provided as additional files and in 
the GitHub repository.
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4. Variant Effect Score Prediction without
Alignments - VESPA

4.1. Preface

The emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants stressed the demand for tools allowing to in-
terpret the effect of single amino acid variants (SAVs) on protein function in a quick,
yet reliable way. While Deep Mutational Scanning (DMS) sets continue to expand our
understanding of the mutational landscape of single proteins by mutating each residue
in a protein to all other amino acids, the results continue to challenge analyses due to a
lack of standardization [111]. The latter is partly explained by a lack of standardization
in data reporting due to the the complexity arising from the broad spectrum of protein
function(s) as well as the significant impact of slight changes in the experimental setup
on it.

Protein Language Models (pLMs) use the latest deep learning (DL) algorithms to lever-
age growing databases of protein sequences (Chapter 2 - SeqVec and [28, 96]). These
methods learn directly from such large but unlabeled data by predicting missing or
masked amino acids from the context of entire sequence regions. Here, we used pLM
representations (embeddings) from on of our pLM, ProtT5 [28], to predict sequence con-
servation and SAV effects without MSAs. ProtT5 embeddings alone predicted residue
conservation almost as accurately from single sequences as ConSeq [42] using MSAs
(two-state MCC for ProtT5 embeddings of 0.60±0.01 vs. 0.61±0.01 for ConSeq). In-
putting the conservation prediction along with BLOSUM62 substitution scores [50] and
pLM mask reconstruction probabilities into a simplistic logistic regression ensemble for
Variant Effect Score Prediction without Alignments (VESPA) predicted SAV effect mag-
nitude without any optimization on DMS data. Comparing predictions for a standard set
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of 39 DMS experiments to other methods (incl. ESM-1v [112], DeepSequence [113], and
GEMME [114]) revealed our approach as competitive with the state-of-the-art meth-
ods using MSA input. No method outperformed all others, neither consistently nor
statistically significantly, independently of the performance measure applied (Spearman
and Pearson correlation). Finally, we investigated binary effect predictions on DMS
experiments for four human proteins. Overall, embedding-based methods have become
competitive with methods relying on MSAs for SAV effect prediction at a fraction of
the costs in computing/energy. Our method predicted SAV effects for the entire human
proteome ( 20 k proteins) within 40 minutes on a single Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000. All
methods and data sets are freely available for execution through the bio_embeddings
package [107] and https://github.com/Rostlab/VESPA. We provide pre-computed pre-
dictions for the human proteome under https://zenodo.org/record/5905863 .
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Abstract
The emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants stressed the demand for tools allowing to interpret the effect of single amino acid 
variants (SAVs) on protein function. While Deep Mutational Scanning (DMS) sets continue to expand our understanding 
of the mutational landscape of single proteins, the results continue to challenge analyses. Protein Language Models (pLMs) 
use the latest deep learning (DL) algorithms to leverage growing databases of protein sequences. These methods learn to 
predict missing or masked amino acids from the context of entire sequence regions. Here, we used pLM representations 
(embeddings) to predict sequence conservation and SAV effects without multiple sequence alignments (MSAs). Embeddings 
alone predicted residue conservation almost as accurately from single sequences as ConSeq using MSAs (two-state Mat-
thews Correlation Coefficient—MCC—for ProtT5 embeddings of 0.596 ± 0.006 vs. 0.608 ± 0.006 for ConSeq). Inputting 
the conservation prediction along with BLOSUM62 substitution scores and pLM mask reconstruction probabilities into a 
simplistic logistic regression (LR) ensemble for Variant Effect Score Prediction without Alignments (VESPA) predicted SAV 
effect magnitude without any optimization on DMS data. Comparing predictions for a standard set of 39 DMS experiments 
to other methods (incl. ESM-1v, DeepSequence, and GEMME) revealed our approach as competitive with the state-of-the-art 
(SOTA) methods using MSA input. No method outperformed all others, neither consistently nor statistically significantly, 
independently of the performance measure applied (Spearman and Pearson correlation). Finally, we investigated binary 
effect predictions on DMS experiments for four human proteins. Overall, embedding-based methods have become competi-
tive with methods relying on MSAs for SAV effect prediction at a fraction of the costs in computing/energy. Our method 
predicted SAV effects for the entire human proteome (~ 20 k proteins) within 40 min on one Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000. All 
methods and data sets are freely available for local and online execution through bioembeddings.com, https:// github. com/ 
Rostl ab/ VESPA, and PredictProtein.
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AUC   Area under the curve
BFD  Big Fantastic Database
CNN  Convolutional neural network
DL  Deep learning
EI  Evolutionary information
DMS  Deep mutational scanning
FNN  Feed forward neural network
GoF  Gain-of-function SAV
LoF  Loss-of-function SAV
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NLP  Natural language processing
OMIM  Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
PDB  Protein Data Bank
pLM  Protein Language Model (used here: ESM-

1b/1v: ProtBERT: ProtT5)
PMD  Protein mutant database
ProtT5beff  Rule-based method developed here using 

ProtT5 embeddings to predict binary SAV 
effects from single sequences

ProtT5cons  Method developed here using ProtT5 
embeddings to predict residue conservation 
from single sequences optimizing a CNN on 
the unchanged pre-trained ProtT5

ReLU  Rectified linear unit
ROC  Receiver-operating characteristic
SAV  Single amino acid variant (also known as 

SAAV or nsSNP: or missense mutation/
variant)

SOTA  State-of-the-art
SSD  Solid State Drive
SVM  Support Vector Machine
VESPA  Method developed here for Variant Effect 

Score Prediction without Alignments
VESPAl  Light VESPA: less accurate but faster

Introduction

Many different resources capture SAV effects. Mutations 
in the Spike (S) surface protein of SARS-CoV-2 have wid-
ened the attention to the complex issue of protein variant 
effects (Korber et al. 2020; Laha et al. 2020; Mercatelli and 
Giorgi 2020; O’Donoghue et al. 2020). The ability to distin-
guish between beneficial (= gain of function, GoF), deleteri-
ous (= loss of function, LoF) and neutral single amino acid 
variants (SAVs; also referred to as SAAV, missense muta-
tions, or non-synonymous Single Nucleotide Variants: nsS-
NVs) continues to be a key challenge toward understanding 
how SAVs affect proteins (Adzhubei et al. 2010; Bromberg 
and Rost 2007, 2009; Ng and Henikoff 2003; Studer et al. 
2013; Wang and Moult 2001). Recently, an unprecedented 
amount of in vitro data describing the quantitative effects of 
SAVs on protein function has been produced through Mul-
tiplexed Assays of Variant Effect (MAVEs), such as deep 
mutational scans (DMS) (Fowler and Fields 2014; Weile and 
Roth 2018). However, a comprehensive atlas of in vitro vari-
ant effects for the entire human proteome still remains out of 
reach (AVE Alliance Founding Members 2020). Yet, even 
for the existing experiments, intrinsic problems remain: (1) 
In vitro DMS data capture SAV effects upon molecular func-
tion much better than those upon biological processes, e.g., 
disease implications may be covered in databases such as the 
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (Amberger 

et al. 2019), but not in MaveDB (Esposito et al. 2019). (2) 
The vast majority of proteins have several structural domains 
(Liu and Rost 2003, 2004a, b); hence, most are likely to 
have several different molecular functions. However, each 
experimental assay tends to measure the impact upon only 
one of those functions. (3) In vivo protein function might be 
impacted in several ways not reproducible by in vitro assays.

Evolutionary information from MSAs is most impor-
tant to predict SAV effects. Many in silico methods try 
to narrow the gap between known sequences and unknown 
SAV effects; these include (by earliest publication date): 
PolyPhen/PolyPhen2 (Adzhubei et  al. 2010; Ramensky 
et al. 2002), SIFT (Ng and Henikoff 2003; Sim et al. 2012), 
I-Mutant (Capriotti et al. 2005), SNAP/SNAP2 (Bromberg 
and Rost 2007; Hecht et al. 2015), MutationTaster (Schwarz 
et al. 2010), Evolutionary Action (Katsonis and Lichtarge 
2014), CADD (Kircher et al. 2014), PON-P2 (Niroula et al. 
2015), INPS (Fariselli et al. 2015), Envision (Gray et al. 
2018), DeepSequence (Riesselman et al. 2018), GEMME 
(Laine et al. 2019), ESM-1v (Meier et al. 2021), and methods 
predicting rheostat positions susceptible to gradual effects 
(Miller et al. 2017). Of these, only Envision and DeepSe-
quence trained on DMS experiments. Most others trained on 
sparsely annotated data sets such as disease-causing SAVs 
from OMIM (Amberger et al. 2019), or from databases 
such as the protein mutant database (PMD) (Kawabata et al. 
1999; Nishikawa et al. 1994). While only some methods 
use sophisticated algorithms from machine learning (ML; 
SVM, FNN) or even artificial intelligence (AI; CNN), almost 
all rely on evolutionary information derived from multiple 
sequence alignments (MSAs) to predict variant effects. The 
combination of evolutionary information (EI) and ML/AI 
has long been established as a backbone of computational 
biology (Rost 1996; Rost and Sander 1992, 1993), now even 
allowing AlphaFold2 to predict protein structure at unprece-
dented levels of accuracy (Jumper et al. 2021). Nevertheless, 
for almost no other task is EI as crucial as for SAV effect 
prediction (Bromberg and Rost 2007). Although different 
sources of input information matter, when MSAs are avail-
able, they trump all other features (Hecht et al. 2015). Even 
models building on the simplest EI, e.g., the BLOSUM62 
matrix condensing bio-physical constraints into a 20 × 20 
substitution matrix (Ng and Henikoff 2003) with no distinc-
tion between E481K (amino acid E at residue position 481 
mutated to amino acid K) and E484K (part of SARS-CoV-2 
Delta variant), or a simple conservation weight (Reeb et al. 
2020) with no distinction of D484Q and D484K, almost 
reach the performance of much more complex and seem-
ingly advanced methods.

Embeddings capture language of life written in pro-
teins. Every year, algorithms improve natural language 
processing (NLP), in particular by feeding large text cor-
pora into Deep Learning (DL)-based Language Models 
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(LMs). These advances have been transferred to protein 
sequences by learning to predict masked or missing amino 
acids using large databases of raw protein sequences as 
input (Alley et al. 2019; Bepler and Berger 2019a, 2021; 
Elnaggar et al. 2021; Heinzinger et al. 2019; Madani et al. 
2020; Ofer et al. 2021; Rao et al. 2020; Rives et al. 2021). 
Processing the information learned by such protein LMs 
(pLMs), e.g., by constructing 1024-dimensional vectors 
of the last hidden layers, yields a representation of protein 
sequences referred to as embeddings [Fig. 1 in (Elnaggar 
et al. 2021)]. Embeddings have succeeded as exclusive 
input to predicting secondary structure and subcellular 
location at performance levels almost reaching (Alley et al. 
2019; Heinzinger et al. 2019; Rives et al. 2021) or even 
exceeding (Elnaggar et al. 2021; Littmann et al. 2021c; 
Stärk et al. 2021) state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods using 
EI from MSAs as input. Embeddings even succeed in sub-
stituting sequence similarity for homology-based annota-
tion transfer (Littmann et al. 2021a, b) and in predicting 
the effect of mutations on protein–protein interactions 
(Zhou et al. 2020). The power of such embeddings has 
been increasing with the advance of algorithms (Bepler 
and Berger 2021; Elnaggar et al. 2021; Rives et al. 2021). 
ESM-1v demonstrated pre-trained pLMs predicting SAV 
effect without any supervision at state-of-the-art level on 
DMS data using solely mask reconstruction probabilities 
(Meier et al. 2021). Naturally, there will be some limit to 
such improvements. However, the advances over the last 
months prove that this limit had not been reached by the 
end of 2020.

Here, we analyzed ways of using embeddings from pre-
trained pLMs to predict the effect of SAVs upon protein 
function with a focus on molecular function, using exper-
imental data from DMS (Esposito et al. 2019) and PMD 
(Kawabata et al. 1999). The embeddings from the pre-trained 
pLMs were not altered or optimized to suit the subsequent 
 2nd step of supervised training on data sets with more limited 
annotations. In particular, we assessed two separate super-
vised prediction tasks: conservation and SAV effects. First, 
we utilized pre-trained pLMs (ProtBert, ProtT5, ESM-1b) 
as static feature encoders (without fine-tuning the pLMs) to 
derive input embeddings for developing a method predicting 
the conservation that we could read off a family of aligned 
sequences (MSA) for each residue without actually generat-
ing the MSA. Second, we trained a Logistic Regression (LR) 
ensemble to predict SAV effect using (2a) the predictions of 
the best conservation predictor (ProtT5cons) together with 
(2b) substitution scores of BLOSUM62 and (2c) substitu-
tion probabilities of the pLM ProtT5. While substitution 
probabilities alone already correlated with DMS scores, we 
observed that adding conservation predictions together with 
BLOSUM62 increased performance. The resulting model 
for Variant Effect Score Prediction without Alignments 

(VESPA) was competitive with more complex solutions 
in terms of correlation with experimental DMS scores and 
computational and environmental costs. Additionally, for a 
small drop in prediction performance, we created a compu-
tationally more efficient method, dubbed VESPA-light (or 
short: VESPAl), by excluding substitution probabilities to 
allow proteome-wide analysis to complete after the coffee 
break on a single machine (40 min for human proteome on 
one Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000).

Methods

Data sets

In total, we used five different datasets. ConSurf10k was 
used to train and evaluate a model on residue conservation 
prediction. Eff10k was used to train SAV effect prediction. 
PMD4k and DMS4 were used as test sets to assess the pre-
diction of binary SAV effects. The prediction of continuous 
effect scores was evaluated on DMS39.

ConSurf10k assessed conservation. The method pre-
dicting residue conservation used ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin 
et al. 2020). This resource provided sequences and conserva-
tion for 89,673 proteins. For all, experimental high-resolu-
tion three-dimensional (3D) structures were available in the 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al. 2000). As standard-
of-truth for the conservation prediction, we used the values 
from ConSurf-DB generated using HMMER (Mistry et al. 
2013), CD-HIT (Fu et al. 2012), and MAFFT-LINSi (Katoh 
and Standley 2013) to align proteins in the PDB (Burley 
et al. 2019). For proteins from families with over 50 proteins 
in the resulting MSA, an evolutionary rate at each residue 
position is computed and used along with the MSA to recon-
struct a phylogenetic tree. The ConSurf-DB conservation 
scores ranged from 1 (most variable) to 9 (most conserved). 
The PISCES server (Wang and Dunbrack 2003) was used to 
redundancy reduce the data set, such that no pair of proteins 
had more than 25% pairwise sequence identity. We removed 
proteins with resolutions > 2.5 Å, those shorter than 40 resi-
dues, and those longer than 10,000 residues. The resulting 
data set (ConSurf10k) with 10,507 proteins (or domains) 
was randomly partitioned into training (9392 sequences), 
cross-training/validation (555), and test (519) sets.

Eff10k assessed SAV effects. This dataset was taken from 
the SNAP2 development set (Hecht et al. 2015). It contained 
100,737 binary SAV-effect annotations (neutral: 39,700, 
effect: 61,037) from 9594 proteins. The set was used to train 
an ensemble method for SAV effect prediction. For this, we 
replicated the cross-validation (CV) splits used to develop 
SNAP2 by enforcing that clusters of sequence-similar pro-
teins were put into the same CV split. More specifically, 
we clustered all sequence-similar proteins (PSI-BLAST E 
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value < 1e-3) using single-linkage clustering, i.e., all con-
nected nodes (proteins) were put into the same cluster. By 
placing all proteins within one cluster into the same CV split 
and rotating the splits, such that every split was used exactly 
once for testing, we ascertained that no pair of proteins 
between train and test shared significant sequence similar-
ity (PIDE). More details on the dataset are given in SNAP2 
(Hecht et al. 2015).

PMD4k assessed binary SAV effects. From Eff10k, we 
extracted annotations that were originally adopted from 
PMD (“no change” as “neutral”; annotations with any level 
of increase or decrease in function as “effect”). This yielded 
51,817 binary annotated SAVs (neutral: 13,638, effect: 
38,179) in 4061 proteins. PMD4k was exclusively used for 
testing. While these annotations were part of Eff10k, all 
performance estimates for PMD4k were reported only for 
the PMD annotations in the testing subsets of the cross-val-
idation splits. As every protein in Eff10k (and PMD4k) was 
used exactly once for testing, we could ascertain that there 
was no significant (prediction by homology-based inference 
possible) sequence-similarity between PMD4k and our train-
ing splits.

DMS4 sampled large-scale DMS in vitro experiments 
annotating binary SAV effects. This set contained binary 
classifications (effect/non-effect) for four human proteins 
(corresponding genes: BRAC1, PTEN, TPMT, PPARG) 
generated previously (Reeb 2020). These were selected 
as they were the first proteins with comprehensive DMS 
experiments including synonymous variants (needed to map 
from continuous effect scores to binary effect vs. neutral) 
resulting in 15,621 SAV annotations (Findlay et al. 2018; 
Majithia et al. 2016; Matreyek et al. 2018). SAVs with ben-
eficial effect (= gain of function) were excluded, because 
they disagree between experiments (Reeb et al. 2020). The 
continuous effect scores of the four DMS experiments were 
mapped to binary values (effect/neutral) by considering the 
95% interval around the mean of all experimental meas-
urements as neutral, and the 5% tails of the distribution as 
“effect”, as described in more detail elsewhere (Reeb et al. 
2020). In total, the set had 11,788 neutral SAVs and 3516 
deleterious effect SAVs. Additionally, we used two other 
thresholds: the 90% interval from mean (8926 neutral vs. 
4545 effect) and the 99% interval from mean (13,506 neutral 
vs. 1,548 SAVs effect).

DMS39 collected DMS experiments annotating con-
tinuous SAV effects. This set was used to assess whether 
the methods introduced here, although trained only on 
binary effect data from Eff10k, had captured continuous 
effect scales as measured by DMS. The set was a subset 
of 43 DMS experiments assembled for the development of 
DeepSequence (Riesselman et al. 2018). From the original 
compilation, we excluded an experiment on tRNA as it is 
not a protein, on the toxin–antitoxin complex as it comprises 

multiple proteins and removed experiments for which only 
double variants existed. DMS39 contained 135,665 SAV 
scores, in total. The number of SAVs per experiment var-
ied substantially between the 39 with an average of 3625 
SAVs/experiment, a median of 1962, a minimum of 21, and 
a maximum of 12,729. However, to avoid any additional 
biases in the comparison to other methods, we avoided any 
further filtering step.

Input features

For the prediction of residue conservation, all newly devel-
oped methods exclusively trained on embeddings from pre-
trained pLMs without fine-tuning those (no gradient was 
backpropagated to the pLM). The predictions of the best-
performing method for conservation prediction were used in 
a second step together with substitution scores from BLO-
SUM62 and substitution probabilities from ProtT5 as input 
features to predict binary SAV effects.

Embeddings from pLMs: For conservation prediction, 
we used embeddings from the following pLMs: ProtBert 
(Elnaggar et al. 2021) based on the NLP (Natural Language 
Processing) algorithm BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) trained on 
Big Fantastic Database (BFD) with over 2.3 million protein 
sequences (Steinegger and Söding 2018), ESM-1b (Rives 
et al. 2021) that is conceptually similar to (Prot)BERT (both 
use a Transformer encoder) but trained on UniRef50 (The 
UniProt Consortium 2021) and ProtT5-XL-U50 (Elnag-
gar et al. 2021) (for simplicity referred to as ProtT5) based 
on the NLP sequence-to-sequence model T5 (transformer 
encoder–decoder architecture) (Raffel et al. 2020) trained 
on BFD and fine-tuned on Uniref50. All embeddings were 
obtained from the bio_embeddings pipeline (Dallago et al. 
2021). As described in ProtTrans, only the encoder side of 
ProtT5 was used and embeddings were extracted in half-pre-
cision (Elnaggar et al. 2021). The per-residue embeddings 
were extracted from the last hidden layer of the models with 
size 1024 × L (1280 for ESM-1b), where L is the length of 
the protein sequence and 1024 (or 1280 for ESM-1b) is the 
dimension of the hidden states/embedding space of ESM-1b, 
ProtBert, and ProtT5.

Context-dependent substitution probabilities: The 
training objective of most pLMs is to reconstruct corrupted 
amino acids from their non-corrupted protein sequence 
context. Repeating this task on billions of sequences allows 
pLMs to learn a probability of how likely it is to observe 
a token (an amino acid) at a certain position in the protein 
sequence. After pre-training, those probabilities can be 
extracted from pLMs by masking/corrupting one token/
amino acid at a time, letting the model reconstruct it based 
on non-corrupted sequence context and repeating this for 
each token/amino acid in the sequence. For each protein, this 
gives a vector of length L by 20 with L being the protein’s 
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length and 20 being the probability distribution over the 20 
standard amino acids. It was shown recently (Meier et al. 
2021) that these probabilities provide a context-aware esti-
mate for the effect of SAVs, i.e., the reconstruction prob-
abilities depend on the protein sequence, and other methods 
have made use of similar probabilities (Hopf et al. 2017; 
Riesselman et  al. 2018). To generate input features for 
our SAV effect predictor, we used, as suggested by Meier 
et al. (2021), the log-odds ratio between the probability of 
observing the wild-type amino acid at a certain position and 
the probability of observing a specific mutant at the same 
position: log

(
p
(
Xi,mutant

))
− log(p

(
Xi,wildtype

)
) . The term 

p
(

Xi,mutant

)

 described the probability of an SAV occurring 
at position i and p

(
Xi,wildtype

)
 described the corresponding 

probability of the wild-type occurrence (native amino acid). 
To extract these probabilities for SAV effect prediction, we 
only considered the pLM embeddings correlating best with 
conservation (ProtT5). Additionally, we extracted probabili-
ties for ProtBert on ConSurf10k to analyze in more detail the 
mistakes that ProtBert makes during reconstruction (SOM 
Fig. S5, S6).

Context-independent BLOSUM62 substitution scores: 
The BLOSUM substitution matrix gives a log-odds ratio 
for observing an amino acid substitution irrespective of its 
position in the protein (Henikoff and Henikoff 1992), i.e., the 
substitution score will not depend on a specific protein or 
the position of a residue within a protein but rather focuses 
on bio-chemical and bio-physical properties of amino acids. 

Substitution scores in BLOSUM were derived from compar-
ing the log-odds of amino acid substitutions among well-
conserved protein families. Typically applied to align pro-
teins, BLOSUM scores are also predictive of SAV effects 
(Ng and Henikoff 2003; Sruthi et al. 2020).

Method development

In our three-stage development, we first compared different 
combinations of network architectures and pLM embed-
dings to predict residue conservation. Next, we combined 
the best conservation prediction method with BLOSUM62 
substitution scores to develop a simple rule-based predic-
tion of binary SAV effects. In the third step, we combined 
the predicted conservation, BLOSUM62, and substitution 
probabilities to train a new method predicting SAV effects 
for binary data from Eff10k and applied this method to non-
binary DMS data.

Conservation prediction (ProtT5cons, Fig. 1A): Using 
either ESM-1b, ProtBert, or ProtT5 embeddings as input 
(Fig. 1a), we trained three supervised classifiers to distin-
guish between nine conservation classes taken from Con-
Surf-DB (early stop when optimum reached for ConSurf10k 
validation set). The objective of this task was to learn the 
prediction of family conservation from ConSurf-DB (Ben 
Chorin et al. 2020) based on the nine conservation classes 
introduced by that method that range from 1 (variable) to 
9 (conserved) for each residue in a protein, i.e., this task 

Fig. 1  Sketch of methods. Panel A sketches the conservation pre-
diction pipeline: (I) embed protein sequence (“SEQ”) using a pLM 
[here: ProtBERT, ProtT5 (Elnaggar et  al. 2021) or ESM-1b (Meier 
et  al. 2021)]. (II) Input embedding into supervised method (here: 
logistic regression, FNN or CNN) to predict conservation in 9-classes 
as defined by ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin et al. 2020). (III) Map nine-
class predictions > 5 to conserved (C), others to non-conserved (−). 
Panel B shows the use of binary conservation predictions as input 

to SAV effect prediction by (I) considering all residue positions pre-
dicted as conserved (C) as effect (E), all others as neutral (ProtT-
5cons-19equal and ConSeq-19equal). (II) Residues predicted as con-
served are further split into specific substitutions (SAVs) predicted to 
have an effect (E) or not (−) if the corresponding BLOSUM62 score 
is < 0, all others are predicted as neutral (ProtT5-beff, ConSeq-BLO-
SUM62)
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implied a multi-class per-residue prediction. Cross-entropy 
loss together with Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) was used 
to optimize each network toward predicting one out of nine 
conservation classes for each residue in a protein (per-token/
per-residue task).

The models were: (1) standard Logistic Regression (LR) 
with 9000 (9 k) free parameters; (2) feed-forward neural net-
work (FNN; with two FNN layers connected through the so-
called ReLU (rectified linear unit) activations (Fukushima 
1969); dropout rate 0.25; 33 k free parameters); (3) standard 
convolutional neural network (CNN; with two convolutional 
layers with a window size of 7, connected through ReLU 
activations; dropout rate of 0.25; 231 k free parameters). To 
put the number of free parameters into perspective: the Con-
Surf10k data set contained about 2.7 million samples, i.e., 
an order of magnitude more samples than free parameters 
of the largest model. On top of the 9-class prediction, we 
implemented a binary classifier (conserved/non-conserved; 
threshold for projecting nine to two classes optimized on 
validation set). The best-performing model (CNN trained 
on ProtT5) was referred to as ProtT5cons.

Rule-based binary SAV effect prediction (ProtT5beff, 
Fig. 1B): For rule-based binary SAV effect (effect/neutral) 
prediction, we considered multiple approaches. The first 
and simplest approach was to introduce a threshold to the 
output of ProtT5cons (no optimization on SAV data). Here, 
we marked all residues predicted to be conserved (conserva-
tion score > 5) as “effect”; all others as “neutral”. This first 
level treated all 19 non-native SAVs at one sequence posi-
tion equally (referred to as “19equal” in tables and figures). 
To refine, we followed the lead of SIFT (Ng and Henikoff 
2003) using the BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff 
1992) substitution scores. This led to the second rule-based 
method dubbed BLOSUM62bin which can be considered 
a naïve baseline: SAVs less likely than expected (negative 
values in BLOSUM62) were classified as “effect”; all oth-
ers as “neutral”. Next, we combined both rule-based clas-
sifiers to the third rule-based method, dubbed ProtT5beff 
(“effect” if ProtT5cons predicts conserved, i.e., value > 5, 
and BLOSUM62 negative, otherwise “neutral”, Fig. 1b). 
This method predicted binary classifications (effect/neu-
tral) of SAVs without using any experimental data on SAV 
effects for optimization by merging position-aware informa-
tion from ProtT5cons and variant-aware information from 
BLOSUM62.

Supervised prediction of SAV effect scores (VESPA and 
VESPAl): For variant effect score prediction without align-
ments (VESPA), we trained a balanced logistic regression 
(LR) ensemble method as implemented in SciKit (Pedregosa 
et al. 2011) on the cross-validation splits of Eff10k. We 
rotated the ten splits of Eff10k, such that each data split 
was used exactly once for testing, while all remaining splits 
were used for training. This resulted in ten individual LRs 

trained on separate datasets. All of those were forced to 
share the same hyper-parameters. The hyper-parameters 
that differed from SciKit’s defaults were: (1) balanced 
weights: class weights were inversely proportional to class 
frequency in input data; (2) maximum number of itera-
tions taken for the solvers to converge was set to 600. The 
learning objective of each was to predict the probability of 
binary class membership (effect/neutral). By averaging their 
output, we combined the ten LRs to an ensemble method: 
VESPA = ensemble of LRs =

1

10

∑10

i=1
LRi . The output of 

VESPA is bound to [0,1] and by introducing a threshold 
can be readily interpreted as a probability for an SAV to be 
“neutral” (VESPA < 0.5) or to have “effect” (VESPA ≥ 0.5). 
As input for VESPA, we used 11 features to derive one score 
for each SAV; nine were the position-specific conservation 
probabilities predicted by ProtT5cons; one was the variant-
specific substitution score from BLOSUM62, the other the 
variant- and position-specific log-odds ratio of ProtT5’s sub-
stitution probabilities. To reduce the computational costs of 
VESPA, we introduced the “light” version VESPAl using 
only conservation probabilities and BLOSUM62 as input 
and thereby circumventing the computationally more costly 
extraction of the log-odds ratio. Both VESPA and VES-
PAl were only optimized on binary effect data from Eff10k 
and never encountered continuous effect scores from DMS 
experiments during any optimization.

Evaluation

Conservation prediction—ProtT5cons: To put the perfor-
mance of ProtT5cons into perspective, we generated ConSeq 
(Berezin et al. 2004) estimates for conservation through Pre-
dictProtein (Bernhofer et al. 2021) using MMseqs2 (Steineg-
ger and Söding 2018) and PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997) 
to generate MSAs. These were “estimates” as opposed to 
the standard-of-truth from ConSurf-DB, because, although 
they actually generated entire MSAs, the method for MSA 
generation was “just” MMseqs2 as opposed to HMMER 
(Mistry et al. 2013), and MAFFT-LINSi (Katoh and Stand-
ley 2013) for ConSurf-DB and the computation of weights 
from the MSA also required less computing resources. A 
random baseline resulted from randomly shuffling ConSurf-
DB values.

Binary effect prediction—ProtT5beff: To analyze the 
performance of VESPA and VESPAl, we compared results 
to SNAP2 (Hecht et al. 2015) at the default binary threshold 
(score > − 0.05, default value suggested in original publica-
tion) on PMD4k and DMS4. Furthermore, we evaluated the 
rule-based binary SAV effect prediction ProtT5beff on the 
same datasets. To assess to which extent performance of 
ProtT5beff could be attributed to mistakes in ProtT5cons, 
we replaced residue conservation from ProtT5cons with 
conservation scores from ConSeq and applied the same 
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two rule-based approaches as explained above (ConSeq 
19equal: conserved predictions at one sequence position 
were considered “effect” for all 19 non-native SAVs and 
ConSeq blosum62: only negative BLOSUM62 scores at 
residues predicted as conserved were considered “effect”; 
all others considered “neutral” with both using the same 
threshold in conservation as for our method, i.e., conser-
vation > 5 for effect) for PMD4k and DMS4. This failed 
for 122 proteins on PMD4k (3% of PMD4k), because the 
MSAs were deemed too small. We also compared ProtT-
5beff to the baseline based only on BLOSUM62 with the 
same thresholds as above (BLOSUM62bin). Furthermore, 
we compared to SNAP2 at default binary threshold of effect: 
SNAP2 score > − 0.05 (default value suggested in original 
publication). SNAP2 failed for four of the PMD4k proteins 
(0.1% of PMD4k). For the random baseline, we randomly 
shuffled ground truth values for each PMD4k and DMS4.

Continuous effect prediction—VESPA: We evalu-
ated the performance of VESPA and VESPAl on DMS39 
comparing to MSA-based DeepSequence (Riesselman et al. 
2018) and GEMME (Laine et al. 2019), and the pLM-based 
ESM-1v (Meier et al. 2021). Furthermore, we evaluated 
log-odds ratios from ProtT5’s substitution probabilities and 
BLOSUM62 substitution scores as a baseline. The Deep-
Sequence predictions were copied from the supplement to 
the original publication (Riesselman et al. 2018), GEMME 
correlation coefficients were provided by the authors, and 
ESM-1v predictions were replicated using the online reposi-
tory of ESM-1v. We used the publicly available ESM-1v 
scripts to retrieve “masked-marginals” for each of the five 
ESM-1v models and averaged over their outputs, because 
this strategy gave best performance according to the authors. 
If a protein was longer than 1022 (the maximum sequence 
length that ESM-1v can process), we split the sequence into 
non-overlapping chunks of length 1022. VESPA, VESPAl, 
and ESM-1v predictions did not use MSAs and therefore 
provided results for the entire input sequences, while Deep-
Sequence and GEMME were limited to residues to which 
enough other protein residues were aligned in the MSAs.

Performance measures: We applied the following stand-
ard performance measures:

Q2 scores (Eq. 1) described both binary predictions (con-
servation and SAV effect). The same held for F1-scores (Eq. 6, 
7) and MCC (Matthews Correlation Coefficient, Eq. 8). We 
defined conserved/effect as the positive class and non-con-
served/neutral as the negative class (indices “ + ” for positive, 
“−“ for negative) and used the standard abbreviations of TP 
(true positives: number of residues predicted and observed as 
conserved/effect), TN (true negatives: predicted and observed 

(1)

Q2 = 100 ⋅
(Number of residues predicted correctly in 2 states)

(Number of all residues)
.

as non-conserved/neutral), FP (false positives: predicted 
conserved/effect, observed non-conserved/neutral), and FN 
(false negatives: predicted non-conserved/neutral, observed 
conserved/effect)

Q9 is exclusively used to measure performance for the 
prediction of nine classes of conservation taken from Con-
Surf-DB. Furthermore, we considered the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient

and the Spearman correlation coefficient where raw 
scores (X, Y of Eq. 10) are converted to ranks

for continuous effect prediction.
Error estimates: We estimated symmetric 95% confi-

dence intervals (CI Eq. 12) for all metrics using bootstrap-
ping (Efron et al. 1996) by computing 1.96* standard devia-
tion (SD) of randomly selected variants from all test sets 
with replacement over n = 1000 bootstrap sets

(2)
Accuracy+ = Precision+ = Positive Predicted Value =

TP

TP + FP

(3)
Accuracy− = Precision− = NegativePredictedValue =

TN

TN + FN

(4)Coverage+ = Recall+ = Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN

(5)Coverage_ = Recall− = Specificity =
TN

TN + FP

(6)F1+ = 100 ∙ 2 ∙
Precision+ ∙ Recall+

Precision+ + Recall+

(7)F1− = 100 ∙ 2 ∙
Precision− ∙ Recall−

Precision− + Recall−

(8)

MCC =
TP ∙ TN − FP ∙ FN

√

(TP + FP) ∙ (TP + FN) ∙ (TN + FP) ∙ (TN + FN)

(9)

Q9 = 100 ∙
Number of residues predicted correctly in 9 states

Number of all residues
.

(10)rP = �X,Y =
cov(X, Y)
�X�Y

,

(11)rS = �rgX ,rgY =
cov(rgX , rgY )
�XrgX�rgY

(12)CI = 1.96 ∙ SD = 1.96 ∙

�

∑

(yi − y)
2

n
,
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with yi being the metric for each bootstrap sample and y the 
mean over all bootstrap samples. We considered differences 
in performance significant if two CIs did not overlap.

Probability entropy: To investigate the correlation 
between embeddings and conservation classes of ConSurf-
DB, we computed the entropy of pLM substitution prob-
abilities (p) as

Results

We first showed that probabilities derived from pLMs suf-
ficed for the prediction of residue conservation from pLM 
embeddings without using MSAs (data set ConSurf10k; 
method ProtT5cons). Next, we presented a non-parametric 
rule-based SAV effect prediction based on predicted con-
servation (IF “predicted conserved” THEN “predict effect”; 
method ProtT5beff). We refined the rule-based system 
through logistic regression (LR) to predict SAV effect on 
variants labeled with “effect” or “neutral” (data set Eff10k; 
methods VESPA, VESPAl). Finally, we established that these 
new methods trained on binary data (effect/neutral) from 
Eff10k correlated with continuous DMS experiments.

Embeddings predicted conservation: First, we estab-
lished that protein Language Models (pLMs) capture infor-
mation correlated with residue conservation without ever 
seeing any such labels. As a standard-of-truth, we extracted 
the categorical conservation scores ranging from 1 to 9 
(9: highly conserved, 1: highly variable) from ConSurf-
DB (Ben Chorin et al. 2020) for a non-redundant subset 
of proteins with experimentally known structures (data set 
ConSurf10k). Those conservation scores correlated with 
the mask reconstruction probabilities output by ProtBert 
(Fig. 2). More specifically, one amino acid was corrupted 
at a time and ProtBert reconstructed it from non-corrupted 
sequence context. For instance, when corrupting and recon-
structing all residues in ConSurf10k (one residue at a time), 
ProtBert assigned a probability to the native and to each of 
the 19 non-native (SAVs) amino acids for each position in 
the protein. Using those “substitution probabilities”, Prot-
Bert correctly predicted the native amino acid in 45.3% of 
all cases compared to 9.4% for a random prediction of the 
most frequent amino acid (Fig. S4). The entropy of these 
probability distributions correlated slightly with conserva-
tion (Fig. 2, Spearman’s R = -−0.374) although never trained 
on such labels.

Next, we established that residue conservation can be pre-
dicted directly from embeddings by training a supervised 
network on data from ConSurf-DB. We exclusively used 

(13)Entropy(p1,… , pn) = −

n
∑

i=1

pilog2pi.

embeddings of pre-trained pLMs (ProtT5, ProtBert (Elnag-
gar et al. 2021), ESM-1b (Rives et al. 2021)), as input to 
relatively simple machine learning models (Fig. 1). Even 
the simplistic logistic regression (LR) reached levels of per-
formance within about 20% of ConSeq (Berezin et al. 2004) 
conservation scores, which were derived from MSAs gen-
erated by the fast alignment method MMseqs2 (Steinegger 
and Söding 2017) (Fig. 3). The top prediction used ProtT5 
embeddings which consistently outperformed predictions 
from ESM-1b and ProtBERT embeddings. For all three 
types of embeddings, the CNN outperformed the FNN, and 
these outperformed the LR. Differences between ProtBert 
and ProtT5 were statistically significant (at the 95% confi-
dence interval, Eq. 12), while improvements from ProtT5 
over ESM-1b were mostly insignificant. The ranking of the 
embeddings and models remained stable across several per-
formance measures  (F1effect,  F1neutral, MCC, Pearson correla-
tion coefficient, Table S1).

ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin et al. 2020) simplifies family 
conservation to a single digit integer (9: highly conserved, 
1: highly variable). We further reduced these classes to a 
binary classification (conserved/non-conserved) to later 

Fig. 2  pLMs captured conservation without supervised training or 
MSAs. ProtBert was optimized to reconstruct corrupted input tokens 
from non-corrupted sequence context (masked language modeling). 
Here, we corrupted and reconstructed all proteins in the ConSurf10k 
dataset, one residue at a time. For each residue position, ProtBert 
returned the probability for observing each of the 20 amino acids 
at that position. The higher one probability (and the lower the cor-
responding entropy), the more certain the pLM predicts the corre-
sponding amino acid at this position from non-corrupted sequence 
context. Within the displayed boxplots, medians are depicted as black 
horizontal bars; whiskers are drawn at the 1.5 interquartile range. 
The x-axis gives categorical conservation scores (1: highly variable, 
9: highly conserved) computed by ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin et  al. 
2020) from multiple sequence alignments (MSAs); the y-axis gives 
the probability entropy (Eq.  13) computed without MSAs. The two 
were inversely proportional with a Spearman’s correlation of -0.374 
(Eq.  11), i.e., the more certain ProtBert’s prediction, the lower the 
entropy and the higher the conservation for a certain residue position. 
Apparently, ProtBert had extracted information correlated with resi-
due conservation during pre-training without having ever seen MSAs 
or any labeled data
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transfer information from conservation to binary SAV 
effect (effect/neutral) more readily. The optimal threshold 
for a binary conservation prediction was 5 (> 5 conserved, 
Fig. S1). However, performance was stable across a wide 
range of choices: between values from 4 to 7, MCC (Eq. 8) 
changed between 0.60 and 0.58, i.e., performance varied 
by 3.3% for 44.4% of all possible thresholds (Fig. S1). This 
was explained by the nine- and two-class confusion matrices 
(Fig. S2 and S3) for ProtT5cons, which showed that most 
mistakes were made between neighboring classes of similar 
conservation, or between the least conserved classes 1 and 2.

Conservation-based prediction of binary SAV effect 
better for DMS4 than for PMD4k? Next, we established 
that we could use the predicted conservation of ProtT5cons 
for rule-based binary SAV effect prediction without any fur-
ther optimization and without any MSA. In using predicted 
conservation to proxy SAV effect, we chose the method best 
in conservation prediction, namely the CNN using ProtT5 
embeddings (method dubbed ProtT5cons, Fig. 1B). The 
over-simplistic approach of considering any residue pre-
dicted as conserved to have an effect irrespective of the SAV 
(meaning: treat all 19 non-native SAVs alike) was referred 
to as “19equal”. We refined this rule-based approach by 

combining conservation prediction with a binary BLO-
SUM62 score (effect: if ProtT5cons predicted conserved 
AND BLOSUM62 < 0, neutral otherwise), which we 
referred to as ProtT5beff. For PMD4k, the following results 
were common to all measures reflecting aspects of preci-
sion and recall through a single number  (F1effect,  F1neutral and 
MCC). First, the expert method SNAP2 trained on Eff10k 
(superset of PMD4k) achieved numerically higher values 
than all rule-based methods introduced here. Second, using 
the same SAV effect prediction for all 19 non-native SAVs 
consistently reached higher values than using the BLO-
SUM62 values (Fig. 4 and Table 1: 19equal higher than 
blosum62). For some measures (Q2,  F1effect), values obtained 
using ConSeq for conservation (i.e., a method using MSAs) 
were higher than those for the ProtT5cons prediction (with-
out using MSAs), while for others (MCC,  F1neutral), this was 
reversed (Fig. 4, Table 1, Table S2).

Most performances differed substantially between 
PMD4k and DMS4, i.e., the first four proteins (BRAC1, 
PTEN, TPMT, and PPARG) for which we had obtained 
large-scale experimental DMS measures that could be con-
verted into a binary scale (effect/neutral). First, using BLO-
SUM62 to convert ProtT5cons into SAV-specific predictions 

Fig. 3  Conservation predicted accurately from embeddings. Data: 
hold-out test set of ConSurf10k (519 sequences); panel A: nine-state 
per-residue accuracy (Q9, Eq. 9) in predicting conservation as defined 
by ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin et al. 2020); panel B: two-state per-resi-
due accuracy (Q2, Eq. 1; conservation score > 5: conserved, non-con-
served otherwise). Supervised models (trained on ConSurf10k): LR: 
logistic regression (9,000 = 9  k free parameters), FNN feed-forward 
network (33  k parameters), and CNN convolutional neural network 
(231  k parameters with 0.25 dropout rate); methods: ConSeq com-
putation of conservation weight through multiple sequence align-
ments (MSAs) (Berezin et  al. 2004); Random random label swap. 

Model inputs were differentiated by color (green: ESM-1b embed-
dings (Rives et al. 2021), red: ProtBert embeddings (Elnaggar et al. 
2021), blue: ProtT5 embeddings (Elnaggar et al. 2021), gray: MSAs 
(MMseqs2 (Steinegger and Söding 2017), and PSI-BLAST (Alts-
chul et al. 1997)). Black whiskers mark the 95% confidence interval 
(± 1.96 SD; Eq. 12). ESM-1b and ProtT5 embeddings outperformed 
those from ProtBERT (Elnaggar et  al. 2021); differences between 
ESM-1b and ProtT5 were not statistically significant, but ProtT5 
consistently outperformed ESM-1b in all metrics but Q2 (Table S1). 
ESM-1b and ProtT5 as input to the CNN came closest to ConSeq 
(Table S1)
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outperformed the MSA-based conservation lookup from 
ConSeq, the expert method SNAP2 trained on PMD4k 
(Table 1: ProtT5beff highest rule-based), and the newly 
introduced VESPA. Second, combining the BLOSUM62 
matrix with conservation also improved ConSeq (Table 1: 
ConSeq: 19equal lower than blosum62). Third, ranking 
across different performance measures correlated much 
better than for PMD4k (Tables S1–S5). As the mapping 
from continuous DMS effect scores to binary labels might 
introduce systematic noise, we also investigated different 
thresholds for this mapping. However, results for DMS4 at 
intervals of 90% (Table S3) and 99% (Table S5) around the 
mean showed similar trends.

We trained a logistic regression (LR) ensemble (VESPA) 
on cross-validation splits replicated from the SNAP2 devel-
opment set. For binary effect prediction, we introduced 
a threshold (≥ 0.5 effect, otherwise neutral) to the output 
scores of VESPA. When comparing VESPA and VESPAl 
(light version of VESPA) to the other methods on PMD4k, 
we observed a different picture than for the rule-based 

approaches. While SNAP2 still resulted in the highest MCC 
(0.28 ± 0.01), it was not significantly higher than that of 
VESPA and VESPAl (MCC: 0.274 ± 0.09 and 0.271 ± 0.09, 
respectively), and its development set overlapped with 
PMD4k. When evaluating the methods on DMS4, the best-
performing method, VESPAl (MCC 0.405 ± 0.016), outper-
formed SNAP2 (MCC 0.204 ± 0.012) and VESPA (MCC 
0.346 ± 0.014) as well as all rule-based methods (Table 1). 
We observed the same trends for other intervals (Tables 
S3–S5).

pLMs predicted SAV effect scores without MSAs. 
Could VESPA, trained on binary effect data (Eff10k) capture 
continuous SAV effect scores measured by DMS? For ease 
of comparison with other methods, we chose all 39 DMS 
experiments (DMS39) with single SAV effect data assem-
bled for the development of DeepSequence (Riesselman 
et  al. 2018). Several methods have recently been opti-
mized on DMS data, e.g., the apparent state-of-art (SOTA), 
DeepSequence trained on the MSAs of each of those 39 
experiments. Another recent method using evolutionary 

Fig. 4  Embedding-based binary SAV effect prediction is seem-
ingly competitive. Data: PMD4k (red bars; 4  k proteins from PMD 
(Kawabata et al. 1999)); DMS4 (blue bars) first four human proteins 
(BRAC1, PTEN, TPMT, PPARG) with comprehensive experimen-
tal DMS measurements including synonyms (here 95% thresh-
old) (Reeb et  al. 2020). Methods: SUPERVISED: a SNAP2bin: 
effect SNAP2 score > −  0.05, otherwise neutral; b VESPA: effect 
VESPA score >  = 0.5, otherwise neutral; c VESPAl: effect VESPAl 
score >  = 0.5, otherwise neutral. RULE-BASED: d BLOSUM62bin: 
irrespective of residue position, negative BLOSUM62 scores pre-
dicted as effect, others as neutral; e ProtT5cons|ConSeq 19equal: all 
19 non-native SAVs predicted equally: effect if ProtT5cons|ConSeq 

predicted residue position to be conserved, otherwise neutral; f 
ProtT5beff|ConSeq blosum62: effect if ProtT5cons|ConSeq predicts 
conserved and BLOSUM62 negative, otherwise neutral. BASELINE: 
g Random: random shuffle of experimental labels. All values for 
DMS4 computed for binary (effect/neutral) mapping of experimental 
DMS values with panel A giving the two-state per-residue accuracy 
(Q2, Eq.  1) and panel B giving the Matthews Correlation Coeffi-
cient (MCC, Eq. 8). Error bars: Black bars mark the 95% confidence 
interval (± 1.96 SD, Eq.  12). For all methods, the MCC differences 
between the two data sets PMD4k and DMS4 were statistically sig-
nificant (exception: random)
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information in a more advanced way than standard profiles 
from MSAs appears to reach a similar top level without 
machine learning, namely GEMME (Laine et al. 2019), 
and so does a method based on probabilities from pLMs, 
namely ESM-1v, without using MSAs. Comparing all those 
to VESPA, we could not observe a single method outper-
forming all others on all DMS39 experiments (Fig. 5). The 
four methods compared (two using MSAs: DeepSequence 
and GEMME, two using probabilities from pLMs instead of 
MSAs: ESM-1v and VESPA) reached Spearman rank cor-
relations above 0.4 for 36 DMS experiments. In fact, for the 
11 highest correlating out of the 39 experiments, predictions 
were as accurate as typically the agreement between two dif-
ferent experimental studies of the same protein (Spearman 
0.65 (Reeb et al. 2020)).

GEMME had a slightly higher mean and median Spear-
man correlation (Eq. 11) than DeepSequence, ESM-1v, 
VESPA, and all others tested (Fig. 6A, Table 2). When con-
sidering the symmetric 95% confidence intervals (Eq. 12), 
almost all those differences were statistically insignificant 
(Fig. 6B) except for only using BLOSUM62. In terms of 
mean Spearman correlation, VESPA was slightly higher 
than DeepSequence, which was slightly higher than ESM-
1v (Fig. 6A), but again neither was significantly better. The 
median Spearman correlation was equal for ESM-1v and 

VESPA and insignificantly lower for DeepSequence. The 
fastest method, VESPAl, reached lower Spearman correla-
tions than all other major methods (Fig. 6). Ranking and 
relative performance after correcting for statistical signifi-
cance were identical for Spearman and Pearson correlation 
(Table S6).

For comparison, we also introduced two advances on a 
random baseline, namely the raw BLOSUM62 scores and the 
raw ProtT5 log-odds scores (Fig. 6; Fig. S7). BLOSUM62 
was consistently and statistically significantly outperformed 
by all methods, while the ProtT5 log-odds averages were 
consistently lower, albeit not with statistical significance. As 
pLM-based methods were independent of MSAs, they pre-
dicted SAV scores for all residues contained in the DMS39 
data sets, while, e.g., DeepSequence and GEMME could 
predict only for the subset of the residues covered by large 
enough MSAs. This was reflected by decreased coverage of 
methods relying on MSAs (DeepSequence and GEMME; 
Table S8). The Spearman correlation of ESM-1v, VESPA, 
and VESPAl for the SAVs in regions without MSAs was 
significantly lower than that in regions with MSAs available 
(Table S7).

SAV effect predictions blazingly fast: One important 
advantage of predicting SAV effects without using MSAs 
is the computational efficiency. For instance, to predict the 

Table 1  Performance in binary 
SAV effect  predictiona

a Data sets: The PMD4k data set contained 4 k proteins from the PMD (Kawabata et al. 1999); 74% of the 
SAVs were deemed effect in a binary classification. DMS4 marks the first four human proteins (BRAC1, 
PTEN, TPMT, PPARG) for which we obtained comprehensive experimental DMS measurements along 
with a means of converting experimental scores into a binary version (effect/neutral) using synonyms. 
DMS4 results are shown for a threshold of 95%: the continuous effect scores were binarized by assign-
ing the middle 95% of effect scores as neutral variants and SAVs resulting in effect scores outside this 
range as effect variants (Reeb et al. 2020). Methods: SNAP2bin: effect SNAP2 score > − 0.05, otherwise 
neutral; VESPA: effect score ≥ 0.5, otherwise neutral; VESPAl: effect score ≥ 0.5, otherwise neutral; BLO-
SUM62: negative BLOSUM62 scores predicted as effect, others as neutral; ProtT5cons|ConSeq-19equal: 
all 19 non-native SAVs predicted equally: effect if ProtT5cons|ConSeq predicted/labeled as conserved, oth-
erwise neutral; ProtT5beff|ConSeq-blosum62: effect if ProtT5cons|ConSeq predicted/labeled as conserved 
and BLOSUM62 negative, otherwise neutral. ± values mark the 95% confidence interval (Eq. 12). For each 
column, if available, significantly best results are highlighted in bold

Data set PMD4k DMS4

Method/metric Q2
(Eq. 1)

MCC
(Eq. 8)

Q2
(Eq. 1)

MCC
(Eq. 8)

Random 61.08% ± 0.41 − 0.002 ± 0.016 64.27% ± 0.76 − 0.001 ± 0.018
Supervised methods
 SNAP2bin 70.66% ± 0.39 0.280 ± 0.010 41.55% ± 0.82 0.204 ± 0.012
 VESPA 63.52% ± 0.43 0.274 ± 0.086 63.56% ± 0.79 0.346 ± 0.014
 VESPAl 63.04% ± 0.43 0.271 ± 0.085 72.59% ± 0.72 0.405 ± 0.016

Rule-based methods
 BLOSUM62bin 56.17% ± 0.43 0.049 ± 0.010 44.47% ± 0.84 0.169 ± 0.014
 ProtT5cons-19equal 68.58% ± 0.41 0.227 ± 0.010 62.20% ± 0.82 0.322 ± 0.014
 ProtT5-beff 52.26% ± 0.43 0.160 ± 0.016 71.47% ± 0.75 0.369 ± 0.016
 ConSeq-19equal 71.51% ± 0.39 0.206 ± 0.010 50.70% ± 0.84 0.267 ± 0.012
 ConSeq blosum62 54.32% ± 0.43 0.138 ± 0.016 63.81% ± 0.8 0.318 ± 0.014
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mutational effects for all 19 non-native SAVs in the entire 
human proteome (all residues in all human proteins) took 
40 min on one Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000 using VESPAl. In 
turn, this was 40 min more than using BLOSUM62 alone 
(nearly instantaneous), but this instantaneous BLOSUM62-
based prediction was also much worse (Q2 for binary BLO-
SUM62 prediction worse than random, Table 1). In con-
trast, running methods such as SNAP2 (or ConSeq) required 
first to generate MSAs. Even the blazingly fast MMseqs2 
(Steinegger and Söding 2017) needed about 90 min using 
batch-processing on an Intel Skylake Gold 6248 processor 
with 40 threads, SSD and 377 GB main memory. While 
VESPAl computed prediction scores within minutes for an 
entire proteome, VESPA and ESM-1v require minutes for 

some single proteins depending on sequence length, e.g., 
ESM-1v took on average 170 s per protein for the DMS39 
set, while ProtT5 required on average 780 s. This originated 
from the number of forward passes required to derive pre-
dictions: while VESPAl needed only a single forward pass 
through the pLM to derive embeddings for conservation 
prediction, VESPA and ESM-1v (when deriving “masked-
marginals” as recommended by the authors) required L for-
ward passes with L being the protein length, because they 
corrupt one amino acid at a time and try to reconstruct it. 
The large difference in runtime between ESM-1v and ProtT5 
originated from the fact that ESM-1v cropped sequences 
after 1022, reducing the strong impact of outliers, i.e., runt-
ime of transformer-based models scales quadratically with 

Fig. 5  No SAV effect prediction consistently best on DMS data. 
Data: DMS39 (39 DMS experiments gathered for the development of 
DeepSequence (Riesselman et  al. 2018)); experiments sorted by the 
maximum absolute Spearman coefficient for each experiment. Meth-
ods: a DeepSequence trained an unsupervised model for each DMS 
experiment using only MSA input, i.e., no effect score labels were 
used (Riesselman et al. 2018); b GEMME inferred evolutionary trees 
and conserved sites from MSAs to predict effects (Laine et al. 2019); 
c ESM-1v correlated log-odds of substitution probabilities (Methods) 
with SAV effect magnitudes (Meier et al. 2021); d VESPA (this work) 
trained a logistic regression ensemble on binary SAV classification 
(effect/neutral) using predicted conservation (ProtT5cons), BLO-
SUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff 1992), and log-odds of substitution 

probabilities from ProtT5 (Elnaggar et  al. 2021) as input (without 
any optimization on DMS data). The values for the absolute Spear-
man correlation (Eq. 11) are shown for each method and experiment. 
The rightmost column shows the mean absolute Spearman correlation 
for each method. Although some experiments correlated much better 
(toward left) with predictions than others (toward right), the spread 
between prediction methods appeared high for both extremes; Deep-
Sequence was the only method reaching a correlation of 0 for one 
experiment; another one and three experiments were predicted with 
correlations below 0.2 for ESM-1v and DeepSequence, respectively, 
while the vast number of the 4 × 39 predictions reached correlations 
above 0.4
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sequence length, so while the shortest protein (71 residues) 
in the DMS39 set took only 5 s to compute, the longest 
(3033 residues) took 4.5 h to compute. We leave investigat-
ing the effect of splitting very long proteins into (overlap-
ping) chunks to future work.

Discussion

Conservation predicted by embeddings without MSAs. 
Even a simple logistic regression (LR) sufficed to predict 
per-residue conservation values from raw embeddings with-
out using MSAs (Fig. 3, Table S1). Relatively shallow CNNs 
(with almost 100-times fewer free parameters than samples 
despite early stopping) improved over the LR to levels in 
predicting conservation only slightly below conservation 
assigned by ConSeq which explicitly uses MSAs (Fig. 3, 
Table S1). Did this imply that the pLMs extracted evolution-
ary information from unlabeled sequence databases (BFD 
(Steinegger and Söding 2018) and UniProt (The UniProt 
Consortium 2021))? The answer might be more elusive than 
it seems. The methodology (pLMs) applied to predict con-
servation never encountered any explicit information about 
protein families through MSAs, i.e., the pLMs used here 

never had an explicit opportunity to pick up evolutionary 
constraints from related proteins. The correlation between 
substitution probabilities derived from pLMs and conser-
vation (Fig. 2) might suggest that pLMs implicitly learned 
evolutionary information.

A possible counterargument builds around the likelihood 
to pick up evolutionary constraints. The pLM clearly learned 
the reconstruction of more frequent amino acids much better 
than that of less frequent ones (Fig. S5). Unsurprisingly, AI 
is pushed most in the direction of most data. In fact, the dif-
ferences between amino acid compositions were relatively 
small (less than factor of 10), suggesting that even an event 
occurring at one-tenth of the time may challenge pLMs. If 
the same pLM has to learn the evolutionary relation between 
two proteins belonging to the same family, it has to effec-
tively master an event happening once in a million (assum-
ing an average family size of about 2.5 k—thousand—in 
a database with 2.5b—billion—sequences). How can the 
model trip over a factor of  101 and at the same time master a 
factor of  106? Indeed, it seems almost impossible. If so, the 
pLM may not have learned evolutionary constraints, but the 
type of bio-physical constraint that also constrain evolution. 
In this interpretation, the pLM did not learn evolution, but 

Fig. 6  Spearman correlation between prediction and DMS experi-
ment varied. Data and methods as for Fig. 5 with addition of: VES-
PAl: fast version of VESPA with input limited to ProtT5cons and 
BLOSUM62; ProtT5-logodds: raw log-odds from ProtT5 embed-
dings (Elnaggar et al. 2021); and raw BLOSUM62 substitution scores 
(Henikoff and Henikoff 1992). Panel A: mean absolute Spearman 
correlation coefficient (Eq.  11) for each method over all 39 DMS 
experiments; error bars highlight 0.95 confidence interval (1.96 
standard errors). Ignoring statistical significance, the numerical rank-

ing would be: GEMME, VESPA, DeepSequence, ESM-1v, VESPAl, 
ProtT5-logodds, and BLOSUM62. However, the first four did not 
differ by any statistical significance, and while those ranked 5 and 6 
differed from the best four, 5 was close to 4, and 6 close to 5; only 
BLOSUM62, the raw substitution scores compiled as background 
were clearly worst. Panel B: boxplots on absolute Spearman correla-
tion coefficients (Eq. 11) for each method over the 39 DMS experi-
ments. The medians are depicted as black horizontal bars; whiskers 
are drawn at the 1.5 interquartile range
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the constraints “written into protein sequences” that deter-
mine which residue positions are more constrained.

In fact, one pLM used here, namely ProtT5, has recently 
been shown to explicitly capture aspects of long-range 
inter-residue distances directly during pre-training, i.e., 
without ever being trained on any labeled data pLMs pick 
up structural constraints that allow protein 3D structure 
prediction from single protein sequences (Weißenow et al. 
2021). Another explanation for how ProtT5 embeddings 
capture conservation might be that pLMs picked up signals 
from short, frequently re-occurring sequence/structure 
motifs such as localization signals or catalytic sites that 
are more conserved than other parts of the sequence. If 
so, the pLM would not have to learn relationship between 
proteins but only between fragments, thereof reducing 
the factor  106 substantially. We could conceive of these 
motifs resembling some evolutionary nuclei, i.e., frag-
ments shorter than structural domains that drove evolu-
tion (Alva et al. 2015; Ben-Tal and Lupas 2021; Kolodny 
2021). Clearly, more work will have to shed light on the 
efficiency of (p)LMs in general (Bommasani et al. 2021).

Transformer-based pLMs best? We have tested a 
limited set of pLMs, largely chosen, because those had 
appeared to perform better than many other methods for a 
variety of different prediction tasks. Does the fact that in 
our hands Transformer-based pLMs worked best to predict 
residue conservation and SAVs imply that those will gen-
erally outperform other model types? By no means. While 
we expect that the about twenty approaches that we have 
compared in several of our recent methods (including the 

following 13: ESM-1[b|v] Meier et al. 2021; Rives et al. 
2021), ProSE[*|DLM|MT] (Bepler and Berger 2019b, 
2021), Prot[Albert|Bert|Electra|Vec|T5|T5XL|T5XLNet|T
5XXL] (Elnaggar et al. 2021; Heinzinger et al. 2019) pro-
vided a somehow representative sampling of the existing 
options, our conclusions were only valid for embeddings 
extracted in a generic way from generic pLMs without any 
bearing on the methods underlying those pLMs.

Predicted conservation informative about SAV 
effects: DMS data sets with comprehensive experimental 
probing of the mutability landscape (Hecht et al. 2013) as, 
e.g., collected by MaveDB (Esposito et al. 2019) continue 
to pose problems for analysis, possibly due to a diversity 
of assays and protocols (Livesey and Marsh 2020; Reeb 
et al. 2020). Nevertheless, many such data sets capture 
important aspects about the susceptibility to change, i.e., 
the mutability landscape (Hecht et al. 2013). As always, 
the more carefully selected data sets become, the more 
they are used for the development of methods and there-
fore no longer can serve as independent data for assess-
ments (Grimm et al. 2015; Reeb et al. 2016). Avoiding the 
traps of circularity and over-fitting by skipping training, 
our non-parametric rule-based approaches (ProtT5cons 
and ProtT5beff) suggested that predictions of SAV effects 
(by simply assigning “effect” to those SAVs where ProtT-
5cons predicted conserved and the corresponding BLO-
SUM62 value was negative) outperformed ConSeq with 
MSAs using the same idea, and even the expert effect pre-
diction method SNAP2 (Fig. 4, Table 1).

Strictly speaking, it might be argued that one single free 
parameter was optimized using the data set, because for the 
PMD4k data set, the version that predicted the same effect 
for all 19-SAVs appeared to outperform the SAV-specific 
prediction using BLOSUM62 (19equal vs blosum62 in 
Fig. 4 and Table 1). However, not even the values computed 
for PMD4k could distract from the simple fact that not all 
SAVs are equal, i.e., that regardless of model performance, 
19equal will not be used exclusively for any method. In fact, 
the concept of combining predictions with BLOSUM62 val-
ues has been shown to succeed for function prediction before 
(Bromberg and Rost 2008; Schelling et al. 2018) in that 
sense it was arguably not an optimizable hyperparameter. 
Embeddings predicted conservation (Fig. 3); conservation 
predicted SAV effects (Fig. 4). Did this imply that embed-
dings captured evolutionary information? Once again, we 
could not answer this question either way directly. To repeat: 
our procedure/method never used information from MSAs 
in any way. Could it have implicitly learned this? To repeat 
the previous speculation: embeddings might capture a real-
ity that constrains what can be observed in evolution, and 
this reality is exactly what is used for the part of the SAV 
effect prediction that succeeds. If so, we would argue that 
our simplified method did not succeed, because it predicted 

Table 2  Spearman correlation between SAV effect prediction and 
DMS  experimentsa

a Data sets: DMS39 [39 DMS experiments gathered for the develop-
ment of DeepSequence (Riesselman et al. 2018)] with 135,665 SAV 
scores. Methods: DeepSequence: AI trained on MSA for each of the 
DMS experiments (Riesselman et  al. 2018); GEMME: using evo-
lutionary information calculated from MSAs with few parameters 
optimized on DMS (Laine et  al. 2019); ESM-1v: embedding-based 
prediction methods (Meier et  al. 2021); VESPA: method developed 
here using logistic regression to combine predicted conservation 
(ProtT5cons), BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff 1992) substitu-
tion scores, and log-odds from ProtT5 (Elnaggar et  al. 2021); VES-
PAl: “light” version of VESPA using only predicted conservation and 
BLOSUM62 as input. ± values mark the standard error

Method Mean absolute rS
(Eq. 11)

Median absolute rS
(Eq. 11)

MSA-based
 DeepSequence 0.50 ± 0.03 0.52 ± 0.03
 GEMME 0.53 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.02

pLM-based
 ESM-1v 0.49 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02
 VESPA 0.51 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02
 VESPAl 0.47 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.02
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conservation without using MSAs, but that it captured posi-
tions biophysically “marked by constraints”, i.e., residues 
with higher contact density in protein 3D structures (Weiße-
now et al. 2021). This assumption would explain how pre-
dicted conservation (ProtT5cons) not using evolutionary 
information could predict SAV effects better than a slightly 
more correct approach (ConSeq) using MSAs to extract evo-
lutionary information (Fig. 4: ProtT5cons vs. ConSeq).

Substitution probabilities from pLMs capture aspects 
measured by DMS experiments: Using embeddings to 
predict SAV effects through conservation prediction suc-
ceeded but appeared like a detour. ESM-1v (Meier et al. 
2021) pioneered a direct path from reconstruction/substitu-
tion probabilities of pLMs to SAV effect predictions. When 
comparing the ESM-1v encoder-based with the ProtT5 
encoder–decoder-based Transformer, we encountered sur-
prising results. Previously, ProtT5 usually performed at least 
on par with previous versions of ESM (e.g., ESM-1b (Rives 
et al. 2021)) or outperformed them (Elnaggar et al. 2021). In 
contrast, the substitution probabilities of ProtT5 were clearly 
inferior to those from ESM-1v in their correlation with the 
39 DMS experiments (Fig. 6). This reversed trend might 
have resulted from a combination of the following facts: 
(1) ProtT5 is a single model, while ESM-1v is an ensem-
ble of five pLMs potentially leading to a smoother substitu-
tion score. (2) ESM-1v was trained on UniRef90 instead 
of BFD/UniRef50 (ProtT5) possibly providing a broader 
view on the mutability landscape of proteins. In fact, the 
ESM-1v authors showed a significant improvement when 
pre-training on UniRef90 instead of UniRef50 (Rives et al. 
2021). (3) ESM-1v is a BERT-style, encoder-based Trans-
former, while ProtT5 is based on T5’s encoder-decoder 
structure. In previous experiments (Elnaggar et al. 2021), 
we only extracted embeddings from ProtT5’s encoder (e.g., 
ProtT5cons is based on encoder embeddings), because its 
decoder fell significantly short in all experiments. However, 
only T5’s decoder can output probabilities, so we had to 
fall back to ProtT5’s decoder for SAV effect predictions. 
This discrepancy of encoder and decoder performance can 
only be sketched here. In short, encoder-based transformer 
models always see the context of the whole sequence (as 
does ProtT5 ‘s encoder and ESM-1v), while decoder-based 
transformer models (such as ProtT5’s decoder or GPT (Rad-
ford et al. 2019)) see only single-sided context, because they 
are generating text (sequence-to-sequence models (Sutsk-
ever et al. 2014)). This is crucial for translation tasks, but 
appeared sub-optimal in our setting. Despite this shortcom-
ing in performance, we trained VESPA based on log-odds 
derived from ProtT5 substitution probabilities, mainly 
because we started this work before the release of ESM-
1v. Also, we hoped for synergy effects when implementing 
VESPA into the PredictProtein webserver, because ProtT5 
is already used by many of our predictors. Finding the best 

combination of pLM substitution probabilities for SAV 
effect prediction will remain subject for future work.

Fast predictions save computing resources? Our simple 
protocol introduced here enabled extremely efficient, speedy 
predictions. While pre-training pLMs consumed immense 
resources (Elnaggar et al. 2021), this was done in the past. 
The new development here was the models for the 2nd level 
supervised transfer learning. Inputting ProtT5 embeddings 
to predict residue conservation (ProtT5cons) or SAV effects 
(VESPA/VESPAl) for predictions in the future will consume 
very little additional resources. When running prediction 
servers such as PredictProtein (Bernhofer et al. 2021) que-
ried over 3000 times every month, such investments could 
be recovered rapidly at seemingly small prices to pay even 
if performance was slightly reduced. How to quantify this? 
At what gain in computing efficiency is which performance 
reduction acceptable? Clearly, there will not be one answer 
for all purposes, but the recent reports on climate change 
strongly suggest to begin considering such questions.

Quantitative metrics for hypothetical improvements 
over MSA-based methods? If methods using single 
sequences without MSAs perform as well as, or even better 
than, SOTA methods using MSAs, could we quantify met-
rics measuring the hypothetical improvements from embed-
dings? This question raised by an anonymous reviewer opens 
an interesting new perspective. Gain in speed, reduction of 
computational costs clearly could evolve as one such met-
ric. A related issue is related to protein design: for some 
applications, the difference in speed might open new doors. 
Although we have no data to show for others, we could 
imagine yet another set of metrics measuring the degree 
to which embedding-based methods realize more protein-
specific than family averaged predictions.

Conclusions

Embeddings extracted from protein Language Models 
(pLMs, Fig. 1), namely from ProtBert and ProtT5 (Elnag-
gar et al. 2021) and ESM-1b (Rives et al. 2021), contain 
information that sufficed to predict residue conservation 
in protein families without using multiple sequence align-
ments (MSAs, Fig. 3). Such predictions of conservation 
combined with BLOSUM62 scores predicted the effects of 
sequence variation (single amino acid variants, or SAVs) 
without optimizing any additional free parameter (ProtT5b-
eff, Fig. 6). Through further training on binary experimen-
tal data (effect/neutral), we developed VESPA, a relatively 
simple, yet apparently successful new method for SAV effect 
prediction (Fig. 4). This method even worked so well on 
non-binary data from 39 DMS experiments that without 
ever using such data nor ever using MSAs; VESPA appeared 
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competitive with the SOTA (Fig. 5, Fig. 6), although for 
SAV effect predictions, embedding-based methods are still 
not yet outperforming the MSA-based SOTA as for other 
prediction tasks (Elnaggar et al. 2021; Littmann et al. 2021a, 
b, c; Stärk et al. 2021). Embedding-based predictions are 
blazingly fast, thereby they save computing, and ultimately 
energy resources when applied to daily sequence analysis. In 
combination, our results suggested that the major signal cap-
tured by variant effect predictions originates from some bio-
physical constraint revealed by raw protein sequences. The 
ConSurf10k dataset is available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 5281/ 
zenodo. 52385 37. For high-throughput predictions, methods 
are available through bio_embeddings (Dallago et al. 2021). 
For single queries VESPA and ProtT5cons will be made 
available through the PredictProtein server (Bernhofer et al. 
2021). VESPA and VESPAl are also available from github 
at https:// github. com/ Rostl ab/ VESPA.
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5. Contrastive Learning on Protein
Embeddings Enlightens Midnight Zone

5.1. Preface

Experimental 3D structures of proteins are leveraged through multiple sequence align-
ments (MSAs), or more generally through homology-based inference (HBI), facilitating
the transfer of information from a protein with known annotation to a query without
any annotation. A recent alternative expands the concept of HBI from sequence-distance
lookup to embedding-based annotation transfer (Chapter 3 - EAT) by transferring an-
notations by means of Euclidean distance between vector representations (embeddings)
derived from protein Language Models (pLMs; Chapter 2 - SeqVec and [28]).

Here, we showcased how contrastive learning can be used to improve over those embed-
dings by refining them for a specific task. This learning procedure creates a new set
of embeddings that optimizes constraints captured by the hierarchical classifications of
protein 3D structures defined by the CATH [17] resource. More specifically, we opti-
mize the new embedding space towards pushing apart proteins with dissimilar CATH
annotation while pulling together those proteins with similar annotations. Importantly,
this is done simultaneously for all hierarchy-levels in CATH which allows to bypass the
problems arising from traditional approaches, which force the CATH hierarchy into a
classical machine learning classification problem with thousands of classes. The ap-
proach, dubbed ProtTucker, has an improved ability to recognize distant homologous
relationships compared to more traditional techniques such as threading or fold recog-
nition. Thus, these new embeddings have allowed sequence comparison to step into
the “midnight zone” [56] of protein similarity, i.e., the region in which distantly related
sequences have a seemingly random pairwise sequence similarity. The novelty of this
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work is in the particular combination of tools and sampling techniques that ascertained
good performance comparable or better to existing state-of-the-art sequence comparison
methods. Additionally, since this method does not need to generate alignments, it is
also orders of magnitudes faster. The code and some pre-computed lookup databases
such as CATH are available at https://github.com/Rostlab/EAT .

Author contribution: I am responsible for the original conceptualisation, performed
the training and evaluation, created the GitHub repository and wrote the initial draft of
the manuscript. Maria Littmann performed the evaluation on FunFams. Nicola Bordin
provided additional data with entries shared by CATH and SCOP. All authors drafted
the manuscript.

5.2. Journal Article: Heinzinger et al., NAR Genomics and
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Reference: Heinzinger, M., Littmann, M., Sillitoe, I., Bordin, N., Orengo, C., et al.
Contrastive learning on protein embeddings enlightens midnight zone. NAR Genomics
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ABSTRACT

Experimental structures are leveraged through multi-
ple sequence alignments, or more generally through
homology-based inference (HBI), facilitating the
transfer of information from a protein with known
annotation to a query without any annotation. A re-
cent alternative expands the concept of HBI from
sequence-distance lookup to embedding-based an-
notation transfer (EAT). These embeddings are de-
rived from protein Language Models (pLMs). Here,
we introduce using single protein representations
from pLMs for contrastive learning. This learning
procedure creates a new set of embeddings that
optimizes constraints captured by hierarchical clas-
sifications of protein 3D structures defined by the
CATH resource. The approach, dubbed ProtTucker,
has an improved ability to recognize distant homolo-
gous relationships than more traditional techniques
such as threading or fold recognition. Thus, these
embeddings have allowed sequence comparison to
step into the ‘midnight zone’ of protein similarity,
i.e. the region in which distantly related sequences
have a seemingly random pairwise sequence sim-
ilarity. The novelty of this work is in the particu-
lar combination of tools and sampling techniques
that ascertained good performance comparable or
better to existing state-of-the-art sequence compari-
son methods. Additionally, since this method does
not need to generate alignments it is also orders
of magnitudes faster. The code is available at https:
//github.com/Rostlab/EAT.

INTRODUCTION

Phase-transition from daylight through twilight into midnight
zone

Protein sequence determines structure which determines
function. This simple chain underlies the success of group-
ing proteins into families from sequence (1–4). Information
from experimental high-resolution three-dimensional (3D)
structures expands the perspective from families to super-
families (5,6) that often reveal evolutionary and functional
connections not recognizable from sequence alone (7,8).
Thus, 3D information helps us to penetrate through the twi-
light zone of sequence alignments (9,10) into the midnight
zone of distant evolutionary relationships (11).

The transition from daylight, through twilight and into
the midnight zone is characterized by a phase-transition,
i.e. a sigmoid function describing an order of magnitude in-
crease in recall (relations identified) at the expense of a de-
crease in precision (relations identified correctly) over a nar-
row range of sequence similarity. Measuring sequence sim-
ilarity by the HSSP-value (HVAL) (10,12) for the daylight
zone at HVAL > 5 (>25% PIDE - pairwise sequence iden-
tity over >250 aligned residues) over 90% of all protein pairs
have similar 3D structures, while at the beginning of the
midnight zone for HVAL←5 (<15% PIDE for > 250 aligned
residues), over 90% have different 3D structures. Thus, the
transition from daylight to midnight zone is described by a
phase-transition in which over about ten percentage points
in PIDE precision drops from 90% to 10%, i.e. from almost
all correct to almost all incorrect within ±5 points PIDE.
The particular point at which the twilight zone begins and
how extreme the transition is, depends on the phenotype:
steeper at lower PIDE for structure (10) and flatter at higher
PIDE for function (13,14).
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If two proteins have highly similar structures, it is still
possible for their sequences to be found in this midnight
zone, i.e. have seemingly random sequence similarity (11).
Thus, if we could safely lower the threshold just a little, we
would gain many annotations of structural and functional
similarity. In fact, any push a little lower reveals many pro-
teins with similar phenotype, e.g. structure or function. Un-
fortunately, without improving the search method, such a
lowering usually comes at the expense of even more proteins
with dissimilar phenotype.

This simple reality has been driving the advance of meth-
ods using sequence similarity to establish relations: from ad-
vanced pairwise comparisons (15,16) over sequence-profile
(17–20) to profile-profile comparisons (8,21,22,23,24,25,26)
or efficient shortcuts to the latter (27,28). All those meth-
ods share one simple idea, namely, to use evolutionary
information (EI) to create families of related proteins.
These are summarized in multiple sequence alignments
(MSAs). Using such information as input to machine learn-
ing methods has been generating essentially all state-of-the-
art (SOTA) prediction methods for almost three decades
(29–31). Using MSAs has also been one major key behind
the breakthrough in protein structure prediction through
AlphaFold2 (32), and subsequently of RoseTTAFold (33)
which builds on ideas introduced by AlphaFold2, i.e. al-
lowing for communication between different sequence-
and structure modules within the network. Transfer- or
representation-learning offer a novel route toward compar-
isons of and predictions for single sequences without MSAs.

Embeddings capture language of life written in proteins

The introduction of LSTM- or attention-based Language
Models (LMs) such as ELMo (34) or BERT (35) enabled
a better use of large, unlabeled text corpora which ar-
guably improved all tasks in natural language processing
(NLP) (36). These advances have been transferred to pro-
teins through protein Language Models (pLMs) equating
amino acids with words in NLP and the sequence of en-
tire proteins with sentences. Such pLMs learn to predict
masked or missing amino acids using large databases of
raw protein sequences as input (37–43), or by refining the
pLM through another supervised task (44,45). Processing
the information learned by the pLM, e.g. by using the out-
put of the last hidden layers of the networks forming the
pLMs, yields a representation of protein sequences referred
to as embeddings (Figure 1 in (37)). Embeddings have been
used successfully as exclusive input to predicting secondary
structure and subcellular localization at performance levels
almost reaching (38–40) or even exceeding (37,46,47) the
SOTA using evolutionary information from MSAs as in-
put. Embeddings can even substitute sequence similarity for
homology-based annotation transfer (48,49). The power of
such embeddings has been increasing with the advance of
algorithms and the growth of data (37). The recent advances
have shown that a limit to such improvements has not nearly
been reached when writing this (22.02.2022).

Embeddings from pLMs capture a diversity of higher-
level features of proteins, including various aspects of pro-
tein function and structure (37,38,40,48,49,50,51). In fact,
pLMs such as ProtT5 (37) or ESM-1b (38) capture aspects

about protein structure so impressively that inter-residue
distances – and consequently 3D structure – can be pre-
dicted without using MSAs, even with relatively small (few
free parameters) Deep Learning (DL) architectures (52).

Supervised learning directly maps the input to the class
output. Instead, contrastive learning (53), optimizes a new
embedding space in which similar samples are pushed
closer, dissimilar samples farther apart. Contrastive learn-
ing relies only on the similarity between pairs (or triplets) of
samples instead of on class label. The definition of similarity
in embedding rather than sequence space, combined with
contrastive learning, offered an alternative to sequence-
based protein comparisons. This led us to hypothesize that
we might find structurally and functionally consistent sub-
groups within protein families from raw sequences. As a
proof-of-principle, a rudimentary precursor of this work
helped to cluster FunFams (54,49). The benefit of optimiz-
ing embeddings specifically for SCOPe fold recognition (55)
has recently been shown (44,50,56). Other approaches to-
ward fold recognition deep learn fold-specific motifs (57),
pairwise similarity scores (58) or sequence alignments (59).
However, most of the top-performing solutions rely on in-
formation extracted from MSAs (60) and do not utilize the
transfer-learning capabilities offered by recent pLMs.

Here, we expand on the hypothesis that replacing super-
vised learning by contrastive learning intrinsically fits the
hierarchy of CATH (5,54). We propose an approach that
marries both, self-supervised pretraining and contrastive
learning, by representing protein sequences as embeddings,
and using increasing overlap in the CATH hierarchy as a
notion of increasing structural similarity to contrastively
learn a new embedding space. We used the pLM ProtT5
(37) as static feature encoder (no fine-tuning of the pLM)
to retrieve initial embeddings that were then mapped by
a feed-forward neural network (FNN) to a new, learned
embedding space optimized on CATH through contrastive
learning. More specifically, the Soft Margin Loss was used
with triplets of proteins (anchor, positive, and negative)
to optimize the new embedding space toward maximizing
the distance between proteins from different CATH classes
(anchor-negative pairs) while minimizing the distance be-
tween proteins in the same CATH class (anchor-positive
pairs). Triplets of varying structural similarity were used si-
multaneously to optimize a single, shared network: all four
CATH-levels were simultaneously learned by one FNN.
The resulting model was called ProtTucker and its embed-
dings were established to identify more distant relations
than is possible from sequence alone. One important ob-
jective of ProtTucker is to study entire functional modules
through identifying more distant relations, as found to be
crucial for capturing mimicry and hijacking of SARS-CoV-
2 (61).

METHODS

CATH hierarchy

The CATH (6,54) hierarchy (v4.3) classifies three-
dimensional (3D) protein structures from the PDB
(Protein Data Bank (62)) at the four levels Class, Architec-
ture, Topology and Homologous superfamily. On average,
higher levels (further away from root: H > T > A > C) are
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Figure 1. Sketch of ProtTucker. Panel A illustrates how protein triplets were used to contrastively learn the CATH hierarchy (5,54). First, protein Language
Models (pLMs) were used as static feature encoders to derive embeddings for protein sequences (anchor, positive, negative). The embedding of each protein
was processed separately by the same, shared FNN with hard parameter sharing, called ProtTucker. During optimization, the Soft Margin Loss was used
to maximize the distance between proteins from different CATH classes (anchor-negative pairs) while minimizing the distance between proteins in the
same CATH class (anchor-positive pairs). All four CATH-levels were simultaneously learned by the same FNN. This resulted in a newly, learned CATH-
optimized embedding for each protein. Panel B sketches how the contrastive learning FNN is used for prediction of new proteins (inference). For all
proteins in a lookup set with experimental annotations (labeled proteins; here the CATH lookup set), as well as for a query protein without experimental
annotations (unlabeled proteins) all embeddings are extracted in two steps: (1) extract per-residue embeddings from original pLM and create per-protein
embeddings by averaging over protein length. (2) Input those embeddings into the pre-trained FNNs, i.e. ProtTucker. Similar to homology-based inference
(HBI), predictions are generated by transferring the annotation of the closest hit from the lookup set to the query protein. The embedding-based annotation
transfer (EAT) transferred annotations to the hit with the smallest Euclidean distance in ProtTucker embedding space.

more similar in their 3D structure or have more residues
for which the same level of 3D similarity is reached. We
used increasing overlap in this hierarchical classification as
a proxy to define increasing structural similarity between
protein pairs. For example, we assumed that any two
proteins with the same topology (T) are structurally more
similar than any two proteins with identical architecture
(A) but different topology (T). In more formal terms:
SIM3D(P1,P2)>SIM3D(P3,P4), where T(P1) = T(P2) &
T(P3) �=T(P4) & A(P3) = A(P4). This notion of similarity
was applied on all four levels of CATH.

Data set

The sequence-unique datasets provided by CATH (5,54)
v4.3 (123k proteins, CATH-S100) provided training and
evaluation data for ProtTucker. A test set (300 proteins,
dubbed test300 in the following) for final evaluation and a
validation set (200 proteins, dubbed val200) for early stop-
ping were randomly split off from CATH-S100 while ensur-
ing that (1) every homologous superfamily appeared max-
imally once in test300 ∩ val200 and (2) each protein in
test300 & val200 has a so called Structural Sub-group (SSG)
annotation, i.e. clusters of domain structure relatives that
superpose within 5Å (0.5 nm), in CATH. To create the
training set, we removed any protein from CATH-S100 that
shared more than 20% pairwise sequence identity (PIDE)
to any validation or test protein according to MMSeqs2
(27) applying its iterative profile-search (–num-iterations 3)
with highest sensitivity (-s 7.5) and bidirectional coverage
(–cov-mode 0). Additionally, large families (>100 members)
within CATH-S100 were clustered at 95% PIDE and length
coverage of 95% of both proteins using MMSeqs2 (bidi-

rectional coverage; –cov-mode 0). The cluster representa-
tives were used for training (66k proteins, dubbed train66k)
and as lookup set during early stopping on set val200. We
needed a lookup set from which to transfer annotations be-
cause contrastive learning outputs embeddings instead of
class predictions. For the final evaluation on test300, we cre-
ated another lookup set but ignored val200 proteins during
redundancy reduction (69k proteins, dubbed lookup69k).
This provided a set of proteins for validation which had sim-
ilar sequence properties to those during the final evaluation
while ‘hiding’ them during training and not using them for
any other optimization. To ensure strict non-redundancy
between lookup69k and test300, we further removed any
protein from test300 with HVAL > 0 (10) to any protein in
lookup69k (219 proteins, dubbed test219 in the following).
All performance measures were computed using test219.

Data augmentation can be crucial for contrastive learn-
ing to reach performance in other fields (63). However, no
straightforward way exists to augment protein sequences
as randomly changing sequences very likely alters or even
destroys protein structure and function. Therefore, we de-
cided to use homology-based inference (HBI) for data aug-
mentation during training, i.e. we created a new train-
ing set based on Gene3D (64) (v21.0.1) which uses Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) derived from CATH do-
main structures to transfer annotations from labeled CATH
to unlabeled UniProt. We first clustered the 61M pro-
tein sequences in Gene3D at 50% PIDE and 80% cov-
erage of both proteins (bidirectional coverage; –cov-mode
0) and then applied the same MMSeqs2 profile-search (–
num-iterations 3 –s 7.5) as outlined above to remove clus-
ter representatives with ≥ 20% PIDE to any protein in
test300 or val200 (PIDE(Ptrain,Ptest300|val200) ≤ 20%). This
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filtering yielded 11M sequences for an alternative training
set (dubbed train11M).

The CATH detection of ProtTucker was further analyzed
using a strictly non-redundant, high-quality dataset. This
set was created by first clustering CATH v4.3 at 30% using
HMM profiles from HMMER and additionally discarding
all proteins without equivalent entry in SCOPe, i.e. the do-
main boundaries and the domain-superfamily assignment
had to be nearly identical (3186 proteins, CATH-S30). We
used the highly sensitive structural alignment scoring tool
SSAP (65,66) to compute the structural similarity between
all protein pairs in this set.

We probed whether ProtTucker embeddings might also
help in solving tasks unrelated to protein structure/CATH,
using as proxy a dataset assessing subcellular location pre-
diction in ten states (46,67). We embedding-transferred an-
notations (EAT) from the standard DeepLocTrain set to
490 proteins in a recently proposed test set (setHard) that
was strictly non-redundant to DeepLocTrain. Datasets de-
scribed elsewhere in more detail (46,67). Finally, we show-
cased predictions for entire organisms using three UniProt
reference proteome: Escherichia coli (E. Coli; reviewed,
Swiss-Prot (68)), Armillaria ostoyae (A. ostoyae; unre-
viewed, TrEMBL (68)) and Megavirus Chilensis (M. Chilen-
sis; unreviewed TrEMBL (68)).

Data representation

Protein sequences were encoded through distributed vec-
tor representations (embeddings) derived from four differ-
ent pre-trained protein language models (pLM): (–) Prot-
BERT (37) based on the NLP (Natural Language Process-
ing) algorithm BERT (35) but trained on BFD (Big Fantas-
tic Database) with over 2.3 billion protein sequences (69).
(2) ESM-1b (38) is similar to (Prot)BERT but trained on
UniRef50 (68). (3) ProtT5-XL-U50 (37) (ProtT5 for sim-
plicity) based on the NLP sequence-to-sequence model T5
(70) trained on BFD and fine-tuned on Uniref50. (4) ProSE
(44) trained long short-term memory cells (LSTMs) ei-
ther solely on 76M unlabeled sequences from UniRef90
(ProSE-DLM) or on additionally predicting intra-residue
contacts and structural similarity from 28k SCOPe pro-
teins (55) (multi-task: ProSE-MT). While ProSE, Prot-
Bert and ESM-1b were trained on reconstructing corrupted
tokens/amino acids from non-corrupted (protein) sequence
context (masked language modeling), ProtT5 was trained
by teacher forcing, i.e. input and targets were fed to the
model with inputs being corrupted protein sequences and
targets being identical to inputs but shifted to the right
(span generation with span size of 1 for ProtT5). Except
for ProSE-MT, all pLMs were optimized only through self-
supervised learning exclusively using unlabeled sequences
for pre-training.

pLMs output a single vector for each residue yielding an
L × N-dimensional matrix (L: protein length, N: embedding
dimension; N = 1024 for ProtBERT/ProtT5; N = 1280 for
ESM-1b; N = 6165 for ProSE). From this L × N embed-
ding matrix, we derived a fixed-size N-dimensional vector
representing each protein by averaging over protein length
(Figure 1 (37)). The pLMs were used as static feature en-
coder only, i.e. no gradient was backpropagated for fine-

tuning. As recommended in the original publication (37),
for ProtT5, we only used the encoder part of ProtT5 in half-
precision to embed protein sequences. Similarly, ProtBERT
embeddings were derived in half-precision.

Contrastive learning: architecture

A two-layer feedforward neural network (FNN) projected
fixed-size per-protein (sentence-level) embed-dings from
1024-d (1280-d/6165-d for ESM-1b and ProSE respec-
tively) to 256 and further to 128 dimensions with the stan-
dard hyperbolic tangent (tanh) as non-linearity between
layers. We also experimented with deeper/more sophisti-
cated networks without any gain from more free parame-
ters (data not shown). This confirmed previous findings that
simple networks suffice when inputting advanced embed-
dings (37,38,52,71). As the network was trained using con-
trastive learning, no final classification layer was needed.
Instead, the 128-dimensional output space was optimized
directly.

Contrastive learning: training

During training, the new embedding space spanned by the
output of the FNN was optimized to capture structural
similarity using triplets of protein embeddings. Each triplet
had an anchor, a positive and a negative. In each epoch, all
train66k proteins were used once as anchor, while positives
and negatives were sampled randomly from train66k using
the following hierarchy-sampling. First, a random level �
(� = [1,2,3,4]) describing the increasing structural overlap
between triplets was picked. This defined a positive (same
CATH-number as anchor up to level �’≤�) and a negative
label (same CATH-number as anchor up to level �’< �). For
instance, assume the anchor has the CATH-label 1.25.10.60
(Rad61, Wapl domain) and we randomly picked � = 3
(topology-level), only proteins with the anchor’s topology
(1.25.10.x; Leucine-rich Repeat Variant) qualify as positives
while all negatives share the anchor’s architecture (1.25.y.z;
Alpha Horseshoe) with different topology (y �=10). Self-hits
of the anchor were excluded. From the training proteins ful-
filling those constraints, one positive and one negative were
picked at random. If no triplets could be formed (e.g. � =
4 with a single-member homologous superfamily had no
positive for this anchor/� combination), � was changed at
random until a valid triplet could be formed (eventually, all
proteins found a class-level partner). This flexibility in sam-
pling enabled training on all proteins, independent of family
size.

Unlike randomly sampling negatives, the hierarchical
sampling could be described as semi-hard sampling as
it zoomed into triplets that were neither too easy (lit-
tle signal) nor too hard (outliers) to classify by ensur-
ing a minimal overlap between the anchor and the chosen
negative/positive pair. Thereby, trivial triplets are under-
sampled (avoided), i.e. those with 3D structures so differ-
ent that the separation becomes trivial (daylight zone). As
the final triplet selection was still random, anchor-positive
pairs could still be too easy/similar which was shown to hin-
der the success of contrastive learning (72). To solve this is-
sue, we paired hierarchy-sampling with so called batch-hard
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sampling (72) which offers a computationally efficient solu-
tion for sampling semi-hard triplets within one mini-batch.
More specifically, we combined batch-hard sampling with
the triplets created using hierarchy-sampling by re-wiring
all proteins, irrespective of anchor, positive or negative,
within one mini-batch such that they satisfied the hierarchy-
sampling criterion and had maximum/minimal Euclidean
distance for anchor-positive/anchor-negative pairs. Sam-
pling hard triplets only within each mini-batch instead of
across the entire data set avoided extreme outliers (poten-
tially too hard/noisy) while increasing the rate of semi-
hard anchor-positive/anchor-negative pairs. Assume mul-
tiple proteins of the topology Leucine-rich Repeat Vari-
ant were within one mini-batch, the hardest positive for
each anchor would be picked by choosing the anchor-
positive pair with the largest Euclidean distance. Accord-
ingly, anchor-negative pairs would be picked based on the
smallest Euclidean distance. For each mini-batch, this sam-
pling was applied to all four levels of the CATH-hierarchy,
so triplets were re-wired on all four CATH levels resulting
in a total batch-size of about: batch size * 3 * 4. This was
an ‘about’ instead of ‘equal’ because for some mini-batches,
not all proteins had valid triplets for all four levels.

Finally, the same two-layer FNN was used (hard param-
eter sharing) to project the 1024-d (or 1280-d/6165-d for
ESM-1b or ProSE respectively) embeddings of all proteins,
irrespective of anchor, positive or negative, to a new 128-
d vector space. The Soft Margin Loss was used to opti-
mize this new embedding space such that anchor-positive
pairs were pulled together (reduction of Euclidean distance)
while pushing apart anchor-negative pairs (increase of Eu-
clidean distance). The efficiency of combining the Soft Mar-
gin Loss with batch-hard sampling was established before
(72), although without prior hierarchical triplet sampling.
Here, we used Soft Margin Loss as implemented in Py-
Torch:

Loss (d, y) =
∑

t

log
(
1 + e(−y[t]∗d[t])

)
|d| (1)

d =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ min
n ∈ B ∧ a �= n
Ci (a) �= Ci (n)

D( f (a), f (n)) − max
n ∈ B p �= a

Ci (a) �= Ci (p)

D( f (a), f (p))

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (2)

∀ a ∈ {B} ∧ ∀ i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 ∧ ∀ Ci ∈ {C ATH labels}
B represents one mini-batch created through hierarchical

sampling, f(a), f(p) and f(n) represent the ProtTucker em-
beddings of proteins a (anchor), n (negative), and p (pos-
itive) represented as pLM embeddings; Ci represents the
CATH annotation of a protein on the i’th hierarchy level
of CATH; finally, D(f(a),f(x)) represents the Euclidean dis-
tance between the embeddings for proteins a and x. We cre-
ated the mini-batch B used for training by choosing for each
protein or anchor a in B the hardest negative n and the hard-
est positive p by picking those proteins in B that have the
smallest | largest Euclidean distance D to a ProtTucker em-
bedding space while not sharing | sharing Ci, respectively.
Those semi-hard triplets are indexed by t and d[t] refer-
ring to the difference between D of anchor-negative and D

of anchor-positive. In our case, the label for the t’th triplet
y[t] is always 1 as the sign of x indicates training success,
i.e. whether the distance anchor-positive is smaller than that
between anchor-negative.

Consequently, triplets of varying structural similarity
were used simultaneously to optimize a single, shared net-
work, i.e. all four CATH-levels were learned by the same
network at the same time (Figure 1A). We used the Adam
optimizer (73) with a learning rate of 0.001, and a batch-
size of 256 to optimize the network. The effective batch-
size increased due to batch-hard sampling to a maximum
of 3072, depending on the number of valid triplets that
could be formed within the current mini-batch. Train-
ing terminated (early stopping) at the highest accuracy
in predicting the correct homologous superfamily for set
val200.

Evaluation and prediction (inference)

While supervised training directly outputs class predictions,
contrastive learning, outputs a new embedding space. Thus,
predictions (inferences) were generated as for homology-
based inference (HBI), i.e. given protein X with experimen-
tal annotation (CATH assignment) and a query protein Q
without, then HBI transfers the annotation from X to Q if
sequence similarity SIM(X,Q)> threshold. For contrastive
learning, we replaced SIM(X,Q) by D(f(X),f(Q)) with D as
the shortest Euclidean distance in embedding space (Figure
1B). In previous studies (37,48,49), we found the Euclidean
distance performed better than the cosine distance which
is more common in AI/NLP. The Euclidean distance also
optimized the ProtTucker embeddings. Set test219 with the
lookup69k as lookup set (set of all X) served as final evalua-
tion. If no protein in the lookup set shared the annotation of
the query protein at a certain CATH-level (more likely for
H than for C), the sample was excluded from the evaluation
of this CATH-level as no correct prediction was possible
(Supplementary Table S1).

During evaluation, we compared the performance of our
embedding-based annotation transfer (EAT) to HBI us-
ing the sequence comparisons from MMSeqs2 (27). While
transferring only the HBI hit with the lowest E-value, we
searched for hits up to an E-value of 10 to ensure that most
proteins had at least one hit while using the highest sensi-
tivity setting (-s 7.5). Additionally, we used publicly avail-
able CATH-Gene3D (54) hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
along with HMMER (74) to detect remote homologs up to
an E-value of 10.

For both approaches, EAT and HBI, we computed the
accuracy as the fraction of correct hits for each CATH-level.
A hit at lower CATH-levels could be correct if and only if
all previous levels were correctly predicted. Due to varying
number of samples at different CATH-levels (Supplemen-
tary Table S1), performance measures not normalized by
background numbers could be higher for lower levels. Pre-
dictions were counted as incorrect if a query did not have a
hit in the lookup set but a lookup protein of the same CATH
annotation existed. This not only affected the number of
proteins available at different CATH-levels (Supplementary
Table S2) but also the number of classes (Supplementary Ta-
ble S3). A random baseline was computed by transferring
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annotations from a randomly picked protein in lookup69k
to test219.

Performance measures

The four coarse-grained classes at the top CATH level (‘C’)
are defined by their secondary structure content. These four
branch into 5481 different superfamilies with distinct struc-
tural and functional aspects (CATH v4.3.0). However, most
standard metrics are defined for binary cases which requires
some grouping of predictions into four cases: 1) TP (true
positives): correctly predicted to be in the positive class, 2)
TN (true negatives): correctly predicted to be in the nega-
tive class, 3) FP (false positives): incorrectly predicted to be
positives, and 4) FN (false negatives): incorrectly predicted
to be in in the negative class. Here, we focused on perfor-
mance measures applicable for multiclass problems and are
implemented in scikit (75). These were in particular: accu-
racy (Acc, Equation 3) as the fraction of correct predictions

Accuracy (y, ŷ) = 1
n samples

n samples−1∑
i = 0

1 ( ŷi = yi ) (3)

with yi being the ground truth (experimental annotation)
and ŷi the prediction for protein i . In analogy, we defined
coverage as the proportion of the test219 proteins for which
a classifier made a prediction at a given prediction reliability
ŷr

i and reliability threshold θ :

Coverage (y, ŷ) = 1
n samples

n samples−1∑
i = 0

1(ŷr
i lt; θ ) (4)

In these definitions accuracy corresponds to precision,
and coverage to recall binarizing a multiclass problem
through micro-averaging, i.e. by counting the total TPs, FPs
and FNs globally, irrespective of the class. The multi-class
extension of Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC, (31))
was defined as:

MCC = c × s − ∑K
k pk × tk√(

s2 − ∑K
k p2

k

)
×

(
s2 − ∑K

k t2
k

) (5)

with tk =
K∑
i

Cik as the number of times class k truly oc-

curred, pk =
K∑
i

Cki as the number of times class k was pre-

dicted, c =
K∑
k

Ckk, the total number of samples correctly

predicted, and s =
K∑
i

K∑
j

Ci j , the total number of samples.

95% confidence intervals for accuracy and MCC were es-
timated over n = 1000 bootstrap sets; for each bootstrap
set we randomly sampled predictions from the original test
set with replacement. Standard deviation (or in the case of
bootstrapping: bootstrap standard error) was calculated as
the difference of each test set (xi ) from the average perfor-
mance 〈X〉 (Equation 6). 95% confidence intervals were esti-

mated by multiplying the bootstrap standard error by 1.96.

StdDev =
√

xi − 〈X〉2

n
(6)

RESULTS

Generalization of HBI to EAT

Homology-based inference (HBI) uses sequence similarity
to transfer annotations from experimentally characterized
(labelled) to uncharacterized (unlabeled) proteins. More
specifically, an unlabeled query protein Q is aligned against
a set of proteins X with experimental annotations (dubbed
lookup set) and the annotation of the best hit, e.g. mea-
sured as lowest E-value, is transferred if it is below a certain
threshold (e.g. E-value(Q,X)<10–3). This relates to infer-
ring the annotation of a query protein from the k-Nearest
Neighbors (k-NN) in sequence space. More recently, simi-
lar approaches expanded from distance in sequence to dis-
tance in embedding space (Figure 1B) as means for k-NN
based annotation transfer (48,50). Here, we refer to such
methods as embedding- based annotation transfer (EAT).
We used EAT as a proxy for the comparison of embed-
dings from five different pLMs: ProSE-DLM & ProSE-MT
(44), ProtBERT & ProtT5 (37), and ESM-1b (38). Next, we
used triplets of proteins (anchor, positive, negative) to learn
a new embedding space by pulling protein pairs from the
same CATH class (anchor-positive) closer together while
pushing apart pairs from different CATH classes (anchor-
negative; Figure 1A). We referred to this method as Prot-
Tucker. At this stage, we did not fine-tune the pre-trained
pLMs. Instead, we created a new embedding space using a
two-layer feed-forward neural network (FNN).

EAT with raw embeddings level with HBI

First, we transferred annotations from all proteins in
lookup69k to any protein in test219. All pLMs significantly
(at 95% CI––confidence interval) outperformed random an-
notation transfer (Table 1). Performance differed between
pLMs (Table 1), with ProtBERT (37) being consistently
worse than LSTM-based ProSE-DLM or more advanced
transformers (ESM-1b, ProtT5). ESM-1b and ProtT5 also
numerically outperformed ProSE-DLM and HBI using
MMseqs2 (27), especially on the most fine-grained and thus
hardest level of superfamilies. However, MMseqs2 had been
used for redundancy-reduction, i.e. the data set had been
optimized for minimal performance of MMseqs2. HBI us-
ing publicly available HMM-profiles from CATH-Gene3D
(54) along with the profile-based advanced HMMER (74)
designed for more remote homology detection, outper-
formed all raw embeddings for homologous superfamilies,
while embeddings from ESM-1b and ProtT5 appeared su-
perior on the class- and architecture-level (Table 1). In fact,
all HBI values, for MMseqs2 and HMMER, were high-
est for the H-level, and second highest for the C-level. In
contrast, raw pLM embeddings mirrored the random base-
line trend, with numbers being inversely proportional to the
rank in C, A, T, H (highest for C, lowest for H, Table 1).
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Table 1. Accuracy for annotation transfer to queries in test219 *

Method/Input C A T H Mean

Baseline Random 29 ± 6 9 ± 4 1 ± 2 0 ± 0 10 ± 3

HBI MMSeqs2 (sequence) 52 ± 7 36 ± 6 29 ± 6 35 ± 6 38 ± 6
HMMER (profile) 70 ± 6 60 ± 6 59 ± 7 77 ± 7 67 ± 6

EAT - unsupervised ProSE-DLM 74 ± 6 48 ± 7 28 ± 6 25 ± 7 44 ± 6
ESM-1b 79 ± 5 61 ± 6 50 ± 7 57 ± 8 62 ± 7
ProtBERT 67 ± 6 38 ± 6 22 ± 6 18 ± 6 36 ± 6
ProtT5 84 ± 5 67 ± 6 57 ± 6 64 ± 8 68 ± 6

EAT - supervised ProSE-MT 82 ± 5 65 ± 6 52 ± 7 56 ± 8 64 ± 7

EAT - contrastive ProSE-DLM 78 ± 4 53 ± 6 32 ± 6 29 ± 7 48 ± 6
learning––ProtTucker ProSE-MT 87 ± 4 68 ± 6 53 ± 7 55 ± 8 66 ± 6

ESM-1b 87 ± 4 68 ± 6 59 ± 7 70 ± 7 71 ± 6
ProtBERT 81 ± 5 52 ± 7 37 ± 6 39 ± 8 52 ± 7
ProtT5 89 ± 4 75 ± 6 64 ± 6 76 ± 6 76 ± 6
ProtT5 (train11M) 88 ± 4 77 ± 5 68 ± 5 79 ± 7 78 ± 6

*Accuracy (Equation 3) for predicting CATH (54,1) levels (C, A, T, H) by transferring annotations from Lookup69k (lookup set) to test219 (queries);
shown for each of the four levels from the most coarse-grained level class C to the most fine-grained level of homology H. The column Mean marked the
simple arithmetic average over the four performance values. Queries with at least one lookup protein of the same CATH classification but without any hit
at E-value < 10 for MMSeqs/HMMER were counted as incorrect predictions. Errors indicate bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals, i.e. 1.96 bootstrap
standard errors (Equation 6). Queries with at least one lookup protein of the same CATH annotation but without any hit (no hit with E-value < 10 for
MMSeqs/HMMER; irrelevant for EAT) were counted as wrong predictions. Bold letters mark the numerically highest values (averages over all test219
proteins) in each column irrespective of the confidence interval.
Methods: Baseline: Random transferred the label of a randomly picked protein; HBI: MMSeqs2 (27) used single sequence search to transfer the annotation
of the hit with the lowest E-value; HBI: HMMER used HMM-profiles (74); EAT-unsupervised: embedding-based transfer of annotations using the small-
est Euclidean distance measured in embedding space of unsupervised pLMs ProSE-DLM, ESM-1b (38), ProtBERT and ProtT5 (37); EAT-supervised:
annotation transfer using ProSE-MT trained on structural data in SCOPe; EAT: contrastive learning ProtTucker: contrastive learning trained on CATH
classifications in train66k using as input embeddings from ProSE-DLM, ProSE-MT, ESM-1b, ProtBERT and ProtT5; ProtTucker-ProtT5 (train11M)
trained on additional data from Gene3D (train11M).

EAT improved through supervised embeddings

ProSE-MT expands ProSE-DLM by additionally training
on intra-residue contacts and structural similarity using la-
beled data from SCOPe (44). This additional effort was re-
flected by the higher performance for all CATH levels (Table
1, ProSE-MT > ProSE-DLM). The supervision pushed the
LSTM-based ProSE-MT to reach performance levels close
to the unsupervised, raw embeddings from transformer-
based ProtT5. The performance gap increased with classi-
fication difficulty (Table 1, ProtT5 > ProSE-MT, especially
at the H-level).

EAT improved by contrastively learning embeddings

Contrastive learning tries to bring members from the same
class/CATH-level closer while pushing those from differ-
ent classes further apart. One success is the degree to
which these two distributions (same versus different) were
separated through training: the distribution of all pair-
wise Euclidean distances within (intra/same) and between
(inter/different) superfamilies in train66k changed substan-
tially through contrastive learning (Figure 2). Before ap-
plying contrastive learning, the distributions between (inter,
Figure 2: red) and within (intra, Figure 2: blue) overlapped
much more than after.

Displaying the information learned by the embeddings,
we compared t-SNE projections colored by the four main
CATH classes before (Figure 3A) and after (Figure 3C) con-
trastive learning. These two projections compared 1024 di-
mensions from ProtT5 (Figure 3A) with 128 dimensions

from ProtTucker (Figure 3C). To rule out visual effects
from higher dimensionality, we also compared the un-
trained, randomly initialized version of ProtTucker using
pre-trained ProtT5 embeddings as input (Figure 3B). For
all cases, the data set (train66k) and the parameters for di-
mensionality reduction were identical. T-SNE projections
of raw ProtT5 embeddings qualitatively suggested some
class separation (clustering). The information underlying
this separation was preserved when projecting ProtT5 em-
beddings through an untrained ProtTucker (Figure 3B).
Embeddings from ProtTucker(ProtT5), i.e. those resulting
through contrastive learning, separated the classes much
more clearly.

To further probe the extent to which contrastive learn-
ing captured remote homologs, we compared the Eu-
clidean distance between all protein pairs in a 30% non-
redundant dataset (CATH-S30) with the structural simi-
larity of those pairs computed via SSAP (65,66) (Figure
4). From the ∼10M possible pairs between the 3,186 pro-
teins in CATH-S30 (problem not fully symmetric, there-
fore N*(N - 1): 10.1M), 7.1M had to be discarded due
to low quality (SSAP-score < 50), leaving 2.9M pairs of
which only 1.8% (53k pairs) had the same homologous su-
perfamily (Figure 4: blue). Despite this imbalance, unsu-
pervised ProtT5 (Figure 4A) already to some extent sep-
arated the same from different superfamilies. Still, Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5) improved this separation, especially, for
pairs with low structural similarity (Figure 4B). This was
supported by the Spearman correlation coefficient between
the structural similarity and the Euclidean distance in-
creasing from 0.05 to 0.22 after contrastive learning. When
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Figure 2. Contrastive learning separated positives from negatives. The structural similarity defined by increasing overlap in CATH drove the contrastive
learning of a new embedding space. The new embeddings distanced protein pairs with different CATH classifications (red; same topology but different
superfamily) while focusing pairs with the same CATH classification (blue; same superfamily). These graphs compared the Euclidean distance for all such
pairs from the set train66k before (Panel A) and after (Panel B) contrastive training. Input to the FNN were the raw embeddings from ProtT5 (37), output
were the new ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings. The dashed line at Euclidean distance of 1.1 in B marked the threshold at which EAT performances started
to decrease (Figure 5).

considering only the subset of pairs that likely have sim-
ilar folds (SSAP-score > 70), this correlation increased
to 0.26 and 0.37 for ProtT5 and ProtTucker(ProtT5),
respectively.

The trend captured by the better separation of distri-
butions (Figure 2) and structural features (Figures 3 and
4) translated directly into performance increases: all em-
beddings optimized on the CATH hierarchy through con-
trastive learning yielded better EAT classifications than
the raw embeddings from pre-trained pLMs (Table 1).
As ProtTucker described the process of refining raw em-
beddings through contrastive learning, we used the an-
notation ProtTucker(X)––in this section also shortened to
PT(X)––to refer to the embeddings output by inputting the
pre-trained pLM X into the contrastive learning. The im-
provements were larger for more fine-grained CATH lev-
els: all models improved significantly for the H-level, while
only PT(ProtBERT) and PT(ESM-1b) improved from 4 to
14 or from 0 to 21 percentage points for the C-, and the H-
level, respectively. PT(ProtT5) consistently outperformed
all other pLMs on all four CATH-levels, with an increas-
ing performance gap toward the more fine-grained H-level
at which all pLMs except for PT(ESM-1b) performed sig-
nificantly worse. The improvements from contrastive learn-
ing for PT(ProSE-DLM) and PT(ProSE-MT) were mostly
consistent but largely insignificant. Especially, the model al-
ready optimized using labeled data (ProSE-MT) hardly im-
proved through another round of supervision by contrastive
learning and even worsened slightly at the H-level.

We augmented the training set for PT(ProtT5) by adding
HBI-hits from HMM-profiles provided by CATH-Gene3D
(if sequence dissimilar to test300/val200). This increased
the training set from 66k (66 × 103) to 11m (11 × 106) pro-

teins (15-fold increase) and raised performance, although
the higher values were neither statistically significant nor
consistent (Table 1: values in last row not always higher than
those in second to last row).

Ablation study

We studied the effect of batch-hard and hierarchical sam-
pling on performance by removing each component when
training PT(ProtT5) (Table 2). Benchmarking on EAT
from lookup69k to test219 established that removing ei-
ther component lowered performance for all CATH lev-
els. Dropping both sampling methods substantially low-
ered performance. While dropping batch-hard sampling still
reached high performance for the coarse-grained C- and A-
level, dropping hierarchy-sampling dropped performance
for both. Dropping both sampling technique, performed
worse for all CATH levels but the decrease for the more
fine-grained superfamily level was much larger than for the
C-level.

Embedding distance correlated with accuracy

The MCC, (Equation 5) of HBI inversely correlated with E-
value (Figure 6, HBI-methods): more significant hits (lower
E-values) more often shared the same CATH level than less
significant hits (higher E-values). In analogy, we explored
the corresponding relation for EAT, namely the correlation
between accuracy (Equation 3) and embedding distance for
ProtTucker(ProtT5). Indeed, accuracy correlated with em-
bedding distance (Figure 5: solid lines) while recall inversely
correlated (Figure 5: dashed lines) for all four classes. For in-
stance, when transferring only annotations for closest hits
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Table 2. Ablation study*

C A T H Mean

Baseline 89 ± 4 75 ± 6 64 ± 6 76 ± 6 76 ± 6
-batch-hard 88 ± 4 73 ± 6 62 ± 7 69 ± 7 73 ± 6
-hierarchy 83 ± 5 69 ± 6 62 ± 7 71 ± 7 71 ± 6
-both 83 ± 5 63 ± 6 51 ± 7 57 ± 8 64 ± 7

*Accuracy (Equation 3) and 95% CI (Equation 6) for predicting CATH-levels (54,1) through EAT from Lookup69k (lookup set) to test219 (queries). We
investigate the effect on performance when dropping either batch-hard sampling, hierarchy-sampling or both from the Baseline model (ProtTucker(ProtT5)).

Figure 3. Better CATH class-level clustering. Using t-SNE (86), we pro-
jected the high-dimensional ProtTucker(ProtT5) embedding space onto
2D before (Panel A; ProtT5) and after (Panel C; ProtTucker(ProtT5)) con-
trastive learning. Panel B visualized the same data embedded with an un-
trained version of ProtTucker to assess the impact of different embedding
dimensions (1024-d for ProtT5 versus 128-d for ProtTucker(ProtT5)). For
all plots, dimensionality was first reduced by Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) to 50 dimensions and parameters of the subsequent t-SNE were
identical (perplexity = 150, learning rate = 400, n iter = 1000, seed = 42).
The colors mark the major class level of CATH (C), distinguishing proteins
according to their major distinction in secondary structure content.

with Euclidean distances of 1.1 or less, predictions were
made for 57%, 57%, 59% or 75% of the test set (coverage,
Equation 4) of these 96%, 93%, 91% or 90% were correct
for levels C, A, T, H, respectively.

ProtTucker reached into the midnight zone

Annotation transfer by HBI crucially depends on the se-
quence similarity between query (unknown annotation)
and template (experimental annotation). Usually, the sig-
nificance of an inference is measured as the chance of find-
ing a hit at random for a given database size (E-value; the
lower the better). Here, we compared the effect of gradually
removing hits depending on their E-values. Essentially, this
approach measured how sensitive performance was to the
degree of redundancy reduction between query and lookup
set. For instance, at a value of 10–3 (dashed vertical lines in
Figure 6), all pairs with E-values ≤10–3 were removed. HBI
based on sequence alone performed much better with than
without residual redundancy (Figure 6). The trend was sim-
ilar for EAT, but much less pronounced: EAT succeeded for
pairs with very different sequences (Figure 6 toward right)
almost as well as for proteins with more sequence similar
matches in the set (Figure 6 toward left: EAT almost as high
as toward right).

ProtTucker not a generalist

We evaluated the generality of ProtTucker embeddings by
(mis)-using them as exclusive input to predict subcellular
location in ten states. To this end, we EAT transferred
annotations from an established data set (Supplementary
Table S5) to a strictly non-redundant test set (setHard,
Supplementary Table S5). ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings
outperformed the raw ProtT5 embeddings in the CATH
classification for which they were optimized (structural
similarity; Table 1), there appeared no performance gain
in predicting location. Conversely, performance also did
not decrease significantly, indicating that the new embed-
dings retained some of the information available in ProtT5
embeddings.

Family size mattered

By clustering very large protein families (>100 members af-
ter redundancy reduction) at 95% PIDE, we constrained
the redundancy in set train66k. Nevertheless, when split-
ting test219 into three bins of varying family sizes, we still
observed a trend towards higher accuracy (Equation 3) for
larger families at the H-level (Supplementary Figure S1).
We chose the three bins such that they contained about
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Figure 4. ProtTucker captured fine-grained structural similarity. 3186 non-redundant proteins (CATH-S30) probed the remote homology detection of
embeddings before (Panel A) and after contrastive learning (Panel B). The Euclidean distance between ProtTucker embeddings (Panel B) correlated better
with structural similarity computed by SSAP (65,66) than unsupervised embeddings (Panel A): Spearman � = 0.22 and � = 0.05 (black dashed lines). This
correlation increased to � = 0.37 and � = 0.26 for structurally more similar protein pairs (SSAP-score > 70). Only 1.8% (53k) of all structurally similar
pairs were in the same homologous superfamily (blue). The unsupervised ProtT5 already separated homologous pairs from others, but ProtTucker(ProtT5)
improved, especially, for hard cases with low structural similarity. The gray dashed line at Euclidean distance = 1.1 in Panel B marked the threshold at
which EAT performances started to decrease (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Embedding distance correlated with reliability. Similar to vary-
ing E-value cut-offs for HBI, we examined whether the fraction of correct
predictions (accuracy; left axis; Equation 3) depended on embedding dis-
tance (x-axis) for EAT. This was shown by transferring annotations for all
four CATH levels (Class: blue; Architecture: orange; Topology: green; Ho-
mologous superfamily: red) from lookup69k to the queries in set test219
(Panel B in Figure 1) using the hit with lowest Euclidean distance. The
fraction of test219 proteins having a hit below a certain distance threshold
(coverage, right axis, dashed lines; Equation 4) was evaluated separately
for each CATH level. For example, at an Euclidean distance of 1.1 (ver-
tical dotted line), 75% of the proteins found a hit at the H-level (Cov(H)
= 75%) and 90% were correctly predicted (Acc(H) = 90%; SOM Tables
S3 and S4 for more details). Thus, decreasing embedding distance corre-
lated with EAT performance. This correlation enables users to select only
the, e.g. 10% top hits, or as many hits to a certain CATH level as possible,
depending on the objectives.

the same number of samples (small families: ≤10 members,
medium: 11–70, and large: ≥70 members). Especially, un-
supervised EAT using the raw ProtT5 embeddings exhib-

ited a clear trend towards higher accuracy with increas-
ing family size. In contrast, the two HBI-methods (MM-
seqs2, HMMER), as well as EAT using the optimized Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5) embeddings performed similarly for small
and medium-sized families and much better for large fami-
lies.

EAT complements HBI

As previously shown (49), ProtTucker can improve clus-
tering functional families (76). Here, we showed how EAT
can be used to detect outliers. Firstly, we computed pair-
wise Euclidean distances between the embeddings of all
protein pairs in set train66k and analyzed the five pairs
(10 proteins) with the highest Euclidean distance in the
same homologous superfamily (Supplementary Table S6).
High distance within the same homologous superfamily in-
dicates potentially wrong annotations. Secondly, we com-
puted the nearest neighbors of those ten proteins to find
an alternative, potentially more suitable annotation. For
instance, the proteins in the Phosphorylase Kinase super-
family with the largest embedding distance (4pdyA01, bac-
terial aminoglycoside phosphotrans-ferase) to any other
protein within this family (3skjF00, human Galactose-
binding domain-like (77)) linked to different UniProt en-
tries (C8WS74 ALIAD and EPHA2 HUMAN). In con-
trast, the nearest neighbor (3heiA00, human phosphorylase
kinase (78)) of 3skjF00 linked to the same UniProt entry
(EPHA2 HUMAN (68)) with the same enzymatic activity
(EC number 2.7.10.1 (79)). Such analyses may indicate im-
pure homologous superfamilies along with suggesting al-
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Figure 6. Performance decreasing with lower residual sequence similarity. We analyzed the change of performance in MCC (Equation 3) through removing
proteins from lookup69k based on their E-value with respect to test219 for two HBI-based (green: HMMER (74); red: MMSeqs2 (27)) and two EAT-based
methods (orange: raw ProtT5 (37); blue: contrastive learning optimized ProtTucker(ProtT5)). The E-values were derived by searching sequences in test219
against lookup69k using (i) HMM-profiles from CATH-Gene3D (54) through HMMer and (ii) MMSeqs2 sequence search with highest sensitivity (-s 7.5,
-cov 0). ‘None’ referred to the performance without applying any threshold, i.e. all proteins in lookup69k were used for annotation transfer; all other
thresholds referred to removing proteins below this E-value from lookup69k. Predictions were considered as false positives when no hit was found; pairs
without CATH class matches were ignored. While the performance of EAT using raw ProtT5 and refined ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings decreased upon
removing sequence similar pairs (toward right), HBI-based methods dropped significantly more. The default threshold for most sequence searches (E-value
< 1e–3) was highlighted by vertical, gray, dashed lines.

ternative labels to be confirmed or rejected through manual
curation.

EAT predicts entire proteomes in minutes

Training ProtTucker(ProtT5) required generating ProtT5
embeddings for train66k. This took 23m and 11m, respec-
tively. Embeddings were generated using ProtT5 in half-
precision with batch processing. All times were measured
on a single Nvidia RTX A6000 with 48GB of vRAM and
an AMD EPYC ROME 7352.

When predicting for new queries, ProtTucker requires la-
beled lookup proteins from which annotations can be trans-
ferred to unlabeled query proteins. Embeddings for this
lookup set are pre-computed for the first query and can be
re-used for all subsequent queries at any future time. The
time required to labeled lookup proteins from which an-
notations can be transferred to unlabeled query proteins.
Embeddings for this lookup set are pre-computed for the
first query and can be re-used for all subsequent queries at
any future time. The time required to generate ProtTucker
embeddings from the embeddings of pLMs was negligi-
ble as its generation required only a single forward pass
through a two-layer FNN. This implied that the total time
for EAT with ProtTucker was largely determined by the
embedding generation speed. For instance, creating per-
protein embeddings from ProtT5 for the 123k proteins in
CATH-S100 required 23 min (m). The total time for creat-

Table 3. Runtime*

Methods Pre-processing (s) Inference (s)

MMSeqs2 (sequence) 0.2 × 103 2.5 × 10–2

HMMER (HMM) 114 × 103 150 × 10–2

ProtTucker(ProtT5) 1.4 × 103 1.4 × 10–2

* Runtime to transfer annotations from CATH-S100 (123k proteins) to a
single query. All times measured in seconds [s] on a single Nvidia RTX
A6000 with 48GB of vRAM and an AMD EPYC ROME. Methods:
two HBI-based methods (MMSeqs2 and HMMER) and one EAT-based
method (ProtTucker(ProtT5)). Pre-processing: measured the time required
for building datasets (indexed database for MMSeqs2; MSA for jackham-
mer plus HMM profiles (HMMER) or ProtT5 embeddings (ProtTucker);
Inference: the time for each new protein with a transfer.

ing ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings from ProtT5 embed-
dings for the same set on the same machine was 0.5 seconds
(s), i.e. ProtTucker added about 0.3%. Creating HMM pro-
files for the same set using either MSAs from MMSeqs2 (–
num-iterations 3, -s 7.5) or jackhmmer took 15 m or 30 h,
respectively (Table 3).

To predict using EAT, users have to embed only single
query proteins requiring, on average, 0.01 s per protein for
the CATH-S100 set. Using either single protein sequence
search (MMSeqs2), pre-computed HMM profiles (HM-
MER) or pre-computed embeddings (ProtTucker) to trans-
fer annotations from CATH-S100 to a single query protein
took on average 0.025, 1.5 or 0.0008 s, respectively. Proteins
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in the PDB and CATH are, on average, roughly half as long
(173 residues) as those from UniProt (343 residues). This is
relevant for runtime, because embedding generation scales
quadratically with sequence length (Figure 13 in SOM of
(37)).

This increase was also reflected for the proteome-wide
annotation transfer (Table 4), although these values in-
cluded computations required for all aspects of EAT (1:
load ProtT5 embeddings for pre-computed CATH-S100
lookup set; 2: load ProtT5 and embedding for query pro-
teome; 3: generate ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings for
queries and lookup; 4: compute pairwise Euclidean dis-
tances between query/lookup). We compared EAT using
ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings to HBI proxied by exist-
ing Gene3D annotations taken from UniProt for three dif-
ferent proteomes (Table 4). At an expected error rate of
5% (Euclidean distance ≤ 0.9, Supplementary Table S3),
EAT predicted substantially more proteins than Gene3D
at HMMER E-value < 10–3. For the subset of proteins for
which both methods transferred annotations, those largely
agreed (Agreement, Table 4; Supplementary Table S7 for
other thresholds). All values for coverage decreased for
multi-domain proteins, as proxied by ‘multiple Gene3D an-
notations’, while the agreement between Gene3D and Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5) increased for two of three proteomes (Table
4: multi).

DISCUSSION

Prototype for representation learning of hierarchies

We have presented a new solution for combining the infor-
mation implicitly contained in the embeddings from pro-
tein Language Models (pLMs) and contrastive learning to
learn directly from hierarchically sorted data. As proof-
of-concept, we applied the concept to the CATH hierar-
chy of protein structures (54,1,6,80). Hierarchies are diffi-
cult to handle by traditional supervised learning solutions.
One shortcut is to learn each level in the hierarchy indepen-
dently (81–83) at the price of having less information for
other levels and of not explicitly benefiting from the hierar-
chy. Instead, our solution of contrastively learning protein
triplets (anchor, positive, negative) to extract a new embed-
ding space by condensing positives and moving negatives
apart benefits from CATH’s hierarchical structure. Simul-
taneously training a single, shared feed-forward neural net-
work (FNN) on triplets from all four CATH classification
levels allowed the network to directly capture the hierar-
chy. Encoding protein sequences through previously trained
pLMs enabled ready information transfer from large but
unlabeled sequence databases such as BFD (69) to 10,000-
times smaller but experimentally annotated (labeled) pro-
teins of known 3D structure classified by CATH. In turn,
this allowed us to readily leverage aspects of protein struc-
ture captured by pLMs that are informative enough to pre-
dict structure from embeddings alone (52). Although the
raw, pre-trained, unoptimized embeddings captured some
aspects of the classification (Figures 2A–4A, Table 1), con-
trastive learning boosted this signal significantly (Figures
2B–4B, Table 1).

Crucial for this success was the novel combination of
hierarchy- and batch-hard sampling (Table 2). Presum-

ably, because those techniques enforce so-called semi-hard
triplets that are neither too simple nor too hard to learn
(72). This training setup learned different classifications
for the same protein pair, depending on the third protein
forming the triplet, thereby forcing the network to learn
the complex hierarchy. The ambivalence in the notion of
positive/negative pair facilitated training by allowing to in-
clude superfamilies with few members (otherwise to be
skipped) and it increased the number of possible triplets
manifold compared to only sampling on the level of super-
families. These advantages might partially explain the syn-
ergy of both sampling techniques (Table 2).

Raw embedding EAT matched profile alignments in hit detec-
tion

In technical analogy to homology-based inference (HBI),
we used embedding based annotation transfer (EAT, Fig-
ure 1B) to transfer annotations from labeled lookup pro-
teins (proteins with a known CATH classification) to unla-
beled query proteins (any protein of known sequence with-
out known structure). Instead of transferring annotations
from the closest hit in sequence space, EAT transferred an-
notations to the hit with smallest Euclidean distance in em-
bedding space. This relatively simple approach was shown
previously to predict protein function as defined by Gene
Ontology (GO) better than hand-crafted features (50) even
to levels competitive to much more complex approaches
(48).

The concept of EAT was so successful that raw em-
beddings from two different pre-trained pLMs (ESM-1b
(38), and ProtT5 (37)) already set the bar high for pre-
dicting CATH levels. The raw, general-purpose ESM-1b
and ProtT5 outperformed HBI based on advanced HMM-
profiles from HMMER (74) on the C- and A-level while
falling short on the H-level (Table 1). Furthermore, we
showed that ProtT5 already separated protein pairs with
the same from those with different homologous superfam-
ilies even when using a lookup set that consisted only of
proteins with maximally 30% pairwise sequence identity
(Figure 4A). Importantly, this competitive performance was
achieved at a much smaller cost in terms of runtime (Tables
3 and 4).

As the lookup embeddings or HMM profiles are com-
puted only once, we neglected this additional step. Such
preparations cost much more than single queries: pre-
computing HMM profiles using MMseqs2 took 15m, pre-
computing embeddings about 23m (Table 3) using the same
set and machine but utilizing CPUs in one (MMseqs2) and
GPUs in the other (ProtT5). Only MMSeqs2 generated
and indexed its database rapidly (19.5 s). However, pre-
processing is required only once, rapidly amortizing when
running many queries. The ability to pre-compute such
representations is also a crucial difference between Prot-
Tucker and other learned methods (44,59). For pairwise
protein comparisons, those methods typically require N
comparisons/forward-passes to search with a single query
against N proteins. Instead, ProtTucker only needs a single
forward pass to embed the new query; subsequent similarity
scoring simply and quickly computes an Euclidean distance.
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Table 4. CATH predictions for three model proteomes*

Proteome Size Gene3D ProtTucker(ProtT5)@0.9 Agreement Gene3D-multi
Agreement-
multi

Inference time
[s]

E. Coli (K12) 2033 59% (1193) 97% (1982) 81% (963) 23% (275) 86% (235) 113 (0.06)
A. Ostoyae 22 192 31% (6902) 79% (17 416) 75% (4707) 18% (1223) 65% (684) 1384 (0.06)
M. Chiliensis 1120 35% (392) 87% (974) 84% (320) 10% (40) 73% (29) 95 (0.09)

* Comparison of the annotation-transfer from 123k CATH-S100 proteins (5,54) through HBI (Gene3D (64)) and through EAT as introduced here (Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5), or PT(ProtT5)) for three entire reference proteomes: Escherichia coli (E. coli), Armillaria ostoyae (A. ostoyae) and Megavirus chilensis (M.
chilensis). In other words, all proteins in the three organisms were mapped to proteins of known structure using the CATH hierarchy. Gene3D predictions
were taken from UniProt; PT(ProtT5) predictions were derived from the single nearest neighbor in Euclidean space. Coverage-related numbers refer to
the percentage of proteins in the entire proteome (Size; in brackets: actual number of proteins), while those pertaining to the agreement are percentages
of the set with annotations. Size: number of proteins; Gene3D: fraction of proteins with Gene3D annotation (coverage); PT(ProT5)@0.9: coverage of
PT(ProtT5) at Euclidean distance < = 0.9 (5% error rate; Supplementary Table S3); Agreement: fraction of proteins for which Gene3D and PT(ProT5)
had a prediction and reported the same homologous CATH superfamily (for multi-domain proteins with multiple Gene3D annotations, matching any
domain by PT(ProtT5) was considered as correct); Gene3D Multi: fraction of Gene3D proteins with multi-domain annotation; Agreement Multi: fraction
of multi-domain proteins for which the homologous CATH superfamily predicted by PT5 agreed with one of the Gene3D domain annotations; Inference
time: the total time needed for proteome-wide embedding-based annotation transfer (EAT) measured in seconds [s] on a single Nvidia RTX A6000 with
48GB of vRAM and an AMD EPYC ROME (in brackets the average time per protein).

This makes ProtTucker search speed scale well with
database growth suggesting the tool as a fast but sensitive
pre-filter for other methods that in turn provide residue-
level information as showcased on three model organ-
isms (Table 4), including one of the largest organisms on
earth (fungus A. ostoyae, 22 192 proteins) and one of the
largest viruses (M. chilensis, 1120 proteins). In <27 min
on a single machine (Table 4), ProtTucker transferred sub-
stantially more CATH annotations mapping proteins from
their sequence to 3D structures through the CATH re-
source than Gene3D (64) at a similar level of expected error
(Table 4).

For the virus and the bacterium (E. coli) the annotations
agreed to over 80% with Gene3D, while this value dropped
to 75% for the fungus (Table 4). Although high, the agree-
ment was lower than expected: if ProtTucker and Gene3D
each had fewer than 5% errors, then both should agree for
over 90% of the proteins for which both transfer annota-
tions. Most likely, this discrepancy (�(90-77)) arose par-
tially from multi-domain proteins. Despite carefully cross-
validating ProtTucker, an alternative explanation for the
discrepancy is underestima-ting the expected error a dis-
tances ≤0.9 as 5% instead of up to 15%. The ‘functional
shape’ of the agreement between ProtTucker and Gene3D at
different distance thresholds (Supplementary Table S7) sug-
gested that the ‘errors’ (lack of agreement) did not only orig-
inate from ProtTucker. Carefully annotating the five pro-
teins with the lowest distance and a different CATH anno-
tation (Supplementary Table S4) supported this perspective.

The agreement for multi-domain proteins dropped less
than expected (11 percentage points drop for M. Chilensis, 5
percentage points increase for E. coli), possibly suggesting
that ProtTucker using averages over an entire protein for
comparison did not trip substantially more over the multi-
domain challenge than the local alignment-based Gene3D
using HMMER (74). This might suggest ProtTucker to have
added correct annotations over Gene3D in multi-domain
proteins, although developed exclusively on single domain
proteins. The substantial increase in coverage from the level
expected at distances ≥0.9 (Figure 5, Supplementary Table
S4) for the proteomes (Table 4) might be misleading: to es-
tablish performance coverage (Figure 5, Supplementary Ta-

ble S4), we used a highly non-redundant lookup set, pre-
sumably removing many easy hits. In contrast, analyzing
proteomes, we transferred annotations for all CATH-S100
proteins, leveraging ‘redundant annotation transfers’ to in-
crease coverage.

As for HBI, the accuracy of EAT also increased for larger
families (Supplementary Figure S1). One explanation is that
the larger the family, the higher the random hit rate, simply
because there are more possible hits. Another, more sub-
tle (and given the enormous compute time needed to train
ProtT5, more difficult to test) explanation is that the largest
CATH families represent most of the largest protein fami-
lies (54). In fact, a few hundred of the largest superfamilies
cover half of the entire sequence space (54,84). Simply due
to their immense size, these large families have been sam-
pled more during the pre-training of ProtT5.

ProtTucker embeddings intruded into midnight zone

The embedding space resulting from contrastive learning,
introduced here, improved performance consistently for all
four pLMs (Table 1). This was revealed through several
ways of looking at the results from embeddings with and
without contrastive learning: (i) the increased separation of
protein pairs within the same protein superfamily and be-
tween different superfamilies (Figure 2), (ii) the qualitative
improvement in the clustering of t-SNE projections (Fig-
ure 3), the better correlation of embedding distance and
structural similarity (Figure 4) and (iii) the quantitative im-
provement in the EAT benchmark (Table 1). On top, the
Euclidean distance correlated with accuracy (Figure 5, Sup-
plementary Table S3). Similar to an E-value in HBI, this lets
users gauge the reliability of a hit between query and anno-
tated protein.

While the accuracy of the best performing pLM (Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5)) was similar to HBI using HMM-profiles
on the most fine-grained level of homologous superfam-
ilies (CATH level H, Table 1), the relative advantage of
EAT increased, the more diverged the level of inference,
i.e. EAT outperformed HBI for more distant relations from
the midnight zone (CATH level C, Table 1). When further
reducing data redundancy, i.e. removing more similar se-
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quences, this trend became clearer (Figure 6). Despite in-
creasing difficulty, the performance of EAT decreased al-
most insignificantly where HBI approached random for in-
significant E-values. This trend was supported by the cor-
relation of structural similarity as defined by SSAP (65,66)
and the Euclidean distance between protein pairs in a 30%
non-redundant data set (Figure 4).

ProtTucker and tools such as HMMer have very different
resolution: ProtTucker considers only per-protein averages
to match query to template. In contrast, HMMer – or simi-
lar methods – align each residue between both proteins. The
coarse-grain yields the speedup (Table 4), and pitches Prot-
Tucker as a fast pre-filter. Once the hit is found by scan-
ning large data sets, the slower, fine-grained methods for
per-residue alignments and 3D prediction can be employed.
However, the per-protein average also implies limitations,
e.g. when Q and T have very different numbers of domains
or the number of domains for Q is not known (Table 3).

Ultimately, the coarse-grained ProtTucker can compete
at all because embeddings intrinsically abstract the con-
straints under which protein sequences evolve, including
constraints upon structure, function, and the environment.
The same constraints coin the evolutionary information
contained in profiles of protein families. Apparently, pLMs
such as ESM-1b (38), ProtBERT (70), or ProtT5 (70) are
successfully condense these constraints. In fact, pLMs are
arguably more successful than profile-based methods be-
cause a simple length-average over the position-specific
scoring metrices (PSSM) would not suffice to predict CATH
numbers very accurately.

ProtTucker builds upon this success to explicitly cap-
ture the constraints relevant for the CATH hierarchy. Thus,
the less a particular aspect of function depends on struc-
ture, the less likely the new ProtTucker embeddings will re-
flect this aspect. On the other hand, an approach similar
to ProtTucker focused on particular functional hierarchies,
e.g. EC numbers appears to work well (SM Akmese & M
Heinzinger, unpublished).

Taken together, these results indicated that contrastive
learning captured structural hierarchies and provides a
novel, powerful tool to uncover structural similarities
clearly beyond what has been achievable with 50 years of op-
timizing sequence-based alignment techniques. Using EAT
to complement HBI could become crucial for a variety of
applications, ranging from finding remote structural tem-
plates for protein 3D structure predictions over prioritiz-
ing new proteins without any similarity to an existing struc-
ture to filtering potentially wrong annotations. One partic-
ular example has recently been shown for the proteome of
SARS-CoV-2 to unravel entire functional components pos-
sibly relevant for fighting COVID-19 (61).

ProtTucker embeddings improved FunFams clustering

Previously (49), we showed that a simplistic predecessor of
ProtTucker helped to refine the clustering of FunFams (76).
By adding an additional, more fine-grained hierarchy level
in CATH, FunFams link the structure-function continuum
of proteins. The functional consistency within FunFams
was proxied through the enzymatic activity as defined by
the EC (Enzyme Commission (79)) number. Even the pre-

liminary ProtTucker improved the annotation transfer of
ligand binding and EC numbers (49) by removing outliers
from existing FunFams and by creating new, more func-
tionally coherent FunFams. As for CATH, the contrastively
trained ProtTucker(ProtBERT) also improved over its un-
supervised counterpart, ProtBERT, for FunFams. It im-
proved functional consistency especially for proteins in the
twilight zone (<35% PIDE, Figure 5 in (49)). Thus, Prot-
Tucker embeddings improved functional (FunFams) and
structural (CATH) consistency beyond sequence similarity.
Here, we expanded upon this analysis by showing how EAT
can be improved even more through contrastively learning
hierarchies. Using the proposed method, we could spot po-
tential outliers, i.e. samples with the same annotation but
large embedding distance. This might become essential to
clean up databases. Aside from outlier-spotting, we could
also obtain labels from the nearest neighbors of outliers
(Supplementary Table S6). Although we could not repro-
duce the same level of success when applying EAT to infer-
ring subcellular location in ten states (Table 3), the CATH-
optimized ProtTucker embeddings also did not perform
worse.

Generic advantages of contrastive learning

Contrastive learning benefits from hierarchies as opposed
to supervised training which usually flattens the hierarchy
thereby losing its intrinsic advantage. Other possible ad-
vantages of contrastive learning include the following three.
(i) Dynamic data update (online learning): While supervised
networks require re-training to benefit from new data, con-
trastively trained networks can benefit from new data by
simply updating the lookup set. This could even add com-
pletely new classes, such as proteins for which the classifi-
cation will become available only in the future. HBI shares
this advantage that originates from the difference between
classifying proteins into existing families versus classifying
by identifying the most similar proteins in that family. (ii)
Learn the access, not the data: Instead of forcing the su-
pervised network to memorize the training data, contrastive
learning teaches how to access the data stored in an exter-
nal lookup set. (iii) Compression: As many other learning
techniques, contrastive learning can act as a compression
technique. For instance, we reduced the disk space required
to store protein embeddings threefold by projecting 1024-
dimensional vectors onto 128 dimensions while improving
performance (Table 1). This renders new queries (inference)
more efficient and enables scaling up to very large lookup
sets. (iv) Interpretability: Knowing from which protein an
annotation was transferred might help users benefit more
from a certain prediction than just the prediction itself. For
instance, knowing that an unnamed query protein shares
all CATH levels with a particular glucocorticoid receptor
might suggest some functional implications helping to de-
sign future experiments.

CONCLUSIONS

Embeddings from protein Language Models (pLMs) ex-
tract the information learned by these models from un-
labeled protein sequences. Embedding-based Annotation
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Transfer (EAT) replacing the proximity in sequence space
used by homolog-based inference (HBI) through proxim-
ity in embedding space already reaches traditional align-
ment methods in transferring CATH annotations from a
template protein with experimental annotations to an un-
labeled query protein. Although not quite reaching the per-
formance of advanced profile-profile searches by HMMer
for all four CATH levels, the best embeddings surpassed
HMMer for two of the four levels (C and A). When optimiz-
ing embeddings through contrastive learning for the goal of
transferring CATH annotations, EAT using these new em-
beddings consistently outperformed all sequence compari-
son techniques tested. This higher performance was reached
at a fraction (three orders of magnitude) of the compu-
tational time. Although the new embeddings optimized
through contrastive learning for CATH did not improve
performance for a completely different task, namely the pre-
diction of subcellular location in ten classes, the CATH-
optimized solution did also not perform significantly worse.
Remarkably, just like HBI, the performance of EAT using
the optimized ProtTucker embeddings was proportional to
family size with increased accuracy for larger families.

DATA AVAILABILITY

Building on top of bio embeddings package (85) we have
made a script available that simplifies EAT https://github.
com/Rostlab/EAT.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NARGAB Online.
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6. Conclusion

Proteins play a pivotal role for correct cell functioning in any living organism. The small-
est deviation in the order of their constituent parts, amino acid, might prevent a protein
from performing its allocated function(s) with potentially lethal consequences for their
host cell or the whole organism [115]. This makes understanding a protein’s role within
the carefully orchestrated and highly intertwined cellular machinery an interesting re-
search topic for various applications in, e.g., precision medicine. Additionally, the life
science sector in general and biotechnology in particular depends on an in-depth under-
standing of a protein’s function to leverage proteins for highly specialized applications.
This trend gets fueled by a rapid increase in high-throughput sequencing capabilities.
While this led to a steady growth of publicly available protein sequence databases, it also
increases the share of proteins for which we do not know anything but their sequence.
Today, we have billions of protein sequences available that are only one mouse click away
but only a tiny fraction thereof has additional (experimental) information on function
or structure.

One of the most important challenges for computational biology is to bridge this gap
between large but unlabeled and small but labeled data by computational means [5].
This raises two questions: a) Can we somehow leverage the vast amount of unlabeled
protein sequence data, and b) how do we best represent protein sequences to make
them machine-readable. The latter point refers to how to make proteins “machine-
understandable“ in a sense that they do not only hold information on the plain order of
amino acids but also harbor already some information on their structure or function. For
almost three decades, most state-of-the-art approaches tackled both questions by com-
bining machine learning (ML) and explicit evolutionary information (EI) condensed in
multiple sequence alignments (MSA) [13, 15, 66]. Even the highly accurate 3D structure
prediction of AlphaFold 2 (AF2) [3] relies on exactly this combination with the crucial
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difference that information extraction from the MSAs is part of the training. While
those approaches improved over time by employing more sophisticated ML algorithms
and the way they leveraged the sequences in the MSA [3, 105], some major limitations
inherent to EI remained. For example, for some applications, such as processing of
large-scale metagenomic sets such as BFD [6, 7], retrieving related proteins from ex-
ponentially growing sequence databases is becoming too time-consuming or will require
high-performance computing (HPC) infrastructure. But even if compute is no limiting
factor, EI will remain less informative not only for small families, e.g., for proteins from
the Dark Proteome [106], but also for applications that require protein-specific instead
of family-averaged predictions, e.g., single amino acid variant (SAV) effect prediction.

Representation Learning for Proteins. In this dissertation, I proposed an alterna-
tive way to represent single protein sequences which leverages large but unlabeled pro-
tein sequence databases via representation learning. In contrast to previous approaches
which relied on handcrafted features or features derived by statistical means, the pro-
posed approaches learn to represent data directly from raw data itself, i.e., without any
human intervention and without the need for any annotation but the sequence itself.
Broadly speaking, this was achieved by adapting so called language models (LMs) from
natural language processing (NLP) to protein sequences by equating protein sequences
with sentences and words with amino acids. The sequential nature of both data formats
allowed us to build on existing optimization concepts such as auto-regressive language
modeling (ALM), which tries to predict the next amino acid/word given all previous
amino acids/words in the same sequence/sentence. When being applied to millions or
billions of protein sequences, this strategy forces the protein language model (pLM) to
learn certain commonalities, patterns, or features directly from raw data. The acquired
knowledge can later be transferred to other tasks by extracting the hidden states of the
(p)LM upon receiving an input sequence (transfer learning).

In a first proof-of-principle, we introduced a novel way to represent single
protein sequences as continuous vectors (embeddings) by using the LSTM-based [116]
LM ELMo [79] taken from NLP. By modeling protein sequences instead of natural lan-
guage, ELMo effectively captured the biophysical properties of the language of life as
defined by the grammar of protein sequences from unlabeled big data (UniRef50 [82]).
This provides a single-sequence based alternative over EI to make protein sequence
machine-readable. Dropping the computationally heavy search for related sequences
provides a significant speed-up: Where the highly sensitive HHblits [53] needed on aver-
age about two minutes to gather EI for a target protein, SeqVec created embeddings on
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average in 0.03s per protein. We refer to these new embeddings as SeqVec (Sequence-
to-Vector; Chapter 2 [81]) and assess their effectiveness using predictive power as acid
test. For example, we used SeqVec embeddings as input to a ML device in order to pre-
dict secondary structure and disorder. While the proposed solution outperformed other
single-sequence-based representations, e.g., one-hot encoding or ProtVec [72], it fell short
compared to established EI-based methods. This trend got confirmed when predicting
subcellular localization and when distinguishing membrane-bound from water-soluble
proteins.

In a second step, we used SeqVec embeddings (Chapter 2) to develop a
new and simple method, dubbed goPredSim [37], to predict the function of a protein in
the form of Gene Ontology (GO) [108] terms from single protein sequences (Chapter 3
- goPredSim). The proposed solution works similar to homology-based inference (HBI)
which transfers annotations from a set of labeled proteins to a set of unlabeled proteins.
However, instead of relying on sequence similarity, we used Euclidean distance between
SeqVec embeddings to define similarity. To put the performance of this general-purpose
solution which we refer to as embedding-based annotation transfer (EAT) into perspec-
tive of other methods, we replicated the conditions of the third Critical Assessment of
protein Function Annotation algorithms (CAFA3) [38]. According to this benchmark
and a preliminary evaluation of CAFA4 at ISMB2020 [109], goPredSim is competitive
to top methods that are hand-tailored for GO term prediction. That our extremely
simple and generally applicable approach remained competitive to sophisticated ML ap-
proaches, highlights the effectiveness of our proposed protein sequence representations.
On top, in direct comparison, EAT clearly outperformed HBI, indicating that embed-
dings capture functional similarity beyond sequence similarity.

While our proof-of-principle, SeqVec, was based on a relatively small and
shallow, LSTM-based LM, we later improved over our previous work by training two
auto-regressive Transformers (Transformer-XL [94], XLNet [95]) and four auto-encoder
Transformers (BERT [2], Albert [91], Electra [92], T5 [93]) on data from two large
but unlabeled protein sequence databases containing up to 393 billion amino acids [28].
However, this up-scaling is not for free: Training such large LMs on huge amounts of
data requires HPC infrastructure. The crucial point, however, is that the expensive
pre-training has to be performed only once while any later deployment is extremely fast
and requires only a desktop machine with a gaming GPU. Additionally, by relying only
on single protein sequences to generate embeddings, we do not only bypass the expen-
sive database searches but also the resulting family-average of MSAs/EI which enables
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highly accurate, protein-specific predictions. Taken together, our results implied that
pLMs learned some of the grammar of the language of life.

As we were now equipped with highly informative, protein-specific Prot-
Trans embeddings, we developed variant effect score prediction without alignments (VESPA
- Chapter 4 [103]). In a first step, we showed that ProtT5 embeddings alone predicted
residue conservation almost as accurately from single sequences as MSA-based methods.
In a second step, we used the conservation prediction along with BLOSUM62 [50] substi-
tution scores and pLM mask reconstruction probabilities as input to a simplistic logistic
regression ensemble to distinguish effect from neutral mutations. Comparing predictions
for a standard set of 39 Deep Mutational Scanning experiments to other methods (incl.
ESM-1v [112], DeepSequence [113], and GEMME [114]) revealed our approach as com-
petitive with the state-of-the-art methods using MSA input at a fraction of the costs in
computing/energy.

In a last step, we used contrastive learning to improve over ProtTrans em-
beddings by learning a new set of task-specific embeddings. Towards this end, a new set
of embeddings was learnt that optimizes constraints captured by the hierarchical classi-
fications of protein 3D structures defined by the CATH [17] resource. More specifically,
we optimized the new embedding space towards pushing apart proteins with dissimilar
CATH annotation while pulling together those proteins with similar annotations. After
this training, EAT is again used to make predictions as no direct class output but a
new embedding space is learnt. The approach, dubbed ProtTucker (Chapter 5 [104]),
was shown to have an improved ability to recognize distant homologous relationships
compared to more traditional techniques such as threading or fold recognition. These
allowed the new embeddings to step into the “midnight zone” [56] of protein similarity,
i.e., the region in which distantly related sequences have a seemingly random pairwise
sequence similarity. The novelty of this work is the particular combination of tools and
sampling techniques that ascertained good performance comparable or better to existing
state-of-the-art sequence comparison methods.

Advantages of operating on single sequences. In summary, this dissertation
showed that learning protein sequence representation directly from large, unlabeled data
can enable single-sequence predictions at the accuracy of sophisticated MSA-based solu-
tions. This improves speed to an extent where highly accurate predictions can be made
for whole proteomes in less than an hour. Such predictions offer a perfect pre-filter for
quickly sifting through large amounts of data before investigating the most promising
candidates in more detail, e.g., via AF2. Protein-specific instead of family-averaged
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predictions offer an alternative use-case of the proposed embeddings. This will become
increasingly important when trying to understand the subtle effect of single changes in a
protein’s amino acid arrangement as shown in Chapter 4. Additionally, we proposed an
alternative to traditional HBI which relies on distance in embedding space rather than
sequence-similarity for annotation transfer (Chapter 3 and Chapter 5). We could show
in [117] that this single-sequence based approach can improve family-averaged clustering
of functional families (FunFams, [20]) within CATH.

Do pLMs capture evolutionary information? As pLMs reached the performance
of EI-based methods, one question that naturally arises is whether pLMs captured EI
to a certain extent. Despite being straightforward to formulate, it is difficult to probe
this question as EI refers to a rather abstract concept that cannot be precisely defined
in e.g. mathematical terms. While the first step towards gathering EI, i.e., summarizing
evolutionary related sequences that presumably share the same function and structure
as MSA, is clear, there are multiple ways to actually extract information from it, e.g.,
inter alia PSSMs, HMMS, ECs. By now, even pLMs trained directly on MSAs learn to
extract information [105]. However, there is no common standard that would allow to
directly probe whether pLMs capture EI. A good approximation towards answering this
question might be that embedding space reflects functional (Chapter 3) and structural
similarity (Chapter 5) beyond plain sequence similarity.

When considering how those pLMs are trained, i.e., via ALM or MLM, one could also
argue that pLMs capture EI to a certain extent as they can only do well in those tasks
when learning certain commonalities between different, yet related sequences. This
starts with local, reoccurring patterns such as certain secondary structure elements or
binding motifs that are formed by a diverse spectrum of amino acid stretches. This
is similar to synonyms of words that we observe in many languages, e.g., liberty and
freedom refer to nearly identical ideas and hence result in similar embeddings. Similarly,
different sequences can adopt the same structure and perform the same function, i.e.,
sequence-space is much larger than structure-space, as highlighted by the fact that there
are considerably less protein folds compared to the large pool of sequences they were
derived of [18]. While such information is never provided, neither in NLP nor in CB,
(p)LMs are able to detect such commonalities if trained on enough data. In fact, the
only way to perform well in optimization tasks such as ALM and MLM is to detect such
patterns. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that pLMs capture EI to a certain
extent but it remains difficult to quantify to which extent. Still, the main advantage
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of pLMs over EI-based methods remains: While the former capture this information
indirectly during pre-training and can transfer this knowledge to novel single sequences,
the latter need to gather it explicitly from large databases for each new query.

What might be next? - Representation learning and ML in general are developing
at such breathtaking speed that it is difficult to provide an all-embracing, long-term
prediction. Therefore, I will rather focus on the short- to mid-term developments: Only
recently, it was shown that representations learnt from MSAs [105] instead of single
protein sequence improved structure prediction significantly [3]. This shows that there
is still room for improvement of single-sequence based approaches as a protein sequence
contains all the information required for protein folding [9]. Towards this end, more effi-
cient algorithms or optimization strategies might be needed as our results [28] indicated
that our models would still improve from seeing more samples despite being trained
on HPC infrastructure. This is in line with recent conclusions suggesting that most of
today’s large LMs are underfitting [118]. An alternative strategy would be to continue
the path of end-to-end learning by making even the database search part of training.
Recent results showed that this is possible, despite only for relatively small databases of
a few hundred thousand entries [119]. Another direction moves away from sequences and
instead focuses on the millions of highly accurate protein 3D structure predictions from
AF2 that should be made publicly available thanks to a collaboration between DeepMind
and EMBL-EBI [120]. Suddenly, sequences will not be the only data modality available
at high quality and large scale for proteins, opening the question on how to best leverage
this plethora of 3D structures. First approaches were already presented that predict a
protein sequence from its structure [121]. While the output of this task is interesting for
protein engineering, it also provides embeddings for protein structures that can be used
to make protein structures readable for any other task trained on top of such embed-
dings. Presumably, those two developments, improving single sequence representations
and learning directly from protein 3D structures, will be combined in a unified, multi-
modal framework. The resulting embeddings would entangle information from sequence
and structure space, rendering the resulting embeddings highly informative to predict
functional aspects of proteins. A similar development can already be observed today in
the field of CV where image and text data are embedded into a single shared embed-
ding space by interlacing the embeddings of an image and its associated caption text
[89, 122]. At least as interesting as using such sequence/structure embeddings as input
for prediction will be the generative capability of such models that was investigated only
recently in the form of ProtGPT2 [123]. These undirected generative approaches offer a
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perfect interplay with the fast, yet reliable predictions provided by predictors building
on top of the proposed embeddings. Taken together, the two approaches might allow to
generate and rank candidate proteins for a specific task completely in-silico which saves
time and money when leveraging nature’s most versatile work horses: proteins.
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Abstract

Background: Predicting protein function and structure from sequence is one important challenge for computational
biology. For 26 years, most state-of-the-art approaches combined machine learning and evolutionary information.
However, for some applications retrieving related proteins is becoming too time-consuming. Additionally, evolutionary
information is less powerful for small families, e.g. for proteins from the Dark Proteome. Both these problems are
addressed by the new methodology introduced here.

Results: We introduced a novel way to represent protein sequences as continuous vectors (embeddings) by using
the language model ELMo taken from natural language processing. By modeling protein sequences, ELMo effectively
captured the biophysical properties of the language of life from unlabeled big data (UniRef50). We refer to these new
embeddings as SeqVec (Sequence-to-Vector) and demonstrate their effectiveness by training simple neural networks for
two different tasks. At the per-residue level, secondary structure (Q3 = 79% ± 1, Q8 = 68% ± 1) and regions with intrinsic
disorder (MCC = 0.59 ± 0.03) were predicted significantly better than through one-hot encoding or through Word2vec-
like approaches. At the per-protein level, subcellular localization was predicted in ten classes (Q10 = 68% ± 1) and
membrane-bound were distinguished from water-soluble proteins (Q2 = 87% ± 1). Although SeqVec embeddings
generated the best predictions from single sequences, no solution improved over the best existing method using
evolutionary information. Nevertheless, our approach improved over some popular methods using evolutionary
information and for some proteins even did beat the best. Thus, they prove to condense the underlying principles of
protein sequences. Overall, the important novelty is speed: where the lightning-fast HHblits needed on average about
two minutes to generate the evolutionary information for a target protein, SeqVec created embeddings on average in
0.03 s. As this speed-up is independent of the size of growing sequence databases, SeqVec provides a highly scalable
approach for the analysis of big data in proteomics, i.e. microbiome or metaproteome analysis.

Conclusion: Transfer-learning succeeded to extract information from unlabeled sequence databases relevant for
various protein prediction tasks. SeqVec modeled the language of life, namely the principles underlying protein
sequences better than any features suggested by textbooks and prediction methods. The exception is evolutionary
information, however, that information is not available on the level of a single sequence.
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Background
The combination of evolutionary information (from
Multiple Sequence Alignments – MSA) and Machine
Learning/Artificial Intelligence (standard feed-forward
artificial neural networks – ANN) completely changed
protein secondary structure prediction [1–3]. The con-
cept was quickly taken up [4–8] and predictions im-
proved even more with larger families increasing
evolutionary information through diversity [9, 10]. The
idea was applied to other tasks, including the prediction
of transmembrane regions [11–13], solvent accessibility
[14], residue flexibility (B-values) [15, 16], inter-residue
contacts [17] and protein disorder [15, 18–20]. Later,
automatic methods predicting aspects of protein func-
tion improved by combining evolutionary information
and machine learning, including predictions of subcellu-
lar localization (aka cellular compartment or CC in GO
[21, 22]), protein interaction sites [23–25], and the
effects of sequence variation upon function [26, 27]. Ar-
guably, the most important breakthrough for protein
structure prediction over the last decade was a more effi-
cient way of using evolutionary couplings [28–31].
Although evolutionary information has increasingly

improved prediction methods, it is also becoming in-
creasingly costly. As sequencing becomes cheaper, the
number of bio-sequence databases grow faster than
computing power. For instance, the number of UniProt
entries is now more than doubling every two years [32].
An all-against-all comparison executed to build up pro-
files of evolutionary information squares this number:
every two years the job increases 4-fold while computer
power grows less than 2-fold. Consequently, methods as
fast as PSI-BLAST [33] have to be replaced by faster so-
lutions such as HHblits [34]. Even its latest version
HHblits3 [35] still needs several minutes to search Uni-
Ref50 (subset of UniProt) for a single query protein. The
next step up in speed such as MMSeqs2 [36] appear to
cope with the challenge at the expense of increasing
hardware requirements while databases keep growing.
However, even these solutions might eventually lose the
battle against the speedup of sequencing. Analyzing data
sets involving millions of proteins, i.e. samples of the hu-
man gut microbiota or metagenomic samples, have
already become a major challenge [35]. Secondly, evolu-
tionary information is still missing for some proteins,
e.g. for proteins with substantial intrinsically disordered
regions [15, 37, 38], or the entire Dark Proteome [39] full
of proteins that are less-well studied but important for
function [40].
Here, we propose a novel embedding of protein se-

quences that replaces the explicit search for evolutionary
related proteins by an implicit transfer of biophysical in-
formation derived from large, unlabeled sequence data
(here UniRef50). We adopted a method that has been

revolutionizing Natural Language Processing (NLP),
namely the bi-directional language model ELMo (Em-
beddings from Language Models) [41]. In NLP, ELMo is
trained on unlabeled text-corpora such as Wikipedia to
predict the most probable next word in a sentence, given
all previous words in this sentence. By learning a prob-
ability distribution for sentences, these models autono-
mously develop a notion for syntax and semantics of
language. The trained vector representations (embed-
dings) are contextualized, i.e. the embeddings of a given
word depend on its context. This has the advantage that
two identical words can have different embeddings, de-
pending on the words surrounding them. In contrast to
previous non-contextualized approaches such as word2-
vec [42, 43], this allows to take the ambiguous meaning
of words into account.
We hypothesized that the ELMo concept could be ap-

plied to model protein sequences. Three main challenges
arose. (1) Proteins range from about 30 to 33,000 resi-
dues, a much larger range than for the average English
sentence extending over 15–30 words [44], and even
more extreme than notable literary exceptions such as
James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922) with almost 4000 words in
a sentence. Longer proteins require more GPU memory
and the underlying models (so-called LSTMs: Long
Short-Term Memory networks [45]) have only a limited
capability to remember long-range dependencies. (2)
Proteins mostly use 20 standard amino acids, 100,000
times less tokens than in the English language. Smaller
vocabularies might be problematic if protein sequences
encode a similar complexity as sentences. (3) We found
UniRef50 to contain almost ten times more tokens (9.5
billion amino acids) than the largest existing NLP corpus
(1 billion words). Simply put: Wikipedia is roughly ten
times larger than Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary and the entire UniProt is over ten times lar-
ger than Wikipedia. As a result, larger models might be
required to absorb the information in biological
databases.
We trained ELMo on UniRef50 and assessed the pre-

dictive power of the embeddings by application to tasks
on two levels: per-residue (word-level) and per-protein
(sentence-level). For the per-residue prediction task, we
predicted secondary structure and long intrinsic dis-
order. For the per-protein prediction task, we predicted
subcellular localization and trained a classifier distin-
guishing between membrane-bound and water-soluble
proteins. We used publicly available data sets from two
recent methods that achieved break-through perform-
ance through Deep Learning, namely NetSurfP-2.0 for
secondary structure [46] and DeepLoc for localization
[47]. We compared the performance of the SeqVec em-
beddings to state-of-the-art methods using evolutionary
information, and also to a popular embedding tool for
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protein sequences originating from the Word2vec ap-
proach, namely ProtVec [42]. Notably, while ProtVec
captures local information, it loses information on se-
quence ordering, and the resulting residue embeddings
are insensitive to their context (non-contextualized), i.e.
the same word results in the same embedding regardless
of the specific context.
Understanding a language typically implies to under-

stand most typical constructs convened in that language.
Modeling a language in a computer can have many
meanings, spanning from the automatic understanding
of the semantic of languages, to parsing some underlying
rules of a language (e.g. syntax). Arguably, proteins are
the most important machinery of life. Protein sequence
largely determines protein structure, which somehow
determines protein function [48]. Thus, the expression
of the language of life are essentially protein sequences.
Understanding those sequences implies to predict pro-
tein structure from sequence. Despite recent successes
[49, 50], this is still not possible for all proteins. How-
ever, the novel approach introduced here succeeds to
model protein sequences in the sense that it implicitly
extracts grammar-like principles (as embeddings) which
are much more successful in predicting aspects of pro-
tein structure and function than any of the biophysical
features previously used to condensate expert knowledge
of protein folding, or any other previously tried simple
encoding of protein sequences.

Results
Modeling protein sequences through SeqVec embeddings
SeqVec, our ELMo-based implementation, was trained
for three weeks on 5 Nvidia Titan GPUs with 12 GB
memory each. The model was trained until its perplexity
(uncertainty when predicting the next token) converged
at around 10.5 (Additional file 1: Figure S1). Training
and testing were not split due to technical limitations
(incl. CPU/GPU). ELMo was designed to reduce the risk
of overfitting by sharing weights between forward and
backward LSTMs and by using dropout. The model had
about 93M (mega/million) free parameters compared to
the 9.6G (giga/billion) tokens to predict leading to a ra-
tio of samples/free parameter below 1/100, the best our
group has ever experienced in a prediction task. Similar
approaches have shown that even todays largest models
(750M free parameters) are not able to overfit on a large
corpus (250M protein sequences) [51].

SeqVec embeddings appeared robust
When training ELMo on SWISS-PROT (0.5M se-
quences), we obtained less useful models, i.e. the subse-
quent prediction methods based on those embeddings
were less accurate. Training on UniRef50 (33M se-
quences) gave significantly better results in subsequent

supervised prediction tasks, and we observed similar re-
sults when using different hyperparameters. For in-
stance, increasing the number of LSTM layers in ELMo
(from two to four) gave a small, non-significant im-
provement. As the expansion of 2 to 4 layers roughly
doubled time for training and retrieving embeddings, we
decided to trade speed for insignificant improvement
and continued with the faster two-layer ELMo architec-
ture. Computational limitations hindered us from fully
completeing the modelling of UniRef90 (100 million se-
quences). Nevertheless, after four weeks of training, the
models neither appeared to be better nor significantly
worse than those for UniRef50. Users of the embeddings
need to be aware that every time a new ELMo model is
trained, the downstream supervised prediction method
needs to be retrained in the following sense. Assume we
transfer-learn UniRef50 through SeqVec1, then use
SeqVec1 to machine learn DeepSeqVec1 for a supervised
task (e.g. localization prediction). In a later iteration, we
redo the transfer learning with different hyperparameters
to obtain SeqVec2. For any given sequence, the embed-
dings of SeqVec2 will differ from those of SeqVec1, as a
result, passing embeddings derived from SeqVec2 to
DeepSeqVec1 will not provide meaningful predictions.

Per-residue performance high, not highest
NetSurfP-2.0 feeds HHblits or MMseqs2 profiles into
advanced combinations of Deep Learning architectures
[46] to predict secondary structure, reaching a three-
state per-residue accuracy Q3 of 82–85% (lower value:
small, partially non-redundant CASP12 set, upper value:
larger, more redundant TS115 and CB513 sets; Table 1,
Fig. 1; several contenders such as Spider3 and RaptorX
reach within three standard errors). All six methods de-
veloped by us fell short of reaching this mark, both
methods not using evolutionary information/profiles
(DeepSeqVec, DeepProtVec, DeepOneHot, DeepBLO-
SUM65), but also those that did use profiles (DeepProf,
DeepProf+SeqVec, Fig. 1a, Table 1). The logic in our
acronyms was as follows (Methods): “Prof” implied using
profiles (evolutionary information), SeqVec (Sequence-to-
Vector) described using pre-trained ELMo embeddings,
“Deep” before the method name suggested applying a sim-
ple deep learning method trained on particular prediction
tasks using SeqVec embeddings only (DeepSeqVec),
profiles without (DeepProf) or with embeddings (Deep-
Prof+SeqVec), or other simple encoding schema (ProtVec,
OneHot or sparse encoding, or BLOSUM65). When com-
paring methods that use only single protein sequences as
input (DeepSeqVec, DeepProtVec, DeepOneHot, Deep-
BLOSUM65; all white in Table 1), the new method intro-
duced here, SeqVec outperformed others not using
profiles by three standard errors (P-value< 0.01; Q3: 5–10
percentage points, Q8: 5–13 percentage points, MCC:
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0.07–0.12, Table 1). Using a context-independent lan-
guage model derived from the Word2vec approach,
namely DeepProtVec was worse by 10 percentage points
(almost six standard errors). On the other hand, our im-
plementation of evolutionary information (DeepProf using
HHblits profiles) remained about 4–6 percentage points
below NetSurfP-2.0 (Q3 = 76–81%, Fig. 1, Table 1). De-
pending on the test set, using SeqVec embeddings instead

of evolutionary information (DeepSeqVec: Fig. 1a, Table
1) remained 2–3 percentage points below that mark
(Q3 = 73–79%, Fig. 1a, Table 1). Using both evolutionary
information and SeqVec embeddings (DeepProf+SeqVec)
improved over both, but still did not reach the top (Q3 =
77–82%). In fact, the ELMo embeddings alone (DeepSeq-
Vec) did not surpass any of the best methods using evolu-
tionary information tested on the same data set (Fig. 1a).

Table 1 Per-residue predictions: secondary structure and disorder

Data Prediction task Secondary structure Disorder

Method Q3 (%) Q8 (%) MCC FPR

CASP12 NetSurfP-2.0 (hhblits)a,b 82.4 71.1 0.604 0.011

NetSurfP-1.0a,b 70.9 – – –

Spider3a,b 79.1 – 0.582 0.026

RaptorXa,b 78.6 66.1 0.621 0.045

Jpred4a,b 76.0 – – –

DeepSeqVec 73.1 ± 1.3 61.2 ± 1.6 0.575 ± 0.075 0.026 ± 0.008

DeepProfb 76.4 ± 2.0 62.7 ± 2.2 0.506 ± 0.057 0.022 ± 0.009

DeepProf + SeqVecb 76.5 ± 1.5 64.1 ± 1.5 0.556 ± 0.080 0.022 ± 0.008

DeepProtVec 62.8 ± 1.7 50.5 ± 2.4 0.505 ± 0.064 0.016 ± 0.006

DeepOneHot 67.1 ± 1.6 54.2 ± 2.1 0.461 ± 0.064 0.012 ± 0.005

DeepBLOSUM65 67.0 ± 1.6 54.5 ± 2.0 0.465 ± 0.065 0.012 ± 0.005

TS115 NetSurfP-2.0 (hhblits)a,b 85.3 74.4 0.663 0.006

NetSurfP-1.0a,b 77.9 – – –

Spider3a,b 83.9 – 0.575 0.008

RaptorXa,b 82.2 71.6 0.567 0.027

Jpred4a,b 76.7 – – –

DeepSeqVec 79.1 ± 0.8 67.6 ± 1.0 0.591 ± 0.028 0.012 ± 0.001

DeepProfb 81.1 ± 0.6 68.3 ± 0.9 0.516 ± 0.028 0.012 ± 0.002

DeepProf + SeqVecb 82.4 ± 0.7 70.3 ± 1.0 0.585 ± 0.029 0.013 ± 0.003

DeepProtVec 66.0 ± 1.0 54.4 ± 1.3 0.470 ± 0.028 0.011 ± 0.002

DeepOneHot 70.1 ± 0.8 58.5 ± 1.1 0.476 ± 0.028 0.008 ± 0.001

Deep BLOSUM65 70.3 ± 0.8 58.1 ± 1.1 0.488 ± 0.029 0.007 ± 0.001

CB513 NetSurfP-2.0 (hhblits)a,b 85.3 72.0 – –

NetSurfP-1.0a,b 78.8 – – –

Spider3a,b 84.5 – – –

RaptorXa,b 82.7 70.6 – –

Jpred4a,b 77.9 – – –

DeepSeqVec 76.9 ± 0.5 62.5 ± 0.6 – –

DeepProfb 80.2 ± 0.4 64.9 ± 0.5 – –

DeepProf + SeqVecb 80.7 ± 0.5 66.0 ± 0.5 – –

DeepProtVec 63.5 ± 0.4 48.9 ± 0.5 – –

DeepOneHot 67.5 ± 0.4 52.9 ± 0.5 – –

DeepBLOSUM65 67.4 ± 0.4 53.0 ± 0.5 – –

Performance comparison for secondary structure (3- vs. 8-classes) and disorder prediction (binary) for the CASP12, TS115 and CB513 data sets. Accuracy (Q3, Q10)
is given in percentage. Results marked by a are taken from NetSurfP-2.0 [46]; the authors did not provide standard errors. Highest numerical values in each
column in bold letters. Methods DeepSeqVec, DeepProtVec, DeepOneHot and DeepBLOSUM65 use only information from single protein sequences. Methods
using evolutionary information (MSA profiles) are marked by b; these performed best throughout
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For the prediction of intrinsic disorder, we observed
the same: NetSurfP-2.0 performed best; our implementa-
tion of evolutionary information (DeepProf) performed
worse (Fig. 1b, Table 1). However, for this task the em-
beddings alone (DeepSeqVec) performed relatively well,
exceeding our in-house implementation of a model
using evolutionary information (DeepSeqVec MCC =
0.575–0.591 vs. DeepProf MCC = 0.506–0.516, Table 1).
The combination of evolutionary information and em-
beddings (DeepProf+SeqVec) improved over using evo-
lutionary information alone but did not improve over
the SeqVec embeddings for disorder. Compared to other
methods, the embeddings alone reached similar values
(Fig. 1b).

Per-protein performance close to best
For predicting subcellular localization (cellular compart-
ments) in ten classes, DeepLoc [47] is top with Q10 =
78% (Fig. 1c, Table 2). For simplicity, we only tested

methods not using evolutionary information/profiles for
this task. Our sequence-only embeddings model
DeepSeqVec-Loc reached second best performance to-
gether with iLoc-Euk [52] at Q10 = 68% (Fig. 1c, Table
2). Unlike the per-residue predictions, for this
application the SeqVec embeddings outperformed sev-
eral popular prediction methods that use evolutionary
information by up to 13 percentage points in Q10 (Table
2: DeepSeqVec-Loc vs. methods shown in grayed rows).
The gain of the context-dependent SeqVec model intro-
duced here over context-independent versions such as
ProtVec (from Word2vec) was even more pronounced
than for the per-residue prediction task (Q10 68 ± 1% vs.
42 ± 1%).
Performance for the classification into membrane-

bound and water-soluble proteins followed a similar
trend (Fig. 1d, Table 2): while DeepLoc still performed
best (Q2 = 92.3, MCC = 0.844), DeepSeqVec-Loc reached
just a few percentage points lower (Q2 = 86.8 ± 1.0,

Fig. 1 Performance comparisons. The predictive power of the ELMo-based SeqVec embeddings was assessed for per-residue (upper row) and
per-protein (lower row) prediction tasks. Methods using evolutionary information are highlighted by hashes above the bars. Approaches using
only the proposed SeqVec embeddings are highlighted by stars after the method name. Panel A used three different data sets (CASP12, TS115,
CB513) to compare three-state secondary structure prediction (y-axis: Q3; all DeepX developed here to test simple deep networks on top of the
encodings tested; DeepProf used evolutionary information). Panel B compared predictions of intrinsically disordered residues on two data sets
(CASP12, TS115; y-axis: MCC). Panel C compared per-protein predictions for subcellular localization between top methods (numbers for Q10 taken
from DeepLoc [47]) and embeddings based on single sequences (Word2vec-like ProtVec [42] and our ELMo-based SeqVec). Panel D: the same
data set was used to assess the predictive power of SeqVec for the classification of a protein into membrane-bound and water-soluble
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MCC = 0.725 ± 0.021; full confusion matrix Additional
file 1: Figure S2). In contrast to this, ProtVec, another
method using only single sequences, performed substan-
tially worse (Q2 = 77.6 ± 1.3, MCC = 0.531 ± 0.026).

Visualizing results
Lack of insight often triggers the misunderstanding that
machine learning methods are black box solutions bar-
ring understanding. In order to interpret the SeqVec
embeddings, we have projected the protein-embeddings
of the per-protein prediction data upon two dimensions
using t-SNE [53]. We performed this analysis once for
the raw embeddings (SeqVec, Fig. 2 upper row) and
once for the hidden layer representation of the per-
protein network (DeepSeqVec-Loc) after training (Fig. 2
lower row). All t-SNE representations in Fig. 2 were cre-
ated using 3000 iterations and the cosine distance as
metric. The two analyses differed only in that the per-
plexity was set to 20 for one (SeqVec) and 15 for the
other (DeepSeqVec-Loc). The t-SNE representations
were colored either according to their localization within
the cell (left column of Fig. 2) or according to whether
they are membrane-bound or water-soluble (right
column).
Despite never provided during training, the raw em-

beddings appeared to capture some signal for classifying
proteins by localization (Fig. 2, upper row, left column).
The most consistent signal was visible for extra-cellular
proteins. Proteins attached to the cell membrane or
located in the endoplasmic reticulum also formed well-
defined clusters. In contrast, the raw embeddings neither
captured a consistent signal for nuclear nor for

mitochondrial proteins. Through training, the network
improved the signal to reliably classify mitochondrial
and plastid proteins. However, proteins in the nucleus
and cell membrane continued to be poorly distinguished
via t-SNE.
Coloring the t-SNE representations for membrane-

bound or water-soluble proteins (Fig. 2, right column),
revealed that the raw embeddings already provided well-
defined clusters although never trained on membrane
prediction (Fig. 2, upper row). After training, the classifi-
cation was even better (Fig. 2, lower row).
Analogously, we used t-SNE projections to analyze Seq-

Vec embeddings on different levels of complexity inherent
to proteins (Fig. 3), ranging from the building blocks
(amino acids, Fig. 3a), to secondary structure defined pro-
tein classes (Fig. 3b), over functional features (Fig. 3c), and
onto the macroscopic level of the kingdoms of life and vi-
ruses (Fig. 3d; classifications in panels 3b-3d based on
SCOPe [54]). Similar to the results described in [51], our
projection of the embedding space confirmed that the
model successfully captured bio-chemical and bio-
physical properties on the most fine-grained level, i.e. the
20 standard amino acids (Fig. 3a). For example, aromatic
amino acids (W, F, Y) are well separated from aliphatic
amino acids (A, I, L, M, V) and small amino acids (A, C,
G, P, S, T) are well separated from large ones (F, H, R, W,
Y). The projection of the letter indicating an unknown
amino acid (X), clustered closest to the amino acids ala-
nine (A) and glycine (G) (data not shown). Possible expla-
nations for this could be that the two amino acids with
the smallest side chains might be least biased towards
other biochemical features like charge and that they are
the 2nd (A) and 4th (G) most frequent amino acids in our
training set (Additional file 1: Table S1). Rare (O, U) and
ambiguous amino acids (Z, B) were removed from the
projection as their clustering showed that the model could
not learn reasonable embeddings from the very small
number of samples.
High-level structural classes as defined in SCOPe

(Fig. 3b) were also captured by SeqVec embeddings. Al-
though the embeddings were only trained to predict the
next amino acid in a protein sequence, well separated
clusters emerged from those embeddings in structure
space. Especially, membrane proteins and small pro-
teins formed distinct clusters (note: protein length is
not explicitly encoded in SeqVec). Also, these results in-
dicated that the embeddings captured complex rela-
tionships between proteins which are not directly
observable from sequence similarity alone as SCOPe
was redundancy reduced at 40% sequence identity.
Therefore, the new embeddings could complement
sequence-based structural classification as it was shown
that the sequence similarity does not necessarily lead to
structural similarity [55].

Table 2 Per-protein predictions: localization and membrane/
globular

Method Localization Membrane/globular

Q10 (%) Gorodkin (MCC) Q2 MCC

LocTree2a,b 61 0.53

MultiLoc2a,b 56 0.49

CELLOa 55 0.45

WoLF PSORTa 57 0.48

YLoca 61 0.53

SherLoc2a,b 58 0.51

iLoc-Euka,b 68 0.64

DeepLoca,b 78 0.73 92.3 0.844

DeepSeqVec-Loc 68 ± 1 0.61 ± 0.01 86.8 ± 1.0 0.725 ± 0.021

DeepProtVec-Loc 42 ± 1 0.19 ± 0.01 77.6 ± 1.3 0.531 ± 0.026

Performance for per-protein prediction of subcellular localization and
classifying proteins into membrane-bound and water-soluble. Results marked
by a taken from DeepLoc [47]; the authors provided no standard errors. The
results reported for SeqVec and ProtVec were based on single protein
sequences, i.e. methods NOT using evolutionary information (neither during
training nor testing). All methods using evolutionary information are marked
by b; best in each set marked by bold numbers
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To further investigate the clusters emerging from the
SCOPe data set, we colored the same data set based on
protein functions (Fig. 3c) and kingdoms (Fig. 3d). This
analysis revealed that many of the small, distinct clusters
emerged based on protein functions. For instance, trans-
ferases and hydrolases formed many small clusters.
When increasing the level of abstraction by coloring the
proteins according to their kingdoms, we observed cer-
tain clusters to be dominated by e.g. eukaryotes. Com-
paring the different views captured in panels 3B-3D
revealed connections, e.g. that all-beta or small proteins
dominate in eukaryotes (compare blue and orange
islands in Fig. 3b with the same islands in Fig. 3d – col-
ored blue to mark eukaryotes).

CPU/GPU time used
Due to the sequential nature of LSTMs, the time re-
quired to embed a protein grows linearly with protein
length. Depending on the available main memory or
GPU memory, this process could be massively

parallelized. To optimally use available memory, batches
are typically based on tokens rather than on sentences.
In order to retrieve embeddings, we sorted proteins ac-
cording to their length and created batches of ≤15 K to-
kens that could still be handled by a single Nvidia
GeForce GTX1080 with 8GB VRAM. The processing of
a single protein took on average 0.027 s when applying
this batch-strategy to the NetSurfP-2.0 data set (average
protein length: 256 residues, i.e. shorter than proteins
for which 3D structure is not known). The batch with
the shortest proteins (on average 38 residues, corre-
sponding to 15% of the average protein length in the
whole data set) required about one tenth (0.003 s per
protein, i.e. 11% of that for whole set). The batch con-
taining the longest protein sequences in this data set
(1578 residues on average, corresponding to 610% of
average protein length in the whole data set), took about
six times more (1.5 s per protein, i.e. 556% of that for
whole set). When creating SeqVec for the DeepLoc set
(average length: 558 residues; as this set does not require

Fig. 2 t-SNE representations of SeqVec. Shown are t-SNE projections from embedded space onto a 2D representation; upper row: unsupervised
1024-dimensional “raw” ELMo-based SeqVec embeddings, averaged over all residues in a protein; lower row: supervised 32-dimensional ELMo-
based SeqVec embeddings, reduced via per-protein machine learning predictions (data: redundancy reduced set from DeepLoc). Proteins were
colored according to their localization (left column) or whether they are membrane-bound or water-soluble (right column). Left and right panel
would be identical except for the color, however, on the right we had to leave out some points due to lacking membrane/non-membrane
annotations. The upper row suggests that SeqVec embeddings capture aspects of proteins without ever seeing labels of localization or
membrane, i.e. without supervised training. After supervised training (lower row), this information is transferred to, and further distilled by
networks with simple architectures. After training, the power of SeqVeq embeddings to distinguish aspects of function and structure become
even more pronounced, sometimes drastically so, as suggested by the almost fully separable clusters in the lower right panel
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a 3D structure, it provides a more realistic view on the
distribution of protein lengths), the average processing
time for a single protein was 0.08 with a minimum of
0.006 for the batch containing the shortest sequences
(67 residues on average) and a maximum of 14.5 s (9860
residues on average). On a single Intel i7–6700 CPU
with 64GB RAM, processing time increased by roughly
50% to 0.41 s per protein, with a minimum and a max-
imum computation time of 0.06 and 15.3 s, respectively.
Compared to an average processing time of one hour for
1000 proteins when using evolutionary information dir-
ectly [46], this implied an average speed up of 120-fold
on a single GeForce GTX1080 and 9-fold on a single i7–
6700 when predicting structural features; the inference
time of DeepSeqVec for a single protein is on average
0.0028 s.

Discussion
Transfer-learning alone not top
The context-dependent transfer-learning model ELMo
[41] applied to proteins sequences (here dubbed SeqVec)
clearly succeeded to model the language of protein se-
quences much better than simple schema (e.g. one-hot
encoding), more advanced context-independent lan-
guage models such as ProtVec (based on Word2vec [42,
43]), more advanced distillations of text-book knowledge
(biophysical features used as input for prediction [2, 3]),
and also some family-independent information about
evolution as represented by the expertise condensed in
the BLOSSUM62 matrix. In this sense, our approach
worked. However, none of our SeqVec implementations
reached today’s best methods: NetSurfP-2.0 for second-
ary structure and protein disorder and DeepLoc for

Fig. 3 Modeling aspects of the language of life. 2D t-SNE projections of unsupervised SeqVec embeddings highlight different realities of proteins
and their constituent parts, amino acids. Panels B to D are based on the same data set (Structural Classification of Proteins – extended (SCOPe)
2.07, redundancy reduced at 40%). For these plots, only subsets of SCOPe containing proteins with the annotation of interest (enzymatic activity
C and kingdom D) may be displayed. Panel A: the embedding space confirms: the 20 standard amino acids are clustered according to their
biochemical and biophysical properties, i.e. hydrophobicity, charge or size. The unique role of Cysteine (C, mostly hydrophobic and polar) is
conserved. Panel B: SeqVec embeddings capture structural information as annotated in the main classes in SCOPe without ever having been
explicitly trained on structural features. Panel C: many small, local clusters share function as given by the main classes in the Enzyme Commission
Number (E.C.). Panel D: similarly, small, local clusters represent different kingdoms of life
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localization and membrane protein classification (Fig. 1,
Table 1, Table 2). Clearly, “just” using SeqVec embed-
dings to train subsequent prediction methods did not
suffice to crack the challenges. Due to computational
limitations, testing models trained on larger sequence
database, which may over-come this limitation, could
not be tested. What about more advanced transfer-
learning models, e.g. TransformerXL [56], or different
pre-training objectives which model bidirectional con-
texts, e.g. Bert [57] or XLNet [58]? We have some evi-
dence that transformer-based models might reach
further (Elnaggar et al. in preparation), with competing
groups already showing promising results [51]. Never-
theless, there is one major reality to remember: we
model single protein sequences. Such models might
learn the rules for “writing protein sequences” and still
miss the constraints imposed by the “survival of the fit-
test”, i.e. by evolutionary selection.
On the other hand, some of our solutions appeared

surprisingly competitive given the simplicity of the archi-
tectures. In particular, for the per-protein predictions,
for which SeqVec clearly outperformed the previously
popular ProtVec [42] approach and even commonly used
expert solutions (Fig. 1, Table 2: no method tested other
than the top-of-the-line DeepLoc reached higher numer-
ical values). For that comparison, we used the same data
sets but could not rigorously compare standard errors
(SE) that were unavailable for other methods. Estimating
standard errors for our methods suggested the differ-
ences to be statistically significant: > 7 SE throughout
(exception: DeepLoc (Q10 = 78) and iLoc-Euk(Q10 =
68)). The results for localization prediction implied that
frequently used methods using evolutionary information
(all marked with shaded boxes in Table 2) did not clearly
outperform our simple ELMo-based tool (DeepSeqVec-
Loc in Table 2). This was very different for the per-
residue prediction tasks: here almost all top methods
using evolutionary information numerically outper-
formed the simple model built on the ELMo embeddings
(DeepSeqVec in Fig. 1 and Table 1). However, all models
introduced in this work were deliberately designed to be
relatively simple to demonstrate the predictive power of
SeqVec. More sophisticated architectures building up on
SeqVec embeddings will likely outperform the ap-
proaches introduced here.
Combining SeqVec with evolutionary information for

per-residue predictions still did not reach the top (set
TS115: Q3(NetSurfP-2.0) = 85.3% vs. Q3(DeepProf +
SeqVec) = 82.4%, Table 1). This might suggest some
limit for the usefulness of the ELMo-based SeqVec em-
beddings. However, it might also point to the more ad-
vanced solutions realized by NetSurfP-2.0 which applies
two LSTMs of similar complexity as our entire system
(including ELMo) on top of their last step leading to 35

M (35 million) free parameters compared to about 244 K
for DeepProf + SeqVec. Twenty times more free param-
eters might explain some fraction of the success. Due to
limited GPU resources, we could not test how much.
Why did the ELMo-based approach improve more

(relative to competition) for per-protein than for per-
residue predictions? We can only speculate because
none of the possible explanations have held consistently
for all methods to which we have been applying ELMo
embeddings over the recent six months (data not
shown). For instance, the per-protein data sets were over
two orders of magnitude smaller than those for per-
residue predictions; simply because every protein
constitutes one sample in the first and protein length
samples for the second. SeqVec might have helped more
for the smaller data sets because the unlabeled data is
pre-processed so meaningful that less information needs
to be learned by the ANN during per-protein prediction.
This view was strongly supported by the t-SNE [53]
results (Fig. 2, Fig. 3): ELMo apparently had learned the
“grammar” of the language of life well enough to realize
a very rough clustering of structural classes, protein
function, localization and membrane/not. Another, yet
complementary, explanation for this trend could be that
the training of ELMo inherently provides a natural
way of summarizing information of proteins of vary-
ing length. Other approaches usually learn this
summarization step together with the actual predic-
tion tasks which gets increasingly difficult the smaller
the data set.
We picked four tasks as proof-of-principle for our

ELMo/SeqVec approach. These tasks were picked be-
cause recent breakthroughs had been reported (e.g.
NetSurfP-2.0 [46] and DeepLoc [47]) and those had
made data for training and testing publicly available. We
cannot imagine why our findings should not hold true
for other tasks of protein prediction and invite the com-
munity to apply the SeqVec embeddings for their tasks.
We assume the SeqVec embeddings to be more benefi-
cial for small than for large data sets. For instance, we
expect little or no gain in predicting inter-residue con-
tacts, and more in predicting protein binding sites.

Good and fast predictions without using evolutionary
information
Although our SeqVec embeddings were over five per-
centage points worse than the best method NetSurfP-2.0
(Table 1: TS115 Q3: 85.3 vs. 79.1), for some proteins
(12% in CB513) DeepSeqVec performed better (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S4). We expect those to be proteins
with small or incorrect alignments, however, due to the
fact that we did not have the alignments available used
by NetSurfP-2.0, we could not quite establish the validity
of this assumption (analyzing pre-computed alignments
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from ProteinNet [59] revealed no clear relation of the
type: more evolutionary information leads to better pre-
diction). However, the real strength of our solutions is
its speed: SeqVec predicted secondary structure and pro-
tein disorder over 100-times faster (on a single 8GB
GPU) than NetSurfP-2.0 when counting the time it
needs to retrieve the evolutionary information summa-
rized in alignment profiles although using the fastest
available alignment method, namely MMseqs2 [36]
which already can reach speed-up values of 100-times
over PSI-BLAST [33]. For those who do not have
enough resources for running MMSeqs2 and therefore
have to rely on PSI-BLAST, the speed-up of our predic-
tion becomes 10,000-fold. Even the 100-fold speed-up is
so substantial that for some applications, the speedup
might outweigh the reduction in performance. Embed-
ding based approaches such as SeqVec suggest a promis-
ing solution toward solving one of the biggest challenges
for computational biology: how to efficiently handle the
exponentially increasing number of sequences in protein
databases? Here, we showed that relevant information
from large unannotated biological databases can be
compressed into embeddings that condense and abstract
the underlying biophysical principles. These embeddings,
essentially the weights of a neural network, help as input
to many problems for which smaller sets of annotated
data are available (secondary structure, disorder,
localization). Although the compression step needed to
build the SeqVec model is very GPU-intensive, it can be
performed in a centralized way using large clusters. After
training, the model can be shipped and used on any
consumer hardware. Such solutions are ideal to support
researches without access to expensive cluster
infrastructure.

Modeling the language of life?
SeqVec, our pre-trained ELMo adaption, learned to
model a probability distribution over a protein sequence.
The sum over this probability distribution constituted a
very informative input vector for any machine learning
task trying to predict protein features. It also picked up
context-dependent protein motifs without explicitly
explaining what these motifs are relevant for. In con-
trast, context-independent tools such as ProtVec [42]
will always create the same vectors regardless of the resi-
dues surrounding this k-mer in a protein sequence.
Our hypothesis had been that the ELMo-based SeqVec

embeddings trained on large databases of un-annotated
protein sequences could extract a probabilistic model of
the language of life in the sense that the resulting system
will extract aspects relevant both for per-residue and
per-protein prediction tasks. All results presented here
have added independent evidence in full support of this
hypothesis. For instance, the three state per-residue

accuracy for secondary structure prediction improved by
over eight percentage points through ELMo (Table 1,
e.g. Q3: 79.1 vs. 70.3%), the per-residue MCC for protein
disorder prediction also increased substantially (Table 1,
e.g. MCC: 0.591 vs. 0.488). On the per-protein level, the
improvement over the previously popular tool extracting
“meaning” from proteins, ProtVec, was even more sub-
stantial (Table 1: e.g. Q10: 68% vs. 42%). We could dem-
onstrate this reality even more directly using the t-SNE
[53] results (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3): different levels of com-
plexity ranging from single amino acids, over some lo-
calizations, structural features, functions and the
classification of membrane/non-membrane had been im-
plicitly learned by SeqVec without training. Clearly, our
ELMo-driven implementation of transfer-learning fully
succeeded to model some aspects of the language of life
as proxied by protein sequences. How much more will
be possible? Time will tell.

Conclusion
We have shown that it is possible to capture and transfer
knowledge, e.g. biochemical or biophysical properties,
from a large unlabeled data set of protein sequences to
smaller, labelled data sets. In this first proof-of-principle,
our comparably simple models have already reached
promising performance for a variety of per-residue and
per-protein prediction tasks obtainable from only single
protein sequences as input, that is: without any direct
evolutionary information, i.e. without profiles from
multiple sequence alignments of protein families. This
reduces the dependence on the time-consuming and
computationally intensive calculation of protein profiles,
allowing the prediction of per-residue and per-protein
features of a whole proteome within less than an hour.
For instance, on a single GeForce GTX 1080, the cre-
ation of embeddings and predictions of secondary struc-
ture and subcellular localization for the whole human
proteome took about 32 min. Building more sophisti-
cated architectures on top of SeqVec might increase
sequence-based performance further.
Our new SeqVec embeddings may constitute an ideal

starting point for many different applications in particu-
lar when labelled data are limited. The embeddings
combined with evolutionary information might even
improve over the best available methods, i.e. enable
high-quality predictions. Alternatively, they might ease
high-throughput predictions of whole proteomes when
used as the only input feature. Alignment-free predic-
tions bring speed and improvements for proteins for
which alignments are not readily available or limited,
such as for intrinsically disordered proteins, for the Dark
Proteome, or for particular unique inventions of evolu-
tion. The trick was to tap into the potential of Deep
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Learning through transfer learning from large repositor-
ies of unlabeled data by modeling the language of life.

Methods
Data
UniRef50 training of SeqVec: We trained ELMo on
UniRef50 [32], a sequence redundancy-reduced subset of
the UniProt database clustered at 50% pairwise sequence
identity (PIDE). It contained 25 different letters (20
standard and 2 rare amino acids (U and O) plus 3
special cases describing either ambiguous (B, Z) or un-
known amino acids (X); Additional file 1: Table S1) from
33M proteins with 9,577,889,953 residues. In order to
train ELMo, each protein was treated as a sentence and
each amino acid was interpreted as a single word.
Visualization of embedding space: The current release

of the “Structural Classification Of Proteins” (SCOPe,
[54]) database (2.07) contains 14,323 proteins at a re-
dundancy level of 40%. Functions encoded by the En-
zyme Commission number (E.C., [60]) were retrieved via
the “Structure Integration with Function, Taxonomy and
Sequence” (SIFTS) mapping [61]. SIFTS allows, among
other things, a residue-level mapping between UniProt
and PDB entries and a mapping from PDB identifiers to
E.C.s. If no function annotation was available for a pro-
tein or if the same PDB identifier was assigned to mul-
tiple E.C.s, it was removed from Fig. 3c. Taxonomic
identifiers from UniProt were used to map proteins to
one of the 3 kingdoms of life or to viruses. Again, pro-
teins were removed if no such information was available.
The number of iterations for the t-SNE projections was
set again to 3000 and the perplexity was adjusted (per-
plexity = 5 for Fig. 3a and perplexity = 30 for Fig. 3b-d).
Per-residue level: secondary structure & intrinsic dis-

order (NetSurfP-2.0). To simplify comparability, we used
the data set published with a recent method seemingly
achieving the top performance of the day in secondary
structure prediction, namely NetSurfP-2.0 [46]. Perform-
ance values for the same data set exist also for other re-
cent methods such as Spider3 [62], RaptorX [63, 64] and
JPred4 [65]. The set contains 10,837 sequence-unique (at
25% PIDE) proteins of experimentally known 3D struc-
tures from the PDB [66] with a resolution of 2.5 Å (0.25
nm) or better, collected by the PISCES server [67]. DSSP
[68] assigned secondary structure and intrinsically
disordered residues are flagged (residues without atomic
coordinates, i.e. REMARK-465 in the PDB file). The ori-
ginal seven DSSP states (+ 1 for unknown) were mapped
upon three states using the common convention: [G,H,
I] → H (helix), [B,E] → E (strand), all others to O (other;
often misleadingly referred to as coil or loop). As the au-
thors of NetSurfP-2.0 did not include the raw protein se-
quences in their public data set, we used the SIFTS file
to obtain the original sequence. Only proteins with

identical length in SIFTS and NetSurfP-2.0 were used.
This filtering step removed 56 sequences from the train-
ing set and three from the test sets (see below: two from
CB513, one from CASP12 and none from TS115). We
randomly selected 536 (~ 5%) proteins for early stopping
(cross-training), leaving 10,256 proteins for training. All
published values referred to the following three test sets
(also referred to as validation set): TS115 [69]: 115 pro-
teins from high-quality structures (< 3 Å) released after
2015 (and at most 30% PIDE to any protein of known
structure in the PDB at the time); CB513 [70]: 513 non-
redundant sequences compiled 20 years ago (511 after
SIFTS mapping); CASP12 [71]: 21 proteins taken from
the CASP12 free-modelling targets (20 after SIFTS map-
ping; all 21 fulfilled a stricter criterion toward non-
redundancy than the two other sets; non-redundant with
respect to all 3D structures known until May 2018 and
all their relatives). Each of these sets covers different as-
pects of the secondary structure prediction problem:
CB513 and TS115 only use structures determined by X-
ray crystallography and apply similar cutoffs with respect
to redundancy (30%) and resolution (2.5–3.0 Å). While
these serve as a good proxy for a baseline performance,
CASP12 might better reflect the true generalization
capability for unseen proteins as it includes structures
determined via NMR and Cryo-EM. Also, the strict re-
dundancy reduction based on publication date reduces
the bias towards well studied families. Nevertheless, to-
ward our objective of establishing a proof-of-principle,
these sets sufficed. All test sets had fewer than 25% PIDE
to any protein used for training and cross-training
(ascertained by the NetSurfP-2.0 authors). To compare
methods using evolutionary information and those using
our new word embeddings, we took the HHblits profiles
published along with the NetSurfP-2.0 data set.
Per-protein level: subcellular localization & membrane

proteins (DeepLoc). Subcellular localization prediction
was trained and evaluated using the DeepLoc data set
[47] for which performance was measured for several
methods, namely: LocTree2 [72], MultiLoc2 [73], Sher-
Loc2 [74], CELLO [75], iLoc-Euk [52], WoLF PSORT
[76] and YLoc [77]. The data set contained proteins
from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot [78] (release: 2016_04) with
experimental annotation (code: ECO:0000269). The Dee-
pLoc authors mapped these annotations to ten classes,
removing all proteins with multiple annotations. All
these proteins were also classified into water-soluble or
membrane-bound (or as unknown if the annotation was
ambiguous). The resulting 13,858 proteins were clus-
tered through PSI-CD-HIT [79, 80] (version 4.0; at 30%
PIDE or Eval< 10− 6). Adding the requirement that the
alignment had to cover 80% of the shorter protein,
yielded 8464 clusters. This set was split into training and
testing by using the same proteins for testing as the
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authors of DeepLoc. The training set was randomly sub-
divided into 90% for training and 10% for determining
early stopping (cross-training set).

Embedding terminology and related work
One-hot encoding (also known as sparse encoding) as-
signs each word (referred to as token in NLP) in the vo-
cabulary an integer N used as the Nth component of a
vector with the dimension of the vocabulary size (num-
ber of different words). Each component is binary, i.e. ei-
ther 0 if the word is not present in a sentence/text or 1
if it is. This encoding drove the first application of ma-
chine learning that clearly improved over all other
methods in protein prediction [1–3]. TF-IDF represents
tokens as the product of “frequency of token in data set”
times “inverse frequency of token in document”.
Thereby, rare tokens become more relevant than com-
mon words such as “the” (so called stop words). This
concept resembles that of using k-mers for database
searches [33], clustering [81], motifs [82, 83], and predic-
tion methods [72, 76, 84–88]. Context-insensitive word
embeddings replaced expert features, such as TF-IDF, by
algorithms that extracted such knowledge automatically
from unlabeled corpus such as Wikipedia, by either pre-
dicting the neighboring words, given the center word
(skip-gram) or vice versa (CBOW). This became known
in Word2Vec [43] and showcased for computational
biology through ProtVec [43, 89]. ProtVec assumes that
every token or word consists of three consecutive resi-
dues (amino acid 3-mers). During training, each protein
sequence in SwissProt [78] is split into overlapping 3-
mers and the skip-gram version of word2vec is used to
predict adjacent 3-mers, given the 3-mer at the center.
After training, protein sequences can be split into
overlapping 3-mers which are mapped onto a 100-
dimensional latent space. More specialized implementa-
tions are mut2vec [90] learning mutations in cancer, and
phoscontext2vec [91] identifying phosphorylation sites.
Even though the performance of context-insensitive
approaches was pushed to its limits by adding sub-word
information (FastText [92]) or global statistics on word
co-occurance (GloVe [93]), their expressiveness
remained limited because the models inherently assigned
the same vector to the same word, regardless of its con-
text. Context-sensitive word embeddings started a new
wave of word embedding techniques for NLP in 2018:
the embedding renders the meaning of words and
phrases such as “paper tiger” dependent upon the con-
text, allowing to account for the ambiguous meanings of
words. Popular examples like ELMo [41] and Bert [57]
have achieved state-of-the-art results in several NLP
tasks. Both require substantial GPU computing power
and time to be trained from scratch. One of the main
differences between ELMo and Bert is their pre-training

objective: while auto-regressive models like ELMo pre-
dict the next word in a sentence given all previous
words, autoencoder-based models like Bert predict
masked-out words given all words which were not
masked out. However, in this work we focused on ELMo
as it allows processing of sequences of variable length.
The original ELMo model consists of a single, context-
insensitive CharCNN [94] over the characters in a word
and two layers of bidirectional LSTMs that introduce
the context information of surrounding words (Fig. 4).
The CharCNN transforms all characters within a single
word via an embedding layer into vector space and runs
multiple CNNs of varying window size (here: ranging
from 1 to 7) and number of filters (here: 32, 64, …,
1024). In order to obtain a fixed-dimensional vector for
each word, regardless of its length, the output of the
CNNs is max-pooled and concatenated. This feature is
crucial for NLP in order to be able to process words of
variable length. As our words consist only of single
amino acids, this layer learns an uncontextualized map-
ping of single amino acids onto a latent space. The first
bi-directional LSTM operates directly on the output of
the CharCNN, while the second LSTM layer takes the
output of the first LSTM as input. Due to their sequen-
tial nature, the LSTM layers render the embeddings
dependent on their context as their internal state always
depends on the previous hidden state. However, the
bidirectionality of the LSTMs would lead to information
leakage, rendering the training objective trivial, i.e. the
backward pass had already seen the word which needs
to be predicted in the forward pass. This problem is
solved by training the forward and the backward pass of
the LSTMs independently, i.e. the forward pass is condi-
tioned only on words to its left and vice versa. During
inference the internal states of both directions are
concatenated allowing the final embeddings to carry in-
formation from both sides of the context. As described
in the original ELMo publication, the weights of the for-
ward and the backward model are shared in order to re-
duce the memory overhead of the model and to combat
overfitting. Even though, the risk of overfitting is small
due to the high imbalance between number of trainable
parameters (93M) versus number of tokens (9.3B), drop-
out at a rate of 10% was used to reduce the risk of over-
fitting. This model is trained to predict the next amino
acid given all previous amino acids in a protein se-
quence. To the best of our knowledge, the context-
sensitive ELMo has not been adapted to protein
sequences, yet.

ELMo adaptation
In order to adapt ELMo [41] to protein sequences, we
used the standard ELMo configuration with the follow-
ing changes: (i) reduction to 28 tokens (20 standard and
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2 rare (U,O) amino acids + 3 special tokens describing
ambiguous (B,Z) or unknown (X) amino acids + 3 spe-
cial tokens for ELMo indicating padded elements (‘<
MASK>’) or the beginning (‘<S>’) or the end of a se-
quence (‘</S>’)), (ii) increase number of unroll steps to
100 to account for the increased length of protein se-
quences compared to sentences in natural languages,
(iii) decrease number of negative samples to 20, (iv) in-
crease token number to 9,577,889,953. After pre-training
the ELMo architecture (1 CharCNN, 2 LSTM-Layers,
see “Embedding terminology and related work” section
and Fig. 4 for more details) with our parameters on Uni-
Ref50, the embedding model takes a protein sequence of
arbitrary length and returns 3076 features for each resi-
due in the sequence. These 3076 features were derived
by concatenating the outputs of the three layers of
ELMo, each describing a token with a vector of length
1024. The LSTM layers were composed of the embed-
ding of the forward pass (first 512 dimensions) and the
backward pass (last 512 dimensions). In order to demon-
strate the general applicability of ELMo or SeqVec and
to allow for easy integration into existing models, we
neither fine-tuned the pre-trained model on a specific
prediction task, nor optimized the combination of the
three internal layers. Thus, researchers could just replace
(or concatenate) their current machine learning inputs
with our embeddings to boost their task-specific
performance. Furthermore, it will simplify the develop-
ment of custom models that fit other use-cases. For
simplicity, we summed the components of the three

1024-dimensional vectors to form a single 1024-
dimensional feature vector describing each residue in a
protein.

Using SeqVec for predicting protein features
On the per-residue level, the predictive power of the
new SeqVec embeddings was demonstrated by training a
small two-layer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
in PyTorch using a specific implementation [95] of the
ADAM optimizer [96], cross-entropy loss, a learning rate
of 0.001 and a batch size of 128 proteins. The first layer
(in analogy to the sequence-to-structure network of earl-
ier solutions [2, 3]) consisted of 32-filters each with a
sliding window-size of w = 7. The second layer (struc-
ture-to-structure [2, 3]) created the final predictions by
applying again a CNN (w = 7) over the output of the first
layer. These two layers were connected through a recti-
fied linear unit (ReLU) and a dropout layer [97] with a
dropout-rate of 25% (Fig. 5, left panel). This simple
architecture was trained independently on six different
types of input, resulting in different number of free pa-
rameters. (i) DeepProf (14,000 = 14 k free parameters):
Each residue was described by a vector of size 50 which
included a one-hot encoding (20 features), the profiles of
evolutionary information (20 features) from HHblits as
published previously [46], the state transition probabil-
ities of the Hidden-Markov-Model (7 features) and 3
features describing the local alignment diversity. (ii)
DeepSeqVec (232 k free parameters): Each protein se-
quence was represented by the output of SeqVec. The

Fig. 4 ELMo-based architecture adopted for SeqVec. First, an input sequence, e.g. “S E Q W E N C E” (shown at bottom row), is padded with
special tokens indicating the start (“<start>”) and the end (“<end>”) of the sentence (here: protein sequences). On the 2nd level (2nd row from
bottom), character convolutions (CharCNN, [94]) map each word (here: amino acid) onto a fixed-length latent space (here: 1024-dimensional)
without considering information from neighboring words. On the third level (3rd row from bottom), the output of the CharCNN-layer is used as
input by a bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (LSTM, [45]) which introduces context-specific information by processing the sentence (protein
sequence) sequentially. For simplicity, only the forward pass of the bi-directional LSTM-layer is shown (here: 512-dimensional). On the fourth level
(4th row from bottom), the second LSTM-layer operates directly on the output of the first LSTM-layer and tries to predict the next word given all
previous words in a sentence. The forward and backward pass are optimized independently during training in order to avoid information leakage
between the two directions. During inference, the hidden states of the forward and backward pass of each LSTM-layer are concatenated to a
1024-dimensional embedding vector summarizing information from the left and the right context
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resulting embedding described each residue as a 1024-
dimensional vector. (iii) DeepProf+SeqVec (244 k free
parameters): This model simply concatenated the input
vectors used in (i) and (ii). (iv) DeepProtVec (25 k free
parameters): Each sequence was split into overlapping 3-
mers each represented by a 100-dimensional ProtVec
[42]. (v) DeepOneHot (7 k free parameters): The 20
amino acids were encoded as one-hot vectors as de-
scribed above. Rare amino acids were mapped to vectors
with all components set to 0. Consequently, each protein
residue was encoded as a 20-dimensional one-hot vector.
(vi) DeepBLOSUM65 (8 k free parameters): Each protein
residue was encoded by its BLOSUM65 substitution
matrix [98]. In addition to the 20 standard amino acids,
BLOSUM65 also contains substitution scores for the
special cases B, Z (ambiguous) and X (unknown), result-
ing in a feature vector of length 23 for each residue.
On the per-protein level, a simple feed-forward neural

network was used to demonstrate the power of the new
embeddings. In order to ensure equal-sized input vectors
for all proteins, we averaged over the 1024-dimensional
embeddings of all residues in a given protein resulting in
a 1024-dimensional vector representing any protein in
the data set. ProtVec representations were derived the
same way, resulting in a 100-dimensional vector. These
vectors (either 100-or 1024 dimensional) were first com-
pressed to 32 features, then dropout with a dropout rate
of 25%, batch normalization [99] and a rectified linear
Unit (ReLU) were applied before the final prediction
(Fig. 5, right panel). In the following, we refer to the
models trained on the two different input types as (i)
DeepSeqVec-Loc (33 k free parameters): average over
SeqVec embedding of a protein as described above and

(ii) DeepProtVec-Loc (320 free parameters): average over
ProtVec embedding of a protein. We used the following
hyper-parameters: learning rate: 0.001, Adam optimizer
with cross-entropy loss, batch size: 64. The losses of the
individual tasks were summed before backpropagation.
Due to the relatively small number of free parameters in
our models, the training of all networks completed on a
single Nvidia GeForce GTX1080 within a few minutes
(11 s for DeepProtVec-Loc, 15 min for DeepSeqVec).

Evaluation measures
To simplify comparisons, we ported the evaluation mea-
sures from the publications we derived our data sets
from, i.e. those used to develop NetSurfP-2.0 [46] and
DeepLoc [47]. All numbers reported constituted averages
over all proteins in the final test sets. This work aimed
at a proof-of-principle that the SeqVec embedding con-
tain predictive information. In the absence of any claim
for state-of-the-art performance, we did not calculate
any significance values for the reported values.
Per-residue performance: Toward this end, we used

the standard three-state per-residue accuracy (Q3 = per-
centage correctly predicted in either helix, strand, other
[2]) along with its eight-state analog (Q8). Predictions of
intrinsic disorder were evaluated through the Matthew’s
correlation coefficient (MCC [100]) and the False-
Positive Rate (FPR) as those are more informative for
tasks with high class imbalance. For completeness, we
also provided the entire confusion matrices for both sec-
ondary structure prediction problems (Additional file 1:
Figure S2). Standard errors were calculated over the dis-
tribution of each performance measure for all proteins.

Fig. 5 Prediction tasks’ architectures. On the left the architecture of the model used for the per-residue level predictions (secondary structure and
disorder) is sketched, on the right that used for per-protein level predictions (localization and membrane/not membrane). The ‘X’, on the left,
indicates that different input features corresponded to a difference in the number of input channels, e.g. 1024 for SeqVec or 50 for profile-based
input. The letter ‘W’ refers to the window size of the corresponding convolutional layer (W = 7 implies a convolution of size 7 × 1)
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Per-protein performance: The predictions whether a
protein was membrane-bound or water-soluble were
evaluated by calculating the two-state per set accuracy
(Q2: percentage of proteins correctly predicted), and the
MCC. A generalized MCC using the Gorodkin measure
[101] for K (=10) categories as well as accuracy (Q10),
was used to evaluate localization predictions. Standard
errors were calculated using 1000 bootstrap samples,
each chosen randomly by selecting a sub-set of the pre-
dicted test set that had the same size (draw with
replacement).
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Embeddings from deep learning 
transfer GO annotations 
beyond homology
Maria Littmann1,2,6*, Michael Heinzinger1,2,6, Christian Dallago1,2, Tobias Olenyi1 & 
Burkhard Rost1,3,4,5

Knowing protein function is crucial to advance molecular and medical biology, yet experimental 
function annotations through the Gene Ontology (GO) exist for fewer than 0.5% of all known 
proteins. Computational methods bridge this sequence-annotation gap typically through homology-
based annotation transfer by identifying sequence-similar proteins with known function or through 
prediction methods using evolutionary information. Here, we propose predicting GO terms through 
annotation transfer based on proximity of proteins in the SeqVec embedding rather than in sequence 
space. These embeddings originate from deep learned language models (LMs) for protein sequences 
(SeqVec) transferring the knowledge gained from predicting the next amino acid in 33 million protein 
sequences. Replicating the conditions of CAFA3, our method reaches an  Fmax of 37 ± 2%, 50 ± 3%, and 
57 ± 2% for BPO, MFO, and CCO, respectively. Numerically, this appears close to the top ten CAFA3 
methods. When restricting the annotation transfer to proteins with < 20% pairwise sequence identity 
to the query, performance drops  (Fmax BPO 33 ± 2%, MFO 43 ± 3%, CCO 53 ± 2%); this still outperforms 
naïve sequence-based transfer. Preliminary results from CAFA4 appear to confirm these findings. 
Overall, this new concept is likely to change the annotation of proteins, in particular for proteins from 
smaller families or proteins with intrinsically disordered regions.
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BERT  Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (particular deep learning language 

model)
BP(O)  Biological process (ontology) from GO
CAFA  Critical Assessment of Functional Annotation
CC(O)  Cellular component (ontology) from GO
ELMo  Embeddings from Language Models
GO  Gene ontology
GOA  Gene Ontology Annotation
k-NN  K-nearest neighbor
LK  Limited-knowledge
LM  Language model
LSTMs  Long-short-term-memory cells
M  Million
MF(O)  Molecular function (ontology) from GO
NK  No-knowledge
PIDE  Percentage pairwise sequence identity
RI  Reliability index
RMSD  Root-mean-square deviation
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GO captures cell function through hierarchical ontologies. All organisms rely on the correct func-
tioning of their cellular workhorses, namely their proteins involved in almost all roles, ranging from molecular 
functions (MF) such as chemical catalysis of enzymes to biological processes or pathways (BP), e.g., realized 
through signal transduction. Only the perfectly orchestrated interplay between proteins allows cells to perform 
more complex functions, e.g., the aerobic production of energy via the citric acid cycle requires the intercon-
nection of eight different enzymes with some of them being multi-enzyme  complexes1. The Gene Ontology 
(GO)2 thrives to capture this complexity and to standardize the vocabulary used to describe protein function in 
a human- and machine-readable manner. GO separates different aspects of function into three hierarchies: MFO 
(Molecular Function Ontology), BPO (biological process ontology), and CCO, i.e. the cellular component(s) or 
subcellular localization(s) in which the protein acts.

Computational methods bridge the sequence-annotation gap. As the experimental determina-
tion of complete GO numbers is challenging, the gap between the number of proteins with experimentally veri-
fied GO numbers and those with known sequence but unknown function (sequence-annotation gap) remains 
substantial. For instance,  UniRef1003  (UniProt3 clustered at 100% percentage pairwise sequence identity, PIDE) 
contains roughly 220  M (million) protein sequences of which fewer than 1  M have annotations verified by 
experts (Swiss-Prot3 evidence codes EXP, IDA, IPI, IMP, IGI, IEP, TAS, or IC).

Computational biology has been bridging the sequence-annotation gap for  decades4–11, based on two dif-
ferent concepts: (1) sequence similarity-based transfer (or homology-based inference) which copies the annota-
tion from one protein to another if that is sequence similar enough because proteins of similar sequence have 
similar  function12. In more formal terms: given a query Q of unknown and a template T of known function 
 (Ft): IF PIDE(Q,T) > threshold θ, transfer annotation  Ft to Q. (2) De-novo methods predict protein function 
through machine  learning5. If applicable, the first approach tends to out-perform the  second13–16 although it 
largely misses  discoveries17. The progress of computational methods has been monitored by CAFA (Critical 
Assessment of Functional Annotation)9,18,19, an international collaboration for advancing and assessing methods 
that bridge the sequence-annotation gap. CAFA takes place every 2–3 years with its fourth instance (CAFA4) 
currently being evaluated.

Here, we introduce a novel approach transferring annotations using the similarity of embeddings from lan-
guage models (LMs:  SeqVec20 and  ProtBert21) rather than the similarity of sequence. Using embedding space 
proximity has helped information retrieval in natural language processing (NLP)22–25. By learning to predict the 
next amino acid given the entire previous sequence on unlabeled data (only sequences without any phenotype/
label), e.g., SeqVec learned to extract features describing proteins useful as input to different tasks (transfer 
learning). Instead of transferring annotations from the labeled protein T with the highest percentage pairwise 
sequence identity (PIDE) to the query Q, we chose T as the protein with the smallest distance in embedding space 
 (DISTemb) to Q. This distance also proxied the reliability of the prediction serving as threshold above which hits 
are considered too distant to infer annotations. Instead of picking the top hit, annotations can be inferred from 
the k closest proteins where k has to be optimized. In addition, we evaluate the influence of the type of LM used 
 (SeqVec20 vs.  ProtBert21). Although the LMs were never trained on GO terms, we hypothesize LM embeddings to 
implicitly encode information relevant for the transfer of annotations, i.e., capturing aspects of protein function 
because embeddings have been shown to capture rudimentary features of protein structure and  function20,21,26,27.

Results and discussion
Simple embedding-based transfer almost as good as CAFA3 top-10. First, we predicted GO 
terms for all 3328 CAFA3 targets using the Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) data set GOA2017 (Methods), 
removed all entries identical to CAFA3 targets (PIDE = 100%; set: GOA2017-100) and transferred the annota-
tions of the closest hit (k = 1; closest by Euclidean distance) in this set to the query. When applying the NK 
evaluation mode (no-knowledge available for query, Methods/CAFA3), the embedding-transfer reached  Fmax 
scores (Eq. 3) of 37 ± 2% for BPO (precision: P = 39 ± 2%, recall: R = 36 ± 2%, Eqs. 1/2), F1 = 50 ± 3% for MFO 
(P = 54 ± 3%, R = 47 ± 3%), and F1 = 57 ± 2% for CCO (P = 61 ± 3%, R = 54 ± 3%; Table 1, Fig. 1, Fig. S1). Errors 
were estimated through the 95% confidence intervals (± 1.96 stderr). Replacing the Euclidean by cosine distance 
(more standard amongst those working with embeddings, e.g., in NLP) changed little (Table 1; for simplicity, 
we only used Euclidean from here on). In the sense that the database with annotations to transfer (GOA2017) 
had been available before the CAFA3 submission deadline (February 2017), our predictions were directly com-
parable to  CAFA319. This embedding-based annotation transfer clearly outperformed the two CAFA3 baselines 
(Fig. 1: the simple BLAST for sequence-based annotation transfer, and the Naïve method assigning GO terms 
statistically based on database frequencies, here GOA2017); it would have performed close to the top ten CAFA3 
competitors (in particular for BPO: Fig. 1) had the method competed at CAFA3. 

Performance did not change when replacing global average with maximum pooling (Table 1). While averaging 
over long proteins could lead to information loss in the resulting embeddings, we did not observe a correlation 
between performance and protein length (Fig. S2, Table S1). In order to obtain the embeddings, we processed 
query and lookup protein the same way. If those have similar function and similar length, their embeddings 
might have lost information in the same way. This loss might have “averaged out” to generate similar embeddings.

Including more neighbors (k > 1) only slightly affected  Fmax (Table S2; all  Fmax averages for k = 2 to k = 10 
remained within the 95% confidence interval of that for k = 1). When taking all predictions into account inde-
pendent of a threshold in prediction strength referred to as the reliability index (RI, Methods; i.e., even low 
confidence annotations are transferred), the number of predicted GO terms increased with higher k (Table S3). 
The average number of GO terms annotated per protein in GOA2017 already reached 37, 14, 9 for BPO, MFO, 
CCO, respectively. When including all predictions independent of their strength (RI) our method predicted more 
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terms for CCO and BPO than expected from this distribution even for k = 1. Only for MFO the average (11.7 
terms) predicted was slightly lower than expected for k = 1 (number of terms exploded for k > 1: Table S3). While 
precision dropped with adding terms, recall increased (Table S3). To avoid overprediction and given that k hardly 
affected  Fmax, we chose k = 1. This choice might not be best in practice: considering more than one hit (k > 1) might 
help when the closest hit only contains unspecific terms. However, such a distinction will be left to expert users.

When applying the LK evaluation mode (limited-knowledge, i.e., query already has some annotation about 
function, Methods/CAFA3), the embedding-based annotation transfer reached  Fmax scores of 49 ± 1%, 52 ± 2%, 

Table 1.  Performance for CAFA3 targets for simple GO annotation  transfers*. *Mean  Fmax values for GO 
term predictions using embeddings from two different language models (SeqVec or ProtBert) or sequence 
similarity (BLAST) for the data sets GOA2017-100 (2017), GOA2017X (2017), and GOA2020-100 (2020) used 
for annotation transfer (note: the notation ‘-100′ implies that any entry in the data set with PIDE = 100% to any 
CAFA3 protein had been removed). By default, embedding distance was assessed by Euclidean distance (Eq. 4; 
exception marked cosine), and per-residue embeddings were pooled by global average pooling (exception 
marked maximum pooling). All values were compiled for picking the single top hit (k = 1) and using the 
CAFA3 targets from the NK and full evaluation  mode19. For all simple annotation transfers (embedding- and 
sequence-based), performance was higher for the more recent data sets (GOA2020 vs. GOA2017). Error 
estimates are given as 95% confidence intervals.  Fmax values were computed using the CAFA3  tool18,19.

Data set Embeddings

Fmax

BPO MFO CCO

GOA2017

SeqVec 37 ± 2% 50 ± 3% 57 ± 2%

SeqVec (Cosine) 37 ± 2% 50 ± 3% 58 ± 2%

SeqVec (maximum pooling) 35 ± 2% 52 ± 3% 58 ± 2%

ProtBert 36 ± 2% 49 ± 3% 59 ± 2%

BLAST 26% 42% 46%

GOA2017X SeqVec 31 ± 2% 51 ± 3% 56 ± 2%

GOA2020

SeqVec 51 ± 2% 61 ± 3% 65 ± 2%

ProtBert 50 ± 2% 59 ± 2% 65 ± 2%

BLAST 31% 53% 58%

Figure 1.  Fmax for simplest embedding-based transfer (k = 1) and CAFA3 competitors. Using the data sets 
and conditions from CAFA3, we compared the  Fmax of the simplest implementation of the embedding-based 
annotation transfer, namely the greedy (k = 1) solution in which the transfer comes from exactly one closest 
database protein (dark bar) for the three ontologies (BPO, MFO, CCO) to the top ten methods that—in contrast 
to our method—did compete at CAFA3 and to two background approaches “BLAST” (homology-based 
inference) and “Naïve” (assignment of terms based on term frequency) (lighter bars). The result shown holds 
for the NK evaluation mode (no knowledge), i.e., only using proteins that were novel in the sense that they had 
no prior annotations. If we had developed our method before CAFA3, it would have almost reached the tenth 
place for MFO and CCO, and ranked even slightly better for BPO. Error bars (for our method) marked the 95% 
confidence intervals.
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and 58 ± 3% for BPO, MFO, and CCO, respectively (Fig. S3). Thus, the embedding-based annotation transfer 
reached higher values for proteins with prior annotations (LK evaluation mode) than for novel proteins without 
any annotations (NK evaluation mode; Table 1); the same was true for the CAFA3 top-10 for which the  Fmax 
scores increased even more than for our method for BPO and MFO, and less for CCO (Fig. 1, Fig. S3). In the 
LK mode, predictions are evaluated for proteins for which 1–2 GO ontologies had annotations while those for 
another ontology (or two) were added after the CAFA3  deadline9,19. While supervised training uses such labels; 
our approach did not since we had excluded all CAFA3 targets explicitly from the annotation transfer database 
(GOA2017). Thus, our method could not benefit from previous annotations, i.e., LK and NK should be identical. 
The observed differences were most likely explained by how  Fmax is computed. The higher  Fmax score, especially for 
BPO, might be explained by data set differences, e.g. LK average number of BPO annotations was 19 compared 
to 26 for NK. Other methods might have reached even higher by training on known annotations.

Embedding-based transfer successfully identified distant relatives. Embeddings condense infor-
mation learned from sequences; identical sequences produce identical embeddings: if PIDE(Q,T) = 100%, then 
 DISTemb(Q,T) = 0 (Eq. 4). We had assumed a simple relation: the more similar two sequences, the more similar 
their embeddings because the underlying LMs only use sequences as input. Nevertheless, we observed embed-
ding-based annotation transfer to outperform (higher  Fmax) sequence-based transfer (Table 1, Fig. 1). This sug-
gested embeddings to capture information beyond raw sequences. Explicitly calculating the correlation between 
sequence and embedding similarity for 431,224 sequence pairs from CAFA3/GOA2017-100, we observed a cor-
relation of ρ = 0.29 (Spearman’s correlation coefficient, p-value < 2.2e−16; Table 2). Thus, sequence and embed-
ding similarity correlated at an unexpectedly low level. However, our results demonstrated that embedding simi-
larity identified more distant relatives than sequence similarity (Figs. S1, S4).

In order to quantify how different embeddings for proteins Q and T can still share GO terms, we redundancy 
reduced the GOA2017 database used for annotation transfers at distance thresholds of decreasing PIDE with 
respect to the queries (in nine steps from 90 to 20%, Table S6). By construction, all proteins in GOA2017-100 
had PIDE < 100% to all CAFA3 queries (Q). If the pair (Q,T) with the most similar embedding was also similar 
in sequence, embedding-based would equal sequence-based transfer. At lower PIDE thresholds, e.g., PIDE < 20%, 
reliable annotation transfer through simple pairwise sequence alignment is no longer  possible14,29–32. Although 
embeddings-based transfer tended to be slightly less successful for pairs with lower PIDE (Fig. 2: bars decrease 
toward right), the drop appeared small; on top, at almost all PIDE values, embedding-transfer remained above 
BLAST, i.e., sequence-based transfer (Fig. 2: most bars higher than reddish line – error bars show 95% confi-
dence intervals). The exception was for MFO at PIDE < 30% and PIDE < 20% for which the  Fmax scores from 
sequence-based transfer (BLAST) were within the 95% confidence interval (Fig. 2). This clearly showed that 
our approach benefited from information available through embeddings but not through sequences, and that 
at least some protein pairs close in embedding and distant in sequence space might function alike. In order to 
correctly predict the next token, protein LMs have to learn complex correlations between residues as it is impos-
sible to remember the multitude of all possible amino acid combinations in hundreds of millions to billions of 
protein sequences. This forces models to abstract higher level features from sequences. For instance, secondary 
structure can directly be extracted from embeddings through linear  projection26. The LMs (SeqVec & ProtBert) 
might even have learned to find correlations between protein pairs diverged into the “midnight zone” sequence 
comparison in which sequence similarity becomes  random29,33. Those cases are especially difficult to detect by 
the most successful search methods such as  BLAST34 or  MMseqs235 relying on finding similar seeds missing at 
such diverged levels.

Ultimately, we failed to really explain why the abstracted level of sequences captured in embeddings out-
performed raw sequences. One attempt at addressing this question led to displaying cases for which one of the 
two worked better (Fig. S5). Looking in more detail at outliers (embeddings more similar than sequences), 
we observed that embedding-based inference tended to identify more reasonable hits in terms of lineage or 
structure. For instance, for the uncharacterized transporter YIL166C (UniProt identifier P40445) from Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast), the closest hit in SeqVec embedding space was the high-affinity nicotinic acid 
transporter (P53322) also from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Both proteins belong to the allantoate permease family 
while the most sequence-similar hit (with PIDE = 31%) was the gustatory and odorant receptor 22 (Q7PMG3) 
from the insect Anopheles gambiae belonging to the gustatory receptor family. Experimental 3D structures were 

Table 2.  Embedding and sequence similarity  correlated*. * PIDE percentage pairwise sequence identity, 
dSeqVec similarity in  SeqVec20 embeddings (Eq. 5); dProtBert similarity in  ProtBert21 embeddings (Eq. 5). All 
values represent Spearman’s correlation coefficients calculated for 434,001 sequence pairs. For all pairs, the 
significance was p-value < 2.2e−16, i.e., significant at the level of the precision of the software  R28. The similarity 
between sequence and embeddings correlated less than the two different types of embeddings, namely SeqVec 
and ProtBert with each other. In order to highlight the trivial symmetry of the matrix, only the upper diagonal 
was given.

PIDE dSeqVec dProtBert

PIDE 1 0.293 0.248

dSeqVec 1 0.576

dProtBert 1
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not available for any of the three proteins. However, comparative modeling using Swiss-Model36 revealed that 
both the target and the hit based on SeqVec were mapped to the same template (root-mean-square deviation 
(RMSD) = 0.3 Å) (Fig. S6a) while the hit based on sequence similarity was linked to a different structure (with 
RMSD = 16.8 Å) (Fig. S6b). Similarly, for the GDSL esterase/lipase At3g48460 (Q9STM6) from Arabidopsis thali-
ana, the closest hit in ProtBert embedding space was the GDSL esterase/lipase 2 (Q9SYF0) also from Arabidopsis 
thaliana while the most sequence-similar hit was the UDP-glucose 4-epimerase (Q564Q1) from Caenorhabditis 
elegans. The target and the embedding-based hit are both hydrolases belonging to the same CATH superfamily 
while the sequence-based hit is an isomerase and not annotated to any CATH superfamily. Comparative mod-
eling suggested similar structures for target and embedding hit (RMSD = 2.9 Å) (Fig. S6c) while the structure 
found for the sequence-based hit similarity was very different (RMSD = 26 Å) (Fig. S6d). This suggested embed-
dings to capture structural features better than just raw sequences. Homology-based inference depends on many 
parameters that can especially affect the resulting sequence alignment for distantly related proteins. Possibly, 
embeddings are more robust in identifying those more distant evolutionary relatives.

Embedding-based transfer benefited from non-experimental annotations. Unlike the data set 
made available by CAFA3, annotations in our GOA2017 data set were not limited to experimentally verified 
annotations. Instead, they included annotations inferred by computational biology, homology-based infer-
ence, or by “author statement evidence”, i.e., through information from publications. Using GOA2017X, the 
subset of GOA2017-100 containing only experimental terms, our method reached  Fmax = 31 ± 2% (P = 28 ± 2%, 
R = 34 ± 2%), 51 ± 3% (P = 53 ± 3%, R = 49 ± 3%), and 56 ± 2% (P = 55 ± 3%, R = 57 ± 3%) for BPO, MFO, and CCO, 
respectively. Compared to using GOA2017-100, the performance dropped significantly for BPO  (Fmax = 37 ± 2% 
for GOA2017-100, Table 1); it decreased slightly (within 95% confidence interval) for CCO  (Fmax = 57 ± 2% for 
GOA2017-100, Table 1); and it increased slightly (within 95% confidence interval) for MFO  (Fmax = 50 ± 3% for 
GOA2017-100, Table 1). Thus, less reliable annotations might still help, in particular for BPO. Annotations for 

Figure 2.  Embedding-based transfer succeeded for rather diverged proteins. After establishing the low 
correlation between embedding- and sequence-similarity, we tested how the level of percentage pairwise 
sequence identity (PIDE, x-axes) between the query (protein without known GO terms) and the transfer 
database (proteins with known GO terms, here subsets of GOA2017) affected the performance of the 
embedding-based transfer. Technically, we achieved this by removing proteins above a certain threshold in 
PIDE (decreasing toward right) from the transfer database. The y-axes showed the  Fmax score as compiled by 
 CAFA319. If embedding similarity and sequence identity correlated, our method would fall to the level of the 
reddish lines marked by BLAST. On the other hand, if the two were completely uncorrelated, the bars describing 
embedding-transfer would all have the same height (at least within the standard errors marked by the gray 
vertical lines at the upper end of each bar), i.e., embedding-based transfer would be completely independent of 
the sequence similarity between query and template (protein of known function). The observation that all bars 
tended to fall toward the right implied that embedding and sequence similarity correlated (although for CCO, 
 Fmax remained within the 95% confidence interval of  Fmax for GOA2017-100). The observation that our method 
remained mostly above the baseline predictions demonstrates that embeddings capture important orthogonal 
information. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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BPO may rely more on information available from publications that is not as easily quantifiable experimentally 
as annotations for MFO or CCO.

Many of the non-experimental annotations constituted sequence-based annotation transfers. Thus, non-
experimental annotations might have helped because they constituted an implicit merger of sequence and 
embedding transfer. Adding homologous proteins might “bridge” sequence and embedding space by populat-
ing embedding space using annotations transferred from sequence space. The weak correlation between both 
spaces supported this speculation because protein pairs with very similar sequences may differ in their embed-
dings and vice versa.

Improving annotations from 2017 to 2020 increased performance significantly. For CAFA3 
comparisons, we only used data available before the CAFA3 submission deadline. When running new que-
ries, annotations will be transferred from the latest GOA. We used GOA2020-100 (from 02/2020 removing 
the CAFA3 targets) to assess how the improvement of annotations from 2017 to 2020 influenced annotation 
transfer (Table 1). On GOA2020-100, SeqVec embedding-based transfer achieved  Fmax = 50 ± 2% (P = 50 ± 3%, 
R = 50 ± 3%), 60 ± 3% (P = 52 ± 3%, R = 71 ± 3%), and 65 ± 2% (P = 57 ± 3%, R = 75 ± 3%) for BPO, MFO, and CCO, 
respectively, for the NK evaluation mode (Table 1). This constituted a substantial increase over GOA2017-100 
(Table 1).

The large performance boost between GOA2017 and GOA2020 suggested the addition of many relevant GO 
annotations. However, for increasingly diverged pairs (Q,T), we observed a much larger drop in  Fmax than for 
GOA2017 (Fig. 2, Fig. S4). In the extreme, GOA2020-20 (PIDE(Q,T) < 20%) with  Fmax = 33 ± 2% (BPO), 44 ± 2% 
(MFO), and 54 ± 2% (CCO) fell to the same level as GOA2017-20 (Figs. 2, S4). These results suggested that many 
of the relevant GO annotations were added for proteins sequence-similar to those with existing annotations. Put 
differently, many helpful new experiments simply refined previous computational predictions.

Running BLAST against GOA2020-100 for sequence-based transfer (choosing the hit with the highest 
PIDE) showed that sequence-transfer also profited from improved annotations (difference in  Fmax values for 
BLAST in Table 1). However, while  Fmax scores for embedding-based transfer increased the most for BPO, those 
for sequence-based transfer increased most for MFO. Embedding-transfer still outperformed BLAST for the 
GOA2020-100 set (Fig. S4c).

Even when constraining annotation transfer to sequence-distant pairs, our method outperformed BLAST 
against GOA2020-100 in terms of  Fmax at least for BPO and for higher levels of PIDE in MFO/CCO (Fig. S4c). 
However, comparing the results for BLAST on the GOA2020-100 set with the performance of our method for 
subsets of very diverged sequences (e.g. PIDE < 40% for GOA2020-40) under-estimated the differences between 
sequence- and embedding-based transfer, because the two approaches transferred annotations from different 
data sets. For a more realistic comparison, we re-ran BLAST only considering hits below certain PIDE thresholds 
(for comparability we could not do this for CAFA3). As expected, performance for BLAST decreased with PIDE 
(Fig. S4 lighter bars), e.g., for PIDE < 20%,  Fmax fell to 8% for BPO, 10% for MFO, and 11% for CCO (Fig. S4c 
lighter bars) largely due to low coverage, i.e., most queries had no hit to transfer annotations from. At this level 
(and for the same set), the embedding-based transfer proposed here, still achieved values of 33 ± 2% (BPO), 
44 ± 2% (MFO), and 54 ± 2% (CCO). Thus, our method made reasonable predictions at levels of sequence identity 
for which homology-based inference (BLAST) failed completely.

Performance confirmed by new proteins. Our method and especially the threshold to transfer a GO 
term were “optimized” using the CAFA3 targets. Without any changes in the method, we tested a new data set 
of 298 proteins, GOA2020-new, with proteins for which experimental GO annotations have been added since 
the CAFA4 submission deadline (02/2020; Method). Using the thresholds optimized for CAFA3 targets (0.35 
for BPO, 0.28 for MFO, 0.29 for CCO, Fig. 3), our method reached  F1 = 50 ± 11%, 54 ± 5%, and 66 ± 8% for BPO, 
MFO, and CCO, respectively. For BPO and CCO, the performance was similar to that for the CAFA3 targets; for 
MFO it was slightly below but within the 95% CI (Table 1). For yet a different set, submitted for MFO to CAFA4, 
the first preliminary evaluation published during  ISMB202037, also suggested our approach to make it to the 
top-ten, in line with the post facto CAFA3 results presented here.

Embedding similarity influenced performance. Homology-based inference works best for pairs with 
high PIDE. Analogously, we assumed embedding-transfer to be best for pairs with high embedding similarity, 
i.e., low Euclidean distance (Eq. 4). We used this to define a reliability index (RI, Eq. 5). For the GOA2020-100 
set, the minimal RI was 0.24. The CAFA evaluation determined 0.35 for BPO, 0.28 for MFO, and 0.29 for CCO 
as thresholds leading to optimal performance as measured by  Fmax (Fig. 3 dashed grey lines marked these thresh-
olds). For all ontologies, precision and recall were almost constant for lower RIs (up to ~ 0.3). For higher RIs, 
precision increased, and recall decreased as expected (Fig. 3). While precision increased up to 82% for BPO, 91% 
for MFO, and 70% for CCO, it also fluctuated for high RIs (Fig. 3). This trend was probably caused by the low 
number of terms predicted at these RIs. For CCO, the RI essentially did not correlate with precision. This might 
point to a problem in assessing annotations for which the trivial Naïve method reached values of  Fmax ~ 55% 
outperforming most methods. Possibly, some prediction of the type “organelle” is all that is needed to achieve a 
high  Fmax in this ontology.

Similar performance for different embeddings. We compared embeddings derived from two dif-
ferent language models (LMs). So far, we used embeddings from  SeqVec20. Recently, ProtBert, a transformer-
based approach using a masked language model objective  (Bert38) instead of auto-regression and more protein 
sequences  (BFD39,40) during pre-training, was shown to improve secondary structure  prediction21. Replacing 
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SeqVec by ProtBert embeddings to transfer annotations, our approach achieved similar  Fmax scores (Table 1). In 
fact, the ProtBert  Fmax scores remained within the 95% confidence intervals of those for SeqVec (Table 1). Similar 
results were observed when using GOA2017-100 (Table 1).

On the one hand, the similar performance for both embeddings might indicate that both LMs extracted 
equally beneficial aspects of function, irrespective of the underlying architecture (LSTMs in SeqVec, transformer 
encoders in ProtBert) or training set (SeqVec used UniRef50 with ~ 33 M proteins, ProtBert used BFD with ~ 2.1B 
proteins). On the other hand, the similar  Fmax scores might also highlight that important information was lost 
when averaging over the entire protein to render fixed-size vectors. The similarity in  Fmax scores was less surpris-
ing given the high correlation between SeqVec and ProtBert embeddings (ρ = 0.58, p-value < 2.2e-16; Table 2). 
The two LMs correlated more with each other than either with PIDE (Table 2).

No gain from simple combination of embedding- and sequence-based transfer. All three 
approaches toward annotation transfer (embeddings from SeqVec or ProtBert, and sequence) had strengths; 
although performing worse on average, for some proteins sequence-transfer performed better. In fact, analyzing 
the pairs for which embedding-based transfer or sequence-based transfer outperformed the other method by at 
least four percentage points (|Fmax(BLAST)-Fmax(embeddings)|≥ 4) illustrated the expected cases for which PIDE 
was high and embedding similarity low, and vice versa, along with more surprising cases for which low PIDE 
still yielded better predictions than relatively high embedding RIs (Fig. S5). Overall, these results (Fig. S5) again 
underlined that LM embeddings abstract information from sequence that are relevant for comparisons and not 
captured by sequences alone. However, it also indicates that even protein pairs with low embedding similar-
ity can share similar GO terms. In fact, embedding similarity for SeqVec embeddings only weakly correlated 
with GO term similarity (Spearman rank coefficient ρ = 0.28, p-value < 2.2e−16), but proteins with identical GO 
annotations were on average more likely to be close than proteins with more different GO annotations (Fig. S7). 
The similarity of GO terms for two proteins was proxied through the Jaccard index (Eq. 7). More details are 
provided in the SOM.

To benefit from the cases where BLAST outperformed our approach, we tried simple combinations: firstly, we 
considered all terms predicted by embeddings from either SeqVec or ProtBert. Secondly, reliability scores were 
combined leading to higher reliability for terms predicted in both approaches than for terms only predicted by 
one. None of those two improved performance (Table S4, method SeqVec/ProtBert). Other simple combinations 
also failed so far (Table S4, method SeqVec/ProtBert/BLAST). Future work might improve performance through 
more advanced combinations.

Case study: embedding-based annotation transfer for three proteomes. Due to its simplicity 
and speed, embedding-based annotation transfer can easily be applied to novel proteins to shed light on their 
potential functionality. We applied our method to the proteomes of three different proteomes: human (20,370 
proteins from Swiss-Prot) as a well-researched proteome, the fungus Armillaria ostoyae (22,192 proteins, 0.01% 

Figure 3.  Precision and recall for different reliability indices (RIs). We defined a reliability index (RI) 
measuring the strength of a prediction (Eq. 5), i.e., for the embedding proximity. Precision (Eq. 1) and recall 
(Eq. 2) were almost constant for lower RIs (up to ~ 0.3) for all three ontologies (BPO, MFO, CCO). For higher 
RIs, precision increased while recall dropped. However, due to the low number of terms predicted at very 
high RIs (> 0.8), precision fluctuated and was not fully correlated with RI. Panel (a) shows precision and recall 
for BPO, panel (b) for MFO, and panel (c) for CCO. Dashed vertical lines marked the thresholds used by the 
CAFA3 tool to compute  Fmax: 0.35 for BPO, 0.28 for MFO, and 0.29 for CCO. At least for BPO and MFO higher 
RI values correlated with higher precision, i.e., users could use the RI to estimate how good the predictions are 
likely to be for their query, or to simply scan only those predictions more likely to be correct (e.g. RI > 0.8).
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of these in Swiss-Prot), as one of the oldest (2500 years) and largest (4*105 kg/spanning over 10  km2) living 
organisms known  today41, and SARS-CoV-2, the virus causing COVID-19 (14 proteins). At RI = 1.0, annota-
tions were inferred from proteins of this organism (“self-hits”). Using only experimentally verified annotations 
(lookup data set GOA2020X), revealed both how few proteins were directly annotated (self-hits) in these organ-
isms and how much of the sequence-annotation gap is gapped through embedding-based inference (Fig. 4: bars 
with darker orange, blue, green for BPO, CCO, and MFO respectively). In particular, for self-hits, i.e., proteins 
with 100% pairwise sequence identity (PIDE) to the protein with known annotation, it became obvious how few 
proteins in human have explicit experimental annotation (sum over all around 270), while through embedding-
based inference up to 80% of all human proteins could be annotated through proteins from other organisms 
(light bars in Fig. 4 give results for the entire GOA2020 which is dominated by annotations not directly verified 
by experiment). For the other two proteomes from the fungus (Armillaria ostoyae) and the coronavirus (SARS-
CoV-2), there were no inferences at this high level. On the other end of including all inferences as assessed 
through the data presented in all other figures and tables (i.e., at the default thresholds), for all three proteins 
most proteins could be annotated directly from experimentally verified annotations through embeddings (three 
left-most bars in Fig. 4 for BPO, CCO, and MFO). In fact, when including all GO annotations from GOA (lookup 
set GOA2020), almost all proteins in all three proteomes could be annotated (Fig. 4: lighter colored left-most 
bars close to fraction of 1, i.e., all proteins). For SARS-CoV-2, our method reached 100% coverage (prediction 
for all proteins) already at RI≥0.5 (Fig. 4c, lighter colors, middle bars) through well-studied, similar viruses such 
as the human SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV). RI = 0.5 represent roughly a precision and recall of 50% for all 
three ontologies (Fig. 3). For Armillaria ostoyae, almost no protein was annotated through self-hits even when 
using unverified annotations (Fig. 4b: no bar at RI = 1). At RI = 0.5, about 25% of the proteins were annotated.

Case study: embedding-based annotation transfer for SARS-CoV-2 proteome. Given the rel-
evance of SARS-CoV-2, we did not only apply our method to predict GO terms (BPO, MFO, and CCO) for 
all 14 SARS-CoV-2 proteins (taken from  UniProt3; all raw predictions were made available as additional files 
named predictions_$emb_$ont.txt replacing the variables $emb and $ont as follows: $emb = seqvec|protbert, 

Figure 4.  Fraction of proteomes with predicted GO terms. We applied our method to three proteomes 
(animal: Homo sapiens, fungus: Armillaria ostoyae, and virus: SARS-Cov-2) and monitored the fraction of 
proteins in each proteome for which our method predicted GO terms for different thresholds in embedding 
similarity (RI, Eq. 5). We show predictions for RI = 1.0 (“self-hits”), RI = 0.5 (with an expected precision/
recall = 0.5), and RI = 0.3 (CAFA3 thresholds). Darker colored bars indicate predictions using GOA2020X 
as lookup set (only experimentally verified GO annotations) and lighter colors indicate predictions using 
GOA2020 as lookup set (using all annotations in GOA). (a) The human proteome is well-studied (all 20,370 
proteins are in Swiss-Prot) and for most proteins, GO annotations are available, but those annotations are 
largely not experimentally verified (very small, dark-colored bars vs large, lighter-colored bars at RI = 1.0). (b) 
The proteome of the fungus Armillaria ostoyae appears more exceptional (0.01% of the 22,192 proteins were 
in Swiss-Prot); at RI ≥ 0.5, predictions could be made only for 25% of the proteins when also using unverified 
annotations and none of the proteins already had any GO annotations. (c) While annotations were unknown 
for most proteins of the novel virus SARS-CoV-2 (no coverage at RI = 1), many annotations could be transferred 
from the human SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and the bat coronavirus HKU3 (BtCoV) allowing GO term 
predictions for all proteins at reliability values ≥ 0.5.
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and $ont = bpo|mfo|cco), but also investigated the resulting annotations further. While the two replicase poly-
proteins pp1a and pp1ab can also be split further into up to 12 non-structural proteins resulting in 28  proteins42, 
we used the definition from UniProt identifying 14 different proteins.

Step 1: confirmation of known annotations. Out of the 42 predictions (14 proteins in 3 ontologies), 12 were 
based on annotation transfers using proteins from the human SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV), and 13 on proteins 
from the bat coronavirus HKU3 (BtCoV). CCO predictions appeared reasonable with predicted locations mainly 
associated with the virus (e.g., viral envelope, virion membrane) or the host (e.g., host cell Golgi apparatus, host 
cell membrane). Similarly, MFO predictions often matched well-known annotations, e.g., the replicase polypro-
teins 1a and 1ab were predicted to be involved in RNA-binding as confirmed by UniProt. In fact, annotations 
in BPO were known for 7 proteins (in total 40 GO terms), in MFO for 6 proteins (30 GO terms), and in CCO 
for 12 proteins (68 GO terms). Only three of these annotations were experimentally verified. With our method, 
we predicted 25 out of the 40 GO terms for BPO (63%), 14/30 for MFO (47%), and 59/68 for CCO (87%). Even 
more annotations were similar to the known GO annotations but were more or less specific (Table S5 summa-
rized all predicted and annotated GO leaf terms, the corresponding names can be found in the additional files 
predictions_$emb_$ont.txt).

Step 2: new predictions. Since the GO term predictions matched well-characterized proteins, predictions 
might provide insights into the function of proteins without or with fewer annotations. For example, function 
and structure of the non-structural protein 7b (Uniprot identifier P0DTD8) are not known except for a trans-
membrane region of which the existence was supported by the predicted CCO annotation “integral component of 
the membrane” and “host cell membrane”. This CCO annotation was also correctly predicted by the embedding-
based transfer from an Ashbya gossypii protein. Additionally, we predicted “transport of virus in host, cell to cell” 
for BPO and “proton transmembrane transporter activity” for MFO. This suggested non-structural protein 7b to 
play a role in transporting the virion through the membrane into the host cell. Visualizing the leaf term predic-
tions in the GO hierarchy could help to better understand very specific annotations. For the BPO annotation 
of the non-structural protein 7b, the tree revealed that this functionality constituted two major aspects: The 
interaction with the host and the actual transport to the host (Fig. S10). To visualize the predicted terms in the 
GO hierarchy, for example the tool  NaviGO43 can be used which can help to interpret the GO predictions given 
for the SARS-CoV-2 proteins here.

Comparing annotation transfers based on embeddings from SeqVec and from ProtBert showed that 16 of 
the 42 predictions agreed for the two different language models (LMs). For five predictions, one of the two LMs 
yielded more specific annotations, e.g., for the nucleoprotein (Uniprot identifier P0DTC9) which is involved in 
viral genome packaging and regulation of viral transcription and replication. For this protein, SeqVec embeddings 
found no meaningful result, while ProtBert embeddings predicted terms such as “RNA polymerase II preinitia-
tion complex” and “positive regulation of transcription by RNA polymerase II” fitting to the known function of 
the nucleoprotein. This example demonstrated how the combination of results from predictions using different 
LMs may refine GO term predictions.

Conclusions
We introduce a new concept for the prediction of GO terms, namely the annotation transfer based on similarity of 
embeddings obtained from deep learning language models (LMs). This approach conceptually replaces sequence 
information by complex embeddings that capture some non-local information beyond sequence similarity. The 
underlying LMs (SeqVec & ProtBert) are highly involved and complex, and their training is time-consuming 
and data intensive. Once that is done, those pre-trained LMs can be applied, their abstracted understanding of 
the language of life as captured by protein sequences can be transferred to yield an extremely simple, yet effective 
novel method for annotation transfer. This novel prediction method complements homology-based inference. 
Despite its simplicity, this new method outperformed by several margins of statistically significance homology-
based inference (“BLAST”) with  Fmax values of BPO + 11 ± 2%  (Fmax(embedding)-Fmax(sequence)), MFO + 8 ± 3%, 
and CCO + 11 ± 2% (Table 1, Fig. 1); it even might have reached the top ten, had it participated at CAFA3 (Fig. 1). 
Embedding-based transfer remained above the average for sequence-based transfer even for protein pairs with 
PIDE < 20% (Fig. 2), i.e., embedding similarity worked for proteins that diverged beyond the recognition in pair-
wise alignments (Figs. S2 & S3). Embedding-based transfer is also blazingly fast to compute, i.e., around 0.05 s 
per protein. The only time-consuming step is computing embeddings for all proteins in the lookup database 
which needs to be done only once; it took about 30 min for the entire human proteome. GO annotations added 
from 2017 to 2020 improved both sequence- and embedding-based annotation transfer significantly (Table 1). 
Another aspect of the simplicity is that, at least in the context of the CAFA3 evaluation, the choice of none of 
the two free parameters really mattered: embeddings from both LMs tested performed, on average, equally, and 
the number of best hits (k-nearest neighbors) did not matter much (Table S2). The power of this new concept 
is generated by the degree to which embeddings implicitly capture important information relevant for protein 
structure and function prediction. One reason for the success of our new concept was the limited correlation 
between embeddings and sequence (Table 2). Additionally, the abstraction of sequence information in embed-
dings appeared to make crucially meaningful information readily available (Fig. S6). This implies that embed-
dings have the potential to revolutionize the way sequence comparisons are carried out.

Methods
Generating embedding space. The embedding-based annotation transfer introduced here requires each 
protein to be represented by a fixed-length vector, i.e., a vector with the same dimension for a protein of 30 and 
another of 40,000 residues (maximal sequence length for ProtBert). To this end, we used  SeqVec20 to represent 
each protein in our data set by a fixed size embedding. SeqVec is based on  ELMo44 using a stack of  LSTMs45 for 
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auto-regressive pre-training46,47 i.e., predicting the next token (originally a word in a sentence, here an amino 
acid in a protein sequence), given all previous tokens. Two independent stacks of LSTMs process the sequence 
from both directions. During pre-training, the two directions are joined by summing their losses; concatenat-
ing the hidden states of both directions during inference lets supervised tasks capture bi-directional context. 
For SeqVec, three layers, i.e., one uncontextualized  CharCNN48 and two bi-directional LSTMs, were trained on 
each protein in UniRef50  (UniProt3 clustered at 50% PIDE resulting in ~ 33 M proteins). In order to increase 
regularization, the weights of the token representation (CharCNN) as well as the final Softmax layer were shared 
between the two LSTM directions, and a 10% dropout rate was applied. For SeqVec, the CharCNN as well as 
each LSTM has a hidden state of size 512, resulting in a total of 93 M free parameters. As only unlabeled data (no 
phenotypical data) was used (self-supervised training), the embeddings could not capture any explicit informa-
tion such as GO numbers. Thus, SeqVec does not need to be retrained for subsequent prediction tasks using the 
embeddings as input. The hidden states of the pre-trained model are used to extract features. Corresponding to 
its hidden state size, SeqVec outputs for each layer and each direction a 512-dimensional vector; in this work, 
only the forward and backward passes of the first LSTM layer were extracted and concatenated into a matrix 
of size L * 1024 for a protein with L residues. While the auto-regressive pre-training only allowed to gather 
contextual information from either direction, the concatenation of the representations allowed our approach to 
benefit from bi-directional context. A fixed-size representation was then derived by averaging over the length 
dimension, resulting in a vector of size 1024 for each protein (Fig. S11). This simple way of information pool-
ing (also called global average pooling) outperformed in many cases more sophisticated methods in  NLP49 and 
showed competitive performance in bioinformatics for some  tasks20,21,26. Based on experience from  NLP49,50, 
we also investigated the effect of using a different pooling strategy, i.e., maximum pooling, to derive fixed size 
representations from SeqVec embeddings.

To evaluate the effect of using different LMs to generate the embeddings, we also used a transformer-based LM 
trained on protein sequences (ProtBert-BFD21, here simply referred to as ProtBert). ProtBert is based on the LM 
 BERT38 (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from  Transformers51) which processes sequential data through 
the self-attention  mechanism52. Self-attention compares all tokens in a sequence to all others in parallel, thereby 
capturing long-range dependencies better than LSTMs. BERT also replaced ELMo’s auto-regressive objective 
by masked language modeling during pre-training, i.e., reconstructing corrupted tokens from the input, which 
enables to capture bi-directional context. ProtBert was trained with 30 attention layers, each having 16 attention 
heads with a hidden state size of 1024 resulting in a total of 420 M free parameters which were optimized on 
2.1B protein sequences (BFD)39,40 which is 70 times larger than UniRef50. The output of the last attention layer 
of ProtBert was used to derive a 1024-dimensional embedding for each residue. As for SeqVec, the resulting L * 
1024 matrix was pooled by averaging over protein length providing a fixed-size vector of dimension 1024 for each 
protein. Usually, BERT’s special CLS-token is used for sequence-classification  tasks38 as it is already optimized 
during pre-training on summarizing sequence information by predicting whether two sentences are consecutive 
in a document or not. In the absence of such a concept for proteins, this second loss was dropped from ProtBert’s 
pre-training rendering the CLS token without further fine-tuning on supervised tasks uninformative.

Embeddings derived from LMs change upon retraining the model with a different random seed, even using 
the same data and hyper-parameters. They are likely to change more substantially when switching the training 
data or tuning hyper-parameters. As retraining LMs is computationally (and environmentally) expensive, we 
leave assessing the impact of fine-tuning LMs to the future.

Generating the embeddings for all human proteins using both SeqVec and ProtBert allowed estimating the 
time required for the generation of the input to our new method. Using a single Nvidia GeForce GTX1080 with 
8 GB vRAM and dynamic batching (depending on the sequence length), this took, on average, about 0.05 s per 
 protein21.

Data set. To create a database for annotation transfer, we extracted protein sequences with annotated 
GO terms from the Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA)  database53–55 (containing 29,904,266 proteins from 
 UniProtKB3 in February 2020). In order to focus on proteins known to exist, we only extracted records from 
Swiss-Prot56. Proteins annotated only at the ontology roots, i.e. proteins limited to “GO:0003674” (molecular_
function), “GO:0008150” (biological_process), or “GO:0005575” (cellular_component) were considered mean-
ingless and were excluded. The final data set GOA2020 contained 295,558 proteins (with unique identifiers, IDs) 
described by 31,485 different GO terms. The GO term annotation for each protein includes all annotated terms 
and all their parent terms. Thereby, proteins are, on average, annotated by 37 terms in BPO, 14 in MFO, and 9 in 
CCO. Counting only leaves brought the averages to 3 in BPO, 2 in MFO, and 3 in CCO.

For comparison to methods that contributed to  CAFA319, we added another data set GOA2017 using the 
GOA version available at the submission deadline of CAFA3 (Jan 17, 2017). After processing (as for GOA2020), 
GOA2017 contained 307,287 proteins (unique IDs) described by 30,124 different GO terms. While we could 
not find a definite explanation for having fewer proteins in the newer database (GOA2020 295 K proteins vs. 
GOA2017 with 307 K), we assume that it originated from major changes in GO including the removal of obsolete 
and inaccurate annotations and the refactoring of  MFO2.

The above filters neither excluded GOA annotations inferred from phylogenetic evidence and author state-
ments nor those based on computational analysis. We constructed an additional data set, GOA2017X exclusively 
containing proteins annotated in Swiss-Prot as experimental (evidence codes EXP, IDA, IPI, IMP, IGI, IEP, TAS, 
or IC) following the CAFA3  definition19. We further excluded all entries with PIDE = 100% to any CAFA3 target 
bringing GOA2017X to 303,984 proteins with 28,677 different GO terms.
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Performance evaluation. The targets from the CAFA3  challenge19 were used to evaluate the performance 
of our new method. Of the 130,827 targets originally released for CAFA3, experimental GO annotations were 
obtained for 3328 proteins at the point of the final benchmark collection in November  201719. This set consisted 
of the following subsets with experimental annotations in each sub-hierarchy of GO: BPO 2145, MFO 1101, and 
CCO 1097 (more details about the data set are given in the original CAFA3  publication19).

We used an additional data set, dubbed GOA2020-new, containing proteins added to GOA after February 
2020, i.e., the point of accession for the GOA set used during the development of our method in preparation for 
CAFA4. This set consisted of 298 proteins with experimentally verified GO annotations and without any identical 
hits (i.e. 100% PIDE) in the lookup set GOA2020.

In order to expand the comparison of the transfer based on sequence- and embedding similarity, we also 
reduced the redundancy through applying CD-HIT and PSI-CD-HIT57 to the GOA2020 and GOA2017 sets 
against the evaluation set at thresholds θ of PIDE = 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30 and 20% (Table S6 in the Sup-
porting Online Material (SOM) for more details about these nine subsets).

We evaluated our method against two baseline methods used at CAFA3, namely Naïve and BLAST, as well as, 
against CAFA3′s top  ten19. We computed standard performance measures. True positives (TP) were GO terms 
predicted above a certain reliability (RI) threshold (Method below), false positives (FP) were GO terms predicted 
but not annotated, and false negatives (FN) were GO terms annotated but not predicted. Based on these three 
numbers, we calculated precision (Eq. 1), recall (Eq. 2), and F1 score (Eq. 3) as follows.

The  Fmax value denoted the maximum F1 score achievable for any threshold in reliability (RI, Eq. 5). This 
implies that the assessment fixes the optimal value rather than the method providing this value. Although this 
arguably over-estimates performance, it has evolved to a quasi-standard of CAFA; the publicly available CAFA 
Assessment  Tool18,19 calculated  Fmax for the CAFA3 targets in the same manner as for the official CAFA3 evalu-
ation. If not stated otherwise, we reported precision and recall values for the threshold leading to  Fmax.

CAFA3 assessed performance separately for two sets of proteins for all three ontologies: (i) proteins for which 
no experimental annotations were known beforehand (no-knowledge, NK evaluation mode) and (ii) proteins 
with some experimental annotations in one or two of the other ontologies (limited-knowledge, LK evaluation 
mode)9,19. We also considered these sets separately in our assessment. CAFA3 further distinguished between 
full and partial evaluation with full evaluation penalizing if no prediction was made for a certain protein, and 
partial evaluation restricting the assessment to the subset of proteins with  predictions19. Our method predicted 
for every protein; thus, we considered only the full evaluation. Also following CAFA3, symmetric 95% confi-
dence intervals were calculated as error estimates assuming a normal distribution and 10,000 bootstrap samples 
estimated mean and standard deviation.

Method: annotation transfer through embedding similarity. For a given query protein Q, GO 
terms were transferred from proteins with known GO terms (sets GOA2020 and GOA2017) through an approach 
similar to the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN)58. For the query Q and for all proteins in, e.g., GOA2020, 
the  SeqVec20 embeddings were computed. Based on the Euclidean distance between two embeddings n and m 
(Eq. 4), we extracted the k closest hits to the query from the database where k constituted a free parameter to 
optimize.

In contrast to standard k-NN algorithms, all annotations from all hits were transferred to the query instead 
of only the most frequent  one58. When multiple pairs reached the same distance, all were considered, i.e., for a 
given k, more than k proteins might be considered for the GO term prediction. The calculation of the pairwise 
Euclidean distances between queries and all database proteins and the subsequent nearest neighbor extraction 
was accomplished very efficiently. For instance, the nearest-neighbor search of 1000 query proteins against 
GOA20* with about 300,000 proteins took on average only about 0.005 s per query on a single i7-6700 CPU, i.e., 
less than two minutes for all human proteins.

Converting the Euclidean distance enabled to introduce a reliability index (RI) ranging from 0 (weak predic-
tion) to 1 (confident prediction) for each predicted GO term p as follows:

(1)P = precision =
TP

TP + FP

(2)R = recall =
TP

TP + FN

(3)F1 = 2 •
Precision • Recall

Precision+ Recall

(4)d(n,m) =

√√√√
1024∑

i=1

(ni −mi)
2

(5)RI(p) =
1

k

l
∑

i=1

0.5

0.5+ d(q, ni)
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with k as the overall number of hits/neighbors, l as the number of hits annotated with the GO term p and the 
distance d(q, ni) between query and hit being calculated according to Eq. (4).

Proteins represented by an embedding identical to the query protein (d = 0) led to RI = 1. Since the RI also 
takes into account, how many proteins l in a list of k hits are annotated with a certain term p (Eq. 5), predicted 
terms annotated to more proteins (larger l) have a higher RI than terms annotated to fewer proteins (smaller 
l). As this approach accounts for the agreement of the annotations between the k hits, it requires the RI to be 
normalized by the number of considered neighbors k, making it not directly comparable for predictions based 
on different values for k. On top, if different embeddings are used to identify close proteins, RI values are not 
directly comparable, because embeddings might be on different scales.

Instead of assessing embedding proximity through the Euclidean distance, the embedding field typically uses 
the cosine distance (Eq. 6):

Our initial assessment suggested cosine and Euclidean distance to perform alike, and we chose to use the 
metric more familiar to structural biologists, namely the Euclidean distance throughout this analysis.

GO term similarity. We measured the similarity between two sets of GO annotations A and B through the 
Jaccard index (Eq. 7) where |A ∩ B| is the number of GO terms present in both sets and |A ∪ B| is the number of 
GO terms present in at least one of the sets (duplicates are only counted once):

Correlation analysis. We analyzed the correlation between sequence identity and embedding similarity 
through the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient because our data was neither distributed normally, nor were 
the two measures for similarity measures linear. In contrast to, e.g. Pearson correlation, Spearman does not 
assume a normal distribution and detects monotonic instead of linear  relations59,60.

Availability. GO term predictions using embedding similarity for a certain protein sequence can be per-
formed through our publicly available webserver: https ://embed .prote in.prope rties /. The source code along with 
all embeddings for GOA2020 and GOA2017, and the CAFA3 targets are also available on GitHub: https ://githu 
b.com/Rostl ab/goPre dSim (more details in the repository). In addition to reproducing the results, the source 
code also allows calculating embedding similarity using cosine distance.

Data availability
The source code and the embedding sets for target proteins and lookup databases are publicly available as a 
GitHub repository. GO term predictions for the SARS-CoV-2 proteins are provided as additional files and in 
the GitHub repository.
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Abstract
The emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants stressed the demand for tools allowing to interpret the effect of single amino acid 
variants (SAVs) on protein function. While Deep Mutational Scanning (DMS) sets continue to expand our understanding 
of the mutational landscape of single proteins, the results continue to challenge analyses. Protein Language Models (pLMs) 
use the latest deep learning (DL) algorithms to leverage growing databases of protein sequences. These methods learn to 
predict missing or masked amino acids from the context of entire sequence regions. Here, we used pLM representations 
(embeddings) to predict sequence conservation and SAV effects without multiple sequence alignments (MSAs). Embeddings 
alone predicted residue conservation almost as accurately from single sequences as ConSeq using MSAs (two-state Mat-
thews Correlation Coefficient—MCC—for ProtT5 embeddings of 0.596 ± 0.006 vs. 0.608 ± 0.006 for ConSeq). Inputting 
the conservation prediction along with BLOSUM62 substitution scores and pLM mask reconstruction probabilities into a 
simplistic logistic regression (LR) ensemble for Variant Effect Score Prediction without Alignments (VESPA) predicted SAV 
effect magnitude without any optimization on DMS data. Comparing predictions for a standard set of 39 DMS experiments 
to other methods (incl. ESM-1v, DeepSequence, and GEMME) revealed our approach as competitive with the state-of-the-art 
(SOTA) methods using MSA input. No method outperformed all others, neither consistently nor statistically significantly, 
independently of the performance measure applied (Spearman and Pearson correlation). Finally, we investigated binary 
effect predictions on DMS experiments for four human proteins. Overall, embedding-based methods have become competi-
tive with methods relying on MSAs for SAV effect prediction at a fraction of the costs in computing/energy. Our method 
predicted SAV effects for the entire human proteome (~ 20 k proteins) within 40 min on one Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000. All 
methods and data sets are freely available for local and online execution through bioembeddings.com, https:// github. com/ 
Rostl ab/ VESPA, and PredictProtein.
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AI  Artificial intelligence
AUC   Area under the curve
BFD  Big Fantastic Database
CNN  Convolutional neural network
DL  Deep learning
EI  Evolutionary information
DMS  Deep mutational scanning
FNN  Feed forward neural network
GoF  Gain-of-function SAV
LoF  Loss-of-function SAV
LM  Language model
LR  Logistic regression
MAVE  Multiplexed Assays of Variant Effect
MCC  Matthews correlation coefficient
ML  Machine learning
MSA  Multiple sequence alignments
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NLP  Natural language processing
OMIM  Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
PDB  Protein Data Bank
pLM  Protein Language Model (used here: ESM-

1b/1v: ProtBERT: ProtT5)
PMD  Protein mutant database
ProtT5beff  Rule-based method developed here using 

ProtT5 embeddings to predict binary SAV 
effects from single sequences

ProtT5cons  Method developed here using ProtT5 
embeddings to predict residue conservation 
from single sequences optimizing a CNN on 
the unchanged pre-trained ProtT5

ReLU  Rectified linear unit
ROC  Receiver-operating characteristic
SAV  Single amino acid variant (also known as 

SAAV or nsSNP: or missense mutation/
variant)

SOTA  State-of-the-art
SSD  Solid State Drive
SVM  Support Vector Machine
VESPA  Method developed here for Variant Effect 

Score Prediction without Alignments
VESPAl  Light VESPA: less accurate but faster

Introduction

Many different resources capture SAV effects. Mutations 
in the Spike (S) surface protein of SARS-CoV-2 have wid-
ened the attention to the complex issue of protein variant 
effects (Korber et al. 2020; Laha et al. 2020; Mercatelli and 
Giorgi 2020; O’Donoghue et al. 2020). The ability to distin-
guish between beneficial (= gain of function, GoF), deleteri-
ous (= loss of function, LoF) and neutral single amino acid 
variants (SAVs; also referred to as SAAV, missense muta-
tions, or non-synonymous Single Nucleotide Variants: nsS-
NVs) continues to be a key challenge toward understanding 
how SAVs affect proteins (Adzhubei et al. 2010; Bromberg 
and Rost 2007, 2009; Ng and Henikoff 2003; Studer et al. 
2013; Wang and Moult 2001). Recently, an unprecedented 
amount of in vitro data describing the quantitative effects of 
SAVs on protein function has been produced through Mul-
tiplexed Assays of Variant Effect (MAVEs), such as deep 
mutational scans (DMS) (Fowler and Fields 2014; Weile and 
Roth 2018). However, a comprehensive atlas of in vitro vari-
ant effects for the entire human proteome still remains out of 
reach (AVE Alliance Founding Members 2020). Yet, even 
for the existing experiments, intrinsic problems remain: (1) 
In vitro DMS data capture SAV effects upon molecular func-
tion much better than those upon biological processes, e.g., 
disease implications may be covered in databases such as the 
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (Amberger 

et al. 2019), but not in MaveDB (Esposito et al. 2019). (2) 
The vast majority of proteins have several structural domains 
(Liu and Rost 2003, 2004a, b); hence, most are likely to 
have several different molecular functions. However, each 
experimental assay tends to measure the impact upon only 
one of those functions. (3) In vivo protein function might be 
impacted in several ways not reproducible by in vitro assays.

Evolutionary information from MSAs is most impor-
tant to predict SAV effects. Many in silico methods try 
to narrow the gap between known sequences and unknown 
SAV effects; these include (by earliest publication date): 
PolyPhen/PolyPhen2 (Adzhubei et  al. 2010; Ramensky 
et al. 2002), SIFT (Ng and Henikoff 2003; Sim et al. 2012), 
I-Mutant (Capriotti et al. 2005), SNAP/SNAP2 (Bromberg 
and Rost 2007; Hecht et al. 2015), MutationTaster (Schwarz 
et al. 2010), Evolutionary Action (Katsonis and Lichtarge 
2014), CADD (Kircher et al. 2014), PON-P2 (Niroula et al. 
2015), INPS (Fariselli et al. 2015), Envision (Gray et al. 
2018), DeepSequence (Riesselman et al. 2018), GEMME 
(Laine et al. 2019), ESM-1v (Meier et al. 2021), and methods 
predicting rheostat positions susceptible to gradual effects 
(Miller et al. 2017). Of these, only Envision and DeepSe-
quence trained on DMS experiments. Most others trained on 
sparsely annotated data sets such as disease-causing SAVs 
from OMIM (Amberger et al. 2019), or from databases 
such as the protein mutant database (PMD) (Kawabata et al. 
1999; Nishikawa et al. 1994). While only some methods 
use sophisticated algorithms from machine learning (ML; 
SVM, FNN) or even artificial intelligence (AI; CNN), almost 
all rely on evolutionary information derived from multiple 
sequence alignments (MSAs) to predict variant effects. The 
combination of evolutionary information (EI) and ML/AI 
has long been established as a backbone of computational 
biology (Rost 1996; Rost and Sander 1992, 1993), now even 
allowing AlphaFold2 to predict protein structure at unprece-
dented levels of accuracy (Jumper et al. 2021). Nevertheless, 
for almost no other task is EI as crucial as for SAV effect 
prediction (Bromberg and Rost 2007). Although different 
sources of input information matter, when MSAs are avail-
able, they trump all other features (Hecht et al. 2015). Even 
models building on the simplest EI, e.g., the BLOSUM62 
matrix condensing bio-physical constraints into a 20 × 20 
substitution matrix (Ng and Henikoff 2003) with no distinc-
tion between E481K (amino acid E at residue position 481 
mutated to amino acid K) and E484K (part of SARS-CoV-2 
Delta variant), or a simple conservation weight (Reeb et al. 
2020) with no distinction of D484Q and D484K, almost 
reach the performance of much more complex and seem-
ingly advanced methods.

Embeddings capture language of life written in pro-
teins. Every year, algorithms improve natural language 
processing (NLP), in particular by feeding large text cor-
pora into Deep Learning (DL)-based Language Models 
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(LMs). These advances have been transferred to protein 
sequences by learning to predict masked or missing amino 
acids using large databases of raw protein sequences as 
input (Alley et al. 2019; Bepler and Berger 2019a, 2021; 
Elnaggar et al. 2021; Heinzinger et al. 2019; Madani et al. 
2020; Ofer et al. 2021; Rao et al. 2020; Rives et al. 2021). 
Processing the information learned by such protein LMs 
(pLMs), e.g., by constructing 1024-dimensional vectors 
of the last hidden layers, yields a representation of protein 
sequences referred to as embeddings [Fig. 1 in (Elnaggar 
et al. 2021)]. Embeddings have succeeded as exclusive 
input to predicting secondary structure and subcellular 
location at performance levels almost reaching (Alley et al. 
2019; Heinzinger et al. 2019; Rives et al. 2021) or even 
exceeding (Elnaggar et al. 2021; Littmann et al. 2021c; 
Stärk et al. 2021) state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods using 
EI from MSAs as input. Embeddings even succeed in sub-
stituting sequence similarity for homology-based annota-
tion transfer (Littmann et al. 2021a, b) and in predicting 
the effect of mutations on protein–protein interactions 
(Zhou et al. 2020). The power of such embeddings has 
been increasing with the advance of algorithms (Bepler 
and Berger 2021; Elnaggar et al. 2021; Rives et al. 2021). 
ESM-1v demonstrated pre-trained pLMs predicting SAV 
effect without any supervision at state-of-the-art level on 
DMS data using solely mask reconstruction probabilities 
(Meier et al. 2021). Naturally, there will be some limit to 
such improvements. However, the advances over the last 
months prove that this limit had not been reached by the 
end of 2020.

Here, we analyzed ways of using embeddings from pre-
trained pLMs to predict the effect of SAVs upon protein 
function with a focus on molecular function, using exper-
imental data from DMS (Esposito et al. 2019) and PMD 
(Kawabata et al. 1999). The embeddings from the pre-trained 
pLMs were not altered or optimized to suit the subsequent 
 2nd step of supervised training on data sets with more limited 
annotations. In particular, we assessed two separate super-
vised prediction tasks: conservation and SAV effects. First, 
we utilized pre-trained pLMs (ProtBert, ProtT5, ESM-1b) 
as static feature encoders (without fine-tuning the pLMs) to 
derive input embeddings for developing a method predicting 
the conservation that we could read off a family of aligned 
sequences (MSA) for each residue without actually generat-
ing the MSA. Second, we trained a Logistic Regression (LR) 
ensemble to predict SAV effect using (2a) the predictions of 
the best conservation predictor (ProtT5cons) together with 
(2b) substitution scores of BLOSUM62 and (2c) substitu-
tion probabilities of the pLM ProtT5. While substitution 
probabilities alone already correlated with DMS scores, we 
observed that adding conservation predictions together with 
BLOSUM62 increased performance. The resulting model 
for Variant Effect Score Prediction without Alignments 

(VESPA) was competitive with more complex solutions 
in terms of correlation with experimental DMS scores and 
computational and environmental costs. Additionally, for a 
small drop in prediction performance, we created a compu-
tationally more efficient method, dubbed VESPA-light (or 
short: VESPAl), by excluding substitution probabilities to 
allow proteome-wide analysis to complete after the coffee 
break on a single machine (40 min for human proteome on 
one Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000).

Methods

Data sets

In total, we used five different datasets. ConSurf10k was 
used to train and evaluate a model on residue conservation 
prediction. Eff10k was used to train SAV effect prediction. 
PMD4k and DMS4 were used as test sets to assess the pre-
diction of binary SAV effects. The prediction of continuous 
effect scores was evaluated on DMS39.

ConSurf10k assessed conservation. The method pre-
dicting residue conservation used ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin 
et al. 2020). This resource provided sequences and conserva-
tion for 89,673 proteins. For all, experimental high-resolu-
tion three-dimensional (3D) structures were available in the 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al. 2000). As standard-
of-truth for the conservation prediction, we used the values 
from ConSurf-DB generated using HMMER (Mistry et al. 
2013), CD-HIT (Fu et al. 2012), and MAFFT-LINSi (Katoh 
and Standley 2013) to align proteins in the PDB (Burley 
et al. 2019). For proteins from families with over 50 proteins 
in the resulting MSA, an evolutionary rate at each residue 
position is computed and used along with the MSA to recon-
struct a phylogenetic tree. The ConSurf-DB conservation 
scores ranged from 1 (most variable) to 9 (most conserved). 
The PISCES server (Wang and Dunbrack 2003) was used to 
redundancy reduce the data set, such that no pair of proteins 
had more than 25% pairwise sequence identity. We removed 
proteins with resolutions > 2.5 Å, those shorter than 40 resi-
dues, and those longer than 10,000 residues. The resulting 
data set (ConSurf10k) with 10,507 proteins (or domains) 
was randomly partitioned into training (9392 sequences), 
cross-training/validation (555), and test (519) sets.

Eff10k assessed SAV effects. This dataset was taken from 
the SNAP2 development set (Hecht et al. 2015). It contained 
100,737 binary SAV-effect annotations (neutral: 39,700, 
effect: 61,037) from 9594 proteins. The set was used to train 
an ensemble method for SAV effect prediction. For this, we 
replicated the cross-validation (CV) splits used to develop 
SNAP2 by enforcing that clusters of sequence-similar pro-
teins were put into the same CV split. More specifically, 
we clustered all sequence-similar proteins (PSI-BLAST E 
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value < 1e-3) using single-linkage clustering, i.e., all con-
nected nodes (proteins) were put into the same cluster. By 
placing all proteins within one cluster into the same CV split 
and rotating the splits, such that every split was used exactly 
once for testing, we ascertained that no pair of proteins 
between train and test shared significant sequence similar-
ity (PIDE). More details on the dataset are given in SNAP2 
(Hecht et al. 2015).

PMD4k assessed binary SAV effects. From Eff10k, we 
extracted annotations that were originally adopted from 
PMD (“no change” as “neutral”; annotations with any level 
of increase or decrease in function as “effect”). This yielded 
51,817 binary annotated SAVs (neutral: 13,638, effect: 
38,179) in 4061 proteins. PMD4k was exclusively used for 
testing. While these annotations were part of Eff10k, all 
performance estimates for PMD4k were reported only for 
the PMD annotations in the testing subsets of the cross-val-
idation splits. As every protein in Eff10k (and PMD4k) was 
used exactly once for testing, we could ascertain that there 
was no significant (prediction by homology-based inference 
possible) sequence-similarity between PMD4k and our train-
ing splits.

DMS4 sampled large-scale DMS in vitro experiments 
annotating binary SAV effects. This set contained binary 
classifications (effect/non-effect) for four human proteins 
(corresponding genes: BRAC1, PTEN, TPMT, PPARG) 
generated previously (Reeb 2020). These were selected 
as they were the first proteins with comprehensive DMS 
experiments including synonymous variants (needed to map 
from continuous effect scores to binary effect vs. neutral) 
resulting in 15,621 SAV annotations (Findlay et al. 2018; 
Majithia et al. 2016; Matreyek et al. 2018). SAVs with ben-
eficial effect (= gain of function) were excluded, because 
they disagree between experiments (Reeb et al. 2020). The 
continuous effect scores of the four DMS experiments were 
mapped to binary values (effect/neutral) by considering the 
95% interval around the mean of all experimental meas-
urements as neutral, and the 5% tails of the distribution as 
“effect”, as described in more detail elsewhere (Reeb et al. 
2020). In total, the set had 11,788 neutral SAVs and 3516 
deleterious effect SAVs. Additionally, we used two other 
thresholds: the 90% interval from mean (8926 neutral vs. 
4545 effect) and the 99% interval from mean (13,506 neutral 
vs. 1,548 SAVs effect).

DMS39 collected DMS experiments annotating con-
tinuous SAV effects. This set was used to assess whether 
the methods introduced here, although trained only on 
binary effect data from Eff10k, had captured continuous 
effect scales as measured by DMS. The set was a subset 
of 43 DMS experiments assembled for the development of 
DeepSequence (Riesselman et al. 2018). From the original 
compilation, we excluded an experiment on tRNA as it is 
not a protein, on the toxin–antitoxin complex as it comprises 

multiple proteins and removed experiments for which only 
double variants existed. DMS39 contained 135,665 SAV 
scores, in total. The number of SAVs per experiment var-
ied substantially between the 39 with an average of 3625 
SAVs/experiment, a median of 1962, a minimum of 21, and 
a maximum of 12,729. However, to avoid any additional 
biases in the comparison to other methods, we avoided any 
further filtering step.

Input features

For the prediction of residue conservation, all newly devel-
oped methods exclusively trained on embeddings from pre-
trained pLMs without fine-tuning those (no gradient was 
backpropagated to the pLM). The predictions of the best-
performing method for conservation prediction were used in 
a second step together with substitution scores from BLO-
SUM62 and substitution probabilities from ProtT5 as input 
features to predict binary SAV effects.

Embeddings from pLMs: For conservation prediction, 
we used embeddings from the following pLMs: ProtBert 
(Elnaggar et al. 2021) based on the NLP (Natural Language 
Processing) algorithm BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) trained on 
Big Fantastic Database (BFD) with over 2.3 million protein 
sequences (Steinegger and Söding 2018), ESM-1b (Rives 
et al. 2021) that is conceptually similar to (Prot)BERT (both 
use a Transformer encoder) but trained on UniRef50 (The 
UniProt Consortium 2021) and ProtT5-XL-U50 (Elnag-
gar et al. 2021) (for simplicity referred to as ProtT5) based 
on the NLP sequence-to-sequence model T5 (transformer 
encoder–decoder architecture) (Raffel et al. 2020) trained 
on BFD and fine-tuned on Uniref50. All embeddings were 
obtained from the bio_embeddings pipeline (Dallago et al. 
2021). As described in ProtTrans, only the encoder side of 
ProtT5 was used and embeddings were extracted in half-pre-
cision (Elnaggar et al. 2021). The per-residue embeddings 
were extracted from the last hidden layer of the models with 
size 1024 × L (1280 for ESM-1b), where L is the length of 
the protein sequence and 1024 (or 1280 for ESM-1b) is the 
dimension of the hidden states/embedding space of ESM-1b, 
ProtBert, and ProtT5.

Context-dependent substitution probabilities: The 
training objective of most pLMs is to reconstruct corrupted 
amino acids from their non-corrupted protein sequence 
context. Repeating this task on billions of sequences allows 
pLMs to learn a probability of how likely it is to observe 
a token (an amino acid) at a certain position in the protein 
sequence. After pre-training, those probabilities can be 
extracted from pLMs by masking/corrupting one token/
amino acid at a time, letting the model reconstruct it based 
on non-corrupted sequence context and repeating this for 
each token/amino acid in the sequence. For each protein, this 
gives a vector of length L by 20 with L being the protein’s 
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length and 20 being the probability distribution over the 20 
standard amino acids. It was shown recently (Meier et al. 
2021) that these probabilities provide a context-aware esti-
mate for the effect of SAVs, i.e., the reconstruction prob-
abilities depend on the protein sequence, and other methods 
have made use of similar probabilities (Hopf et al. 2017; 
Riesselman et  al. 2018). To generate input features for 
our SAV effect predictor, we used, as suggested by Meier 
et al. (2021), the log-odds ratio between the probability of 
observing the wild-type amino acid at a certain position and 
the probability of observing a specific mutant at the same 
position: log

(
p
(
Xi,mutant

))
− log(p

(
Xi,wildtype

)
) . The term 

p
(

Xi,mutant

)

 described the probability of an SAV occurring 
at position i and p

(
Xi,wildtype

)
 described the corresponding 

probability of the wild-type occurrence (native amino acid). 
To extract these probabilities for SAV effect prediction, we 
only considered the pLM embeddings correlating best with 
conservation (ProtT5). Additionally, we extracted probabili-
ties for ProtBert on ConSurf10k to analyze in more detail the 
mistakes that ProtBert makes during reconstruction (SOM 
Fig. S5, S6).

Context-independent BLOSUM62 substitution scores: 
The BLOSUM substitution matrix gives a log-odds ratio 
for observing an amino acid substitution irrespective of its 
position in the protein (Henikoff and Henikoff 1992), i.e., the 
substitution score will not depend on a specific protein or 
the position of a residue within a protein but rather focuses 
on bio-chemical and bio-physical properties of amino acids. 

Substitution scores in BLOSUM were derived from compar-
ing the log-odds of amino acid substitutions among well-
conserved protein families. Typically applied to align pro-
teins, BLOSUM scores are also predictive of SAV effects 
(Ng and Henikoff 2003; Sruthi et al. 2020).

Method development

In our three-stage development, we first compared different 
combinations of network architectures and pLM embed-
dings to predict residue conservation. Next, we combined 
the best conservation prediction method with BLOSUM62 
substitution scores to develop a simple rule-based predic-
tion of binary SAV effects. In the third step, we combined 
the predicted conservation, BLOSUM62, and substitution 
probabilities to train a new method predicting SAV effects 
for binary data from Eff10k and applied this method to non-
binary DMS data.

Conservation prediction (ProtT5cons, Fig. 1A): Using 
either ESM-1b, ProtBert, or ProtT5 embeddings as input 
(Fig. 1a), we trained three supervised classifiers to distin-
guish between nine conservation classes taken from Con-
Surf-DB (early stop when optimum reached for ConSurf10k 
validation set). The objective of this task was to learn the 
prediction of family conservation from ConSurf-DB (Ben 
Chorin et al. 2020) based on the nine conservation classes 
introduced by that method that range from 1 (variable) to 
9 (conserved) for each residue in a protein, i.e., this task 

Fig. 1  Sketch of methods. Panel A sketches the conservation pre-
diction pipeline: (I) embed protein sequence (“SEQ”) using a pLM 
[here: ProtBERT, ProtT5 (Elnaggar et  al. 2021) or ESM-1b (Meier 
et  al. 2021)]. (II) Input embedding into supervised method (here: 
logistic regression, FNN or CNN) to predict conservation in 9-classes 
as defined by ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin et al. 2020). (III) Map nine-
class predictions > 5 to conserved (C), others to non-conserved (−). 
Panel B shows the use of binary conservation predictions as input 

to SAV effect prediction by (I) considering all residue positions pre-
dicted as conserved (C) as effect (E), all others as neutral (ProtT-
5cons-19equal and ConSeq-19equal). (II) Residues predicted as con-
served are further split into specific substitutions (SAVs) predicted to 
have an effect (E) or not (−) if the corresponding BLOSUM62 score 
is < 0, all others are predicted as neutral (ProtT5-beff, ConSeq-BLO-
SUM62)
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implied a multi-class per-residue prediction. Cross-entropy 
loss together with Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) was used 
to optimize each network toward predicting one out of nine 
conservation classes for each residue in a protein (per-token/
per-residue task).

The models were: (1) standard Logistic Regression (LR) 
with 9000 (9 k) free parameters; (2) feed-forward neural net-
work (FNN; with two FNN layers connected through the so-
called ReLU (rectified linear unit) activations (Fukushima 
1969); dropout rate 0.25; 33 k free parameters); (3) standard 
convolutional neural network (CNN; with two convolutional 
layers with a window size of 7, connected through ReLU 
activations; dropout rate of 0.25; 231 k free parameters). To 
put the number of free parameters into perspective: the Con-
Surf10k data set contained about 2.7 million samples, i.e., 
an order of magnitude more samples than free parameters 
of the largest model. On top of the 9-class prediction, we 
implemented a binary classifier (conserved/non-conserved; 
threshold for projecting nine to two classes optimized on 
validation set). The best-performing model (CNN trained 
on ProtT5) was referred to as ProtT5cons.

Rule-based binary SAV effect prediction (ProtT5beff, 
Fig. 1B): For rule-based binary SAV effect (effect/neutral) 
prediction, we considered multiple approaches. The first 
and simplest approach was to introduce a threshold to the 
output of ProtT5cons (no optimization on SAV data). Here, 
we marked all residues predicted to be conserved (conserva-
tion score > 5) as “effect”; all others as “neutral”. This first 
level treated all 19 non-native SAVs at one sequence posi-
tion equally (referred to as “19equal” in tables and figures). 
To refine, we followed the lead of SIFT (Ng and Henikoff 
2003) using the BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff 
1992) substitution scores. This led to the second rule-based 
method dubbed BLOSUM62bin which can be considered 
a naïve baseline: SAVs less likely than expected (negative 
values in BLOSUM62) were classified as “effect”; all oth-
ers as “neutral”. Next, we combined both rule-based clas-
sifiers to the third rule-based method, dubbed ProtT5beff 
(“effect” if ProtT5cons predicts conserved, i.e., value > 5, 
and BLOSUM62 negative, otherwise “neutral”, Fig. 1b). 
This method predicted binary classifications (effect/neu-
tral) of SAVs without using any experimental data on SAV 
effects for optimization by merging position-aware informa-
tion from ProtT5cons and variant-aware information from 
BLOSUM62.

Supervised prediction of SAV effect scores (VESPA and 
VESPAl): For variant effect score prediction without align-
ments (VESPA), we trained a balanced logistic regression 
(LR) ensemble method as implemented in SciKit (Pedregosa 
et al. 2011) on the cross-validation splits of Eff10k. We 
rotated the ten splits of Eff10k, such that each data split 
was used exactly once for testing, while all remaining splits 
were used for training. This resulted in ten individual LRs 

trained on separate datasets. All of those were forced to 
share the same hyper-parameters. The hyper-parameters 
that differed from SciKit’s defaults were: (1) balanced 
weights: class weights were inversely proportional to class 
frequency in input data; (2) maximum number of itera-
tions taken for the solvers to converge was set to 600. The 
learning objective of each was to predict the probability of 
binary class membership (effect/neutral). By averaging their 
output, we combined the ten LRs to an ensemble method: 
VESPA = ensemble of LRs =

1

10

∑10

i=1
LRi . The output of 

VESPA is bound to [0,1] and by introducing a threshold 
can be readily interpreted as a probability for an SAV to be 
“neutral” (VESPA < 0.5) or to have “effect” (VESPA ≥ 0.5). 
As input for VESPA, we used 11 features to derive one score 
for each SAV; nine were the position-specific conservation 
probabilities predicted by ProtT5cons; one was the variant-
specific substitution score from BLOSUM62, the other the 
variant- and position-specific log-odds ratio of ProtT5’s sub-
stitution probabilities. To reduce the computational costs of 
VESPA, we introduced the “light” version VESPAl using 
only conservation probabilities and BLOSUM62 as input 
and thereby circumventing the computationally more costly 
extraction of the log-odds ratio. Both VESPA and VES-
PAl were only optimized on binary effect data from Eff10k 
and never encountered continuous effect scores from DMS 
experiments during any optimization.

Evaluation

Conservation prediction—ProtT5cons: To put the perfor-
mance of ProtT5cons into perspective, we generated ConSeq 
(Berezin et al. 2004) estimates for conservation through Pre-
dictProtein (Bernhofer et al. 2021) using MMseqs2 (Steineg-
ger and Söding 2018) and PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997) 
to generate MSAs. These were “estimates” as opposed to 
the standard-of-truth from ConSurf-DB, because, although 
they actually generated entire MSAs, the method for MSA 
generation was “just” MMseqs2 as opposed to HMMER 
(Mistry et al. 2013), and MAFFT-LINSi (Katoh and Stand-
ley 2013) for ConSurf-DB and the computation of weights 
from the MSA also required less computing resources. A 
random baseline resulted from randomly shuffling ConSurf-
DB values.

Binary effect prediction—ProtT5beff: To analyze the 
performance of VESPA and VESPAl, we compared results 
to SNAP2 (Hecht et al. 2015) at the default binary threshold 
(score > − 0.05, default value suggested in original publica-
tion) on PMD4k and DMS4. Furthermore, we evaluated the 
rule-based binary SAV effect prediction ProtT5beff on the 
same datasets. To assess to which extent performance of 
ProtT5beff could be attributed to mistakes in ProtT5cons, 
we replaced residue conservation from ProtT5cons with 
conservation scores from ConSeq and applied the same 
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two rule-based approaches as explained above (ConSeq 
19equal: conserved predictions at one sequence position 
were considered “effect” for all 19 non-native SAVs and 
ConSeq blosum62: only negative BLOSUM62 scores at 
residues predicted as conserved were considered “effect”; 
all others considered “neutral” with both using the same 
threshold in conservation as for our method, i.e., conser-
vation > 5 for effect) for PMD4k and DMS4. This failed 
for 122 proteins on PMD4k (3% of PMD4k), because the 
MSAs were deemed too small. We also compared ProtT-
5beff to the baseline based only on BLOSUM62 with the 
same thresholds as above (BLOSUM62bin). Furthermore, 
we compared to SNAP2 at default binary threshold of effect: 
SNAP2 score > − 0.05 (default value suggested in original 
publication). SNAP2 failed for four of the PMD4k proteins 
(0.1% of PMD4k). For the random baseline, we randomly 
shuffled ground truth values for each PMD4k and DMS4.

Continuous effect prediction—VESPA: We evalu-
ated the performance of VESPA and VESPAl on DMS39 
comparing to MSA-based DeepSequence (Riesselman et al. 
2018) and GEMME (Laine et al. 2019), and the pLM-based 
ESM-1v (Meier et al. 2021). Furthermore, we evaluated 
log-odds ratios from ProtT5’s substitution probabilities and 
BLOSUM62 substitution scores as a baseline. The Deep-
Sequence predictions were copied from the supplement to 
the original publication (Riesselman et al. 2018), GEMME 
correlation coefficients were provided by the authors, and 
ESM-1v predictions were replicated using the online reposi-
tory of ESM-1v. We used the publicly available ESM-1v 
scripts to retrieve “masked-marginals” for each of the five 
ESM-1v models and averaged over their outputs, because 
this strategy gave best performance according to the authors. 
If a protein was longer than 1022 (the maximum sequence 
length that ESM-1v can process), we split the sequence into 
non-overlapping chunks of length 1022. VESPA, VESPAl, 
and ESM-1v predictions did not use MSAs and therefore 
provided results for the entire input sequences, while Deep-
Sequence and GEMME were limited to residues to which 
enough other protein residues were aligned in the MSAs.

Performance measures: We applied the following stand-
ard performance measures:

Q2 scores (Eq. 1) described both binary predictions (con-
servation and SAV effect). The same held for F1-scores (Eq. 6, 
7) and MCC (Matthews Correlation Coefficient, Eq. 8). We 
defined conserved/effect as the positive class and non-con-
served/neutral as the negative class (indices “ + ” for positive, 
“−“ for negative) and used the standard abbreviations of TP 
(true positives: number of residues predicted and observed as 
conserved/effect), TN (true negatives: predicted and observed 

(1)

Q2 = 100 ⋅
(Number of residues predicted correctly in 2 states)

(Number of all residues)
.

as non-conserved/neutral), FP (false positives: predicted 
conserved/effect, observed non-conserved/neutral), and FN 
(false negatives: predicted non-conserved/neutral, observed 
conserved/effect)

Q9 is exclusively used to measure performance for the 
prediction of nine classes of conservation taken from Con-
Surf-DB. Furthermore, we considered the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient

and the Spearman correlation coefficient where raw 
scores (X, Y of Eq. 10) are converted to ranks

for continuous effect prediction.
Error estimates: We estimated symmetric 95% confi-

dence intervals (CI Eq. 12) for all metrics using bootstrap-
ping (Efron et al. 1996) by computing 1.96* standard devia-
tion (SD) of randomly selected variants from all test sets 
with replacement over n = 1000 bootstrap sets

(2)
Accuracy+ = Precision+ = Positive Predicted Value =

TP

TP + FP

(3)
Accuracy− = Precision− = NegativePredictedValue =

TN

TN + FN

(4)Coverage+ = Recall+ = Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN

(5)Coverage_ = Recall− = Specificity =
TN

TN + FP

(6)F1+ = 100 ∙ 2 ∙
Precision+ ∙ Recall+

Precision+ + Recall+

(7)F1− = 100 ∙ 2 ∙
Precision− ∙ Recall−

Precision− + Recall−

(8)

MCC =
TP ∙ TN − FP ∙ FN

√

(TP + FP) ∙ (TP + FN) ∙ (TN + FP) ∙ (TN + FN)

(9)

Q9 = 100 ∙
Number of residues predicted correctly in 9 states

Number of all residues
.

(10)rP = �X,Y =
cov(X, Y)
�X�Y

,

(11)rS = �rgX ,rgY =
cov(rgX , rgY )
�XrgX�rgY

(12)CI = 1.96 ∙ SD = 1.96 ∙

�

∑

(yi − y)
2

n
,
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with yi being the metric for each bootstrap sample and y the 
mean over all bootstrap samples. We considered differences 
in performance significant if two CIs did not overlap.

Probability entropy: To investigate the correlation 
between embeddings and conservation classes of ConSurf-
DB, we computed the entropy of pLM substitution prob-
abilities (p) as

Results

We first showed that probabilities derived from pLMs suf-
ficed for the prediction of residue conservation from pLM 
embeddings without using MSAs (data set ConSurf10k; 
method ProtT5cons). Next, we presented a non-parametric 
rule-based SAV effect prediction based on predicted con-
servation (IF “predicted conserved” THEN “predict effect”; 
method ProtT5beff). We refined the rule-based system 
through logistic regression (LR) to predict SAV effect on 
variants labeled with “effect” or “neutral” (data set Eff10k; 
methods VESPA, VESPAl). Finally, we established that these 
new methods trained on binary data (effect/neutral) from 
Eff10k correlated with continuous DMS experiments.

Embeddings predicted conservation: First, we estab-
lished that protein Language Models (pLMs) capture infor-
mation correlated with residue conservation without ever 
seeing any such labels. As a standard-of-truth, we extracted 
the categorical conservation scores ranging from 1 to 9 
(9: highly conserved, 1: highly variable) from ConSurf-
DB (Ben Chorin et al. 2020) for a non-redundant subset 
of proteins with experimentally known structures (data set 
ConSurf10k). Those conservation scores correlated with 
the mask reconstruction probabilities output by ProtBert 
(Fig. 2). More specifically, one amino acid was corrupted 
at a time and ProtBert reconstructed it from non-corrupted 
sequence context. For instance, when corrupting and recon-
structing all residues in ConSurf10k (one residue at a time), 
ProtBert assigned a probability to the native and to each of 
the 19 non-native (SAVs) amino acids for each position in 
the protein. Using those “substitution probabilities”, Prot-
Bert correctly predicted the native amino acid in 45.3% of 
all cases compared to 9.4% for a random prediction of the 
most frequent amino acid (Fig. S4). The entropy of these 
probability distributions correlated slightly with conserva-
tion (Fig. 2, Spearman’s R = -−0.374) although never trained 
on such labels.

Next, we established that residue conservation can be pre-
dicted directly from embeddings by training a supervised 
network on data from ConSurf-DB. We exclusively used 

(13)Entropy(p1,… , pn) = −

n
∑

i=1

pilog2pi.

embeddings of pre-trained pLMs (ProtT5, ProtBert (Elnag-
gar et al. 2021), ESM-1b (Rives et al. 2021)), as input to 
relatively simple machine learning models (Fig. 1). Even 
the simplistic logistic regression (LR) reached levels of per-
formance within about 20% of ConSeq (Berezin et al. 2004) 
conservation scores, which were derived from MSAs gen-
erated by the fast alignment method MMseqs2 (Steinegger 
and Söding 2017) (Fig. 3). The top prediction used ProtT5 
embeddings which consistently outperformed predictions 
from ESM-1b and ProtBERT embeddings. For all three 
types of embeddings, the CNN outperformed the FNN, and 
these outperformed the LR. Differences between ProtBert 
and ProtT5 were statistically significant (at the 95% confi-
dence interval, Eq. 12), while improvements from ProtT5 
over ESM-1b were mostly insignificant. The ranking of the 
embeddings and models remained stable across several per-
formance measures  (F1effect,  F1neutral, MCC, Pearson correla-
tion coefficient, Table S1).

ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin et al. 2020) simplifies family 
conservation to a single digit integer (9: highly conserved, 
1: highly variable). We further reduced these classes to a 
binary classification (conserved/non-conserved) to later 

Fig. 2  pLMs captured conservation without supervised training or 
MSAs. ProtBert was optimized to reconstruct corrupted input tokens 
from non-corrupted sequence context (masked language modeling). 
Here, we corrupted and reconstructed all proteins in the ConSurf10k 
dataset, one residue at a time. For each residue position, ProtBert 
returned the probability for observing each of the 20 amino acids 
at that position. The higher one probability (and the lower the cor-
responding entropy), the more certain the pLM predicts the corre-
sponding amino acid at this position from non-corrupted sequence 
context. Within the displayed boxplots, medians are depicted as black 
horizontal bars; whiskers are drawn at the 1.5 interquartile range. 
The x-axis gives categorical conservation scores (1: highly variable, 
9: highly conserved) computed by ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin et  al. 
2020) from multiple sequence alignments (MSAs); the y-axis gives 
the probability entropy (Eq.  13) computed without MSAs. The two 
were inversely proportional with a Spearman’s correlation of -0.374 
(Eq.  11), i.e., the more certain ProtBert’s prediction, the lower the 
entropy and the higher the conservation for a certain residue position. 
Apparently, ProtBert had extracted information correlated with resi-
due conservation during pre-training without having ever seen MSAs 
or any labeled data
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transfer information from conservation to binary SAV 
effect (effect/neutral) more readily. The optimal threshold 
for a binary conservation prediction was 5 (> 5 conserved, 
Fig. S1). However, performance was stable across a wide 
range of choices: between values from 4 to 7, MCC (Eq. 8) 
changed between 0.60 and 0.58, i.e., performance varied 
by 3.3% for 44.4% of all possible thresholds (Fig. S1). This 
was explained by the nine- and two-class confusion matrices 
(Fig. S2 and S3) for ProtT5cons, which showed that most 
mistakes were made between neighboring classes of similar 
conservation, or between the least conserved classes 1 and 2.

Conservation-based prediction of binary SAV effect 
better for DMS4 than for PMD4k? Next, we established 
that we could use the predicted conservation of ProtT5cons 
for rule-based binary SAV effect prediction without any fur-
ther optimization and without any MSA. In using predicted 
conservation to proxy SAV effect, we chose the method best 
in conservation prediction, namely the CNN using ProtT5 
embeddings (method dubbed ProtT5cons, Fig. 1B). The 
over-simplistic approach of considering any residue pre-
dicted as conserved to have an effect irrespective of the SAV 
(meaning: treat all 19 non-native SAVs alike) was referred 
to as “19equal”. We refined this rule-based approach by 

combining conservation prediction with a binary BLO-
SUM62 score (effect: if ProtT5cons predicted conserved 
AND BLOSUM62 < 0, neutral otherwise), which we 
referred to as ProtT5beff. For PMD4k, the following results 
were common to all measures reflecting aspects of preci-
sion and recall through a single number  (F1effect,  F1neutral and 
MCC). First, the expert method SNAP2 trained on Eff10k 
(superset of PMD4k) achieved numerically higher values 
than all rule-based methods introduced here. Second, using 
the same SAV effect prediction for all 19 non-native SAVs 
consistently reached higher values than using the BLO-
SUM62 values (Fig. 4 and Table 1: 19equal higher than 
blosum62). For some measures (Q2,  F1effect), values obtained 
using ConSeq for conservation (i.e., a method using MSAs) 
were higher than those for the ProtT5cons prediction (with-
out using MSAs), while for others (MCC,  F1neutral), this was 
reversed (Fig. 4, Table 1, Table S2).

Most performances differed substantially between 
PMD4k and DMS4, i.e., the first four proteins (BRAC1, 
PTEN, TPMT, and PPARG) for which we had obtained 
large-scale experimental DMS measures that could be con-
verted into a binary scale (effect/neutral). First, using BLO-
SUM62 to convert ProtT5cons into SAV-specific predictions 

Fig. 3  Conservation predicted accurately from embeddings. Data: 
hold-out test set of ConSurf10k (519 sequences); panel A: nine-state 
per-residue accuracy (Q9, Eq. 9) in predicting conservation as defined 
by ConSurf-DB (Ben Chorin et al. 2020); panel B: two-state per-resi-
due accuracy (Q2, Eq. 1; conservation score > 5: conserved, non-con-
served otherwise). Supervised models (trained on ConSurf10k): LR: 
logistic regression (9,000 = 9  k free parameters), FNN feed-forward 
network (33  k parameters), and CNN convolutional neural network 
(231  k parameters with 0.25 dropout rate); methods: ConSeq com-
putation of conservation weight through multiple sequence align-
ments (MSAs) (Berezin et  al. 2004); Random random label swap. 

Model inputs were differentiated by color (green: ESM-1b embed-
dings (Rives et al. 2021), red: ProtBert embeddings (Elnaggar et al. 
2021), blue: ProtT5 embeddings (Elnaggar et al. 2021), gray: MSAs 
(MMseqs2 (Steinegger and Söding 2017), and PSI-BLAST (Alts-
chul et al. 1997)). Black whiskers mark the 95% confidence interval 
(± 1.96 SD; Eq. 12). ESM-1b and ProtT5 embeddings outperformed 
those from ProtBERT (Elnaggar et  al. 2021); differences between 
ESM-1b and ProtT5 were not statistically significant, but ProtT5 
consistently outperformed ESM-1b in all metrics but Q2 (Table S1). 
ESM-1b and ProtT5 as input to the CNN came closest to ConSeq 
(Table S1)
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outperformed the MSA-based conservation lookup from 
ConSeq, the expert method SNAP2 trained on PMD4k 
(Table 1: ProtT5beff highest rule-based), and the newly 
introduced VESPA. Second, combining the BLOSUM62 
matrix with conservation also improved ConSeq (Table 1: 
ConSeq: 19equal lower than blosum62). Third, ranking 
across different performance measures correlated much 
better than for PMD4k (Tables S1–S5). As the mapping 
from continuous DMS effect scores to binary labels might 
introduce systematic noise, we also investigated different 
thresholds for this mapping. However, results for DMS4 at 
intervals of 90% (Table S3) and 99% (Table S5) around the 
mean showed similar trends.

We trained a logistic regression (LR) ensemble (VESPA) 
on cross-validation splits replicated from the SNAP2 devel-
opment set. For binary effect prediction, we introduced 
a threshold (≥ 0.5 effect, otherwise neutral) to the output 
scores of VESPA. When comparing VESPA and VESPAl 
(light version of VESPA) to the other methods on PMD4k, 
we observed a different picture than for the rule-based 

approaches. While SNAP2 still resulted in the highest MCC 
(0.28 ± 0.01), it was not significantly higher than that of 
VESPA and VESPAl (MCC: 0.274 ± 0.09 and 0.271 ± 0.09, 
respectively), and its development set overlapped with 
PMD4k. When evaluating the methods on DMS4, the best-
performing method, VESPAl (MCC 0.405 ± 0.016), outper-
formed SNAP2 (MCC 0.204 ± 0.012) and VESPA (MCC 
0.346 ± 0.014) as well as all rule-based methods (Table 1). 
We observed the same trends for other intervals (Tables 
S3–S5).

pLMs predicted SAV effect scores without MSAs. 
Could VESPA, trained on binary effect data (Eff10k) capture 
continuous SAV effect scores measured by DMS? For ease 
of comparison with other methods, we chose all 39 DMS 
experiments (DMS39) with single SAV effect data assem-
bled for the development of DeepSequence (Riesselman 
et  al. 2018). Several methods have recently been opti-
mized on DMS data, e.g., the apparent state-of-art (SOTA), 
DeepSequence trained on the MSAs of each of those 39 
experiments. Another recent method using evolutionary 

Fig. 4  Embedding-based binary SAV effect prediction is seem-
ingly competitive. Data: PMD4k (red bars; 4  k proteins from PMD 
(Kawabata et al. 1999)); DMS4 (blue bars) first four human proteins 
(BRAC1, PTEN, TPMT, PPARG) with comprehensive experimen-
tal DMS measurements including synonyms (here 95% thresh-
old) (Reeb et  al. 2020). Methods: SUPERVISED: a SNAP2bin: 
effect SNAP2 score > −  0.05, otherwise neutral; b VESPA: effect 
VESPA score >  = 0.5, otherwise neutral; c VESPAl: effect VESPAl 
score >  = 0.5, otherwise neutral. RULE-BASED: d BLOSUM62bin: 
irrespective of residue position, negative BLOSUM62 scores pre-
dicted as effect, others as neutral; e ProtT5cons|ConSeq 19equal: all 
19 non-native SAVs predicted equally: effect if ProtT5cons|ConSeq 

predicted residue position to be conserved, otherwise neutral; f 
ProtT5beff|ConSeq blosum62: effect if ProtT5cons|ConSeq predicts 
conserved and BLOSUM62 negative, otherwise neutral. BASELINE: 
g Random: random shuffle of experimental labels. All values for 
DMS4 computed for binary (effect/neutral) mapping of experimental 
DMS values with panel A giving the two-state per-residue accuracy 
(Q2, Eq.  1) and panel B giving the Matthews Correlation Coeffi-
cient (MCC, Eq. 8). Error bars: Black bars mark the 95% confidence 
interval (± 1.96 SD, Eq.  12). For all methods, the MCC differences 
between the two data sets PMD4k and DMS4 were statistically sig-
nificant (exception: random)
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information in a more advanced way than standard profiles 
from MSAs appears to reach a similar top level without 
machine learning, namely GEMME (Laine et al. 2019), 
and so does a method based on probabilities from pLMs, 
namely ESM-1v, without using MSAs. Comparing all those 
to VESPA, we could not observe a single method outper-
forming all others on all DMS39 experiments (Fig. 5). The 
four methods compared (two using MSAs: DeepSequence 
and GEMME, two using probabilities from pLMs instead of 
MSAs: ESM-1v and VESPA) reached Spearman rank cor-
relations above 0.4 for 36 DMS experiments. In fact, for the 
11 highest correlating out of the 39 experiments, predictions 
were as accurate as typically the agreement between two dif-
ferent experimental studies of the same protein (Spearman 
0.65 (Reeb et al. 2020)).

GEMME had a slightly higher mean and median Spear-
man correlation (Eq. 11) than DeepSequence, ESM-1v, 
VESPA, and all others tested (Fig. 6A, Table 2). When con-
sidering the symmetric 95% confidence intervals (Eq. 12), 
almost all those differences were statistically insignificant 
(Fig. 6B) except for only using BLOSUM62. In terms of 
mean Spearman correlation, VESPA was slightly higher 
than DeepSequence, which was slightly higher than ESM-
1v (Fig. 6A), but again neither was significantly better. The 
median Spearman correlation was equal for ESM-1v and 

VESPA and insignificantly lower for DeepSequence. The 
fastest method, VESPAl, reached lower Spearman correla-
tions than all other major methods (Fig. 6). Ranking and 
relative performance after correcting for statistical signifi-
cance were identical for Spearman and Pearson correlation 
(Table S6).

For comparison, we also introduced two advances on a 
random baseline, namely the raw BLOSUM62 scores and the 
raw ProtT5 log-odds scores (Fig. 6; Fig. S7). BLOSUM62 
was consistently and statistically significantly outperformed 
by all methods, while the ProtT5 log-odds averages were 
consistently lower, albeit not with statistical significance. As 
pLM-based methods were independent of MSAs, they pre-
dicted SAV scores for all residues contained in the DMS39 
data sets, while, e.g., DeepSequence and GEMME could 
predict only for the subset of the residues covered by large 
enough MSAs. This was reflected by decreased coverage of 
methods relying on MSAs (DeepSequence and GEMME; 
Table S8). The Spearman correlation of ESM-1v, VESPA, 
and VESPAl for the SAVs in regions without MSAs was 
significantly lower than that in regions with MSAs available 
(Table S7).

SAV effect predictions blazingly fast: One important 
advantage of predicting SAV effects without using MSAs 
is the computational efficiency. For instance, to predict the 

Table 1  Performance in binary 
SAV effect  predictiona

a Data sets: The PMD4k data set contained 4 k proteins from the PMD (Kawabata et al. 1999); 74% of the 
SAVs were deemed effect in a binary classification. DMS4 marks the first four human proteins (BRAC1, 
PTEN, TPMT, PPARG) for which we obtained comprehensive experimental DMS measurements along 
with a means of converting experimental scores into a binary version (effect/neutral) using synonyms. 
DMS4 results are shown for a threshold of 95%: the continuous effect scores were binarized by assign-
ing the middle 95% of effect scores as neutral variants and SAVs resulting in effect scores outside this 
range as effect variants (Reeb et al. 2020). Methods: SNAP2bin: effect SNAP2 score > − 0.05, otherwise 
neutral; VESPA: effect score ≥ 0.5, otherwise neutral; VESPAl: effect score ≥ 0.5, otherwise neutral; BLO-
SUM62: negative BLOSUM62 scores predicted as effect, others as neutral; ProtT5cons|ConSeq-19equal: 
all 19 non-native SAVs predicted equally: effect if ProtT5cons|ConSeq predicted/labeled as conserved, oth-
erwise neutral; ProtT5beff|ConSeq-blosum62: effect if ProtT5cons|ConSeq predicted/labeled as conserved 
and BLOSUM62 negative, otherwise neutral. ± values mark the 95% confidence interval (Eq. 12). For each 
column, if available, significantly best results are highlighted in bold

Data set PMD4k DMS4

Method/metric Q2
(Eq. 1)

MCC
(Eq. 8)

Q2
(Eq. 1)

MCC
(Eq. 8)

Random 61.08% ± 0.41 − 0.002 ± 0.016 64.27% ± 0.76 − 0.001 ± 0.018
Supervised methods
 SNAP2bin 70.66% ± 0.39 0.280 ± 0.010 41.55% ± 0.82 0.204 ± 0.012
 VESPA 63.52% ± 0.43 0.274 ± 0.086 63.56% ± 0.79 0.346 ± 0.014
 VESPAl 63.04% ± 0.43 0.271 ± 0.085 72.59% ± 0.72 0.405 ± 0.016

Rule-based methods
 BLOSUM62bin 56.17% ± 0.43 0.049 ± 0.010 44.47% ± 0.84 0.169 ± 0.014
 ProtT5cons-19equal 68.58% ± 0.41 0.227 ± 0.010 62.20% ± 0.82 0.322 ± 0.014
 ProtT5-beff 52.26% ± 0.43 0.160 ± 0.016 71.47% ± 0.75 0.369 ± 0.016
 ConSeq-19equal 71.51% ± 0.39 0.206 ± 0.010 50.70% ± 0.84 0.267 ± 0.012
 ConSeq blosum62 54.32% ± 0.43 0.138 ± 0.016 63.81% ± 0.8 0.318 ± 0.014
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mutational effects for all 19 non-native SAVs in the entire 
human proteome (all residues in all human proteins) took 
40 min on one Nvidia Quadro RTX 8000 using VESPAl. In 
turn, this was 40 min more than using BLOSUM62 alone 
(nearly instantaneous), but this instantaneous BLOSUM62-
based prediction was also much worse (Q2 for binary BLO-
SUM62 prediction worse than random, Table 1). In con-
trast, running methods such as SNAP2 (or ConSeq) required 
first to generate MSAs. Even the blazingly fast MMseqs2 
(Steinegger and Söding 2017) needed about 90 min using 
batch-processing on an Intel Skylake Gold 6248 processor 
with 40 threads, SSD and 377 GB main memory. While 
VESPAl computed prediction scores within minutes for an 
entire proteome, VESPA and ESM-1v require minutes for 

some single proteins depending on sequence length, e.g., 
ESM-1v took on average 170 s per protein for the DMS39 
set, while ProtT5 required on average 780 s. This originated 
from the number of forward passes required to derive pre-
dictions: while VESPAl needed only a single forward pass 
through the pLM to derive embeddings for conservation 
prediction, VESPA and ESM-1v (when deriving “masked-
marginals” as recommended by the authors) required L for-
ward passes with L being the protein length, because they 
corrupt one amino acid at a time and try to reconstruct it. 
The large difference in runtime between ESM-1v and ProtT5 
originated from the fact that ESM-1v cropped sequences 
after 1022, reducing the strong impact of outliers, i.e., runt-
ime of transformer-based models scales quadratically with 

Fig. 5  No SAV effect prediction consistently best on DMS data. 
Data: DMS39 (39 DMS experiments gathered for the development of 
DeepSequence (Riesselman et  al. 2018)); experiments sorted by the 
maximum absolute Spearman coefficient for each experiment. Meth-
ods: a DeepSequence trained an unsupervised model for each DMS 
experiment using only MSA input, i.e., no effect score labels were 
used (Riesselman et al. 2018); b GEMME inferred evolutionary trees 
and conserved sites from MSAs to predict effects (Laine et al. 2019); 
c ESM-1v correlated log-odds of substitution probabilities (Methods) 
with SAV effect magnitudes (Meier et al. 2021); d VESPA (this work) 
trained a logistic regression ensemble on binary SAV classification 
(effect/neutral) using predicted conservation (ProtT5cons), BLO-
SUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff 1992), and log-odds of substitution 

probabilities from ProtT5 (Elnaggar et  al. 2021) as input (without 
any optimization on DMS data). The values for the absolute Spear-
man correlation (Eq. 11) are shown for each method and experiment. 
The rightmost column shows the mean absolute Spearman correlation 
for each method. Although some experiments correlated much better 
(toward left) with predictions than others (toward right), the spread 
between prediction methods appeared high for both extremes; Deep-
Sequence was the only method reaching a correlation of 0 for one 
experiment; another one and three experiments were predicted with 
correlations below 0.2 for ESM-1v and DeepSequence, respectively, 
while the vast number of the 4 × 39 predictions reached correlations 
above 0.4
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sequence length, so while the shortest protein (71 residues) 
in the DMS39 set took only 5 s to compute, the longest 
(3033 residues) took 4.5 h to compute. We leave investigat-
ing the effect of splitting very long proteins into (overlap-
ping) chunks to future work.

Discussion

Conservation predicted by embeddings without MSAs. 
Even a simple logistic regression (LR) sufficed to predict 
per-residue conservation values from raw embeddings with-
out using MSAs (Fig. 3, Table S1). Relatively shallow CNNs 
(with almost 100-times fewer free parameters than samples 
despite early stopping) improved over the LR to levels in 
predicting conservation only slightly below conservation 
assigned by ConSeq which explicitly uses MSAs (Fig. 3, 
Table S1). Did this imply that the pLMs extracted evolution-
ary information from unlabeled sequence databases (BFD 
(Steinegger and Söding 2018) and UniProt (The UniProt 
Consortium 2021))? The answer might be more elusive than 
it seems. The methodology (pLMs) applied to predict con-
servation never encountered any explicit information about 
protein families through MSAs, i.e., the pLMs used here 

never had an explicit opportunity to pick up evolutionary 
constraints from related proteins. The correlation between 
substitution probabilities derived from pLMs and conser-
vation (Fig. 2) might suggest that pLMs implicitly learned 
evolutionary information.

A possible counterargument builds around the likelihood 
to pick up evolutionary constraints. The pLM clearly learned 
the reconstruction of more frequent amino acids much better 
than that of less frequent ones (Fig. S5). Unsurprisingly, AI 
is pushed most in the direction of most data. In fact, the dif-
ferences between amino acid compositions were relatively 
small (less than factor of 10), suggesting that even an event 
occurring at one-tenth of the time may challenge pLMs. If 
the same pLM has to learn the evolutionary relation between 
two proteins belonging to the same family, it has to effec-
tively master an event happening once in a million (assum-
ing an average family size of about 2.5 k—thousand—in 
a database with 2.5b—billion—sequences). How can the 
model trip over a factor of  101 and at the same time master a 
factor of  106? Indeed, it seems almost impossible. If so, the 
pLM may not have learned evolutionary constraints, but the 
type of bio-physical constraint that also constrain evolution. 
In this interpretation, the pLM did not learn evolution, but 

Fig. 6  Spearman correlation between prediction and DMS experi-
ment varied. Data and methods as for Fig. 5 with addition of: VES-
PAl: fast version of VESPA with input limited to ProtT5cons and 
BLOSUM62; ProtT5-logodds: raw log-odds from ProtT5 embed-
dings (Elnaggar et al. 2021); and raw BLOSUM62 substitution scores 
(Henikoff and Henikoff 1992). Panel A: mean absolute Spearman 
correlation coefficient (Eq.  11) for each method over all 39 DMS 
experiments; error bars highlight 0.95 confidence interval (1.96 
standard errors). Ignoring statistical significance, the numerical rank-

ing would be: GEMME, VESPA, DeepSequence, ESM-1v, VESPAl, 
ProtT5-logodds, and BLOSUM62. However, the first four did not 
differ by any statistical significance, and while those ranked 5 and 6 
differed from the best four, 5 was close to 4, and 6 close to 5; only 
BLOSUM62, the raw substitution scores compiled as background 
were clearly worst. Panel B: boxplots on absolute Spearman correla-
tion coefficients (Eq. 11) for each method over the 39 DMS experi-
ments. The medians are depicted as black horizontal bars; whiskers 
are drawn at the 1.5 interquartile range
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the constraints “written into protein sequences” that deter-
mine which residue positions are more constrained.

In fact, one pLM used here, namely ProtT5, has recently 
been shown to explicitly capture aspects of long-range 
inter-residue distances directly during pre-training, i.e., 
without ever being trained on any labeled data pLMs pick 
up structural constraints that allow protein 3D structure 
prediction from single protein sequences (Weißenow et al. 
2021). Another explanation for how ProtT5 embeddings 
capture conservation might be that pLMs picked up signals 
from short, frequently re-occurring sequence/structure 
motifs such as localization signals or catalytic sites that 
are more conserved than other parts of the sequence. If 
so, the pLM would not have to learn relationship between 
proteins but only between fragments, thereof reducing 
the factor  106 substantially. We could conceive of these 
motifs resembling some evolutionary nuclei, i.e., frag-
ments shorter than structural domains that drove evolu-
tion (Alva et al. 2015; Ben-Tal and Lupas 2021; Kolodny 
2021). Clearly, more work will have to shed light on the 
efficiency of (p)LMs in general (Bommasani et al. 2021).

Transformer-based pLMs best? We have tested a 
limited set of pLMs, largely chosen, because those had 
appeared to perform better than many other methods for a 
variety of different prediction tasks. Does the fact that in 
our hands Transformer-based pLMs worked best to predict 
residue conservation and SAVs imply that those will gen-
erally outperform other model types? By no means. While 
we expect that the about twenty approaches that we have 
compared in several of our recent methods (including the 

following 13: ESM-1[b|v] Meier et al. 2021; Rives et al. 
2021), ProSE[*|DLM|MT] (Bepler and Berger 2019b, 
2021), Prot[Albert|Bert|Electra|Vec|T5|T5XL|T5XLNet|T
5XXL] (Elnaggar et al. 2021; Heinzinger et al. 2019) pro-
vided a somehow representative sampling of the existing 
options, our conclusions were only valid for embeddings 
extracted in a generic way from generic pLMs without any 
bearing on the methods underlying those pLMs.

Predicted conservation informative about SAV 
effects: DMS data sets with comprehensive experimental 
probing of the mutability landscape (Hecht et al. 2013) as, 
e.g., collected by MaveDB (Esposito et al. 2019) continue 
to pose problems for analysis, possibly due to a diversity 
of assays and protocols (Livesey and Marsh 2020; Reeb 
et al. 2020). Nevertheless, many such data sets capture 
important aspects about the susceptibility to change, i.e., 
the mutability landscape (Hecht et al. 2013). As always, 
the more carefully selected data sets become, the more 
they are used for the development of methods and there-
fore no longer can serve as independent data for assess-
ments (Grimm et al. 2015; Reeb et al. 2016). Avoiding the 
traps of circularity and over-fitting by skipping training, 
our non-parametric rule-based approaches (ProtT5cons 
and ProtT5beff) suggested that predictions of SAV effects 
(by simply assigning “effect” to those SAVs where ProtT-
5cons predicted conserved and the corresponding BLO-
SUM62 value was negative) outperformed ConSeq with 
MSAs using the same idea, and even the expert effect pre-
diction method SNAP2 (Fig. 4, Table 1).

Strictly speaking, it might be argued that one single free 
parameter was optimized using the data set, because for the 
PMD4k data set, the version that predicted the same effect 
for all 19-SAVs appeared to outperform the SAV-specific 
prediction using BLOSUM62 (19equal vs blosum62 in 
Fig. 4 and Table 1). However, not even the values computed 
for PMD4k could distract from the simple fact that not all 
SAVs are equal, i.e., that regardless of model performance, 
19equal will not be used exclusively for any method. In fact, 
the concept of combining predictions with BLOSUM62 val-
ues has been shown to succeed for function prediction before 
(Bromberg and Rost 2008; Schelling et al. 2018) in that 
sense it was arguably not an optimizable hyperparameter. 
Embeddings predicted conservation (Fig. 3); conservation 
predicted SAV effects (Fig. 4). Did this imply that embed-
dings captured evolutionary information? Once again, we 
could not answer this question either way directly. To repeat: 
our procedure/method never used information from MSAs 
in any way. Could it have implicitly learned this? To repeat 
the previous speculation: embeddings might capture a real-
ity that constrains what can be observed in evolution, and 
this reality is exactly what is used for the part of the SAV 
effect prediction that succeeds. If so, we would argue that 
our simplified method did not succeed, because it predicted 

Table 2  Spearman correlation between SAV effect prediction and 
DMS  experimentsa

a Data sets: DMS39 [39 DMS experiments gathered for the develop-
ment of DeepSequence (Riesselman et al. 2018)] with 135,665 SAV 
scores. Methods: DeepSequence: AI trained on MSA for each of the 
DMS experiments (Riesselman et  al. 2018); GEMME: using evo-
lutionary information calculated from MSAs with few parameters 
optimized on DMS (Laine et  al. 2019); ESM-1v: embedding-based 
prediction methods (Meier et  al. 2021); VESPA: method developed 
here using logistic regression to combine predicted conservation 
(ProtT5cons), BLOSUM62 (Henikoff and Henikoff 1992) substitu-
tion scores, and log-odds from ProtT5 (Elnaggar et  al. 2021); VES-
PAl: “light” version of VESPA using only predicted conservation and 
BLOSUM62 as input. ± values mark the standard error

Method Mean absolute rS
(Eq. 11)

Median absolute rS
(Eq. 11)

MSA-based
 DeepSequence 0.50 ± 0.03 0.52 ± 0.03
 GEMME 0.53 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.02

pLM-based
 ESM-1v 0.49 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02
 VESPA 0.51 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.02
 VESPAl 0.47 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.02
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conservation without using MSAs, but that it captured posi-
tions biophysically “marked by constraints”, i.e., residues 
with higher contact density in protein 3D structures (Weiße-
now et al. 2021). This assumption would explain how pre-
dicted conservation (ProtT5cons) not using evolutionary 
information could predict SAV effects better than a slightly 
more correct approach (ConSeq) using MSAs to extract evo-
lutionary information (Fig. 4: ProtT5cons vs. ConSeq).

Substitution probabilities from pLMs capture aspects 
measured by DMS experiments: Using embeddings to 
predict SAV effects through conservation prediction suc-
ceeded but appeared like a detour. ESM-1v (Meier et al. 
2021) pioneered a direct path from reconstruction/substitu-
tion probabilities of pLMs to SAV effect predictions. When 
comparing the ESM-1v encoder-based with the ProtT5 
encoder–decoder-based Transformer, we encountered sur-
prising results. Previously, ProtT5 usually performed at least 
on par with previous versions of ESM (e.g., ESM-1b (Rives 
et al. 2021)) or outperformed them (Elnaggar et al. 2021). In 
contrast, the substitution probabilities of ProtT5 were clearly 
inferior to those from ESM-1v in their correlation with the 
39 DMS experiments (Fig. 6). This reversed trend might 
have resulted from a combination of the following facts: 
(1) ProtT5 is a single model, while ESM-1v is an ensem-
ble of five pLMs potentially leading to a smoother substitu-
tion score. (2) ESM-1v was trained on UniRef90 instead 
of BFD/UniRef50 (ProtT5) possibly providing a broader 
view on the mutability landscape of proteins. In fact, the 
ESM-1v authors showed a significant improvement when 
pre-training on UniRef90 instead of UniRef50 (Rives et al. 
2021). (3) ESM-1v is a BERT-style, encoder-based Trans-
former, while ProtT5 is based on T5’s encoder-decoder 
structure. In previous experiments (Elnaggar et al. 2021), 
we only extracted embeddings from ProtT5’s encoder (e.g., 
ProtT5cons is based on encoder embeddings), because its 
decoder fell significantly short in all experiments. However, 
only T5’s decoder can output probabilities, so we had to 
fall back to ProtT5’s decoder for SAV effect predictions. 
This discrepancy of encoder and decoder performance can 
only be sketched here. In short, encoder-based transformer 
models always see the context of the whole sequence (as 
does ProtT5 ‘s encoder and ESM-1v), while decoder-based 
transformer models (such as ProtT5’s decoder or GPT (Rad-
ford et al. 2019)) see only single-sided context, because they 
are generating text (sequence-to-sequence models (Sutsk-
ever et al. 2014)). This is crucial for translation tasks, but 
appeared sub-optimal in our setting. Despite this shortcom-
ing in performance, we trained VESPA based on log-odds 
derived from ProtT5 substitution probabilities, mainly 
because we started this work before the release of ESM-
1v. Also, we hoped for synergy effects when implementing 
VESPA into the PredictProtein webserver, because ProtT5 
is already used by many of our predictors. Finding the best 

combination of pLM substitution probabilities for SAV 
effect prediction will remain subject for future work.

Fast predictions save computing resources? Our simple 
protocol introduced here enabled extremely efficient, speedy 
predictions. While pre-training pLMs consumed immense 
resources (Elnaggar et al. 2021), this was done in the past. 
The new development here was the models for the 2nd level 
supervised transfer learning. Inputting ProtT5 embeddings 
to predict residue conservation (ProtT5cons) or SAV effects 
(VESPA/VESPAl) for predictions in the future will consume 
very little additional resources. When running prediction 
servers such as PredictProtein (Bernhofer et al. 2021) que-
ried over 3000 times every month, such investments could 
be recovered rapidly at seemingly small prices to pay even 
if performance was slightly reduced. How to quantify this? 
At what gain in computing efficiency is which performance 
reduction acceptable? Clearly, there will not be one answer 
for all purposes, but the recent reports on climate change 
strongly suggest to begin considering such questions.

Quantitative metrics for hypothetical improvements 
over MSA-based methods? If methods using single 
sequences without MSAs perform as well as, or even better 
than, SOTA methods using MSAs, could we quantify met-
rics measuring the hypothetical improvements from embed-
dings? This question raised by an anonymous reviewer opens 
an interesting new perspective. Gain in speed, reduction of 
computational costs clearly could evolve as one such met-
ric. A related issue is related to protein design: for some 
applications, the difference in speed might open new doors. 
Although we have no data to show for others, we could 
imagine yet another set of metrics measuring the degree 
to which embedding-based methods realize more protein-
specific than family averaged predictions.

Conclusions

Embeddings extracted from protein Language Models 
(pLMs, Fig. 1), namely from ProtBert and ProtT5 (Elnag-
gar et al. 2021) and ESM-1b (Rives et al. 2021), contain 
information that sufficed to predict residue conservation 
in protein families without using multiple sequence align-
ments (MSAs, Fig. 3). Such predictions of conservation 
combined with BLOSUM62 scores predicted the effects of 
sequence variation (single amino acid variants, or SAVs) 
without optimizing any additional free parameter (ProtT5b-
eff, Fig. 6). Through further training on binary experimen-
tal data (effect/neutral), we developed VESPA, a relatively 
simple, yet apparently successful new method for SAV effect 
prediction (Fig. 4). This method even worked so well on 
non-binary data from 39 DMS experiments that without 
ever using such data nor ever using MSAs; VESPA appeared 
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competitive with the SOTA (Fig. 5, Fig. 6), although for 
SAV effect predictions, embedding-based methods are still 
not yet outperforming the MSA-based SOTA as for other 
prediction tasks (Elnaggar et al. 2021; Littmann et al. 2021a, 
b, c; Stärk et al. 2021). Embedding-based predictions are 
blazingly fast, thereby they save computing, and ultimately 
energy resources when applied to daily sequence analysis. In 
combination, our results suggested that the major signal cap-
tured by variant effect predictions originates from some bio-
physical constraint revealed by raw protein sequences. The 
ConSurf10k dataset is available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 5281/ 
zenodo. 52385 37. For high-throughput predictions, methods 
are available through bio_embeddings (Dallago et al. 2021). 
For single queries VESPA and ProtT5cons will be made 
available through the PredictProtein server (Bernhofer et al. 
2021). VESPA and VESPAl are also available from github 
at https:// github. com/ Rostl ab/ VESPA.
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ABSTRACT

Experimental structures are leveraged through multi-
ple sequence alignments, or more generally through
homology-based inference (HBI), facilitating the
transfer of information from a protein with known
annotation to a query without any annotation. A re-
cent alternative expands the concept of HBI from
sequence-distance lookup to embedding-based an-
notation transfer (EAT). These embeddings are de-
rived from protein Language Models (pLMs). Here,
we introduce using single protein representations
from pLMs for contrastive learning. This learning
procedure creates a new set of embeddings that
optimizes constraints captured by hierarchical clas-
sifications of protein 3D structures defined by the
CATH resource. The approach, dubbed ProtTucker,
has an improved ability to recognize distant homolo-
gous relationships than more traditional techniques
such as threading or fold recognition. Thus, these
embeddings have allowed sequence comparison to
step into the ‘midnight zone’ of protein similarity,
i.e. the region in which distantly related sequences
have a seemingly random pairwise sequence sim-
ilarity. The novelty of this work is in the particu-
lar combination of tools and sampling techniques
that ascertained good performance comparable or
better to existing state-of-the-art sequence compari-
son methods. Additionally, since this method does
not need to generate alignments it is also orders
of magnitudes faster. The code is available at https:
//github.com/Rostlab/EAT.

INTRODUCTION

Phase-transition from daylight through twilight into midnight
zone

Protein sequence determines structure which determines
function. This simple chain underlies the success of group-
ing proteins into families from sequence (1–4). Information
from experimental high-resolution three-dimensional (3D)
structures expands the perspective from families to super-
families (5,6) that often reveal evolutionary and functional
connections not recognizable from sequence alone (7,8).
Thus, 3D information helps us to penetrate through the twi-
light zone of sequence alignments (9,10) into the midnight
zone of distant evolutionary relationships (11).

The transition from daylight, through twilight and into
the midnight zone is characterized by a phase-transition,
i.e. a sigmoid function describing an order of magnitude in-
crease in recall (relations identified) at the expense of a de-
crease in precision (relations identified correctly) over a nar-
row range of sequence similarity. Measuring sequence sim-
ilarity by the HSSP-value (HVAL) (10,12) for the daylight
zone at HVAL > 5 (>25% PIDE - pairwise sequence iden-
tity over >250 aligned residues) over 90% of all protein pairs
have similar 3D structures, while at the beginning of the
midnight zone for HVAL←5 (<15% PIDE for > 250 aligned
residues), over 90% have different 3D structures. Thus, the
transition from daylight to midnight zone is described by a
phase-transition in which over about ten percentage points
in PIDE precision drops from 90% to 10%, i.e. from almost
all correct to almost all incorrect within ±5 points PIDE.
The particular point at which the twilight zone begins and
how extreme the transition is, depends on the phenotype:
steeper at lower PIDE for structure (10) and flatter at higher
PIDE for function (13,14).
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If two proteins have highly similar structures, it is still
possible for their sequences to be found in this midnight
zone, i.e. have seemingly random sequence similarity (11).
Thus, if we could safely lower the threshold just a little, we
would gain many annotations of structural and functional
similarity. In fact, any push a little lower reveals many pro-
teins with similar phenotype, e.g. structure or function. Un-
fortunately, without improving the search method, such a
lowering usually comes at the expense of even more proteins
with dissimilar phenotype.

This simple reality has been driving the advance of meth-
ods using sequence similarity to establish relations: from ad-
vanced pairwise comparisons (15,16) over sequence-profile
(17–20) to profile-profile comparisons (8,21,22,23,24,25,26)
or efficient shortcuts to the latter (27,28). All those meth-
ods share one simple idea, namely, to use evolutionary
information (EI) to create families of related proteins.
These are summarized in multiple sequence alignments
(MSAs). Using such information as input to machine learn-
ing methods has been generating essentially all state-of-the-
art (SOTA) prediction methods for almost three decades
(29–31). Using MSAs has also been one major key behind
the breakthrough in protein structure prediction through
AlphaFold2 (32), and subsequently of RoseTTAFold (33)
which builds on ideas introduced by AlphaFold2, i.e. al-
lowing for communication between different sequence-
and structure modules within the network. Transfer- or
representation-learning offer a novel route toward compar-
isons of and predictions for single sequences without MSAs.

Embeddings capture language of life written in proteins

The introduction of LSTM- or attention-based Language
Models (LMs) such as ELMo (34) or BERT (35) enabled
a better use of large, unlabeled text corpora which ar-
guably improved all tasks in natural language processing
(NLP) (36). These advances have been transferred to pro-
teins through protein Language Models (pLMs) equating
amino acids with words in NLP and the sequence of en-
tire proteins with sentences. Such pLMs learn to predict
masked or missing amino acids using large databases of
raw protein sequences as input (37–43), or by refining the
pLM through another supervised task (44,45). Processing
the information learned by the pLM, e.g. by using the out-
put of the last hidden layers of the networks forming the
pLMs, yields a representation of protein sequences referred
to as embeddings (Figure 1 in (37)). Embeddings have been
used successfully as exclusive input to predicting secondary
structure and subcellular localization at performance levels
almost reaching (38–40) or even exceeding (37,46,47) the
SOTA using evolutionary information from MSAs as in-
put. Embeddings can even substitute sequence similarity for
homology-based annotation transfer (48,49). The power of
such embeddings has been increasing with the advance of
algorithms and the growth of data (37). The recent advances
have shown that a limit to such improvements has not nearly
been reached when writing this (22.02.2022).

Embeddings from pLMs capture a diversity of higher-
level features of proteins, including various aspects of pro-
tein function and structure (37,38,40,48,49,50,51). In fact,
pLMs such as ProtT5 (37) or ESM-1b (38) capture aspects

about protein structure so impressively that inter-residue
distances – and consequently 3D structure – can be pre-
dicted without using MSAs, even with relatively small (few
free parameters) Deep Learning (DL) architectures (52).

Supervised learning directly maps the input to the class
output. Instead, contrastive learning (53), optimizes a new
embedding space in which similar samples are pushed
closer, dissimilar samples farther apart. Contrastive learn-
ing relies only on the similarity between pairs (or triplets) of
samples instead of on class label. The definition of similarity
in embedding rather than sequence space, combined with
contrastive learning, offered an alternative to sequence-
based protein comparisons. This led us to hypothesize that
we might find structurally and functionally consistent sub-
groups within protein families from raw sequences. As a
proof-of-principle, a rudimentary precursor of this work
helped to cluster FunFams (54,49). The benefit of optimiz-
ing embeddings specifically for SCOPe fold recognition (55)
has recently been shown (44,50,56). Other approaches to-
ward fold recognition deep learn fold-specific motifs (57),
pairwise similarity scores (58) or sequence alignments (59).
However, most of the top-performing solutions rely on in-
formation extracted from MSAs (60) and do not utilize the
transfer-learning capabilities offered by recent pLMs.

Here, we expand on the hypothesis that replacing super-
vised learning by contrastive learning intrinsically fits the
hierarchy of CATH (5,54). We propose an approach that
marries both, self-supervised pretraining and contrastive
learning, by representing protein sequences as embeddings,
and using increasing overlap in the CATH hierarchy as a
notion of increasing structural similarity to contrastively
learn a new embedding space. We used the pLM ProtT5
(37) as static feature encoder (no fine-tuning of the pLM)
to retrieve initial embeddings that were then mapped by
a feed-forward neural network (FNN) to a new, learned
embedding space optimized on CATH through contrastive
learning. More specifically, the Soft Margin Loss was used
with triplets of proteins (anchor, positive, and negative)
to optimize the new embedding space toward maximizing
the distance between proteins from different CATH classes
(anchor-negative pairs) while minimizing the distance be-
tween proteins in the same CATH class (anchor-positive
pairs). Triplets of varying structural similarity were used si-
multaneously to optimize a single, shared network: all four
CATH-levels were simultaneously learned by one FNN.
The resulting model was called ProtTucker and its embed-
dings were established to identify more distant relations
than is possible from sequence alone. One important ob-
jective of ProtTucker is to study entire functional modules
through identifying more distant relations, as found to be
crucial for capturing mimicry and hijacking of SARS-CoV-
2 (61).

METHODS

CATH hierarchy

The CATH (6,54) hierarchy (v4.3) classifies three-
dimensional (3D) protein structures from the PDB
(Protein Data Bank (62)) at the four levels Class, Architec-
ture, Topology and Homologous superfamily. On average,
higher levels (further away from root: H > T > A > C) are
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Figure 1. Sketch of ProtTucker. Panel A illustrates how protein triplets were used to contrastively learn the CATH hierarchy (5,54). First, protein Language
Models (pLMs) were used as static feature encoders to derive embeddings for protein sequences (anchor, positive, negative). The embedding of each protein
was processed separately by the same, shared FNN with hard parameter sharing, called ProtTucker. During optimization, the Soft Margin Loss was used
to maximize the distance between proteins from different CATH classes (anchor-negative pairs) while minimizing the distance between proteins in the
same CATH class (anchor-positive pairs). All four CATH-levels were simultaneously learned by the same FNN. This resulted in a newly, learned CATH-
optimized embedding for each protein. Panel B sketches how the contrastive learning FNN is used for prediction of new proteins (inference). For all
proteins in a lookup set with experimental annotations (labeled proteins; here the CATH lookup set), as well as for a query protein without experimental
annotations (unlabeled proteins) all embeddings are extracted in two steps: (1) extract per-residue embeddings from original pLM and create per-protein
embeddings by averaging over protein length. (2) Input those embeddings into the pre-trained FNNs, i.e. ProtTucker. Similar to homology-based inference
(HBI), predictions are generated by transferring the annotation of the closest hit from the lookup set to the query protein. The embedding-based annotation
transfer (EAT) transferred annotations to the hit with the smallest Euclidean distance in ProtTucker embedding space.

more similar in their 3D structure or have more residues
for which the same level of 3D similarity is reached. We
used increasing overlap in this hierarchical classification as
a proxy to define increasing structural similarity between
protein pairs. For example, we assumed that any two
proteins with the same topology (T) are structurally more
similar than any two proteins with identical architecture
(A) but different topology (T). In more formal terms:
SIM3D(P1,P2)>SIM3D(P3,P4), where T(P1) = T(P2) &
T(P3) �=T(P4) & A(P3) = A(P4). This notion of similarity
was applied on all four levels of CATH.

Data set

The sequence-unique datasets provided by CATH (5,54)
v4.3 (123k proteins, CATH-S100) provided training and
evaluation data for ProtTucker. A test set (300 proteins,
dubbed test300 in the following) for final evaluation and a
validation set (200 proteins, dubbed val200) for early stop-
ping were randomly split off from CATH-S100 while ensur-
ing that (1) every homologous superfamily appeared max-
imally once in test300 ∩ val200 and (2) each protein in
test300 & val200 has a so called Structural Sub-group (SSG)
annotation, i.e. clusters of domain structure relatives that
superpose within 5Å (0.5 nm), in CATH. To create the
training set, we removed any protein from CATH-S100 that
shared more than 20% pairwise sequence identity (PIDE)
to any validation or test protein according to MMSeqs2
(27) applying its iterative profile-search (–num-iterations 3)
with highest sensitivity (-s 7.5) and bidirectional coverage
(–cov-mode 0). Additionally, large families (>100 members)
within CATH-S100 were clustered at 95% PIDE and length
coverage of 95% of both proteins using MMSeqs2 (bidi-

rectional coverage; –cov-mode 0). The cluster representa-
tives were used for training (66k proteins, dubbed train66k)
and as lookup set during early stopping on set val200. We
needed a lookup set from which to transfer annotations be-
cause contrastive learning outputs embeddings instead of
class predictions. For the final evaluation on test300, we cre-
ated another lookup set but ignored val200 proteins during
redundancy reduction (69k proteins, dubbed lookup69k).
This provided a set of proteins for validation which had sim-
ilar sequence properties to those during the final evaluation
while ‘hiding’ them during training and not using them for
any other optimization. To ensure strict non-redundancy
between lookup69k and test300, we further removed any
protein from test300 with HVAL > 0 (10) to any protein in
lookup69k (219 proteins, dubbed test219 in the following).
All performance measures were computed using test219.

Data augmentation can be crucial for contrastive learn-
ing to reach performance in other fields (63). However, no
straightforward way exists to augment protein sequences
as randomly changing sequences very likely alters or even
destroys protein structure and function. Therefore, we de-
cided to use homology-based inference (HBI) for data aug-
mentation during training, i.e. we created a new train-
ing set based on Gene3D (64) (v21.0.1) which uses Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) derived from CATH do-
main structures to transfer annotations from labeled CATH
to unlabeled UniProt. We first clustered the 61M pro-
tein sequences in Gene3D at 50% PIDE and 80% cov-
erage of both proteins (bidirectional coverage; –cov-mode
0) and then applied the same MMSeqs2 profile-search (–
num-iterations 3 –s 7.5) as outlined above to remove clus-
ter representatives with ≥ 20% PIDE to any protein in
test300 or val200 (PIDE(Ptrain,Ptest300|val200) ≤ 20%). This
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filtering yielded 11M sequences for an alternative training
set (dubbed train11M).

The CATH detection of ProtTucker was further analyzed
using a strictly non-redundant, high-quality dataset. This
set was created by first clustering CATH v4.3 at 30% using
HMM profiles from HMMER and additionally discarding
all proteins without equivalent entry in SCOPe, i.e. the do-
main boundaries and the domain-superfamily assignment
had to be nearly identical (3186 proteins, CATH-S30). We
used the highly sensitive structural alignment scoring tool
SSAP (65,66) to compute the structural similarity between
all protein pairs in this set.

We probed whether ProtTucker embeddings might also
help in solving tasks unrelated to protein structure/CATH,
using as proxy a dataset assessing subcellular location pre-
diction in ten states (46,67). We embedding-transferred an-
notations (EAT) from the standard DeepLocTrain set to
490 proteins in a recently proposed test set (setHard) that
was strictly non-redundant to DeepLocTrain. Datasets de-
scribed elsewhere in more detail (46,67). Finally, we show-
cased predictions for entire organisms using three UniProt
reference proteome: Escherichia coli (E. Coli; reviewed,
Swiss-Prot (68)), Armillaria ostoyae (A. ostoyae; unre-
viewed, TrEMBL (68)) and Megavirus Chilensis (M. Chilen-
sis; unreviewed TrEMBL (68)).

Data representation

Protein sequences were encoded through distributed vec-
tor representations (embeddings) derived from four differ-
ent pre-trained protein language models (pLM): (–) Prot-
BERT (37) based on the NLP (Natural Language Process-
ing) algorithm BERT (35) but trained on BFD (Big Fantas-
tic Database) with over 2.3 billion protein sequences (69).
(2) ESM-1b (38) is similar to (Prot)BERT but trained on
UniRef50 (68). (3) ProtT5-XL-U50 (37) (ProtT5 for sim-
plicity) based on the NLP sequence-to-sequence model T5
(70) trained on BFD and fine-tuned on Uniref50. (4) ProSE
(44) trained long short-term memory cells (LSTMs) ei-
ther solely on 76M unlabeled sequences from UniRef90
(ProSE-DLM) or on additionally predicting intra-residue
contacts and structural similarity from 28k SCOPe pro-
teins (55) (multi-task: ProSE-MT). While ProSE, Prot-
Bert and ESM-1b were trained on reconstructing corrupted
tokens/amino acids from non-corrupted (protein) sequence
context (masked language modeling), ProtT5 was trained
by teacher forcing, i.e. input and targets were fed to the
model with inputs being corrupted protein sequences and
targets being identical to inputs but shifted to the right
(span generation with span size of 1 for ProtT5). Except
for ProSE-MT, all pLMs were optimized only through self-
supervised learning exclusively using unlabeled sequences
for pre-training.

pLMs output a single vector for each residue yielding an
L × N-dimensional matrix (L: protein length, N: embedding
dimension; N = 1024 for ProtBERT/ProtT5; N = 1280 for
ESM-1b; N = 6165 for ProSE). From this L × N embed-
ding matrix, we derived a fixed-size N-dimensional vector
representing each protein by averaging over protein length
(Figure 1 (37)). The pLMs were used as static feature en-
coder only, i.e. no gradient was backpropagated for fine-

tuning. As recommended in the original publication (37),
for ProtT5, we only used the encoder part of ProtT5 in half-
precision to embed protein sequences. Similarly, ProtBERT
embeddings were derived in half-precision.

Contrastive learning: architecture

A two-layer feedforward neural network (FNN) projected
fixed-size per-protein (sentence-level) embed-dings from
1024-d (1280-d/6165-d for ESM-1b and ProSE respec-
tively) to 256 and further to 128 dimensions with the stan-
dard hyperbolic tangent (tanh) as non-linearity between
layers. We also experimented with deeper/more sophisti-
cated networks without any gain from more free parame-
ters (data not shown). This confirmed previous findings that
simple networks suffice when inputting advanced embed-
dings (37,38,52,71). As the network was trained using con-
trastive learning, no final classification layer was needed.
Instead, the 128-dimensional output space was optimized
directly.

Contrastive learning: training

During training, the new embedding space spanned by the
output of the FNN was optimized to capture structural
similarity using triplets of protein embeddings. Each triplet
had an anchor, a positive and a negative. In each epoch, all
train66k proteins were used once as anchor, while positives
and negatives were sampled randomly from train66k using
the following hierarchy-sampling. First, a random level �
(� = [1,2,3,4]) describing the increasing structural overlap
between triplets was picked. This defined a positive (same
CATH-number as anchor up to level �’≤�) and a negative
label (same CATH-number as anchor up to level �’< �). For
instance, assume the anchor has the CATH-label 1.25.10.60
(Rad61, Wapl domain) and we randomly picked � = 3
(topology-level), only proteins with the anchor’s topology
(1.25.10.x; Leucine-rich Repeat Variant) qualify as positives
while all negatives share the anchor’s architecture (1.25.y.z;
Alpha Horseshoe) with different topology (y �=10). Self-hits
of the anchor were excluded. From the training proteins ful-
filling those constraints, one positive and one negative were
picked at random. If no triplets could be formed (e.g. � =
4 with a single-member homologous superfamily had no
positive for this anchor/� combination), � was changed at
random until a valid triplet could be formed (eventually, all
proteins found a class-level partner). This flexibility in sam-
pling enabled training on all proteins, independent of family
size.

Unlike randomly sampling negatives, the hierarchical
sampling could be described as semi-hard sampling as
it zoomed into triplets that were neither too easy (lit-
tle signal) nor too hard (outliers) to classify by ensur-
ing a minimal overlap between the anchor and the chosen
negative/positive pair. Thereby, trivial triplets are under-
sampled (avoided), i.e. those with 3D structures so differ-
ent that the separation becomes trivial (daylight zone). As
the final triplet selection was still random, anchor-positive
pairs could still be too easy/similar which was shown to hin-
der the success of contrastive learning (72). To solve this is-
sue, we paired hierarchy-sampling with so called batch-hard
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sampling (72) which offers a computationally efficient solu-
tion for sampling semi-hard triplets within one mini-batch.
More specifically, we combined batch-hard sampling with
the triplets created using hierarchy-sampling by re-wiring
all proteins, irrespective of anchor, positive or negative,
within one mini-batch such that they satisfied the hierarchy-
sampling criterion and had maximum/minimal Euclidean
distance for anchor-positive/anchor-negative pairs. Sam-
pling hard triplets only within each mini-batch instead of
across the entire data set avoided extreme outliers (poten-
tially too hard/noisy) while increasing the rate of semi-
hard anchor-positive/anchor-negative pairs. Assume mul-
tiple proteins of the topology Leucine-rich Repeat Vari-
ant were within one mini-batch, the hardest positive for
each anchor would be picked by choosing the anchor-
positive pair with the largest Euclidean distance. Accord-
ingly, anchor-negative pairs would be picked based on the
smallest Euclidean distance. For each mini-batch, this sam-
pling was applied to all four levels of the CATH-hierarchy,
so triplets were re-wired on all four CATH levels resulting
in a total batch-size of about: batch size * 3 * 4. This was
an ‘about’ instead of ‘equal’ because for some mini-batches,
not all proteins had valid triplets for all four levels.

Finally, the same two-layer FNN was used (hard param-
eter sharing) to project the 1024-d (or 1280-d/6165-d for
ESM-1b or ProSE respectively) embeddings of all proteins,
irrespective of anchor, positive or negative, to a new 128-
d vector space. The Soft Margin Loss was used to opti-
mize this new embedding space such that anchor-positive
pairs were pulled together (reduction of Euclidean distance)
while pushing apart anchor-negative pairs (increase of Eu-
clidean distance). The efficiency of combining the Soft Mar-
gin Loss with batch-hard sampling was established before
(72), although without prior hierarchical triplet sampling.
Here, we used Soft Margin Loss as implemented in Py-
Torch:

Loss (d, y) =
∑

t

log
(
1 + e(−y[t]∗d[t])

)
|d| (1)

d =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ min
n ∈ B ∧ a �= n
Ci (a) �= Ci (n)

D( f (a), f (n)) − max
n ∈ B p �= a

Ci (a) �= Ci (p)

D( f (a), f (p))

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (2)

∀ a ∈ {B} ∧ ∀ i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 ∧ ∀ Ci ∈ {C ATH labels}
B represents one mini-batch created through hierarchical

sampling, f(a), f(p) and f(n) represent the ProtTucker em-
beddings of proteins a (anchor), n (negative), and p (pos-
itive) represented as pLM embeddings; Ci represents the
CATH annotation of a protein on the i’th hierarchy level
of CATH; finally, D(f(a),f(x)) represents the Euclidean dis-
tance between the embeddings for proteins a and x. We cre-
ated the mini-batch B used for training by choosing for each
protein or anchor a in B the hardest negative n and the hard-
est positive p by picking those proteins in B that have the
smallest | largest Euclidean distance D to a ProtTucker em-
bedding space while not sharing | sharing Ci, respectively.
Those semi-hard triplets are indexed by t and d[t] refer-
ring to the difference between D of anchor-negative and D

of anchor-positive. In our case, the label for the t’th triplet
y[t] is always 1 as the sign of x indicates training success,
i.e. whether the distance anchor-positive is smaller than that
between anchor-negative.

Consequently, triplets of varying structural similarity
were used simultaneously to optimize a single, shared net-
work, i.e. all four CATH-levels were learned by the same
network at the same time (Figure 1A). We used the Adam
optimizer (73) with a learning rate of 0.001, and a batch-
size of 256 to optimize the network. The effective batch-
size increased due to batch-hard sampling to a maximum
of 3072, depending on the number of valid triplets that
could be formed within the current mini-batch. Train-
ing terminated (early stopping) at the highest accuracy
in predicting the correct homologous superfamily for set
val200.

Evaluation and prediction (inference)

While supervised training directly outputs class predictions,
contrastive learning, outputs a new embedding space. Thus,
predictions (inferences) were generated as for homology-
based inference (HBI), i.e. given protein X with experimen-
tal annotation (CATH assignment) and a query protein Q
without, then HBI transfers the annotation from X to Q if
sequence similarity SIM(X,Q)> threshold. For contrastive
learning, we replaced SIM(X,Q) by D(f(X),f(Q)) with D as
the shortest Euclidean distance in embedding space (Figure
1B). In previous studies (37,48,49), we found the Euclidean
distance performed better than the cosine distance which
is more common in AI/NLP. The Euclidean distance also
optimized the ProtTucker embeddings. Set test219 with the
lookup69k as lookup set (set of all X) served as final evalua-
tion. If no protein in the lookup set shared the annotation of
the query protein at a certain CATH-level (more likely for
H than for C), the sample was excluded from the evaluation
of this CATH-level as no correct prediction was possible
(Supplementary Table S1).

During evaluation, we compared the performance of our
embedding-based annotation transfer (EAT) to HBI us-
ing the sequence comparisons from MMSeqs2 (27). While
transferring only the HBI hit with the lowest E-value, we
searched for hits up to an E-value of 10 to ensure that most
proteins had at least one hit while using the highest sensi-
tivity setting (-s 7.5). Additionally, we used publicly avail-
able CATH-Gene3D (54) hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
along with HMMER (74) to detect remote homologs up to
an E-value of 10.

For both approaches, EAT and HBI, we computed the
accuracy as the fraction of correct hits for each CATH-level.
A hit at lower CATH-levels could be correct if and only if
all previous levels were correctly predicted. Due to varying
number of samples at different CATH-levels (Supplemen-
tary Table S1), performance measures not normalized by
background numbers could be higher for lower levels. Pre-
dictions were counted as incorrect if a query did not have a
hit in the lookup set but a lookup protein of the same CATH
annotation existed. This not only affected the number of
proteins available at different CATH-levels (Supplementary
Table S2) but also the number of classes (Supplementary Ta-
ble S3). A random baseline was computed by transferring
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annotations from a randomly picked protein in lookup69k
to test219.

Performance measures

The four coarse-grained classes at the top CATH level (‘C’)
are defined by their secondary structure content. These four
branch into 5481 different superfamilies with distinct struc-
tural and functional aspects (CATH v4.3.0). However, most
standard metrics are defined for binary cases which requires
some grouping of predictions into four cases: 1) TP (true
positives): correctly predicted to be in the positive class, 2)
TN (true negatives): correctly predicted to be in the nega-
tive class, 3) FP (false positives): incorrectly predicted to be
positives, and 4) FN (false negatives): incorrectly predicted
to be in in the negative class. Here, we focused on perfor-
mance measures applicable for multiclass problems and are
implemented in scikit (75). These were in particular: accu-
racy (Acc, Equation 3) as the fraction of correct predictions

Accuracy (y, ŷ) = 1
n samples

n samples−1∑
i = 0

1 ( ŷi = yi ) (3)

with yi being the ground truth (experimental annotation)
and ŷi the prediction for protein i . In analogy, we defined
coverage as the proportion of the test219 proteins for which
a classifier made a prediction at a given prediction reliability
ŷr

i and reliability threshold θ :

Coverage (y, ŷ) = 1
n samples

n samples−1∑
i = 0

1(ŷr
i lt; θ ) (4)

In these definitions accuracy corresponds to precision,
and coverage to recall binarizing a multiclass problem
through micro-averaging, i.e. by counting the total TPs, FPs
and FNs globally, irrespective of the class. The multi-class
extension of Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC, (31))
was defined as:

MCC = c × s − ∑K
k pk × tk√(

s2 − ∑K
k p2

k

)
×

(
s2 − ∑K

k t2
k

) (5)

with tk =
K∑
i

Cik as the number of times class k truly oc-

curred, pk =
K∑
i

Cki as the number of times class k was pre-

dicted, c =
K∑
k

Ckk, the total number of samples correctly

predicted, and s =
K∑
i

K∑
j

Ci j , the total number of samples.

95% confidence intervals for accuracy and MCC were es-
timated over n = 1000 bootstrap sets; for each bootstrap
set we randomly sampled predictions from the original test
set with replacement. Standard deviation (or in the case of
bootstrapping: bootstrap standard error) was calculated as
the difference of each test set (xi ) from the average perfor-
mance 〈X〉 (Equation 6). 95% confidence intervals were esti-

mated by multiplying the bootstrap standard error by 1.96.

StdDev =
√

xi − 〈X〉2

n
(6)

RESULTS

Generalization of HBI to EAT

Homology-based inference (HBI) uses sequence similarity
to transfer annotations from experimentally characterized
(labelled) to uncharacterized (unlabeled) proteins. More
specifically, an unlabeled query protein Q is aligned against
a set of proteins X with experimental annotations (dubbed
lookup set) and the annotation of the best hit, e.g. mea-
sured as lowest E-value, is transferred if it is below a certain
threshold (e.g. E-value(Q,X)<10–3). This relates to infer-
ring the annotation of a query protein from the k-Nearest
Neighbors (k-NN) in sequence space. More recently, simi-
lar approaches expanded from distance in sequence to dis-
tance in embedding space (Figure 1B) as means for k-NN
based annotation transfer (48,50). Here, we refer to such
methods as embedding- based annotation transfer (EAT).
We used EAT as a proxy for the comparison of embed-
dings from five different pLMs: ProSE-DLM & ProSE-MT
(44), ProtBERT & ProtT5 (37), and ESM-1b (38). Next, we
used triplets of proteins (anchor, positive, negative) to learn
a new embedding space by pulling protein pairs from the
same CATH class (anchor-positive) closer together while
pushing apart pairs from different CATH classes (anchor-
negative; Figure 1A). We referred to this method as Prot-
Tucker. At this stage, we did not fine-tune the pre-trained
pLMs. Instead, we created a new embedding space using a
two-layer feed-forward neural network (FNN).

EAT with raw embeddings level with HBI

First, we transferred annotations from all proteins in
lookup69k to any protein in test219. All pLMs significantly
(at 95% CI––confidence interval) outperformed random an-
notation transfer (Table 1). Performance differed between
pLMs (Table 1), with ProtBERT (37) being consistently
worse than LSTM-based ProSE-DLM or more advanced
transformers (ESM-1b, ProtT5). ESM-1b and ProtT5 also
numerically outperformed ProSE-DLM and HBI using
MMseqs2 (27), especially on the most fine-grained and thus
hardest level of superfamilies. However, MMseqs2 had been
used for redundancy-reduction, i.e. the data set had been
optimized for minimal performance of MMseqs2. HBI us-
ing publicly available HMM-profiles from CATH-Gene3D
(54) along with the profile-based advanced HMMER (74)
designed for more remote homology detection, outper-
formed all raw embeddings for homologous superfamilies,
while embeddings from ESM-1b and ProtT5 appeared su-
perior on the class- and architecture-level (Table 1). In fact,
all HBI values, for MMseqs2 and HMMER, were high-
est for the H-level, and second highest for the C-level. In
contrast, raw pLM embeddings mirrored the random base-
line trend, with numbers being inversely proportional to the
rank in C, A, T, H (highest for C, lowest for H, Table 1).
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Table 1. Accuracy for annotation transfer to queries in test219 *

Method/Input C A T H Mean

Baseline Random 29 ± 6 9 ± 4 1 ± 2 0 ± 0 10 ± 3

HBI MMSeqs2 (sequence) 52 ± 7 36 ± 6 29 ± 6 35 ± 6 38 ± 6
HMMER (profile) 70 ± 6 60 ± 6 59 ± 7 77 ± 7 67 ± 6

EAT - unsupervised ProSE-DLM 74 ± 6 48 ± 7 28 ± 6 25 ± 7 44 ± 6
ESM-1b 79 ± 5 61 ± 6 50 ± 7 57 ± 8 62 ± 7
ProtBERT 67 ± 6 38 ± 6 22 ± 6 18 ± 6 36 ± 6
ProtT5 84 ± 5 67 ± 6 57 ± 6 64 ± 8 68 ± 6

EAT - supervised ProSE-MT 82 ± 5 65 ± 6 52 ± 7 56 ± 8 64 ± 7

EAT - contrastive ProSE-DLM 78 ± 4 53 ± 6 32 ± 6 29 ± 7 48 ± 6
learning––ProtTucker ProSE-MT 87 ± 4 68 ± 6 53 ± 7 55 ± 8 66 ± 6

ESM-1b 87 ± 4 68 ± 6 59 ± 7 70 ± 7 71 ± 6
ProtBERT 81 ± 5 52 ± 7 37 ± 6 39 ± 8 52 ± 7
ProtT5 89 ± 4 75 ± 6 64 ± 6 76 ± 6 76 ± 6
ProtT5 (train11M) 88 ± 4 77 ± 5 68 ± 5 79 ± 7 78 ± 6

*Accuracy (Equation 3) for predicting CATH (54,1) levels (C, A, T, H) by transferring annotations from Lookup69k (lookup set) to test219 (queries);
shown for each of the four levels from the most coarse-grained level class C to the most fine-grained level of homology H. The column Mean marked the
simple arithmetic average over the four performance values. Queries with at least one lookup protein of the same CATH classification but without any hit
at E-value < 10 for MMSeqs/HMMER were counted as incorrect predictions. Errors indicate bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals, i.e. 1.96 bootstrap
standard errors (Equation 6). Queries with at least one lookup protein of the same CATH annotation but without any hit (no hit with E-value < 10 for
MMSeqs/HMMER; irrelevant for EAT) were counted as wrong predictions. Bold letters mark the numerically highest values (averages over all test219
proteins) in each column irrespective of the confidence interval.
Methods: Baseline: Random transferred the label of a randomly picked protein; HBI: MMSeqs2 (27) used single sequence search to transfer the annotation
of the hit with the lowest E-value; HBI: HMMER used HMM-profiles (74); EAT-unsupervised: embedding-based transfer of annotations using the small-
est Euclidean distance measured in embedding space of unsupervised pLMs ProSE-DLM, ESM-1b (38), ProtBERT and ProtT5 (37); EAT-supervised:
annotation transfer using ProSE-MT trained on structural data in SCOPe; EAT: contrastive learning ProtTucker: contrastive learning trained on CATH
classifications in train66k using as input embeddings from ProSE-DLM, ProSE-MT, ESM-1b, ProtBERT and ProtT5; ProtTucker-ProtT5 (train11M)
trained on additional data from Gene3D (train11M).

EAT improved through supervised embeddings

ProSE-MT expands ProSE-DLM by additionally training
on intra-residue contacts and structural similarity using la-
beled data from SCOPe (44). This additional effort was re-
flected by the higher performance for all CATH levels (Table
1, ProSE-MT > ProSE-DLM). The supervision pushed the
LSTM-based ProSE-MT to reach performance levels close
to the unsupervised, raw embeddings from transformer-
based ProtT5. The performance gap increased with classi-
fication difficulty (Table 1, ProtT5 > ProSE-MT, especially
at the H-level).

EAT improved by contrastively learning embeddings

Contrastive learning tries to bring members from the same
class/CATH-level closer while pushing those from differ-
ent classes further apart. One success is the degree to
which these two distributions (same versus different) were
separated through training: the distribution of all pair-
wise Euclidean distances within (intra/same) and between
(inter/different) superfamilies in train66k changed substan-
tially through contrastive learning (Figure 2). Before ap-
plying contrastive learning, the distributions between (inter,
Figure 2: red) and within (intra, Figure 2: blue) overlapped
much more than after.

Displaying the information learned by the embeddings,
we compared t-SNE projections colored by the four main
CATH classes before (Figure 3A) and after (Figure 3C) con-
trastive learning. These two projections compared 1024 di-
mensions from ProtT5 (Figure 3A) with 128 dimensions

from ProtTucker (Figure 3C). To rule out visual effects
from higher dimensionality, we also compared the un-
trained, randomly initialized version of ProtTucker using
pre-trained ProtT5 embeddings as input (Figure 3B). For
all cases, the data set (train66k) and the parameters for di-
mensionality reduction were identical. T-SNE projections
of raw ProtT5 embeddings qualitatively suggested some
class separation (clustering). The information underlying
this separation was preserved when projecting ProtT5 em-
beddings through an untrained ProtTucker (Figure 3B).
Embeddings from ProtTucker(ProtT5), i.e. those resulting
through contrastive learning, separated the classes much
more clearly.

To further probe the extent to which contrastive learn-
ing captured remote homologs, we compared the Eu-
clidean distance between all protein pairs in a 30% non-
redundant dataset (CATH-S30) with the structural simi-
larity of those pairs computed via SSAP (65,66) (Figure
4). From the ∼10M possible pairs between the 3,186 pro-
teins in CATH-S30 (problem not fully symmetric, there-
fore N*(N - 1): 10.1M), 7.1M had to be discarded due
to low quality (SSAP-score < 50), leaving 2.9M pairs of
which only 1.8% (53k pairs) had the same homologous su-
perfamily (Figure 4: blue). Despite this imbalance, unsu-
pervised ProtT5 (Figure 4A) already to some extent sep-
arated the same from different superfamilies. Still, Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5) improved this separation, especially, for
pairs with low structural similarity (Figure 4B). This was
supported by the Spearman correlation coefficient between
the structural similarity and the Euclidean distance in-
creasing from 0.05 to 0.22 after contrastive learning. When
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Figure 2. Contrastive learning separated positives from negatives. The structural similarity defined by increasing overlap in CATH drove the contrastive
learning of a new embedding space. The new embeddings distanced protein pairs with different CATH classifications (red; same topology but different
superfamily) while focusing pairs with the same CATH classification (blue; same superfamily). These graphs compared the Euclidean distance for all such
pairs from the set train66k before (Panel A) and after (Panel B) contrastive training. Input to the FNN were the raw embeddings from ProtT5 (37), output
were the new ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings. The dashed line at Euclidean distance of 1.1 in B marked the threshold at which EAT performances started
to decrease (Figure 5).

considering only the subset of pairs that likely have sim-
ilar folds (SSAP-score > 70), this correlation increased
to 0.26 and 0.37 for ProtT5 and ProtTucker(ProtT5),
respectively.

The trend captured by the better separation of distri-
butions (Figure 2) and structural features (Figures 3 and
4) translated directly into performance increases: all em-
beddings optimized on the CATH hierarchy through con-
trastive learning yielded better EAT classifications than
the raw embeddings from pre-trained pLMs (Table 1).
As ProtTucker described the process of refining raw em-
beddings through contrastive learning, we used the an-
notation ProtTucker(X)––in this section also shortened to
PT(X)––to refer to the embeddings output by inputting the
pre-trained pLM X into the contrastive learning. The im-
provements were larger for more fine-grained CATH lev-
els: all models improved significantly for the H-level, while
only PT(ProtBERT) and PT(ESM-1b) improved from 4 to
14 or from 0 to 21 percentage points for the C-, and the H-
level, respectively. PT(ProtT5) consistently outperformed
all other pLMs on all four CATH-levels, with an increas-
ing performance gap toward the more fine-grained H-level
at which all pLMs except for PT(ESM-1b) performed sig-
nificantly worse. The improvements from contrastive learn-
ing for PT(ProSE-DLM) and PT(ProSE-MT) were mostly
consistent but largely insignificant. Especially, the model al-
ready optimized using labeled data (ProSE-MT) hardly im-
proved through another round of supervision by contrastive
learning and even worsened slightly at the H-level.

We augmented the training set for PT(ProtT5) by adding
HBI-hits from HMM-profiles provided by CATH-Gene3D
(if sequence dissimilar to test300/val200). This increased
the training set from 66k (66 × 103) to 11m (11 × 106) pro-

teins (15-fold increase) and raised performance, although
the higher values were neither statistically significant nor
consistent (Table 1: values in last row not always higher than
those in second to last row).

Ablation study

We studied the effect of batch-hard and hierarchical sam-
pling on performance by removing each component when
training PT(ProtT5) (Table 2). Benchmarking on EAT
from lookup69k to test219 established that removing ei-
ther component lowered performance for all CATH lev-
els. Dropping both sampling methods substantially low-
ered performance. While dropping batch-hard sampling still
reached high performance for the coarse-grained C- and A-
level, dropping hierarchy-sampling dropped performance
for both. Dropping both sampling technique, performed
worse for all CATH levels but the decrease for the more
fine-grained superfamily level was much larger than for the
C-level.

Embedding distance correlated with accuracy

The MCC, (Equation 5) of HBI inversely correlated with E-
value (Figure 6, HBI-methods): more significant hits (lower
E-values) more often shared the same CATH level than less
significant hits (higher E-values). In analogy, we explored
the corresponding relation for EAT, namely the correlation
between accuracy (Equation 3) and embedding distance for
ProtTucker(ProtT5). Indeed, accuracy correlated with em-
bedding distance (Figure 5: solid lines) while recall inversely
correlated (Figure 5: dashed lines) for all four classes. For in-
stance, when transferring only annotations for closest hits
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Table 2. Ablation study*

C A T H Mean

Baseline 89 ± 4 75 ± 6 64 ± 6 76 ± 6 76 ± 6
-batch-hard 88 ± 4 73 ± 6 62 ± 7 69 ± 7 73 ± 6
-hierarchy 83 ± 5 69 ± 6 62 ± 7 71 ± 7 71 ± 6
-both 83 ± 5 63 ± 6 51 ± 7 57 ± 8 64 ± 7

*Accuracy (Equation 3) and 95% CI (Equation 6) for predicting CATH-levels (54,1) through EAT from Lookup69k (lookup set) to test219 (queries). We
investigate the effect on performance when dropping either batch-hard sampling, hierarchy-sampling or both from the Baseline model (ProtTucker(ProtT5)).

Figure 3. Better CATH class-level clustering. Using t-SNE (86), we pro-
jected the high-dimensional ProtTucker(ProtT5) embedding space onto
2D before (Panel A; ProtT5) and after (Panel C; ProtTucker(ProtT5)) con-
trastive learning. Panel B visualized the same data embedded with an un-
trained version of ProtTucker to assess the impact of different embedding
dimensions (1024-d for ProtT5 versus 128-d for ProtTucker(ProtT5)). For
all plots, dimensionality was first reduced by Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) to 50 dimensions and parameters of the subsequent t-SNE were
identical (perplexity = 150, learning rate = 400, n iter = 1000, seed = 42).
The colors mark the major class level of CATH (C), distinguishing proteins
according to their major distinction in secondary structure content.

with Euclidean distances of 1.1 or less, predictions were
made for 57%, 57%, 59% or 75% of the test set (coverage,
Equation 4) of these 96%, 93%, 91% or 90% were correct
for levels C, A, T, H, respectively.

ProtTucker reached into the midnight zone

Annotation transfer by HBI crucially depends on the se-
quence similarity between query (unknown annotation)
and template (experimental annotation). Usually, the sig-
nificance of an inference is measured as the chance of find-
ing a hit at random for a given database size (E-value; the
lower the better). Here, we compared the effect of gradually
removing hits depending on their E-values. Essentially, this
approach measured how sensitive performance was to the
degree of redundancy reduction between query and lookup
set. For instance, at a value of 10–3 (dashed vertical lines in
Figure 6), all pairs with E-values ≤10–3 were removed. HBI
based on sequence alone performed much better with than
without residual redundancy (Figure 6). The trend was sim-
ilar for EAT, but much less pronounced: EAT succeeded for
pairs with very different sequences (Figure 6 toward right)
almost as well as for proteins with more sequence similar
matches in the set (Figure 6 toward left: EAT almost as high
as toward right).

ProtTucker not a generalist

We evaluated the generality of ProtTucker embeddings by
(mis)-using them as exclusive input to predict subcellular
location in ten states. To this end, we EAT transferred
annotations from an established data set (Supplementary
Table S5) to a strictly non-redundant test set (setHard,
Supplementary Table S5). ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings
outperformed the raw ProtT5 embeddings in the CATH
classification for which they were optimized (structural
similarity; Table 1), there appeared no performance gain
in predicting location. Conversely, performance also did
not decrease significantly, indicating that the new embed-
dings retained some of the information available in ProtT5
embeddings.

Family size mattered

By clustering very large protein families (>100 members af-
ter redundancy reduction) at 95% PIDE, we constrained
the redundancy in set train66k. Nevertheless, when split-
ting test219 into three bins of varying family sizes, we still
observed a trend towards higher accuracy (Equation 3) for
larger families at the H-level (Supplementary Figure S1).
We chose the three bins such that they contained about
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Figure 4. ProtTucker captured fine-grained structural similarity. 3186 non-redundant proteins (CATH-S30) probed the remote homology detection of
embeddings before (Panel A) and after contrastive learning (Panel B). The Euclidean distance between ProtTucker embeddings (Panel B) correlated better
with structural similarity computed by SSAP (65,66) than unsupervised embeddings (Panel A): Spearman � = 0.22 and � = 0.05 (black dashed lines). This
correlation increased to � = 0.37 and � = 0.26 for structurally more similar protein pairs (SSAP-score > 70). Only 1.8% (53k) of all structurally similar
pairs were in the same homologous superfamily (blue). The unsupervised ProtT5 already separated homologous pairs from others, but ProtTucker(ProtT5)
improved, especially, for hard cases with low structural similarity. The gray dashed line at Euclidean distance = 1.1 in Panel B marked the threshold at
which EAT performances started to decrease (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Embedding distance correlated with reliability. Similar to vary-
ing E-value cut-offs for HBI, we examined whether the fraction of correct
predictions (accuracy; left axis; Equation 3) depended on embedding dis-
tance (x-axis) for EAT. This was shown by transferring annotations for all
four CATH levels (Class: blue; Architecture: orange; Topology: green; Ho-
mologous superfamily: red) from lookup69k to the queries in set test219
(Panel B in Figure 1) using the hit with lowest Euclidean distance. The
fraction of test219 proteins having a hit below a certain distance threshold
(coverage, right axis, dashed lines; Equation 4) was evaluated separately
for each CATH level. For example, at an Euclidean distance of 1.1 (ver-
tical dotted line), 75% of the proteins found a hit at the H-level (Cov(H)
= 75%) and 90% were correctly predicted (Acc(H) = 90%; SOM Tables
S3 and S4 for more details). Thus, decreasing embedding distance corre-
lated with EAT performance. This correlation enables users to select only
the, e.g. 10% top hits, or as many hits to a certain CATH level as possible,
depending on the objectives.

the same number of samples (small families: ≤10 members,
medium: 11–70, and large: ≥70 members). Especially, un-
supervised EAT using the raw ProtT5 embeddings exhib-

ited a clear trend towards higher accuracy with increas-
ing family size. In contrast, the two HBI-methods (MM-
seqs2, HMMER), as well as EAT using the optimized Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5) embeddings performed similarly for small
and medium-sized families and much better for large fami-
lies.

EAT complements HBI

As previously shown (49), ProtTucker can improve clus-
tering functional families (76). Here, we showed how EAT
can be used to detect outliers. Firstly, we computed pair-
wise Euclidean distances between the embeddings of all
protein pairs in set train66k and analyzed the five pairs
(10 proteins) with the highest Euclidean distance in the
same homologous superfamily (Supplementary Table S6).
High distance within the same homologous superfamily in-
dicates potentially wrong annotations. Secondly, we com-
puted the nearest neighbors of those ten proteins to find
an alternative, potentially more suitable annotation. For
instance, the proteins in the Phosphorylase Kinase super-
family with the largest embedding distance (4pdyA01, bac-
terial aminoglycoside phosphotrans-ferase) to any other
protein within this family (3skjF00, human Galactose-
binding domain-like (77)) linked to different UniProt en-
tries (C8WS74 ALIAD and EPHA2 HUMAN). In con-
trast, the nearest neighbor (3heiA00, human phosphorylase
kinase (78)) of 3skjF00 linked to the same UniProt entry
(EPHA2 HUMAN (68)) with the same enzymatic activity
(EC number 2.7.10.1 (79)). Such analyses may indicate im-
pure homologous superfamilies along with suggesting al-
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Figure 6. Performance decreasing with lower residual sequence similarity. We analyzed the change of performance in MCC (Equation 3) through removing
proteins from lookup69k based on their E-value with respect to test219 for two HBI-based (green: HMMER (74); red: MMSeqs2 (27)) and two EAT-based
methods (orange: raw ProtT5 (37); blue: contrastive learning optimized ProtTucker(ProtT5)). The E-values were derived by searching sequences in test219
against lookup69k using (i) HMM-profiles from CATH-Gene3D (54) through HMMer and (ii) MMSeqs2 sequence search with highest sensitivity (-s 7.5,
-cov 0). ‘None’ referred to the performance without applying any threshold, i.e. all proteins in lookup69k were used for annotation transfer; all other
thresholds referred to removing proteins below this E-value from lookup69k. Predictions were considered as false positives when no hit was found; pairs
without CATH class matches were ignored. While the performance of EAT using raw ProtT5 and refined ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings decreased upon
removing sequence similar pairs (toward right), HBI-based methods dropped significantly more. The default threshold for most sequence searches (E-value
< 1e–3) was highlighted by vertical, gray, dashed lines.

ternative labels to be confirmed or rejected through manual
curation.

EAT predicts entire proteomes in minutes

Training ProtTucker(ProtT5) required generating ProtT5
embeddings for train66k. This took 23m and 11m, respec-
tively. Embeddings were generated using ProtT5 in half-
precision with batch processing. All times were measured
on a single Nvidia RTX A6000 with 48GB of vRAM and
an AMD EPYC ROME 7352.

When predicting for new queries, ProtTucker requires la-
beled lookup proteins from which annotations can be trans-
ferred to unlabeled query proteins. Embeddings for this
lookup set are pre-computed for the first query and can be
re-used for all subsequent queries at any future time. The
time required to labeled lookup proteins from which an-
notations can be transferred to unlabeled query proteins.
Embeddings for this lookup set are pre-computed for the
first query and can be re-used for all subsequent queries at
any future time. The time required to generate ProtTucker
embeddings from the embeddings of pLMs was negligi-
ble as its generation required only a single forward pass
through a two-layer FNN. This implied that the total time
for EAT with ProtTucker was largely determined by the
embedding generation speed. For instance, creating per-
protein embeddings from ProtT5 for the 123k proteins in
CATH-S100 required 23 min (m). The total time for creat-

Table 3. Runtime*

Methods Pre-processing (s) Inference (s)

MMSeqs2 (sequence) 0.2 × 103 2.5 × 10–2

HMMER (HMM) 114 × 103 150 × 10–2

ProtTucker(ProtT5) 1.4 × 103 1.4 × 10–2

* Runtime to transfer annotations from CATH-S100 (123k proteins) to a
single query. All times measured in seconds [s] on a single Nvidia RTX
A6000 with 48GB of vRAM and an AMD EPYC ROME. Methods:
two HBI-based methods (MMSeqs2 and HMMER) and one EAT-based
method (ProtTucker(ProtT5)). Pre-processing: measured the time required
for building datasets (indexed database for MMSeqs2; MSA for jackham-
mer plus HMM profiles (HMMER) or ProtT5 embeddings (ProtTucker);
Inference: the time for each new protein with a transfer.

ing ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings from ProtT5 embed-
dings for the same set on the same machine was 0.5 seconds
(s), i.e. ProtTucker added about 0.3%. Creating HMM pro-
files for the same set using either MSAs from MMSeqs2 (–
num-iterations 3, -s 7.5) or jackhmmer took 15 m or 30 h,
respectively (Table 3).

To predict using EAT, users have to embed only single
query proteins requiring, on average, 0.01 s per protein for
the CATH-S100 set. Using either single protein sequence
search (MMSeqs2), pre-computed HMM profiles (HM-
MER) or pre-computed embeddings (ProtTucker) to trans-
fer annotations from CATH-S100 to a single query protein
took on average 0.025, 1.5 or 0.0008 s, respectively. Proteins
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in the PDB and CATH are, on average, roughly half as long
(173 residues) as those from UniProt (343 residues). This is
relevant for runtime, because embedding generation scales
quadratically with sequence length (Figure 13 in SOM of
(37)).

This increase was also reflected for the proteome-wide
annotation transfer (Table 4), although these values in-
cluded computations required for all aspects of EAT (1:
load ProtT5 embeddings for pre-computed CATH-S100
lookup set; 2: load ProtT5 and embedding for query pro-
teome; 3: generate ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings for
queries and lookup; 4: compute pairwise Euclidean dis-
tances between query/lookup). We compared EAT using
ProtTucker(ProtT5) embeddings to HBI proxied by exist-
ing Gene3D annotations taken from UniProt for three dif-
ferent proteomes (Table 4). At an expected error rate of
5% (Euclidean distance ≤ 0.9, Supplementary Table S3),
EAT predicted substantially more proteins than Gene3D
at HMMER E-value < 10–3. For the subset of proteins for
which both methods transferred annotations, those largely
agreed (Agreement, Table 4; Supplementary Table S7 for
other thresholds). All values for coverage decreased for
multi-domain proteins, as proxied by ‘multiple Gene3D an-
notations’, while the agreement between Gene3D and Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5) increased for two of three proteomes (Table
4: multi).

DISCUSSION

Prototype for representation learning of hierarchies

We have presented a new solution for combining the infor-
mation implicitly contained in the embeddings from pro-
tein Language Models (pLMs) and contrastive learning to
learn directly from hierarchically sorted data. As proof-
of-concept, we applied the concept to the CATH hierar-
chy of protein structures (54,1,6,80). Hierarchies are diffi-
cult to handle by traditional supervised learning solutions.
One shortcut is to learn each level in the hierarchy indepen-
dently (81–83) at the price of having less information for
other levels and of not explicitly benefiting from the hierar-
chy. Instead, our solution of contrastively learning protein
triplets (anchor, positive, negative) to extract a new embed-
ding space by condensing positives and moving negatives
apart benefits from CATH’s hierarchical structure. Simul-
taneously training a single, shared feed-forward neural net-
work (FNN) on triplets from all four CATH classification
levels allowed the network to directly capture the hierar-
chy. Encoding protein sequences through previously trained
pLMs enabled ready information transfer from large but
unlabeled sequence databases such as BFD (69) to 10,000-
times smaller but experimentally annotated (labeled) pro-
teins of known 3D structure classified by CATH. In turn,
this allowed us to readily leverage aspects of protein struc-
ture captured by pLMs that are informative enough to pre-
dict structure from embeddings alone (52). Although the
raw, pre-trained, unoptimized embeddings captured some
aspects of the classification (Figures 2A–4A, Table 1), con-
trastive learning boosted this signal significantly (Figures
2B–4B, Table 1).

Crucial for this success was the novel combination of
hierarchy- and batch-hard sampling (Table 2). Presum-

ably, because those techniques enforce so-called semi-hard
triplets that are neither too simple nor too hard to learn
(72). This training setup learned different classifications
for the same protein pair, depending on the third protein
forming the triplet, thereby forcing the network to learn
the complex hierarchy. The ambivalence in the notion of
positive/negative pair facilitated training by allowing to in-
clude superfamilies with few members (otherwise to be
skipped) and it increased the number of possible triplets
manifold compared to only sampling on the level of super-
families. These advantages might partially explain the syn-
ergy of both sampling techniques (Table 2).

Raw embedding EAT matched profile alignments in hit detec-
tion

In technical analogy to homology-based inference (HBI),
we used embedding based annotation transfer (EAT, Fig-
ure 1B) to transfer annotations from labeled lookup pro-
teins (proteins with a known CATH classification) to unla-
beled query proteins (any protein of known sequence with-
out known structure). Instead of transferring annotations
from the closest hit in sequence space, EAT transferred an-
notations to the hit with smallest Euclidean distance in em-
bedding space. This relatively simple approach was shown
previously to predict protein function as defined by Gene
Ontology (GO) better than hand-crafted features (50) even
to levels competitive to much more complex approaches
(48).

The concept of EAT was so successful that raw em-
beddings from two different pre-trained pLMs (ESM-1b
(38), and ProtT5 (37)) already set the bar high for pre-
dicting CATH levels. The raw, general-purpose ESM-1b
and ProtT5 outperformed HBI based on advanced HMM-
profiles from HMMER (74) on the C- and A-level while
falling short on the H-level (Table 1). Furthermore, we
showed that ProtT5 already separated protein pairs with
the same from those with different homologous superfam-
ilies even when using a lookup set that consisted only of
proteins with maximally 30% pairwise sequence identity
(Figure 4A). Importantly, this competitive performance was
achieved at a much smaller cost in terms of runtime (Tables
3 and 4).

As the lookup embeddings or HMM profiles are com-
puted only once, we neglected this additional step. Such
preparations cost much more than single queries: pre-
computing HMM profiles using MMseqs2 took 15m, pre-
computing embeddings about 23m (Table 3) using the same
set and machine but utilizing CPUs in one (MMseqs2) and
GPUs in the other (ProtT5). Only MMSeqs2 generated
and indexed its database rapidly (19.5 s). However, pre-
processing is required only once, rapidly amortizing when
running many queries. The ability to pre-compute such
representations is also a crucial difference between Prot-
Tucker and other learned methods (44,59). For pairwise
protein comparisons, those methods typically require N
comparisons/forward-passes to search with a single query
against N proteins. Instead, ProtTucker only needs a single
forward pass to embed the new query; subsequent similarity
scoring simply and quickly computes an Euclidean distance.
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Table 4. CATH predictions for three model proteomes*

Proteome Size Gene3D ProtTucker(ProtT5)@0.9 Agreement Gene3D-multi
Agreement-
multi

Inference time
[s]

E. Coli (K12) 2033 59% (1193) 97% (1982) 81% (963) 23% (275) 86% (235) 113 (0.06)
A. Ostoyae 22 192 31% (6902) 79% (17 416) 75% (4707) 18% (1223) 65% (684) 1384 (0.06)
M. Chiliensis 1120 35% (392) 87% (974) 84% (320) 10% (40) 73% (29) 95 (0.09)

* Comparison of the annotation-transfer from 123k CATH-S100 proteins (5,54) through HBI (Gene3D (64)) and through EAT as introduced here (Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5), or PT(ProtT5)) for three entire reference proteomes: Escherichia coli (E. coli), Armillaria ostoyae (A. ostoyae) and Megavirus chilensis (M.
chilensis). In other words, all proteins in the three organisms were mapped to proteins of known structure using the CATH hierarchy. Gene3D predictions
were taken from UniProt; PT(ProtT5) predictions were derived from the single nearest neighbor in Euclidean space. Coverage-related numbers refer to
the percentage of proteins in the entire proteome (Size; in brackets: actual number of proteins), while those pertaining to the agreement are percentages
of the set with annotations. Size: number of proteins; Gene3D: fraction of proteins with Gene3D annotation (coverage); PT(ProT5)@0.9: coverage of
PT(ProtT5) at Euclidean distance < = 0.9 (5% error rate; Supplementary Table S3); Agreement: fraction of proteins for which Gene3D and PT(ProT5)
had a prediction and reported the same homologous CATH superfamily (for multi-domain proteins with multiple Gene3D annotations, matching any
domain by PT(ProtT5) was considered as correct); Gene3D Multi: fraction of Gene3D proteins with multi-domain annotation; Agreement Multi: fraction
of multi-domain proteins for which the homologous CATH superfamily predicted by PT5 agreed with one of the Gene3D domain annotations; Inference
time: the total time needed for proteome-wide embedding-based annotation transfer (EAT) measured in seconds [s] on a single Nvidia RTX A6000 with
48GB of vRAM and an AMD EPYC ROME (in brackets the average time per protein).

This makes ProtTucker search speed scale well with
database growth suggesting the tool as a fast but sensitive
pre-filter for other methods that in turn provide residue-
level information as showcased on three model organ-
isms (Table 4), including one of the largest organisms on
earth (fungus A. ostoyae, 22 192 proteins) and one of the
largest viruses (M. chilensis, 1120 proteins). In <27 min
on a single machine (Table 4), ProtTucker transferred sub-
stantially more CATH annotations mapping proteins from
their sequence to 3D structures through the CATH re-
source than Gene3D (64) at a similar level of expected error
(Table 4).

For the virus and the bacterium (E. coli) the annotations
agreed to over 80% with Gene3D, while this value dropped
to 75% for the fungus (Table 4). Although high, the agree-
ment was lower than expected: if ProtTucker and Gene3D
each had fewer than 5% errors, then both should agree for
over 90% of the proteins for which both transfer annota-
tions. Most likely, this discrepancy (�(90-77)) arose par-
tially from multi-domain proteins. Despite carefully cross-
validating ProtTucker, an alternative explanation for the
discrepancy is underestima-ting the expected error a dis-
tances ≤0.9 as 5% instead of up to 15%. The ‘functional
shape’ of the agreement between ProtTucker and Gene3D at
different distance thresholds (Supplementary Table S7) sug-
gested that the ‘errors’ (lack of agreement) did not only orig-
inate from ProtTucker. Carefully annotating the five pro-
teins with the lowest distance and a different CATH anno-
tation (Supplementary Table S4) supported this perspective.

The agreement for multi-domain proteins dropped less
than expected (11 percentage points drop for M. Chilensis, 5
percentage points increase for E. coli), possibly suggesting
that ProtTucker using averages over an entire protein for
comparison did not trip substantially more over the multi-
domain challenge than the local alignment-based Gene3D
using HMMER (74). This might suggest ProtTucker to have
added correct annotations over Gene3D in multi-domain
proteins, although developed exclusively on single domain
proteins. The substantial increase in coverage from the level
expected at distances ≥0.9 (Figure 5, Supplementary Table
S4) for the proteomes (Table 4) might be misleading: to es-
tablish performance coverage (Figure 5, Supplementary Ta-

ble S4), we used a highly non-redundant lookup set, pre-
sumably removing many easy hits. In contrast, analyzing
proteomes, we transferred annotations for all CATH-S100
proteins, leveraging ‘redundant annotation transfers’ to in-
crease coverage.

As for HBI, the accuracy of EAT also increased for larger
families (Supplementary Figure S1). One explanation is that
the larger the family, the higher the random hit rate, simply
because there are more possible hits. Another, more sub-
tle (and given the enormous compute time needed to train
ProtT5, more difficult to test) explanation is that the largest
CATH families represent most of the largest protein fami-
lies (54). In fact, a few hundred of the largest superfamilies
cover half of the entire sequence space (54,84). Simply due
to their immense size, these large families have been sam-
pled more during the pre-training of ProtT5.

ProtTucker embeddings intruded into midnight zone

The embedding space resulting from contrastive learning,
introduced here, improved performance consistently for all
four pLMs (Table 1). This was revealed through several
ways of looking at the results from embeddings with and
without contrastive learning: (i) the increased separation of
protein pairs within the same protein superfamily and be-
tween different superfamilies (Figure 2), (ii) the qualitative
improvement in the clustering of t-SNE projections (Fig-
ure 3), the better correlation of embedding distance and
structural similarity (Figure 4) and (iii) the quantitative im-
provement in the EAT benchmark (Table 1). On top, the
Euclidean distance correlated with accuracy (Figure 5, Sup-
plementary Table S3). Similar to an E-value in HBI, this lets
users gauge the reliability of a hit between query and anno-
tated protein.

While the accuracy of the best performing pLM (Prot-
Tucker(ProtT5)) was similar to HBI using HMM-profiles
on the most fine-grained level of homologous superfam-
ilies (CATH level H, Table 1), the relative advantage of
EAT increased, the more diverged the level of inference,
i.e. EAT outperformed HBI for more distant relations from
the midnight zone (CATH level C, Table 1). When further
reducing data redundancy, i.e. removing more similar se-
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quences, this trend became clearer (Figure 6). Despite in-
creasing difficulty, the performance of EAT decreased al-
most insignificantly where HBI approached random for in-
significant E-values. This trend was supported by the cor-
relation of structural similarity as defined by SSAP (65,66)
and the Euclidean distance between protein pairs in a 30%
non-redundant data set (Figure 4).

ProtTucker and tools such as HMMer have very different
resolution: ProtTucker considers only per-protein averages
to match query to template. In contrast, HMMer – or simi-
lar methods – align each residue between both proteins. The
coarse-grain yields the speedup (Table 4), and pitches Prot-
Tucker as a fast pre-filter. Once the hit is found by scan-
ning large data sets, the slower, fine-grained methods for
per-residue alignments and 3D prediction can be employed.
However, the per-protein average also implies limitations,
e.g. when Q and T have very different numbers of domains
or the number of domains for Q is not known (Table 3).

Ultimately, the coarse-grained ProtTucker can compete
at all because embeddings intrinsically abstract the con-
straints under which protein sequences evolve, including
constraints upon structure, function, and the environment.
The same constraints coin the evolutionary information
contained in profiles of protein families. Apparently, pLMs
such as ESM-1b (38), ProtBERT (70), or ProtT5 (70) are
successfully condense these constraints. In fact, pLMs are
arguably more successful than profile-based methods be-
cause a simple length-average over the position-specific
scoring metrices (PSSM) would not suffice to predict CATH
numbers very accurately.

ProtTucker builds upon this success to explicitly cap-
ture the constraints relevant for the CATH hierarchy. Thus,
the less a particular aspect of function depends on struc-
ture, the less likely the new ProtTucker embeddings will re-
flect this aspect. On the other hand, an approach similar
to ProtTucker focused on particular functional hierarchies,
e.g. EC numbers appears to work well (SM Akmese & M
Heinzinger, unpublished).

Taken together, these results indicated that contrastive
learning captured structural hierarchies and provides a
novel, powerful tool to uncover structural similarities
clearly beyond what has been achievable with 50 years of op-
timizing sequence-based alignment techniques. Using EAT
to complement HBI could become crucial for a variety of
applications, ranging from finding remote structural tem-
plates for protein 3D structure predictions over prioritiz-
ing new proteins without any similarity to an existing struc-
ture to filtering potentially wrong annotations. One partic-
ular example has recently been shown for the proteome of
SARS-CoV-2 to unravel entire functional components pos-
sibly relevant for fighting COVID-19 (61).

ProtTucker embeddings improved FunFams clustering

Previously (49), we showed that a simplistic predecessor of
ProtTucker helped to refine the clustering of FunFams (76).
By adding an additional, more fine-grained hierarchy level
in CATH, FunFams link the structure-function continuum
of proteins. The functional consistency within FunFams
was proxied through the enzymatic activity as defined by
the EC (Enzyme Commission (79)) number. Even the pre-

liminary ProtTucker improved the annotation transfer of
ligand binding and EC numbers (49) by removing outliers
from existing FunFams and by creating new, more func-
tionally coherent FunFams. As for CATH, the contrastively
trained ProtTucker(ProtBERT) also improved over its un-
supervised counterpart, ProtBERT, for FunFams. It im-
proved functional consistency especially for proteins in the
twilight zone (<35% PIDE, Figure 5 in (49)). Thus, Prot-
Tucker embeddings improved functional (FunFams) and
structural (CATH) consistency beyond sequence similarity.
Here, we expanded upon this analysis by showing how EAT
can be improved even more through contrastively learning
hierarchies. Using the proposed method, we could spot po-
tential outliers, i.e. samples with the same annotation but
large embedding distance. This might become essential to
clean up databases. Aside from outlier-spotting, we could
also obtain labels from the nearest neighbors of outliers
(Supplementary Table S6). Although we could not repro-
duce the same level of success when applying EAT to infer-
ring subcellular location in ten states (Table 3), the CATH-
optimized ProtTucker embeddings also did not perform
worse.

Generic advantages of contrastive learning

Contrastive learning benefits from hierarchies as opposed
to supervised training which usually flattens the hierarchy
thereby losing its intrinsic advantage. Other possible ad-
vantages of contrastive learning include the following three.
(i) Dynamic data update (online learning): While supervised
networks require re-training to benefit from new data, con-
trastively trained networks can benefit from new data by
simply updating the lookup set. This could even add com-
pletely new classes, such as proteins for which the classifi-
cation will become available only in the future. HBI shares
this advantage that originates from the difference between
classifying proteins into existing families versus classifying
by identifying the most similar proteins in that family. (ii)
Learn the access, not the data: Instead of forcing the su-
pervised network to memorize the training data, contrastive
learning teaches how to access the data stored in an exter-
nal lookup set. (iii) Compression: As many other learning
techniques, contrastive learning can act as a compression
technique. For instance, we reduced the disk space required
to store protein embeddings threefold by projecting 1024-
dimensional vectors onto 128 dimensions while improving
performance (Table 1). This renders new queries (inference)
more efficient and enables scaling up to very large lookup
sets. (iv) Interpretability: Knowing from which protein an
annotation was transferred might help users benefit more
from a certain prediction than just the prediction itself. For
instance, knowing that an unnamed query protein shares
all CATH levels with a particular glucocorticoid receptor
might suggest some functional implications helping to de-
sign future experiments.

CONCLUSIONS

Embeddings from protein Language Models (pLMs) ex-
tract the information learned by these models from un-
labeled protein sequences. Embedding-based Annotation
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Transfer (EAT) replacing the proximity in sequence space
used by homolog-based inference (HBI) through proxim-
ity in embedding space already reaches traditional align-
ment methods in transferring CATH annotations from a
template protein with experimental annotations to an un-
labeled query protein. Although not quite reaching the per-
formance of advanced profile-profile searches by HMMer
for all four CATH levels, the best embeddings surpassed
HMMer for two of the four levels (C and A). When optimiz-
ing embeddings through contrastive learning for the goal of
transferring CATH annotations, EAT using these new em-
beddings consistently outperformed all sequence compari-
son techniques tested. This higher performance was reached
at a fraction (three orders of magnitude) of the compu-
tational time. Although the new embeddings optimized
through contrastive learning for CATH did not improve
performance for a completely different task, namely the pre-
diction of subcellular location in ten classes, the CATH-
optimized solution did also not perform significantly worse.
Remarkably, just like HBI, the performance of EAT using
the optimized ProtTucker embeddings was proportional to
family size with increased accuracy for larger families.

DATA AVAILABILITY

Building on top of bio embeddings package (85) we have
made a script available that simplifies EAT https://github.
com/Rostlab/EAT.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NARGAB Online.
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